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FOREWORD. 

(i) The CensU$.-The Census of 1941 constitutes the seventh 
decennial series of systematic population records of H.E.H. the Nizam's 
Dominions. The dates fixed are not only for Hyderabad State but. 
also for the whole of India. The dates of these decennial censuses and 
the names of the Census Commissioners of Hyderabad State are given 
"below:- · - - · 

1. 1881- (17th February) .. Mr. Syed Mohiuddin Ulvi. 
2. 1891 (26th February) .. Mr. Mirza Mehdi Khan, M.R.A.c. 

3· 1901 (1st March} .. Mr. Mirza Mehdi Khan, M.R.A.c: 

4· 1911 (1oth March) .. Mr. Md. Abdul Majid, B.A .. 

5· 1921 (18th March,)· .. Mr. Md. Rahmatulla (Nawab · 
Rahmat Yar Jung Bahadur). 

6. 1931 (26th Febniary} :. Mr. Ghulam Al;tmad Khan 
7· 1941 ( Ist March) .. Mr. Mazhar Husain, MA.,- B.sc. 
For the 1881 census only the Tables volume was prepared. Since 

1891, both the Report and the T~ared. The third part, 
.i.~~th~O>in.i.tro*' ""Vvlwrre wasstarted from 1931. 

. The experience of previous occasions has no doubt been ·a good 
deal of help. This time, however, certain alterations were made in 
the method, which are dealt with in the Census Administration. Report. 
This new and improved method, though it involved certain administra: 
tive difficulties, has ensured comparative accuracy in the collection of 
data.. Still, the responsibility and risk Census officials are exposed to 
cannot better be described than has been done by ~rofessor Karve.* 
His remarks are equally, if not more strongly, applicable to Hyderabad: 

" The difficulties of having a faultless enumeration of things, 
persons and events over such an extensive territory as India, 
are well-known. Physically, financially and administra
tively, the task involves such a stupendous amount of re
sources that even the best equipped census and statistical 
services can only hope to attain a more or less rough ap
proximation to -the real situation. The ignorance and 
prejudice of the enumerated, the inexperience and limited 
sense of responsibility of enumera~or, the lack of sufficient 
technical accuracy among the classers and sifters, and last, 
though not· least, the complex character of human life" in 
India-these render the responsibiliti{:s of the officials very 
onerous indeed." 

•:Karve's " Poverty and Population in India, 1936, P. 25," 
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- ( ii) General Arrangements.-· To start the census work, the dis
trict village lists were revised and brought up ~o date. The State Census 
Code containing instruction for the· taking of the census was prepared, 
and printed copies were supplied to all the census-officers. Instructions 
on points not provided for in the Code were printed separately and given -
to the operators to be used during opr:rations. The State Census Act 
which gave legal authority for all the operations connected with tho:: 
census, was passed as a per~anent Act for all Censuses in future and at 
any time if the Government so desires. Census forms such as enumer
ation slips, house list; block and circle list; circle, charge and district 
summaries; .enumeration tickets, etc., were printeu and distributed. 
Besides the forms of statements, registers, slips, etc., the other printed 
matter which relates to 1941 census is noted below for information: 

.• --- G 

I. Four Census Memoranda that were issued during census 
work; 

2. The Census A~t that was passed; 
3· The Census Code of Procedure ; 
4· Instructions to Enumerators -and to the Tabulation Office;--
5· District Village Lists; 

6. Five Perman:,~;:~~~thltarrimiSn<rti""'"--¥ 7· Census Report, Part I. with atioc x,rvlm:uc and-

Notes on Tribes in Hyderabad State; Census Report, 
Part II. Tables Volume. 

(iii) Census Divisions.-House numbering was the first step 
taken for the beginning of the census work. The Municipal Commis
sioner Hyderabad City and all the Tahsildars were supplied with 
Hyderabad-made durable colour for this purpose so that the numbers 
may remain intact till the next census and the people also may use 
them as identifiqtion marks. As a future policy, the Hyderabad City 
Municipal Commissioner agreed to the following of my proposals: 

· 1. The house-numbering should remain' and be used as· perman
ent feature till the next census. The new houses built during this period 
should bear the adjoining number over one, two, three according to the 
increase in the new ones. 

2. Each street should have its name and its own house numbers 
and the street should begin and end at the cross roads. 

· The details of the procedure adopted for taking the census is fully 
described in a separate volume, the Census,Adrninistration Report, 1941. 
A summary is given below : , 

A hundred of the numbered houses formed a Census " Block " 
in charge of an enumerator; 10 to 15 such blocks constituted a "Circle" 
under a Supervisor. A number of Circles containing Io,ooo to 15,000 

houses made up a " Charge " under a Charge Superintendent. A town 
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was tre<\lted as a separate charge. Two· or three charges being within· 
a taluq was kept under the control of the Taluq Census Superintend
ent, the Tahsildar. All the taluqs which embrace the area of the 
district were under the District Census Officer, the First Taluqdar 
(District Collector). The Municipal Commissioner, Hyderabad City; 

. was the District Census Officer for the City. The exempted jagirs were 
trusted to adopt similar arrangements in their own jurisdiction. The 

775 (1941) . 5,249 . 
Dominions were divided into 789 (1931) Charges, 7,953 Crrcles and 

53,951 Bl ks 
71!,066 oc . 

{ iv:) Stalf.-Charge Superintendents, Circle ~Officers . and 
&upervisors were invariably Government employees. In villages the 
enumerators were mostly the.Patwaris, Patels and reliable persons such 
as office clerks. There were 53,951 Enumerators, 5,249 Supervisors and 
775 Charge Sup~rintendents in 1941 Census as against 78,o66 Enume
rators, 7,953 Supervisors and 789 Charge Superintendents in 1931 

-Census.· .. 
I was fortunate in having the 1931 Census experienced hands 

available not only in the City and districts as enumer<ltors,.-Su.pervisors, 
etc., but also in my office staff a~" Popacy, 1\SS!sta~t, Office Super· 

.in<ond_, .. .., .Clod·-, '"'• u•rrr-Llfus my work and amaety were much 
reduced. · 

· (v) Programme of Work.-A regular programme of all the 
Census operations in full detail was prepared beforehand, and is given 
in Census Administration Report. This was adhered to rigidly through
out the period and Government was kept in touch by a monthly progress 
·report. --

For census recording th.e enumerators were supplied 50 and 
zoo slip-pads, and the items included the following informatiop. in 27 
simple questions: N arne, religion, sex, age, civil condition, caste, com
munity, occupation,· mother-tongue, birth-place, literacy, extent of 
literacy, literacy in Urdu and English, employment and unemployment 
·and its period, certain infirmities. · 

(vi) Special Enquiries.-Special enquiries were undertaken 
into cottage industries, and large scale industries, and the results of the 
first two are included in the Tables Volume of the Census. 

(vii) Tabulation.-For the 1941 Census the Government of 
India decided early in March 1941, to have a limited tabulation for 
their ~rovinces, leaving .to the States full discretion to have complete 
census operations if they so wished. Instead, therefore, of the usual com
plete scheme of 16 Imperial and 2 Provincial Tables, the Provinces and 
Sfates were asked to send only the data for Imperial Tables I to V, 
XIII &;, XIV and the Provincial Tables I & II. 
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In Hyderabad State, this work was carried out according to a pre
arrangoo programme and as Hyderabad was the only State in India 
that carried out all the census tabulation, naturally, more time had to 
be taken. For sorting '1fnd tabulation; nearly a thousand persons have 
to be employed and accommOdated. Two large government buildings 
were hired· from the P.W.D. out of those that had been acquired for the 
Central Secretariat site, and some temporary ·sheds were put up 
. in the compounds to accommodate the large establishment of a 
thousand temporary workers. . 

(vii~)" C. C. I.'s remarks regarding 1941 Census.-The Census 
CoiiUiiissioner for India, in his Census Report Tables Volume 
has noted, '1

• the. 1931 Census coincided with a civil disobedience 
-mg•;ement which --eeeasioned a good deal of localised trouble to 
certain superintendents particularly, however, in Bombay. 1940-4I 
saw also political influences on the census but in the opposite direc
tion; since whereas the difficulty in 1931 had been to defeat: a 
boycott, the difficulty m 1941 was to defeat an excess of zeal," which 
every community was showing to increase their numbers. Thl.ts, the 
whole population was census conscious. · · · · 

( ix) Acknowledgments.-! express my sincere thanks to one 
and all, bot~i::td_ non-officials for the conscientious manner in 
which they dischargoo their-cflin~~u. Census work placed a heavy 
burden on all the district officers and their subordinates·; hence·r cannoT
single out any one of them for special thanks. 

The employees of the Hyderabad City Municipallty did their very 
best in the most congested area of the Dominions. They and the 
other office hands deserve great credit for this piece of honorary work. 

- I am thankful to the Municipal and the Police Commissioners and all 
the Heads of the Departments who willingly lent their office hands and 
also for all the help they gave to enable the cenl;us operations to be 
carried on smoothly. 

I may put it on record that the public were not merely well dis
posed, but wholeheartedly co-operated with the census staff. During 
my extensive tours visiting each and every tahsil-Dewani and non
Dewani-( except only 5), throughout the Dominions for giving instruc
tions and looking to the adequate supply of enumeration slips, I was 
much impressed by the genuine enthusiasm displayed by enumerators 
and enumerated alike. 

Amongst my staff, the Deputy Census Commissioner, Mr. Abu 
Muhammad, a veteran, who handled the census work for the. third time, 
deserves my thanks and appreciation for the ability and coolness with 
which he handled the censu work. Mr. R. Thomas, Deputy Director 
of Statistics, as Assistant Census Commissioner, helped me both in my 
Census and my normal Statistical work wholeheartedly. Mr. Abdul 
Latif Razvi, Assistant Director of Statistics was posted especially to the 
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Census branch to get himself fully acquainted with the census work so 
that the State might have full use in 1951 of the experience gained by 
hini in 19·P· It is due to his help and energy that I have been able to 
prepare this report. ·On the retirement of Mr. Abu Muhammad, 
Mr. Mohammad Ali Khan, B.A., the Second Assistant Director of 
Statistics was put in charge of the Census Tabulation work and he carried 
out the remaining work in a methodical and systematic manner. 
Mr. Mohammad Abdul Wall, M.A., B.Sc., the Statistician in my office, 
helped me by reading through the typed copies and in correcting the 
figures. · _ . 

l acknowledge, with thanks, the_ real help rendered by 
Mr. R. V. Pillai, Director of the Government Central Press and 
Stationery Depot, in the supply of stationery and in carrying out in time 
tlie very heavy Census press work; the press employees worked day and 
night. 

I must also thank Mr. M. W. M. Yeatts, c.1.E., I.C.S., the Census 
Commissioner for India, for taking the trouble to visit Hyd.erabad Sta-te, 
and for his appreciation and encouragement. 

Of the clerks, I may mention the names, as a mark of appreciation, 
of Mr. Ghulam Jilani (Superintendentj) and Mr. Sharma (Superin
tendent,). in particular, and · Mr. Ghulap1 _ Tilani .J.Ac=:·"t=ant), 
Mr. Ghulam Mahmud_lDraft~h-Mr. ~atyamurth1 (TypiSt) and 
Mr. AmJacrrrosa:m\Yress Clerk), m general. 

I also acknowledge the help and guidance that I obtained from the 
Census Reports of 1921 and 1931 so ably written by the then Census 
Commissioners. In some cas~, I have included some portions of their 
reports to make the present Census Report more informa~ve and useful. . 

MAZHAR HUSAIN, 
~:c-~-.--;; 

·census Commissioner and Director of Statistics. 

Dated. 24-7-1353 F. 
28-4-1944 A.D. 
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CHAPTER I 

The Dominions of H.E.H. the ljizam in the 1931-.p A.D. 

1. . fosition.-. llldc~abad, the. Premier State of India, lies bet
ween 15 10' anc:l2o 40 North latitude and 74° 4' and 81~ 35' East 
longit~ It occupies the central position of the · tableland of the 
Deccan. It iS bounded on the north by the Khandesh tract of the 
Bombay Province and Berar, on the eas~ the Central Provinces, Bastar 
State and Madras Province, on ·the south by Madras Province and on 
the west by Bombay Province and Deccan States . 

. Hyderabad's vast area; plentiful resources and large population,_ 
her . different ethnical divisions and her many ·administrative units, 
some larger than the average. Indian State, legitimately entitle her· to 
her traditional nl:lm~, the "Dominions of His Exalted Highness." The 
State has its own coinage, currency notes and postage stamps. 

2. Area.-Hyderabad has an area of 82,698 s4uare miles, i.e., 
more thrxn the area of Englan<:l_arid Scotland put together. · It is the 
biggest Indian Stlfreffithe-lndian Empire and in area. exceeds the 
Provinces of Bengal ( 77,442 square miles) and Bombay (76,443 square 
miles). · . . .. · - · · . . . _ 

The following statement compares the areas of the Dominions with 
those of whole of India as· well as British and Indian India : 

Area in· 
sq. miles. 

Area as per cent .. 
of Whole India. 

Whole India .. I,581,410 · 100.0 
· British India 865,446 54· 7 
Indian States 715,964 45·3 
Hyderabad 82,698 · 5.2 

The above-noted area does not, however, include the assigned 
territory of Berar with an area .of I 7 ,So~ square mile~. . Although 
administered jointly with · Central Provmces, Berar IS under the 
sovereignty of His Exalted Highness -the Niza~. This ~overei~nty was· 
during the decade thus acknowledged by H1s Impenal Majesty the 
King-Emperor:- . . . 

3· "Lieutenant-General !f!S _Exalted H1ghn~ss Asaf Jah 
Muzaffar-ul-Mulk Wal Mamalik, N!Zam-ul-Mulk N1zam-ud-DowLL 
Nawab Sir Mir Osman Ali Khan Bahadur, Fathe Jung, Faithful Ally 
of the British Government, G. C. S. I., G. B. K, Nizam of Hyderabad 
and Berar. 
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YouR EXALTED HIGHNEss, 

I have learned with much satisfaction of the signature by His 
Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General on my behalf and by 
Your Exalted Highness of the agreement whereby the territory of Berar 
will continue to be administered together with the Central Provinces in 
the manner provided in the Government of India Act, 9135, while 
remaining under the sovereignty of Your Exalted Highness, which the 
agreement confirms. 
. I have been glad to avail myself of this occasion further to re
cognise the sovereignty. of Your Exalted Highness in~the-territory of 
Berar by the association of Berar with Hyderabad in your~ 
title and by the grant of the title of His Highness the Prince of Berar 
to be held by the Heir-Apparent of Your Exalted Highness and of your. 
successors. 

Trusting that Yo~r Exalted Highness may long continue to enjoy 
health and prosperity, I sign myself. 

27th October 1936." 

Your sincere friend and Emperor 

(Sd.) EDWARD R.I. 

In :>rea and boundaries, the State has not undergone any change 
during the decade 1931-1941. · 

4· Political History of Asaf Jahi T erritory.-With the exception 
of a comparatively narrow s!rip of country on the western coast of 
Indian Peninsula,. belong1ngto the Marathas, the jurisdiction of Asaf 
Jah Nizam-ul-Mulk I, extended from the River Tapti to the Mysore 
country. and the Carnatic, right down to Trichinopoly. In tl;le Carnatic 
proper there was a Nawab with his headquarters at Arcot, who acknow
ledged the supremacy of Nizam-ul-Mulk Asaf Jah and was indeed 
appointed by him.- On the east coast of India (Bay of Bengal) the 
whole of the country from Chicacole right down to the south acknow
ledged his suzerainty, which thus extended over almost the whole of 
the Indian Penirisula south of the river Tapti. Although Nizam-ul
Mulk Asaf Jah was first appointed as Viceroy of the Deccan by the 
Emperor Aurangzeb, soon after the death of the Emperor he declared 
his independence. During the reigns of his successors the territory 
gradually and by degrees was reduced to its present limits. 

5· Natural Divisions.-Roughly, the flow of the river Manjra, an 
important tributary of the Godavari, is the line that divides the two 
main geological formations found in the State, i.e., the trappean in the 
north-western portion and the archaean in the south-eastern portion, 

1* 
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The same line divides the country ethnologically also; the trappean 
area, with its very fertile plains of black cotton soil growing wheat, 
cotton and jawar crops, is inhabited by the· Marathi-speaking Aryan 
people and hence known as Marathwara. The archaean area, with less 
fertile undulating red soil growing rice, millet and oilseed, is inlia~ited _ 
by the Telugu-speaking Dravidian race and hence called the Telingana. 
Ethnologically, there is a third division, a small portion in the south~ 
west of the Dominions having a slightly different Dravidian race speak
ing Kanarese and being hence known as the Karnatic. 

6. Administrative Divisions.-For administrative purposes the 
Dominions is divided into four Subahs, each under a Subedar or Com
missioner. Each Subah is again divided into districts each under a First 
Taluqdar. The districts are divided into taluqs each under a Tahsi:l
.:lar, and two or three taluqs comprise the charge of a Divisional Officer 
or Second Taluqdar. The Subahs and the Districts at the end of the 
·decade were as follows: 

Subahs 

Mcdak (Gulshanabad) 

Warangal 

Aurangabad .. 

Gulbarga 

Districts Tracts 

.. Atraf-i-Balda •. Telingana, 
Nizamabad . . do 
Medak do 
Baghat. do 
Mahbubnagar do 
Nalgonda do 

•. Warangal . . do 
Karimnagar . . . do 
Adi~abad . . l Telingana and 

~ t Marathwara 
.. Auranga~.-. Marathwara. 

~~~~~ni . . . ;-~~--- --------

Bir do 
.. Gulbarga --~ l Marathwara and 

t Karnatic 
Raichur 

Osman a bad 
Bidar 

! Telingana and 
! Karnatie- -

.. Marathwara 

.. t Marathwara and 
t Karnatic. 

Thus there. are in all 17 districts including the Sarf-i-Khas (Crown 
Lands) district of Atraf-i-Balda! and so 1~ ~ens~ div~i?~· 

No changes of importance m the adrnllllstrauve diVISion took place 
during the decade except that Nizamabad District-was retransft:rred 
from Warangal Subah to Medak Subah. A new district, Haghat, was 
constituted under Medak Subah; it was formerly a taluq round 
abaut the city of Hyderabad in Medak district. A p.ew taluq of 
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Banswara was formed in Nizamabad District with some of the villages· 
from Bodhan and Yellareddi taluqs. The rest of the taluq of Yella
reddi was transferred from Nizamabail to Medak district. 

The areas shown for the Dominions and districts are the same 
as tbos_e of the 1931 census except in the above cases, where the figures 
have been adjusted f!CCording tQ the· changes. 
· 7· Physical Features.-Hyderabad State, a polygonaLcot:npact 

block of fertile soil, has the added advantage of beingaJmostsuriOWided· · 
on its northern, eastern, southern and south-western boundaries by the 
two great rivers, the Godavari and the Krishna and their tributaries; 
thus it is a great Doab area between these two rivers. Besides, it also 
has their tributaries spread out in-its entire area of the State as a well 
planned irrigation and drainage project. The I)lain tributaries _<>L 
Godavari are the Penganga and the ·warda at the northern boundary 
of the State. Its other tributaries the Manjra, rises-mBomoay;-the 
Puma in Berar and the Pranhita is the boundary between the State and 
the C. P. The river Krishna, the longest.river of Southern India has 
its main tributary, the Tungabhadra at the southern State_ boundary and 
the Bhima, the Dindi and the Musi entirely within the southern part of 
the State. This extensive tableland with an average elevation of 1,250 
feet ab()ve sea level slopes gradually from north-west to south-east. It 
has small ridges of hills spread out throughout the area whicn not only 
'serve as water-sheds but also afford possibilities for damming the rivers 
that have pierced them at different places and thus afford facilities for 
irrigation, water supply and hydro-electriC projects. 

The characteristic physical features of the Marathwara or 
trappean rock area are its vast fertile plains of very productive, black and 
rich soil retentive_of_ moisture. These plains have gradual undulating 

·outJ;nes in general. In the much undulating areas of Marathwara the 
elevated tracts have step-like ascents, abrupt crags and cliffs and detach
ed eminences covered with forest growth which produces a beautiful 
scenery. · 

The charactcdstics of the Telingana or archaean tract, are solitary, 
herbless, domeshaped granite hills, prismatical fractured summits, the 
feather-bed appearance of masses of rocks and wild and fantastic tors 
and logan rocks piled in heaps of twos and threes. The surrounding 
area, clothed with brushwood and dotted with lakes and tanks, presents 
a much greater variety of scenic aspect than Marathwara. · 
· 8. Forests.-As the climate and rainfall "depend upon the forest 
areas and their distribution in the country, we find 62 lakhs of acres or 
I !.8 per cent. of the total area of the Dominions under forest. Teak 
('I_ectona grandis.) · forest is general in the Telingana tract of the State. 

· W1~h teak there are the useful forest trees, the Shisham (Dalbergia lati
folta), satinwood (chloraxylon swietenia), sandal (santalum alvum) 



and a good number of other trees of less importance. The very undu
lating an~ J0ly tracts of the coun~ry are usually under forests. Through
~mt. Dollllnions near or around villages groves of mango (mangifera 
tndzca), ~a?larind (tamarind us indica), nim ( melia-azadirachta), pi pal 
(ficus r~lig~osa), banyan (ficu~ Bengalensis) and babul (acacia arabica) 
trees eXISt m large numbers and influence the climate of the localities. 

Sindhi palms (Phoenix sylvestris), toddy palms (Borassus flabelli
fera.) and Mahua (Bassialatifolia) are found scattered extensively 
throughout the Dominions more so in Telingana. RegardinO' 
forests, there is a French proverb: " Un peuple sans fore~ 
est un peuple qui meurt " (a people without forests is a dying rae_!:}. 
Government has established a regular Forest Department to conserve 
the forests and to afforest fresh areas. At present the State is sadly 
deficient in good forests. · 

g. Climate and Rainfall.-The climate of Hyderabad State is 
very healthy but slightly warm. It is, no doubt, pleasant and agreeable 
during the greater part of the year. The maximum temperature in 
summer is I I I o and minimum temperature in winter is 65 o with re
freshing breezes throughout the year. The annual average rainfall of 
tlle State is 3I inches. Regarding rainfall, the year may be divided 
into three periods: (I) the south-west monsoon period which begins 
from June (Amardad) and ends at the end of Sept<:mber (Aban) .. 
This p,eriod is the most important one and is the principal source of 
water for the crops and the country, filling up the tanks and ponds and 
raising the watertable in the wells; The fall amounts on an average 
to 25 inches. It is during this period that most of the important food 
crops and cash crops (the .kharif crops) are grown in the country and 
moisture is retained in deep retentive black soils for the growing of the 
rabi crops in the autunm season. ( 2) The north-east monsoon period 
begins from October (Azur1) and ends at the end of November ( Dai) . 
The rainfall of this period is important for the growing of rabi crops such 
as wheat, rabi juwar, pulses and oilseeds. It replenishes the soil moisture 
and increases the humidity. The fall amounts to 3 inches during this 
period. (3) The intermediate period which is f~om December to May 
receives some 3 inches of rain in stray showers, sometimes with wind, 
thunder and hail. These showers are useful to fruit trees and garden 
crops but not" of much use and in fact, ~armful to agricultural crops. 

[Chart. 
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• 
No. 4. Variation in Rainfall "By Districts" Durin~ the Decade 
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Telingana receives more rain than Marathwara. The Kamatic 
receives the least, and is considered as a scarcity zone. To e!lSure good 
harvests in the Dominions there· should be some pre-monsoon showers 
in the latter half of May, a good and well distributed rainfall in the 
months of June and July, heavy rain in August with occasional breaks, 
moderate rain in September and some rain in October and November. 
The annual seasonal rainfall during the decade is recorded below: 

RainfaU in inches. 

I S.W. I Devia- N.E. 'Devia- Inter· Deviae Devia~ I Mon· ' tion Mon- tion mediate tion tion 
soon from soon from period from Total from 

Years (June to 40 yrs. (Oct. to 40 yrs. ( Oecem- 40 yrs. 40 yrs. I Septem average Nov.) average ber to \average average. 
ber) May) 

I 

Last 40 years 
Normal .. !14.98 .. 2.69 - ~:_:._ ~ ~· --BIUJS 

1981·82 (1840-41F.) 83.06 + 8.08 8.50 + 0.81 2.60 - 0.71 89.16 + 8.18 
• 

1932·33 (1841-42F.) 25.74 + 0.76 4.09 + 1.40 6.69 + 3.88 36.52 + 5.54 

1933·84 (1842-43F.) 81.49 + 6.51 4.60 + 1.61 2.44 - 0.87 38.23' + 7.25 

1984-85 (1843·44F,) 27.82 +·2.84 ll.99 + o.so 2.25 - 1.06 32.86 + 1-88 

1985-36 (1844-45F.) 29.06 + 4.08 2.56 - 0.18 5.27 + 1.96 36.80 + 5.9} 

1936·87 (1345-46F.) 22.97 - 2.01 5.02 + 2.88 6.18 + 2.82 84.12 + 8-14 

1937·38 (1846·47F.) 22.52 - 2.46 1.28 - 1.46 5.27 + 1.96 29.02 -1.96 

1938·39 (1847-48F.) 85.45 +10.47 0.76 - 1.98 1.15 - 2.16 87.86 + 6.38 

1089·40 (1848·49F.) 18.54 - 6.44 4.92 + 2.23 2.10 - 1.21 23.S6 -5.42 

1940·41 (1849-oOF.) 26.87 + 1.89 8.87 + 1.18 2.22 - 1.09 32.46 + 1-48 

Thus in as many as eight years the rainfall was above the average 
of the preceding 40 years. · Agriculture, which is the principal industry 
of rthe State, was satisfactory. A brief resume of the seasonal conditions 
governing agriculture is given below: 

10. Seasonal Conditions.-The agricultural season was, on the 

1931-1932 
(1340-1341 F.) 

. whole satisfactory. Rainfall averaged 39.16 
inches. The south-west monsoon was capricious 
for some time. Abi ( autunm rice) was attack

ed by pests in Karimnagar, Warangal and Raichur. Rabi cultivation 
had ideal conditions. T abi (spring rice) also P.ad a favourable season, 
good growth and uninterrupted harvest. Water and fodder supply 
were adequate. Cattle diseases were less prevalent than in the previous 
year. 



The south-west and north-east monsoons yielded copious rain, 

1932-1933 
(1341-1342 F.) 

averaging 36.52 inches. Kharif had- a normal 
season except. in two districts where deficiency 
of moisture resulted from faulty distribution 

of rain. Abi ami tabi were generally no~al. Water and fodder supply 
were short in some areas. Cattle disease affected eight districts. 

The agricultural year was satisfactory, with copious and well

1933-1934 
(1342-1343 F.) 

distributed rains. The August rain was so 
heavy that crops in the Godavari valley region 
of Aurangabad and Karimnagar were submerg

ed. Kharif was on the whole satisfactory. Abi had a good season. Rabi 
had abundant sub-soil moisture, but growth was impaired by unseason
al rains, · hailstorms, iJJ.sects, etc. T abi was benefited by occasional 
showers, but the yield was damaged by hailstorms. Supply of water 
and fodder was generally adequate. 

Agricultural conditions were less satisfactory in this year. Kharif 
· - - -- met with indifferent --weather conditions; the 

1934-1935 • f th . . 1 (1343_1344 F.) sowmg o e rmportant commercia crops, 
cotton and oilseeds, was much restricted. Abi 

also suffered. Rabi had a favourable season in most districts. There 
was a shortage of water and fodder for some months in certain districts. 
Epizootic diseases were prevalent practically throughout the year in 
many districts. 

The rainfall averaged 36.89 inches but was unevenly distributed. 

1935-1936 
( 1344-1345 F. ) 

Kharif was mQre satisfactory than in the previ
ous year. Abi and tabi crops were fair. Rabi 
suffered from untimely rains at harvest time. 

The agricultural conditions were less satisfactory than in 1935-36. 

1936-1937 
(1345-1346 F.) 

The area under cash crops diminished, e.g., 
cotton by 16 per cent., sesamum by 7 per cent., 
castor by 6 per cent., groundnut by 10 per cent., 

and miscellaneous oilseeds by 8 per cent. The yield under oilseeds was, 
however, more than in the previous year thanks to better seasonal con
ditions in the rabi perioa. There was a lack of water and fodder in 
Marathwara. Cattle disease was wide-spread, notably in Telingana. 

Rainfall and other seasonal factors affecting agricultural condi-
1937_1938 tions. were nearly identical with those in the 

(1346-1347 F.) preVIous year. The average for the year was 
29.02 inches. Abi suffered from lack of sub-soil 

moisture, rabi fared badly and tabi deteriorated in parts of Telingana. 
The areas under sugarcane, castor and juwar decreased by 47, 33 and 3 
per cent., respectively while the area under groundnut increased by 
50.7 per cent., under cotton by 15.6 per cent. and under wheat by 4-
per cent. 
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The rainfall averaged 37·36 inches, the south-west monsoon being 

1938-1939 
(1347-1348 F.) 

a record for the last 20 years. The abnormal 
rain made:: the fields become too wet for the . 
crops. Juwar and cotton were discoloured and 

field operations generally interrupted Abi had a normal time except 
for a slight damage from insects and plant disease. Rabi was hard hit 
by the entire absence of the north-east monsoon showers. T abi had a 
fair season.._ 

Owing to abnormal weather conditions, the area and yield of im
portant crops were below the average of the preceding quinquennium. 

Rainfall and other seasonal conditions were unsatisfactory. The 
. 1939-1940 m ns s I t d k C tl . (1348_1349 F > o oon wa a e an wea . onsequen y 

1940
_
1941 

· kharif and abi were severely affected. Rabi 
(1349-1350 F.) suffered from heavy showers. 

The rainfall and other seasonal conditions. were fairly normal. 
11. Agriculture.-As in other parts of India, agriculture forms 

the most importanD:~CCupation.arul..@_urce of wealth in these Dominions. 
The annual agricultural production exceeds that of other industries and 
crafts, and nearly 59 per cent. of the total population directly depend on 
agriculture for their livelihood. 

There are. two crop seasons in the State-
( a) The ·kharif, which begins from June and lasts for 4 to 7 

months.· (The rice crop of this season is called abi crop). 
(b) The rabi, which begins from September and lasts for 4 to 7 

months. (The rabi rice crop is called the tabi crop). 
. The area of the Dominions is 82,698 square miles or 52,!}26,720 

acres of which only 33,382,938 acres are diwani and the remaining area 
is shared between Sarf-i-Khas, Paigahs, Samasthans and Jagirs, etc. 
Of the total diwani culturable area, 6g.8 per cent. or 23,316,468 acres 

. were under actual cultivation in 1940-41, as compared to 21,349,000 
acres in 1930-31. an increase of 1,967,468 acres only. On account of 
the fact that there is more dry cultivation in Marathw;ara than in 
Telingana, the percentage of occupied area in the former region is 
99.03 as against 85.74 in the latter. 

[Chart. 
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No. 5. Classification of the )'otal Area in 1351 F. (1941-42). 
Total Area of Hyderabad State 51,916,720 Area=82,698 Sq. Miles. 

Total Population of Hyderabad State in 1941=16,338,534 

Figures in Thousands. 

Current fallows. 6234 
----------------

Not available for cultivation. I 0 8 20 

. -· 

53.2J. 

8.87. 

s.91. 

I/.7J. 

20·4/. 

Out of the total area of the Dominions in 1940-41, the year of 
census, 53.2 per cent. was sown with different crops and 20-4 per cent. 
was not available for cultivation. Forest covered 11.7 per cent. of the 
area, culturable waste 5·9 per cent., and current fallows 8.8 per cent. 
The total area under foodgrains in 1940-41 was x8,x8o,709 acres. 
J uwar covered 33· 7 per cent. of the total cultivated area ( 28,664,456), 
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. bajra 5.6 per cent., wheat 3·9 per cent., and rice 4-5 per cent. 
During the decennium the area under oilseeds increased from 

2,924,718 to 4,355,238 acres. There was a remarkable increase in 
groundnut from 774,796 to 1,963,692 acres ·due to the increased world 

· demand for this oil-seed. 
The net area sown in diwani and non-diwani areas together slightly 

decreased from 28,976,090 acres in 1930-31 to 28,180,448 acres in 
I 940-4 r. On the other hand the olltturn considerably increased, thanks 
to good seasonal conditions. An important change- made in the anna 
valuation, system during the decade was to regard a normal crop as 1 2 
annas instead of 16·annas. This greatly improved the forecast yield of 
estimates of all the crops for which forecasts are prepared. . 

12. Important Food and Cash crops.-Important food and cash 
crops of the State with their percentages and acreages in lakhs are as 
follows:- . . ' · 
.. 

1. 
2. 
8. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

I. 
2. 
8. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 
9 
. . 

--- ----

Items -

Juwar . . . . 
Bajra . . . . 
Ragi . . . . 
Wheat . . . . 
Barley . . . . 
Rice . . . . 
Maize . . . . 
Gram . . . . 
Other food grains and pulses 
Fruits and Vegetables 

Cash Crops. 
Linseed . . . . 
Sesamum . . . . 
Groundnut . . 
Castor . . . . 
Other oilseeds . . 
Condiments . . 
Sugarcane . . 
Cotton -.L·. . . 
Tobacco . . . . 

Percentage area of these 
Dominions principal crops to total 
"'"" ... in l<>kh& "rea sown in tract _1940-41 

of acres 
Marathwara I Telingana 

. . 104.10 46.04 19.84 . . 16.19 8'.84 6.08 . . . .. 0.22 0.82 

. . 11.59 8.82 - . 0.20 

. . . . 0.06 0.04 . . 9.91 1.14 6.42 

. . 5.79 1.14 8.86 

. . 9.45 6.24 2.16 . 

. . 31.88 10.68 9.46 

. . 6.94 . . . . 
5.26 

} 
. . 
. . 5.48 
. . 19.63 14.80 18.26 
. . 6.71 
. . 5.46 
. . 6.28 . . . . 
. . 0.45 . . . . 
. . 87.81 22.10 1.04 
. . 0.81t .. . . 

-13. Staple Foo.d.-The ~taple food of the ¥arathwara a_nd Kar
natic people is juwar and baJra bread taken wtth pulses, oruons and 
chillies. That of the Telingana people is rice,. and juwar bread taken 
with some pulses tamarind and chillies. Brahmanic Hindus and J ains 
do not take meat'of any kind. Musliins, Christians, Harijans and othen 
all over the State take meat and fish together with rice and bread. 
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14. Agricultural · Marketing.-The Hyderabad Agricultural 
l\Iarket Act II of 1339 Fasli was enforced in the Dominions. This was 
applied to 23 markets in· the State during the decade and about 40 
commodities were notified and. their sales controlled in !l:he markets 
under the Act the maximum rates of commission, weighing and other 
charges being fixed .. The rules lay down the method of auction, the 
manner in which payment of price is to be effected and the maximum 
marketing chargeS that may be le~ied. Market functionaries such as 
buyers, ·.commissio[l_agents, brokers, weighmen and measurers, ar-e 
licensed. The commission agents or buyers are required to give the 
seller a salechit and send a copy of it to the office of the market com
mittee, in which all details of the transaction are entered. This has 
naturally created a degree of confidence among the ryots and the sense 
of helplessness which the smaller cultivators .felt or perhaps were made 
to fee4 has been largely removed. 

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has initiated a 
scheme to survey the marketing of agricultural a!'ld._ animal prqducts, 

·in_ :which H. E. H. the-Ni:z:un's Covernment have co-operated by the 
creation _of a Marketing Department. The marketing of important 
crops like rice, wheat, groundnut and fruit and of animal products such 
as milk, ghee, hides and skins, is being surveyed with the idea of present
ing a complete picture of the marketing of each commodity, in all its 
stages from producer to th_e final consumer. : . _ . · 

15. Land Revenue Relief (J3!d Loans.-The State had not 
recovered---from the disastrous results of the world-wide economic 
depression when the decade started. Low· prices had crippled the 
resources of tpe agriculturists. The prices of agricultural products 
remained below normal throughout the decade. Prices generally were 
less than so per cent. of the prices of the previous decade. In the face 
of the continued rural distress and strain caused by the great trade de
pression, the State helped the agriculturists with remissions of 
revenue, gratuitous grants of relief and taccavi on a large scale. The 
total amount of land revenue remitted on account of economic depres
sion during 1347 F. ( 1937-38) was Rs. Ss.So lakhs and the total amount 
of suspensions granted that year was Rs. 2 1.44 lakhs. On the occasion 
of his Silver Jubilee, H.E.H. the Nizam graciously ordered a remission 
of Rs. 40 lakhs land revenue in a lumpsurn, of Rs. 30-49 lakhs arrears of 
land revenue and Rs. 9·5 1 lakhs arrears of famine taccavi. 

16. Rural Developinent.-Attention was also paid to the general 
improvement of rural life. Rural Development work was started in 
1931-32 in villages round about Pattancheru, which serves as a centre 
for demonstration and .propaganda. Such centres have now been started 
in all the districts. Regarding this, H.E.H. the Nizam has expressed his 
wish in the following words: 

" I am deeply interested in village uplift. It is my wish 
[Map. 
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DOMINIONS 

Reference : 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Forests. 

Not available for 
cultivation . 

Cu lturable waste. 

Current fallows. 

Net area sown. 

[ 1 -[ 
r 

Note:- Brac_keted figures a.how the normal rainfa~ for ten years 

The average rainfall for Dominioj s is 33.52". 

No. 6.- Map of His Exalted Highness the Nizam's Dominions 
Showing the Production of Different Crops and the Proportionate 

Distribution of Land in each District with Normal Rainfall 
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that the life of the villagers may become increasingly 
prosperous." 

Thus he wants to see the prosperity of the country in the smilinf! 
fields and contented peasantry rather than in stately edifices. " 

Vast irrigation projects enta!ling expenditure of crores of rupees, 
a sound and ~tate-w1de co-oper~tive movement! efforts to improve agri
cul~e an~ liv~-stock, organiSatiOns for marke~g agricultural produce, 
vanous le.giSlatJ.ve measures such as those dealing with the problem. ·of 
rural indebtedness, wer~ all directed to give substantial relief to the 
peasant and bring about a wholesome transformation in the countryside: 
The work of rural development was started in 1937-38 and is in pcogress 
at various centres spread over the whole of the Dominions. Rural re
construction societies have been registered in I 20 villages._ and rural 
reconstruction councils were set up in I 6 districts and76 taluqs. Actual 
development work is carried out from each of these centres into the 

· adjoining villages, and propaganda is effected through lectures, shows, 
demonstrations, dramas and the circulation of appropriate literature. 
The work includes distribution of manures, improved agricultural seeds, 
vegetable and flower seeds, fruit trees, repairing and digging of soak_ 
pits and drains, digging of manure pits, rat-killing, vegetable, fruit and 
poultry shows, baby shows, free distribution of medicines, opening of 
night schools for ·adults, agricultural demonstration plots and small 
libraries. 

~igatwn:-The percentage of irrigated area to total ·area 
sown has increased from 4 in 1930-31 to 5 in 1940-41. In Telingana · 
irrigation has been developed from very ancient times; the lakes of 
Pakhal, Ramappa, Laknawaram and Sunigram constructed in the 12th 
and I 3th centuries, with their colossal bunds and sluices, are monuments 
to the great Kakatiya kings of the period. · 

. In 1868, Sir Salar Jung I organised an Irrigation Board under the 
Revenue Department. The subsequent creation of a separate Irrigation .. 
Branch under a Chief Engineer was the next important step in the pro-
gress of irrigation in the State. · . . 

Irrigation sources in these Dominions consist of canals, tanks, wells 
and miscellaneous other sources. Telingana has 92 per cent. of the total 
number of tanks, 96 per cent. of the canals, 50 per cent. of wells and 
6o per cent .. of other irrigation sources. Wells are the mainstay of the 
irrigation of much of the country and are a most dependable source of 
irrigation. Tanks are the most important 5ources, and the area irrigated 
by them has increased very considerably during the decade especially 
on account of such projects as Nizamsagar, Palai.r ~nd Wyra. Nizam
abad District has the highest percentage ( 26) of IrT!gated area to total 
sown, while Baghat, Medak and Karimnagar come ~ex~ with 20, 19 
and 18 per cent. respectively. The figures for other d1stncts vary from 
3 in Aurangabad to 2 in Raichur. This is due partly to ari increase in 



the net area irrigated and partly to a decrease in the total area sown 
during the period under review. 

Of the several irrigation works in the State, the more important are 
Nizamsagar, Palair, Wyra, Dindi, Pocharam, Mahbubnahar and Fateh
nahar. In addition to the works that have been either completed or are 
under construction, there is a big programme of future works under 
investigation. .Some of these, like the Tungabhadra, the · Bhima, and 
the Lower and Upper Krishna Projects being inter-provincial, Bombay, 
Madras and Mysore are also interested in them and their execution 
awaits settlement of the question of the division of water between the 

)nterested Governments. 
18. Co-operative M ovement.-The co-operative movement was 

first introduced in the Dominions in March 1913. The Hyderabad Co
operation Act, II of 1323 F., was brought into force in 1914, and it was 
in 1915 that a systematic effort was first made to organise Co-operative 
Credit Societies of the Raffeisen type with a Central Bank at Hyderabad. 
Since then the State has been spending on an average four lakhs of 
rupees annually to popularise the movement. 

- Despite the difficult conditions of the decade under review due to 
the economic depression, it is gratifying that the movement has made 
satisfactory progress. The Co-operative Dominions Bank which was 
originally intended to finance all~cieti=_ working in the Dominions, 
has, with the creation of central or urban banks, become the apex bank. 
Today it has a working capital of Rs. 43·3 lakhs. The member.mip of 
this Bank includes 775 individuals, 27 Central Banks and 223 societies: ·· 
Its share capital is Rs. 5.6 lakhs, but the reserves already amount to 
Rs. 9 lakhs. Qutside liabilities amount toRs. 28.71 lakhs. 

The Central Banks are 40 in number, averaging over two per dis
trict. They have a membership of 4,843 and an aggregate working 
capital of Rs. 66.9 lakhs. Rs. 27 lakhs of this amount is owned capital. 
The number of agricultural credit societies increased from 2,157 in 19;11 
to 3,638 in 1940. The total working capital fell from Rs. 86.87 lakhs 
to Rs. 85.5 Jakhs. The members increased from 53,120 to 70,514. 
Rs. 41.6 lakhs of their capital is owned. A considerable portion of this 
would otherwise have gone to swell the pockets of private money-lenders. 
423 village credit societies with. a membership of n,277 are working 
with their own capital of Rs. 14·9 lakhs. They ao not borrow from 
outside and have reduced the rate of interest on loans to their members 
to 6 per cent., the whole of which is utilised to increase their reserves. 

The Grain Banks which began to be organised in 1348 F. (1939) 
have made rapid progress and are becomi~g popular. The 92 grain 
banks had 2,646 members and saved 14.'},000 seers of grain, while the 
profit earned on loans advanced to members was 1<:),000 seers. A con
siderable portion of this will be returned to the members as a rebate and 
added to their share$. 
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The non-agricultural credit societies increased in number from g68 
to 701; in membership from 16,585 to 64,285, and in working capital 
from Rs. 27.19lakhs toRs. 56.7lakhs. The owned capital is Rs. 39lakhs. 
Of these non-agricultural societies, those of salary earners stand out pre
eminent, from the point of view of annual business doae. Their number 
and membership stood at 293 and 20,013 respectively in 1349 F. ( 1940) 
and their working capital amounted to Rs. 35;39 lakhs. They are a 
boon and a great help to the employees in Government offices, who used 

· to depend on money-lenders. These departmental co-operative socie
ties are financially the strongest societies working in the State system. 

Government gave a loan of Rs. 15 lakhs to the Co-operative Depart
ment of which Rs. 8 lakhs were free of interest repayable in 10 years 
and Rs. 7 lakhs repayable in 5 years at 3 per cent. interest. 

A scheme to introduce Land Mortgage Banks is before the Govern-_ 
ment, which, it is hoped, will result in the programme of debt concilia

~tien-being implemented by a system of land mortgage finance. 
A Co-operative Insurance Society was. formed and special staff has 

been appointed by ·it_for_ securing-business from rural areas, with the 
result that 35 policies assuring a sum of Rs. 6g,ooo had. been issued by 

tneend of 1349 F. ( 1940). Half of the expenditure thus incurred is to 
)'e borne by the Government. · . 

19. Industrial Development.-In history, the Deccan has always 
been noted for its arts and manufactures but during the last century 

. they in common with the industries and crafts of British India suffered 
from foreign competition. Ever since the Industrial Revolution and the 
advent of machinery in the 19th century, industrialisation in the wester.n 
sense has generally become both the test and means of progress and 
advancement in all spheres of1Ilaterial life. Hyderahad, t]lough pri
marily an agricultural country, has not lagged behind other parts of 
India in the development of its industries. There are many industrial 
resources that have not yet been tapped and are lying idle owing to lack 
of industrial enterprise and insufficiency of technical skill and capital. ---

[Chart. 
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The mineral wealth of the Dominions consists of coal, limestone, 
marble, cement, graphite, garnet, mica, galena, ochre and gold. In the 
production of metallic minerals such as iron, gold, etc., Hyderabad at 
present does not occupy ·an important position. Of her non-metallic 
minerals, coal is very important. The number of collieries 
working increased from S in 1931 to 4 in 1941. The annual output of 
c?al rose. to 6?,o?o tons. The collieries t.ha~ _were working were the 
Smgareru Collienes, the Kothagudem Collieries, the Tandur Collieries, 
and the Sasti-Paoni Collieries, but the· Singareni mines have since been 
closed down, as worked out, the company having shifted its operation to 
Kothagudem. The first Singareni, Kothagudem and Tandur collieries 
w~re w_orked ~y the Singareni Collieries and are among the best managed 
mmes m India. A Board of Control for coal set up by Government in 
1932 began to function in 1933, its chief object being to. regulate the 
output and price of coal mined from different collieries. --

Mica of commercial size has been reported from certain villages of 
Warangal, Nizamabad, Raichur and Gulbarga districts. 

Prospecting for gold was started in the Raichur district as early as 
1887 and several subsidiary companies worked the Wandalli, Ratti and 
other areas for some years. The Hatti mines were the last to close down 
in 1920. Since the appreciation in the price of gold in recent years, it 
was considered desirable to investigate all prospective areas and the 
Government allotted £so,ooo in the budget of 1347 F. (1937-38) for 
the purpose. Having received a favourable report Qf these investiga
tions, a further grant of £so,ooo was sanctioned for the development 
work. The results of these . prospecting. and development activities, 
particularly at Ratti, being satisfactory, the Government accordingly, 
sanctioned a further sum of £25o,ooo for re-establishing the Gold. Mining 
Industry and it is hoped that soon after the present World War, ltatti 

·will regain its position as one of the gold producing centres of India. 
As for the industrial development during the decade, it may be 

stated thl!-t Government through their Commerce and Industries
Department have spared no effort to encourage all reliable enterprise. 
Some. idea of the industrial progress of the State can be gained from the 
fact that there were in 1939-40 some 804 large establishments, i.e., esta
blishments which employed on an average not less than 10 persons or 
used power machinery. Of these, 610 establishments were subject to 
the Hyderabad Factory Act as compared with 469 in 1930-31. The 
·average number of persons employed daily in these factories was 37,97.5 
in 1939-40, against 20,963 in ·1930-31. . · 

/ Among .other large scale industries, cotton, woollen carpet, distil
leries· oil milling rice milling, biscuit, cigarette, match, soap, button, 
tile, glass, cement, hume pipe manufacture and tanneries are important 
both as regards the value of products and number of persons employed, 

--., 2 



To the 5 textile mills existing in the last decade, i.e., Gulbarga, Aui:ang
abad Nanded and Hyderabad City, (two) one more was added during 
the decade at W arangal. Details of these are. given in Section II ( Oc
cupational) of this Report. 

Two cigarette factories and a dozen button factories were started 
in the decade and are thriving. Mention must be made here of two 
important industries recently established in the Dominions. One of 
them, the Nizam Sugar Factory, situated at Bodhan in Nizamabad 
District is a joint-stock concern, a large portion of capital being subs
cribed by the Government. It has a crushing capacity of nearly 2o,ooo 
tons. Adjoining the Sugar Factory, a factory to manufacture power 
alcohol out of the-Sugar Factory molasses has been erected. The other 
important one is the Sirpur Paper Mills, of which also Government own 
most of~capital. Although all necessary arrangements had been · 

-nnrde,Since the required machinery could not be important from foreign 
countries in time owing to the outbreak of the present war, the actual 
manufacturing work was not started during the decade. It is of interest 
to note, however, that the value of these shares has gone up by 30 to 35 

)'er cent. in the market. · .. 
20. Cottage Industries.-Some indigenous cottage industries have 

always provided the cultivator with a means, not only of earning his 
livelihood, but of keeping hirnseH occupied during periods of enforced 
idleness. These are yarn spinn~ng, cloth weaving, blanket making, nawar 
or tape making, cloth dyeing and printing, rope and twine making, mat 
and basket making, silkworm rearing, animal husbandry and animal pro
duce work, sheep and goat farming, poultry keep~g. There are, how
ever, other crafts which provide a whole-time occupation and are a source 
of livelihood for artisans. These are borne in mind in the schemes which 

hle into consideration the encouragement of cottage-industries. For the 
weaving ind-ayeing.Jndustry, Government has appointed seven Demon
stration Parties to tqur, train and help the weavers in this work. Gov
ernment loaned on long term, more than two lakhs of rupees to encourage 

_;Pe development of cottage industries on a co-operative basis. 
Handloom weaving is the most important of all the cottage indus

tries and is next only to agriculture in importance and usefulness, as a 
natural occupation. It is pursued by 3 per cent. of the total population 
of the Dominions and clothes nearly half the total number of persons 

~biting these Dominions .. Allied and complementary to handloom 
weaving is the Dyeing Industry. Next in importance stand the carpet, 
bidri-ware, Nirmal toy and Karimnagar filigree industries. 

Due attention is also paid by the Government for the improvement 
of the cottage scale tanning industry. Schemes have been sanctioned 
for the establishment of tanning sheds at various centres for training in 
the use of scientific methods of flaying, curing and tanning. Similarly 

2* 
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a leather survey was conducted in the State, in order to encourage the 
local leather industry. · 

Various steps have been taken by Government for reviving and 
improving these industries. A Central Technical Institute has been set 
up to train weavers, dyers and other artisans in up-to-date methods of 
their crafts. It is equipped with modern and up-to-date machinery 
worth nearly a lakh of rupees. _ 

Particular attention has been paid by the Government to the 
improvement of the position of handloom weavers and for this purpose 
they are ( aJ taught improved methods of production; (b) provided 
with loans at (i) low rate of interest, and (ii) repayable in easy instal
ments; (c) supplied with raw materials on credit; (d) kept in touch 
with the changing tastes and fashions, and finally, (e) helped in finding _ 
sales for their products. --- ----

The circumstances created by the war have given a .great stimulus 
to the main industries. Large oroers for army clothing and equipment 
were received and some of the weaving mills are working in two and 
three shifts. The approximate values of the output of main industries 
are shown below and their quantitative outturn for the period of 1342-

)350 F. are exhibited with Index Numbers in the graph No. 7· 
21. Industrial Trust Fund.-The Government of H.E.H. the 

Nizam in order to develop large and small industries in the State set 
apart more than 2 crores of rupees as an Industrial Trust Fund and in
vested this amount in large scale industries. The dividends received from 
these are further utilised for the development of small scale industries. 
Loans are advanced to large as well as small scale manufacturers to put 
their industry in working order and donations are granted to deserving 
associations. Thus, this Fund is proving very useful in helping various 
industries. · 

- 22. Rural Indebtedness.-Poverty coupled with indebtedness is 
the real curse of village life, and unless it is properly attacked in 'the 
economic field, it will be illusory to cherish hopes of improving the 
external appearance of the villages or of raising the intellectual standard 
of its people. · 

In 1937-38 an enquiry was made into the extent of agricultural 
indebtedness in these Dominions. Working on 312 select villages, it was 
found that the burden of debt worked out to Rs. 10-o-8 per acre, 
Rs. 390-·13-0 per pattad.ar and Rs. 30 (approximately) per head of the 
agricultural population in these villages. From these statistical data, 
the total debt for the entire agricultural population of the State was 
roughly estimated at Rs. 64! crores. The greater part ·of the accumu" 
lated debt was found to be due to arrears, and these arrears to be mainly 
the result of the exorbitant rateS" of interest prevailing in rural areas, 
varying from 10 to 20 per cent. for cash loans and from 20 to 50 per cent. 
f<>r Jqap.s ip. kit1d. Further~ most loans, carried compound interest, It 
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was also ascertained that owing to these circumstances land was rapidly 
passing out of the possession of agriculturists into the hands of non-agri
culturists and money-lenders. 

23. Acts.-The economic well-being of the people was the primary 
consideration of the Government. Hyderabad participated in the 
National Economic Planning of India, which was designed to intensify 
the economic development of the country in an ordered and systematic 
manner so as to secure adjustment between the interests of producers and 
consumers, individuals and the parties collectively. The enquiry into 
agricultural indebtedness, followed by the promulgation of such Acts as 
the Land Alienation Act, the Money-Lenders' Regulation, the Debt Con
ciliation Regulation and other agrarian laws, regulation of market prices 
through the Agricultural Markets Act, formation of an agricultural 
Teserve for encouraging cultivation of improved varieties of grains and 
cotton, concessions and relief to farmers, remission of land revenue, thus 
reducing the burden on ryots, rural reconstruction, revival of cottage 
industries and stimulation of large scale industries, development of coal 
and gold mining, co-ordination of rail and _road-u-anspoi t services and a 
multitude of other measures intended to promote the economic prosperity 
of the State, all had a direct bearing on the stability and growth of the 

yopulation. _ 
(a) The Land Alien·ation Act, 1350 F.-All measures to check 

the evils and to improve the condition of the rural masses had to be adopt-, -

ed simultaneously. Not only the protection of their land from further ex-
ploitation but the lessening of the burden of accumulated debt was 
necessary. Accordingly, the Land Alienation Regulation which was 
introduced in the two districts of Aurangabad and Osmanabad in I 345 
Fasli ( I936-37} as an experimental measure, was extended to all the 
districts in 1347 Fasli (1937-38) and in the same year two further 
measures, a Money-Lenders' Regulation and the Debt Conciliation 
Regulation were enforced. These proved a success and a blessing to the 
ryots and with several useful and important amendments they were soon 
replaced by permanent laws, viz., the Agricultural Land Alienation Act, 
1350 F., the Debt Conciliation Act (1350 F.) and the Money-Lenders' 
Act(1349F.). _ 

The Land Alienation Act is the most important of relief measures. 
It has saved many a small agriculturist from becoming a landless 
labourer and proved a boon. 

(b.) The Debt Conciliation Act 1350 F.-The Debt Conciliation 
Act provides a ·convenient arrangement for amicable settlement of past 
debts. Bo":rds. are formed for the purpose and have more or less the 
same constitution and functions as those of similar bodies in British 

_Jndian Provinces. At first, such Boards were started in heavily indebted 
• ... t~Iiiqs. Th;re are ~n all 25 Boards working satisfactorily at present, and 

o the penod endmg Amardad I 349 F. (June I 940), the number of 
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cases for conciliation and their total value was 5,8H5 and Rs. 58.76 lakhs 
respectively. 

/ (c) The Money-Lendffrs Act, I349 F.-The Money-Lenders' 
Act is intended primarily to regularise all dealings and lessen the burden 
by fixing the rates. The maximum rates fixed are 9 per cent. for secured 
and I 2 per cent. for unsecured loans. The levy of compound interest 
as well as other charges is forbidden. 

(d) The Land Mortgage A ct.-Further, in order to provide faci
lities for the working of these measures as also for other agricultural 
purposes, the Government have decided to establisha Land Mortgage 
Bank in the State. The Land Mortgage Aet has-already been passed, . 
~d it is hoped that the Bank will start functioning soon. The enhanced 

earnings o~ agriculturists since the outbreak of war have however much 
reduced indebtedness, recourse to Conciliation Boards and the need of 
~and Mortgage Banks. 

/ (e.). Record of Rights Act, I 346 F.-The following further econo-
mic rehabilitation measures were adopted. A correct registration of 
titles in land and maintaining a complete record of ownership in every. 
village and the extent and nature of interest in every survey 
number is very desirable to protect the backward agriculturists 
and to see that their land does not pass into the hands of non-agricul
turists. Further, in executive measures connected with land, e.g., 
acquisition for public purposes, distribution of taccavi, as well as collec
tion of land revenue, etc., the information obtained by a record-of-rights 
is invaluable and is also a great boon to the public and the courts, as it 
minimises litigation. Accordingly, the Hyderabad Record of Rights Act 
(No. I:) of I346 F. was passed.· A beginning was made in the two 
Marathwara districts of Osmanabad and Aurangabad. 

(f) The Hyderabad Bhagela Agreement 1345 F.-Another 
measure aims at removing the existing disabilities of the agricultural 
labourer.· It was at the instance of the International Labour Conference 
held at Geneva that the Government of Hyderabad passed the Hyder
abad Bhagela Agreement Regulation in I345 F. in order to remove the 
element of compulsion in agricultural labour. This has since been re-
~ced by a Permanent Act. . . · · 

In other spheres of economic development also the decade under 
review will remain memorable. 

(g,) The Hyderabad State Bank Act.-With a currency system of 
its own and huge financial transactions, one of the outstanding needs of 
the State was a well-co-ordinated banking system. Outside institutions, 
like the branches of the Imperial Bank of India and Central Bank of 
India had so far been the only joint-banks of modern type func
tioning within the Dominions. The Imperial Bank of India also enjoyed 
the privilege of being the Government's bank. These institutions were 
mainly concerned with obtaining deposits. They were most reluctant 



to partake in the furtherance of the State's economic development by 
providing even short term loans. The indigenous bankers remained un
organised, and under modern conditions, their services are far from 
adequate, apart from their methods being antiquated. 

The services of a veteran banker were obtained and the question 
of establishing a State Bank was examined. After careful enquiry a Bill 
was introduced in the legislature and was duly passed into law as the 
Hyderabad State Bank Act of 1350 F. It is based on the Reserve Bank 
of India Act of 1935 and those of leading Central Banks of the world, 
like the Bank of England, Bank of France and the Federal Reserve 
Systt:m. This Statt:lhnk_will occupy a pivotal position in the banking 
and currency system of the State. lt IS to act as an agent of the Govern
ment in the management of the paper currency. Further, it is to be the 
Government's bank and consequently, all the banking business previously 
done by the Imperial Bank of India and Central.Bank of India for the 
Government of Hyderabad, will now be transacted by this Bank. It is 
charged with the responsibility of maintaining the stability of the ex
change value of the O.S. Rupee; in other words, it will buy and sell B. G. 
Rupees at a rate fixed by Government from time to time. It will accept 
deposits and open current accounts. It will advance loans and open 
cash-credit account on a specified list of securities buy and sell certain 
specified list of securities as well as gold and silver ; issue letters of credit, 
bills of exchange and other negotiable instruments; accept, discount and 
buy and sell them. It will accept gold, silver, jewellery, documents of 
property .and other valuable articles for safe custody. And above all, 
it will render invaluable help to the Hyderabad Land Mortgage Bank 
if and when it commences operations. The Act prohibits the Bank from 
certain transactions. For example, advances and loans must not be made 
for a period of more than 12 months, nor on the security of the Bank'! 
shares. Thus the Hyderabad State Bank combines the functions of botll 
the Central Bank and commercial banks in such a way as to suit local 
conditions, and so should fulfil the long-felt need for facilities for long· 
term borrowing and financing of agriculture and large- and small-seal« 

_ industrial concerns in the Dominions. · 
24. Prices and Trade.-From the point of view of prices anc 

trade, the P.ast decade may be divided into four distinct periods, viz. 
the ~epress10n (September 1929 to March 1933); Recovery-partia 
(April 1933 to August 1937); Recession (September 1937 to Augus 
1939), and the War Period from September 1939. · 

[Chart, 
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No. 8. Tbe Quinquennial Avera~e 'Wholesale Prices of llice, 
Wheat Juwar in Hyderabad State. 
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Index Numbers of wholeiale prices of some important commodities 
in the Dominions for the period 1931-41 are shown in the subjoined 
statement:-

1981- 1982- 1988- 1984- 1935- 1936- 1987- 1938- 1989- 1040-

Commodity Base 1982 1983 1984 1985 1936 1987 1988 1939 1040 11»1 

period 1841 1842 1843 1844 1345 1846 1847 1848 1849 1350 
F. F. F. F. I F. F. F. F. F. F. 

/ 

Jan. 
1922 

Rice .. lsf. 1851 50 50 48 55 54 ~6 58 57 75 70 
F. 

Wheat .. .. 37 37 36 84 38 ~4 47 41 46 47 

Juwar .. .. 48 48 48 54 49 53 51 61 65 55 

B ajra .. .. 45 45 47 57 58 59 55 59 68 57 

Gram .. .. 31 81 34 40 37 48 50 52 54 54 

Tuar .. .. 36 84 36 

' 
45 48 50 55 51 58 49 

C<>tton (lint) .. 75 72 67 7l 74 79 78 70 84 77 

Cotton seed. .. 70 78 60 70 68 62 60 67 77 67 

' 
L 48 48 -

46 50 50 48 49 51 in seed .. " 
41 43 

Castor seed " I 561 58 48 511 54 64 60 59 75 5U 

-
We need not enter here into any theoretical discussion of Trade 

Cycles in relation to agricultural and industrial countries. The above 
table, however, clearly demonstrates the fact that Hyderabad economy 
is closely linked up with that of the outside world. 

The decade thus opened during the depth of depression and the 
year 1341 F. ( 1931-32) recorded an unfavourable balance of trade to 
the tune of Rs. 323 lakhs, while the following two years showed a slight 
excess of exports over imports. In 1344 F. ( 1934-35) when the world 
was just emerging from depression, there was again an adverse balance 
of Rs. 263 lakhs. The next two years were, however, favourable and 
our balance of trade improved considerably. " Recession " was respon
sible for the deterioration of trade balance for the following two years. 
With the rise in the prices of both the agricultural and manufactured 
commodities, from October I 939 due mainly to conditions created by 
the war, the value ofexports exceeded that of imports and the favourable 
balance amo~ted toRs. o.26lakhs in the year 1349 F. ( 1939-40) and 
Rs. I.oglakhs m 1350 F. 

Statement. 



Year 

1341 F. (1931-32) 
1342 F. (1932-88) 
1348 F. (1938-34) 
1344 }'. (1934-85) 
1845 F. (1985-36) 
1346 F.'(1936-37) 
1347 F. (1937-88) 
1348 F. (1938-39) 
1349 F. ( 1939-40) 
1350 F. (1940-41) 

25 

TRADE 

t figures in crores of Rs.J 

Imports 

.. . . 13.85 

. . .. 12.60 

.. .. 13.30 

. . .. 14.42 

. . .. 13.75 

. . .. 15.05 

. . .. 14.97 

. . .. 14.69 

. . .. 16.60· 

.. . . 16.62 

-
Exports Balance of 

Trade 

10.13 - . 8.22 
13.06 + 0.46 
18.87 + 0.07 
ll.72 - 2.70 
14.40 + 0.65 
16.75 + 1.70 
14.65 - 0,32 
13.58 - l.ll 
16.86 + 0.26 
17.71 + 1.09 

25. Price Control.-With the outbreak of war in September 1939, 
commodity prices at once began to soar. This sudden rise in prices in 
the early stages of the war was not justifiable, as stocks were normal and 
transport facilities obtainable. It was due mainly to holding back of 
supplies for higher prices and profiteering. 

The Government was not unaware of the attendant difficulties of 
interference with trade and with the laws of supply and demand, but 
in order to check profiteering an4 unhealthy speculation as well as to 
create confidence in the public it was deemed necessary to institute price 
control. 

Accordingly, under the powers conferred by the Defence of Hyder
abaci Regulation a Price Control Committee consisting of official and 
non"official members, was set up in the City of Hyderabad, and the First 
Taluqdars were appointed Controllers of Prices in their districts. 

An immediate announcement was, therefore, made through the 
press and radio to the effect that " people sdlling at rates which exceed 
5 per cent. on the average price prevailing in the last week of August 
1939 in so far as the foodstuffs, ghee, sugar, salt, locally manufactured 
goods like vegetable oils, matches, cigarettes, etc., are concerned, and 
10 per cent. on all other articles will be prosecuted under Rule 81 of 
the Defence of Hyderabad Ordinance. If anybody finds that some one 
is selling at rates more than those mentioned above, he should at once 
report the matter to the nearest Police Station." 

The Committee also established contact with the Governments of 
the neighbouring British Provinces, of Bombay, Madras and the Central 
Provinces and Berar, m as much as the prices in the State and these pro
vinces are interdependent. On lines similar to those laid down in the 
Notification of the Government of India dated 8-9-1937, price control 



was made applicable to prices at each of the stages of the wholesale and 
retail trade. ·. 

In so far as the wholesale p_rjce~f agricultural produce is con
cerned it was thought desirable that the agriculturist, who had suffered 
since rg29 from the miserably low level of prices, should not be deprived 
of the higher world prices which were likely to prevail during the war. 
The general trend of opinion expressed at the Price Control Conferences 
convened by the Governrnentof India in October I 939 and January I 940 
was also in favour of leaving agricultural prices free to follow their course 
up to a point. · 

. From January I940 to July of the same year, the trend of prices was 
downward. 'The causes primarily responsible for this reversal were the 
reaction of the excessive speculation during the earlier period, the loss 
of the European markets, restriction on exports, exchange control, and 
the.institution of the price control. Again, as Sir James Taylor, then 
Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, pointed out, " the withdrawal 
of more than Rs. 40 crores of the value from the credit structure of the 
country and its locking up in useless metal has undoubtedly been one 
of the most important contributory factors to the dislocation in the up
country bazaar trade on which the prosperity of the country so largely 
<kpends." - - -- ._ .. _ 

The publication of price lists was, ther.dore, found unnecessary for 
the time being. Among the imported articles, however, control was sug
gested medicines, drugs, chemicals, salts, cheap varieties of saii.s., dhotis, 
shirtings and chaddars, sugar and tea. With the help of the local 
chemists' associations retail prices of drugs and medicines were fixed by 
adding the normal rate of profit (for wholesale and retail trade) to in
voice prices from Bombay merchants. Price lists were ordered to be hung 
at every retail chemist's shop and sale receipts to be issued to every 
customer. · · 

26. Communications.-The social progress and economic pros
perity of a country is intimately linked up with the development of 
transport and means of communications. These Dominions, land-locked 
as they are, have no sea-port, nor are they served by navigable rivers. 
Railways and roads, therefore, constitute the only means of present 
transport: and it may well be hoped that Air Transport, which has 
already made a modest beginning, would also be included in the next 
Census Report. 

27. Railways.-The acquisition of the Railway by Government 
on I-4-I93~ from the Guaranteed State Railway Company has been an 
el?~ch-makmg event in the history of the Nizam's State Railway. In ad
dttlon to ,the oth~r ~enefits and advantages consequent upon this change
over of ownership, IS the fact that the net railway income which used to 
be distribute~ to the shareholders of the company formerly, now accrues 
to the State mcome. The total mileage of railways within the State in 



1939-40 was 1,360 (Broad Gauge 688 and Metre Gauge 672 miles) as 
compared with 1,180 miles at the close of the last decade. Of the former 
figures,. 1,302 miles were State-owned and formed 3· r 7 per cent. of the 
total railway mileage of India. This gives one mile of railway for every 
55-32 square miles as compared with 66 square miles in 1931 and 89 
square miles in 192 I. Mention was made of the opening of the Kazipet
Ballarshah line in 1921, in the last Census Report. This line has proved 
to be of great significance not only to this State but also to India. The 
Grand Trunk Express from Madras to Delhi traverses this section after 
branching off from Bezwada and joins the G.I.P. Railway system at 
Ballarshah. Passengers to Del~J!"Q!Il__.Southern India had formerly to 

-travel via Bombay or via Manmad and Nagpur-both of which were 
circuitous routes involving several changes. 

A short line of 12 miles has been constructed between Jankampet 
and Bodhan to serve the Sugar Factory at Bodhan. Another line, 101 
miles long, between Mudkher and Adilabad would have been completed 
had not the war prevented the supply of rails. 

28. Financial Results.-Ever since 1930, when the Railways have 
been taken over by the State, their financial success has been marked, 
as is shown by the table .given below:-

'------

1933- 1934- 1935· 1936-F93~- · ~938- 1989-
Items 84 85 36 37 88 89 ·. 40. 

1. Capital at charge in lakhs 
15.00 14.86 14.92 14.98 15.31 of Rupees .. 14.77 14.99 

2. Gross earnings in lakhs of 
2.12 2.29 Rupees . . . . 2.09 2.14 2.45 2.48 2.25 

3. Working expenses in lakhs 
1.21 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.25 of Rupees .. . . 1.20 1.19 

4. P .C. of working expenses 
to gross earnings ( includ-

55.6 57.1 49.8 47.8 48.5 49.8 ing Depreciation Fund) .. 57.4 
5. P. C. of net earnings on 

Capital outlay .. 6.00 6.42 6.14 7.67 8.61 8.28 8.34 

The capital at charge has remained p~actically stationary, ;oughly 
at Rs. 15 erores, since 1933-34. Gross ear~ngs have sho~ an mcrease 
from Rs. 2.09lakhs in 1933 toRs. 2.25lakhs m 1939-40, whlle the operat
ing ratio (i.e., the percentage of workin~ expenses to gross earnings) has 
declined from 57·4 in 1933-34 to 49·3 m 1~39·40 .. The percentag~ of 
net earnings has shown an incre~se of 2.34ym~ts dunng the ~me penod. 
These results are more than satisfactory, m v1ew of the penod of reces
sion which starting early in 1937, continued for some time even after 

' . the outbreak of war m 1939· 



29. Roads.-Chronologically no doubt, roads made their appear
ance long before the system of steam locor~J.Otion was even conceived. 
The recent discoveries at Harappa bear testimony to the early develop
ment and importance of road communication in India. Many of the 
existing roads and particularly . the Grand ~runk Road. ~ 
living monuments of the ~een mterest taken . m r~ad b~ding 
by the pre-British rulers of India. The advent of Railways m the mrddl.! 
of the last century gave a set-back to the development of roads, and 
railways soon established that supremacy over all the existing means of 
transport which continued uninterrupted till the beginning of the present 
century. _ - . . 

The invention and success of the mtemal combustion engine was 
primarily responsible for the revival of road traffic. The usefulness. a~d 

-importance of roads reasserted themselves to such an extent that, within 
a short period of time, roads began to be considered as rivals inst~ad of 
being supplementary to railways. One country after another began to 
have its own problems of rail-road co-ordination, and none can be said 
to have solved it completely. How this interesting aspect of the problem 
has been tackled in these Dominions may be briefly described. 

- The total road mileage in these Dominions was 5,911 in 1940 as 
against 3,983 in 1930, an increase of I,928 Iniles, or in other words, 
1 Inile of road for every I4 square Iniles as compared to 2I square miles 
in I930. Of the total road Inileage 62 per cent. is metalled, and g8 per 
cent. of this is maintained by the P.W.D. Of the unmetalled portion 
65 per cent. is under P.W.D. and the rest is maintained by municipali
ties, local and district boards. The City of Hyderabad, however, has 

,.-3 I miles of cement-concrete roads and I 7 Iniles of asphalt road. 
In road mileage the district that tops the list is Nizamabad with 

6os· Iniles of road, then follow Nalgonda (567), Aurangabad, ( 484), 
Raichur (474), Warangal (453), Mahbubnagar (420), Medak (342), 
Karimnagar (34I)_, Gulbarga (3I8), Adilabad (300), Osmanabad 
(26r), Bidar (236), Nander (2I4), Bir (rgg), and Parbhani (q.o). 
Roads in the Dominions are classified as rst, 2nd and 3rd class. rst class 
roads link the capital with districts and important centres, 2nd class roads 
connect district to taluq centres or act as feeders to railways, while 3rd 
class roads are mostly village roads connecting villages with taluq head-

._guart.ers. ~e most important bridge constructed during the decade is 
tne Suat Judi over the river Krishna, near Raichur. This gave Raichur 
district thorough road communication with Mahbubnagar, Hyderabad 
and other parts of the Dominions. . 

Th~ advantages of road transport, for both rural and urban areas, 
are considerable. The development of inter-village and inter-regional 
trade d~pends among other things, on good roads and transport facilities 
-as railways cannot go everywhere. Further, in large and congested 
towns, urban trans\)Ort facilities bring about an outward expansion. Not 
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?nly is ~he .rigi?ity of high rents in the town proper broken, but also there 
IS a rediStnbutiOn of land values. This is clearly seen in the development 
of.subur.ban areas around Hyderabad like Begumpet, Amirpet, Jubilee 
Hill, Asifnagar, Hyderguda, etc., though ribbon development is a new 
danger that results unless vigilantly guarded against. 

The supply of good roads long mileage resulted in a number 
of road services. Apart from certain monopolies, most of the services 
were on individualistic lines and one-man concerns, with the result that 
.both.up.eci>nomic competition and the number of road accidents began 
to increase. Moreover, the railway revenue was affected by road services 
taking away the cream of their traffic. The latter danger was keenly 
realised when the railway ownership was taken over by the Government. 
Consequently in 1932 it was decided to grant the N.S.R. a monopoly 

..£!.the State road transport system. A modest beginning was made with 
27 buses and a route mileage of 400 .miles. This proved so popular that 
in 1939-40, the total sphere of N.S.R. road operations rose to 4,069 miles, 
the number of road vehicles to 344, of which 281 were passenger buses ? 63 parcelv~ a~d goods l~rries. . . 

· 30. Co-ordznatton of razl and road servzce.-The problem of 
rail-road co-ordination as pointed out in a previous paragraph is very 
intricate. It has been further _tackled here by the introduction of a goods 
out-agency system.- -T'rreseagencies are intended to ·act as feeders to 
railways and to operate in harmony with thern, instead of offering com
petition. It is therefore essential for this system that road vehicles should 
be run to train timings, so as to feed the railway with goods and traffic 
and to carry goods and traffic from the rail to the interior. There are, 
at present, twelve out-agencies at Karimnagar, Mushirabad, Nalgonda, 
Suriapet, Adilabad, Armoor, Aurangabad, Bhainsa, Bir, Medak, 'Nizam
abad and Nirmal. 

So as to maximise the traffic receipts of railways comparatively 
higher road charges were fixed, with the result that traffic is diverted to 
railways and any loss to the road system is compensated by gains on the 
railways. · 

We may, thus, conclude that the Dominions have in this sphere also, 
been a pioneer and have provided a well-knit and stable transport system. 

Itmay, further, be added that this co-ordination also extends to local 
air Transport, which yielded gross earnings of Rs. 51,845 in 1349 F. 
( 1939-40). 

31. Politiwl Events.-. The political upheavals of British India had 
some repercussions .in Hyderabad. Comm~a~ and .party dissensi<;>~ 
and feelings of bitterness were traceable to political ca~ses. The politi
cal consciousness of even the Depressed Classes was qmckened to a sur
prising degree by the events. occurring. elsewhere ~ India. '\Y~en a 
community or party felt aggneved that 1ts share of nghts and pnv1leges 



were either withheld or denied, it manifested its displeasure, in an un
constitutional manner and open clashes o~cu_rre.d. H~derabad s peaceful 
and harmonious life was marred by certam mc1dents m 134 7 F. ( 1938) ; 
but these were short-lived and soon died down. Certain political asso
ciations run on communal lines were banned and an atmosphere of good
will was fostered by Government. . His Exalted Highness t~~ Niz~m 
while expressing his regret at the turn of events and sympathlSmg w1th 
the sufferers as a result of communal clashes, remarked: " No country 
can advance on the path of progress without peace and tranquillity," and 
added that " the duty of preserving public peace and safeguarding the 
lives, property and honour as well as the rights of the m~~bers of ~11 
communities living under its protection had been the tradition and diS
tinguishing feature of the House of Asaf J ah." This declaration 
assuaged the feelings of the citizens of Hyderabad and restored confid
ence in the minds of the Nio.:am's subjects. 

Among other measures Government took to foster harmony among 
all classes of people, may be mentioned the order forbidding Govern
ment employees to associate themselves with political organisations; 
revision of history text-books for use in schools so as to eliininate all 
references to communalism and emphasise cultural and social aspects 
of historical events, and a ban on songs likely to engender class hatred. 

32. The Reforms.-With the introduction of rt>.sponsible Govern
ment in the British Indian Provinces, under the Government of India Act, 
1935 and with the political awakening of the masses, referred to above, 
the need for siinilar institutions in the .State was keenly realised .. The 
Government themselves took the initiative and in September 1937 
appointed a Committee called the Constitutional Reforms Committee, 
popularly known as " the Aiyanger Committee " after the name of its 
able president, Dewan Bahadur S. Arava.mudu Aiyangar. It had the 
following terms of reference : . 

" Keeping in view the conditions in and the requirements and cir
CUJl!Stances of the State, to investigate and report on all suitable alter
natives for the more effective association of the different interests in the 
~tate with the Government, whereby the latter may be placed in con
tmuous possession of their needs and desires." 
• After thoroughly examining the. claims of all the-institutions and 
mterests in the Dominions, the Committee submitted its Report in 
August 1938. · 

For t~e constitution of the State, the Reforms Committee presented 
the follo~mg b~sic ~onception: " The head of the State represents the 
peopl: directly m his own person, and his connection with them there
fore, ~ more nat~al and abiding than that of any passing elected repre
sentatives.. ~le-Is both the supreme head of the State and the embodi-

. ment of his people's sovereignty.' Hence, it is that, in such a polity, 
the head of the State pot merely ret~in$ the power to c;onfirm qr vetQ 
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any piece of legislation, but enjoys a special prerogative to make and 
unmake his executive or change the machirtery of Government through 
which he meets the growing needs of his people. Such a Sovereign forrru 
the basis on which our constitution rests, and has to be preserved." The 
Committee further observes: "For greater internal and external 
security of the State, the different interests therein must be allowed to 
associate themselves with its administration," and" such association will 
produce good results only when it is inspired by the traditiol}s and basic 
principles of the constitution of the country." Accordingly,_the legisla
ture .is to be a representative body. Its peculiarity, however, is that this 
representation shall be, neither communal rtor of a territorial nature, but 
based on economic in~rests. For, as pointed out in th~ Executive 
Council's Arz;dashrOn the Committee's Report, " a shifting of emphasis 
to the economic motif is likely to import a greater degree of realism into 
legislation, even into politics as such." Further, "in a State comprising 
different ethnic, linguistic and religious divisions, economic interests alone 
are likely, sooner :or later, to transcend those-barriers of race, language 
and religion on which disproportionate emphasis tends to be laid." 

Thus, the Legislature is to be unicameral with functional represen-
tation and will be constituted as follows:- · 

(a) 42 elected members returned by the follpwing interests:
Holders of Samasthans and J agirdars, 4 ; Agriculturists, I 6; and Maash
dars, Labour, Industries, Commerce, Banking, Legal Profession, Medical 
Profession, Graduates, District Boards, District Municipalities and Town 
Committees and Hyderabad M~cipal Corporation, 2 each. 

( b:) 33 ·members nominated as follows:-
( i) 5 members nominated .by Ilaqas (the 3 Paigahs and the 

Peshkari and Salar Jung Estates I each) ; 
(ii) 28 members nominated by Government of whom 14 

shall be official and non-offiCial. . 
In addition to the above, the Members of the Executive Council will 

be ex-officio members. of the Legislative Assembly! as also th;ee repre
sentatives of the Sarf-1-K.has Mubarak to be appomted by H1s Exalted 
Highness. : · 

As for the unrepresented interests, it has been decided that a~ong 
the non-officials nominated by Government, five out of. the Hmdu 
members should Le Harijans and one a Lingayat, while Oovernment 
should also nominate at least 2 Christians ( 1 Anglo-Indian and I Indian 
Christian) and I Zoroastrian. Similarly, at least 2 women and other 
interests like Journalists, Contractors, etc., are also to be represented by 
nomination. -

What is of greater significa~ce is the ~act .that the principle of 
equality of numbers as between ~~dus a~d Muslims has been adopted. 
For, to quote Rai Balmukund; the Hmdus and Mussalmans of our 
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State are its two eyes; every one must recognise that from the very posi
tion the Mussalmans occupy here, their contribution to the political and 
moral strength of the State has never been less than that of the Hindus." 
And, accordingly, he had suggested representation in the proportion of 
so:so as between these two major communities. It has, therefore, been 
deemed expedient and just under the new scheme that each of the 
interes~specified for purposes of election must send an equal number 
of Hindu and Muslim representatives and among the 33 nominated 
members, there should be a similar equality. 

In addition, the Committee made detailed recommendations with 
regard to the reconstitution of the Hyderabad Civil Service Committee, 
District Boards, District Municipalities and Town Committees and the 
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation; as well as the establishment of 
Panchayats and Statutory Advisory Committees with respect to the 
following matters:-

( 1 ) Agricultural Development. 
(2) Education. 
(3) Finance. 
( 4) Industrial Development. 
(5) Public Health. 
( 6) Hindu Religious Endowments. 
( 7 ). Muslim Religious Endowments. 
( 8) Religious Affair~ 

The Reforms ~uggeste~ by th~ Co~ittee have been approved by 
the Government w1th certam modifications and received the final sanc
ti~n of J:I~ Exalted. Highness. Little progress however could be made 
With therr mtroductton during the decade. 



CHAl'T.ERli. 

PoPULATioN :-ITs MoVEMENT AND DisTRIBUTION. 

33· Early Accounts of the Population and P~t Censuses.-Ain-i
Akbari gives deta:Is. of the population census as recorded by the village 
headmen. The Daftar Diwani wa mal in Hyderabad, has also such 
documents of Aurangzeb's time. The old system of counting or khana 
shumari of villages and people was not quite unknown as an important 
part of the State duties. · 

For the_gke of continuity I give below the early account of the 
population as SWllJl!.lg"ised in the 1931 census report. · . 

Prior to 1881 therewasno regul=~us taken but it ~uld appear 
that a periodical numbering of people was made by patels and patwaris 
who furnished returns of each town and village. Sir Richard Temple, 
writing in his private diary of politics in 1876, appears to have relied 
upon such returns when he estimated ·the population then to be 10 

millions. Since then a great change has come over the country. Peace 
and-security have been ensured, 4"rigation and means of communication 
have been developed and the population has consequently grown steadily. 

[Chart. 
33 
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No.9. Growth of Popuhtion Since 1881. 
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' 
The decennium ending with I 881 was characterised by two famines, 

one in I87I and the other in I876, of more or less intensity. The first 
was caused by a drought grain worth elevenlakhs of rupees was im
ported from Bengal. Aurangabad, Nizamabad and Nagarkarnul (the 
present Mahbubnagar district) suffered most. The City of H yderabad 
did not escape the scarcity wave. Cooked food was· distributed to the 
destitute for several months. In I876, by a failure of the monsoon, 
famine prevailed in Lingsugur and parts of Raichur, Shorapur, Gulbarga, 
Bir and Nalgonda, the total population affected being I,380,235· The 
census in I 88 I being the first one taken, no comparison is admissible with 
the population at any previous period, but it may be safely said that 
conditions in the period preceding the census date were by no means 
normal. 

3* 
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Between 1.881 and 1891 nothing untoward happened. Rainfall was 
regular and generally adequate. AgriCultural progress was unhindered 
and, therefore, the rate of birth of the population, which had emerged 
from famine conditions, was abnormal, as was revealed in the 1891 
census, the increase being 17.1 per cent. and shared by all the districts. 

The next decade, 1891-1901, was not prosperous. Two famines 
checked the growth of population. One was in 1896-97 over an area 
of 17,835 square miles, and the other in 1899-1900, far worse than any 
of its predecessors, affecting the whole of the Dominions, the principal 
sufferers being Aurangabad, Bir, Parbhani and Nalgonda Districts and 
parts of Nander, Bidar and Gulbarga Districts. 'Crops failed and remis-.. 
sio~ of land-revenue had to be rnadt>_ People migrated in large num
bers to the neighbourtng--British disti:icfs. The Sanit~ry Commissioner 
of Berar reported " an influx of a large number of people in a very and 
emaciated condition from the Mogalai." Similar reports were also made 
by the district authorities of Ahmadnagar and Sholapur in the Bombay 
Presidency. The decade was also noteworthy for the appearance of 
plague, which broke out in 1897. This being its first-appearance in the 
Dominions, the consternation it caused was indescribable. Aurang:.bad, 
Naldrug (Osmanabad)· and Gulbarga Districts adjoining the Bombay
Presidency were the first to be affected. Quarantine was established on 
the frontier and railway lines and other measures were taken to prevent 
the influx of persons from affected areas into the City. Thus the epide
mic was localised in the western districts where the toll it exacted up to 
September 1899 amounted to 8,ooo. The effect. u£ the famines and 
plague was so disastrous that in the 1901 census the population was found 
to have suffered a loss of 3·5 per cent. on the previous decade. The-Tan
was heaviest'in Parbhani, closely followed by Bir, Bidar, Nander, Osman
abad and Aurangabad, the decrease being over a hundred thousand in 
each district. · 

The following decade, 190 1-1911 was a period ()f good health. The 
opening of the Mahbubnahar canal, 27 miles in length, capable of irri
gating ten thousand acres of land in Medak, the general reorganisation 
of the irrigation department resulting in far more eflic~ent service, the 

. extension of the Barsi Light Railway up to Latur, an impprtant cotton 
market, the opening of the Pun1a-Hingoli Railway, and the dev(!lopment. 
of mining and textile industries were some of the important events evid
encing the general prosperity of the State. The weak l\~d the w0rn, the 
very young and the very old having been wiped off .by the famines and 
pestilences in the preceding decade, the survivors ha\Ting more food to 
eat became strong to resist diseases and also prolific. As compared with 
r88r, the area cultivated advanced by 84 per cent. and the population 
by 36 per cent. Karimnagar alone gained nearly three hundred thou
sand persons during the decade. 

191 r-1921 was eventful for the calamities caused by plague in the 



beginning of the decade and the influenza epidemic of 19 I 8- I 9, not to 
speak of the general trade and economic depression that resulted from 
the 1914-18 war. Their deleterious efie~ts more than cou~terbalance? 
the advantages accruing from the expansion of ~oad a~d ra1l commu~
cations and irrigation projects, development of m_dustnes and pop~lan
sation of improved and profitable methods of agnculture. A declme of 
6 per cent. in the strength of the population was the result. Aurangabad 
and Bir lost about a lakh and a half each. Although as compared with 
191 x, the area under cul~ivation incre.ased by · 1 8 per cent., the p~ces of 
foodstuffs rose, necessitatmg the creatiOn of a Department of C1vil Sup-
plies in 1918. __ 

Thus the population of- Hyderabad State, ·:·hicF- recovet~dc ~~ 
the unsettled condidon5l>tevalent throughout India up to the rmddle of 
the nineteenth century, had been suffering from famines and pestilences 
and a multitude of other fortuitous conditions up to the last decade. 
It may, therefore, be said that no decade during the past century and a 
half can be regarded as quite normal because various factors have been 
at work militating against the growth of the population at a fair rare. 

- I 92 I-1931 .-This decade on the whole was untroubled and the con
ditions contributing to the well-being of the population were not very 
unsatisfactory. · . 

34· Population Census in 1941.-0n previous occasions, the term 
population meant, for purposes of census, the de facto population, that 
is, " the number of persons found within the boundaries of a particular 
place at a particular time." The procedure adopted in the 1941 census 
wa~ different from the previous ones in giving more stress to the regular 
residents of the places than to the temporary and casual residents on the 
date of enumeration. Enumerators were instructed to enquire of a 
person residing temporarily at a place whether he· had not been enumer
ated elsewhere, before taking down his entries, and not to enumerate him 
if his ans:ver was in the affirmative. .Similarly, after the 1st of March 
1941, ":~1ch was the.cen~al d_ate fix~d for the census, a couple of days 
were utilised for modifications m the light of births and deaths. It would 
':lot, therefor~, b~, inappropriate to term the present population the " de 
JUT~ .populat1o~ In other words, the number of persons habitually 
res1dmg at particular places in the State. . · 
. 35· The. Gr?wth of Popwlation.-In spite of decline in two pre

VIOUS de_cad~ 1t w~ be seen fro~ the past history that Hyderabad State's 
population lS growmg more rap1dly than that ~Lindia as a whole. 

[Statement. 



Year. 

1881-1891 
18g1-19or· 
1901-191 I 
19II-1921 
i921-1931 
1931-1941 

1881-I931 
1901-1941 

Percentage of increase 
or decrease. 

Hyderabad · 
State. 

.. -+ 17-2 
• . 3-~- . .. + 20.0 

6.8 
+ 15.8 
' 13.2 -;-

India. 

+ 13.1: 
+ 1.6 
+ 6.'/
+ o.g 
+ 10.6 

+ 
+ 32·3 
+ 37·0 
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The following statement giv;s the . State populatio~, actual and 
percentage variation and changes m density per square mile for the last 
6o years, since 1881 :-

-
-

' VARIATIONS FOR 

'" lation - Density 

Actual I Percent 

· 984!r59~ --....J19 
1881 . . .. 

ll:537:040 + 
-

1891 
1,691,446 + 17.2 . 140 .. 

1901 ll,141,142 - 895,898 - 8.5 185 . . .. 
1911 18,874,676 + 2,288,584. + 20.0 162 . . .. - - -- -· . -

-1~'1.- 12,471,770 - 902,906 - ~6.1! 151 .. . . - --

1931 14,436,148 + 1,964,878 + 15.8 175 . . .. 
1941 . . 16,888,584 + 1,902,386 + 18.2 198 .. 

- ·-- - --

It will be observed that the rhythinic movement of the variation of 
population has been broken up. While the years, I8gi, I9I I and 1~31 
marked an increase, the alternate years 1901, and 192 I showed a decline. 
1941, however, marks a further increase of population by I3.2 per cent. 

·Consequently die density per square mile also rose from 175 in I931 to 
I98 in 1941. Compared with corresponding figures fof'lndia as a whole, 
the changes are sympatlletic with the difference, however, that the rate 
of these varjations is greater in most provinces than in Hyderabad State. 

36. Disturbing-f.a.fJ.Q!s.-During the decade and at the time of the 
1941 census operations ·there were fortunately no serious disturbing 
factors such as plague epidemic, large fairs, political turmoils, ·non-co
operation;-· or widespread communal tension. Two things however 
should be placed on record. · · 

(a) Different communities were trying to s_well their numbers in 
order to secure the privileges of a majority community. Leaflets from 
certain outside organisations appealed to Hindus to give a full popula
tion return and to give Hil).di as their mother-tongue and Arya as their 
community and to Muslims to return Urdu as their mother-tongue and 
Muslim as their community. But the noting of the number of persons 
in the house-list and the checking and cross-checking at the enumeration 
and soon after it, arranged through persons of different communities 
vitiated such efforts. · . · ' 
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(b) Owing to the outbreak of the present war, some persons hesi
tated. to give t_heir full number and youths especially their age, for fear 
of bemg recrmted for the army. · 

. 37· Comparison with other Provinces.-Hyderabad State being a 
part of India, it is essential to look to the percentage increase of popula· 
tion of India as a whole as well as to that of the various Provinces and 
major States for the same period. The figures are as follows:--

• Province or State 

- . - -- -· ~· -
-

II-India . . .. 
ritish India .. . . 

ndian India including Hyderabad 

A 
B 
I 
II 
B 
B 
II 

yderabad State . . 
en gal '" . . . 
ombay· . . 
fadras . . ... 
.P. an ar .. 

a -. . .. -~ 
• P. . . .. 
aroda State .. 
walior State . . 

u 
B 
G 
J 
M 
T 

ammu and Kashmir State 
ysore State .. 
ravancore State .. 

.. 

. . 

.. 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . .. .. .. 

. . 

PoPULATION Per- Density 
centage in 

----~941 1981 in crease 1941 

888,997,955 888,119,154 + 15.0 246 
295,808,722 256,757,818 + 15.2 841 

98,189,288 81,861,886 + 14.2 180 
16,888,584 14,486,148 + 18.2"- --......198 
60,806,525 . 50,115,548 + 20.8 779 -
20,849,840 _17,992,003 + 15.9 272 
49,841,810 _4i.205,IH + . 591 
LO,<n1>,G~~ .. 15,828,058 9,7 170 
28,418,819 23,580,864 + 20.5 287 
55,020,617 48,408,482 + 13.7 518 

. 2,855,010 2,448,288 + 16.6 845 
4,006,150 8,528,070 + 18.7 154 
4,021,61() 8,646,248 + 10.8 '49 
7,329,140 6,557,302 + 11.8 249 
6,070,018_ --5,095,973 + 19.1 792 

-

The decade had a lower percentage increase_ (13.2} than. 
1921-31 (15.8)'. In other words, the rate of grow;th durin~t
decade was more uniform than that of the past. Factors affecting popu
lation increase in the decennium are briefly noted below:-

The decade opened-When the effects of the world-wide economic 
depression were being severely felt in all spheres of the State economic 
activity. The condition of agriculture, industry, trade and prices during 

- the period have been outlined in Chaptf'r I. Low agricultural prices, 
_and meagre output reduced the 'Vitality of th~turist to. its mini· 
mum~- The rate of ·marriag~d consequently that of reproduttivt.'ry 
was lower during the depression period. Accordingly, we find that com
pared to 1931, both the proportion of married females and of children 
~as dropp~dlo.LU):t,f. The. red~ction in t~e number of early marriages 
1s also an Importantlactor-m this connection. · . . · -
. In the latter half of the period, the world began to emerge from the 

- depths of the depression and things seemed to take a brighter turn. But 
the agriculturists did not benefit by-these changes for_aJong time, i.p.as
much as-agricultural prices continued to be disproportionately lower 
than other prices, · 

-



Other factors affecting population growth are communications and 
public heal!h. As not~d ~lsewh~r~,. there has been a considerable !m
provement m commurucatJ.on fac1lit1es for the movement of population. 
Public Health however, was more satisfactory than in the preceding 
decade and th~ State was free from devastating epidemics. 

Reliable vital statistics are necessary for assessing the true incidei!ce
of the several factors affecting_population growth. Unfo~telf!these 
data are not yet available in a form that can be used satlSfactorily for 
this purpose. · 

g8. Distribution by Natural Divisions.-Except in 1921, when it 
recorded a decrease of 4·5 per cent.,-tlle JilOpUlation._oLJ'elingana has 
always shown a pge~ilc-Marathwara has suffered loss of population 
more than once during the last so years. · 

Division 
Area in . 1941 . 1981 

1 
I. P.C. 

sq. Population Populatioo . in· · 
miles crease 

- -

Telingana .. 41,502 8,7ll,o- • ,598 15.8 

Maratbwara .. 41,198 7,628,768 6,881,550 10.8 

stateme 
T h e marginal 

nt gives the 
d the popula
ea ch natural 
and the per-

area an 
tion of . .. 
centage 
pared to 
~-

the pre~ 
decade. . 

It should, however, be noted that the difference of variations 
betweeri the two tracts is considerable. Various reasons, ·such as fertility 
of soil, irrigational facilities (and even rice cultivation) have been as
cribed for this discrepancy in rate. To my mind, there is one very 
important factor that has escaped notice so far. in this connection. 
Fortunately for-Tclingana, the City of Hyderabad, which constitutes 
the fourth. largest conglomeration of persons in India, lies within this 
tract. It lS but natural, therefore, that comparative variation in this 
tract should be greater than in Marathwara. In -01dei to arnve at a 
correct comparison, the figures for the City orHyderabad should be 
deducted f_ro~ those of this tract. If we do this, the percentage increase 
of popu!at10n m Telingana stands at II.5 (instead of 15.3) as compared 
to 10.8 m Marathwa~a. ~- ....._ 

[Chart 
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No. 11. The Increase in Population 
Telin~ana and Marathwara From 1881 to 1941. 
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39· District Population.-The following statement gives the total 
population of each of the 17 districts and corresponding figures for 19!31 
together with p~rcentage variations: 
--
0 • z Distri<'ts 1941 1981 Percentage 
..: variation 
Cll 

1. Atraf-i-B~ .... - - ~ - . 
__612.498 499,661 22:!1 ---· . . . 

----T. -- Nizamabad 64'''" 0 -·-- 22.4 . . .. __. .;.o,avl 

8. Medak .. . . .. 758,220 752,225 0 .. 7 
4. Bag hat . . . . . . 90,415 81,068 ll.5 
5. Mahbubnagar . . . . 1,088,209 971,616 12.0 
6. Nalgonda . . . . .. 1,275,852 1,188,-10!1 - 12 
7. Warangal .. 

.. 
1,821,888 1,ll7,698 -, .8 .. .. 

8. Karirnnagar-· --- . . . . 1.855,415 1,241,405 9.2 
9. Adilabad . . . . . . 828,622 762,080 8.1 -

10. Aurangabad . . . . 1,071,!150 944,798 18.5 
11. Parbhani . . . . . . 911,886 858,760 6.8 
12. Nander . . . . . . 808,115 722,081 1_1.2 
18. Bir . . . . .. 718,680 688,690 12.6 
14. Gulbarga . . . . . . 1,812,055 1,225,008 - 7.2. 

-
15. Raichur . . .. .. 1,041,959 -~ 987,585 ILl 

16. Osmanabad .. .. .., 748,691 691,068 8.8 

17. Bidar . . . . . . 1,028,482 878,615 17.2 

. ' -



It will be noticed that the district of Medak has recorded a small 
increase of o. 7 per cent. This is mainly accounted for by the exclusion 
of Baghat Taluq from this district, to form a separate district. 

Atraf-i-Balda and Nizamabad rank first with 22.6 and second with 
22.4 per cent. increase respectively during the decade, followed . by 
Warangal and Bidar with 18.3 and 17.2 per cent. respectively while 
Karimnagar, Adilabad, Parbhani, Gulbarga and. Osmanabad had :-~ 
much lower proportionate increase than other districts. 

40. Average District Population.-Including the population of the 
City of Hyderabad in the Baghat District and then dividing the whole 
~on by -the_number of districts the average population for a 
diStnct comes to g.61 lakhs. According to this four districts of Telin
gana, i.e., Mahbubnagar, Nalgonda, Warangal and Karimnagar and 
f~ur districts of Marathwara, i.e., Aurangabad, Gulbarga, Raichur and 
B1dar are above the average. For a comparison of the average district 
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No. 13. Growth of Population by Districts 

Since 1881 to 1941. 
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population and area of Hyderabad and the neighbouring Provinces, the 
figures are as follows ·-. 

Provinces 

--
Hyderabad State 

C.P. and Berar 
-

om bay B 

M adras 

- - .. 
.. 

-

Area iu 
sq. miles 

.. 82,698 

.. 98,57.'L 

.. 76,443 

. . 126,166 

No. of Average Average 
Population districts district district 

area population 
I 

171 I 
16,388,534 

··:1 
961,090 

16,813,584 19 5,188 884,925 

21T,l!49~8_.t.O ~------17 -!..: . l,ll116,461 
-

~,046 ~3;672 49,341,810~ 25 

41. Average Taluq Population._--,-_From the .State Tabid it will be 
apparent that the average taluq population of Karirnnagar District is 

th h. h . (194.1) 198'681 d fAd' I b d D' . . . th I . e 1g est, J.e., (1931) 177,843 an-· o 1 a a 1stnct IS e owest, z.e., 
(1941) 82,862 
(1981) 78,865' Diagram No. 14 will make this clear. 

[Chart. 
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No. 14. The Hi!lhest and Lowest Population Amon!! Taluk. 
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· 42. Densit)'.-Density is· defined as "numerical relation of a 
population to the area inhabited by it." It is obtained by dividing the 
population by the area: P.-;--A D. The density of Hyderabad State 
for 1941 is practically equal to the mean density of India recorded in 
1931, viz., 198 to the square rnile. In 1931 it was 175 for Hyderabad 
State. -



Tobegin with, the density of the City of Hyderabad has increased 
from 8,8og in 1931 to 9,356 perso~quare mile in 1941, in other 
words, an increase of 54nersons per square1nile. As noted above, 
because the City of Hyderabad lies in Telingana, the density of this tract 
stands at 210 per square mile; Marathwara shows a density of 185 only, 
which, though an increase compared to 1931 ( 170), is still less than 
that of Telingana, even after excluding the City of Hyderabad, vi~., 192 
per square mile. 

N~5,_ Number of Persons per Sq. Mile as-Co~~ared With 1941. 
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The figures of average density fo-t each district and corresponding 
figures for 1931 and the positions of districts in order of density arc 
shown below:- · · 

DENSITY PER SQ. MILE 

N 
Sri. Districts 

I Place· I I Place o. 1941 19lll 

-
1 Atraf-i-Balda .. . . 238 4 189 6 
2 Nizamabad .. . . 216 5 -191 5 
3 Medak . . .. . . 248 1 231 1 
4 Baghat . . - .. . . 214 6 . . . . 
5 Mahbubnagar .. . . 204 10 182 8 

---o· Nalgonda . . . . .. 210 9 187 7 
7 Warangal . . . . .. 167 16 141 15 
8 Karim nagar .. . . .. 287 3 217 2 
9 -AniltJbad .. 118 17 102 16 

Aurangabad .. - 178 10 .. --------- .. 13 152 12 
11 Parbhani . . .. o--...J..67 11 
12 Nander . . .. . . 239 ---~ 192 4 
18 Bir . . . . .. 173 1-J, 

l76 
~ 

14 Gulbarga . . . . .. 188 11 10 
15 Raichur . . .. . . 168 15 141 14 
16 Osmanabad . . . . .. 211 8 194 3 
17 Bidar . . .. . .. 212 7 181 9 

• I Hyderabad State . . 198 .. 175 . . 

In 1941, as in 1931, Medak District stands first in order of density, 
while Karimnagar District has given its second position in 1931 to 
Nander, the density ofwhich has risen from 192 in 1931 to 239 in 1941, 
and now occupies the third place; -

[Chart. 



No. 16. Map of H.E.H. the Niza_m's Dominions. 
showing Mean dens1ty. 
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The causes of the supremacy of Telingana as regards density have 
been dealt with in detail in previous reports. I should, however, like 
to add a few general observations in this connection. 

In the first place, it is not possible in sociological phenomena of this 
nature to rely on any individual cause. There is more often than not 
a multiplicity of causes to account for a change or difference. Their 
degree of importance, no doubt, varies from time to time and place to 
place. The natural resources of land, fertility, mineral wealth and 
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power resources, industrial and economic development, rainfall, climate, 
as also the geographical location and social traditions all have their 
shar~ in determining the density of population. Clear!~ conditions like 
physical features and geographical location remain unaltered in the two 
tracts of Marathwara and Telingana. The same may be said to be true 
of social conditions. Is there any difference in the economic conditions 
of these tracts? 

The answer to this question requires an examination of the charac
teristic features of these tracts. It may be observed, without going into 
detail, that the physical features and climatic conditions of Marath-

. wara are such as to n;nder living conditions somewhat costly compared 
to Telingana. The prevalence of dry crops, lack of irrigational facili
ties and the nature of the soil combine together to make agricultural
operations more strenuous in Marathwara than in Telingana, with the 
result that, as pointed out in Hyderabad Labour Census Report, 1940-
wages incline to be higher in this area, and consequently, the cost of 
living. Now, it is admitted on all hands that the standard of life has an 
inverse relation to birth-rate. The higher the standard of life the smaller 
the birth-rate, and vice versa. No doubt the difference between the 
standard of life of these two tracts is not very great, nor is the difference 
between birth-rate very noticeable. Yet there is sufficient indication of 
the existence of these differences. 

Secondly, industrialisation is also one of the factors affecting density. 
While the total number of factories that come under Factories Act has 
increased from 401 in 1931 to 629 in 1941 in the Dominions, the share 
of each of the tracts in this increase has been far from even. Telingana, 
which owned 140 factories in 1935, possessed 256 in 1941, an increase 
of 85.4 per cent. Corresponding figures for Marathwara show an 
increase of 49 per cent. only during the same period. 

43· DenJ'ity and Crop Cultivation.-It can be seen from the 
records that the ryotwari holdings have increased in 30 years from 
31,658 square miles in 19II to 57,199 square miles in 1941, i.e., 25,541 
square miles more for the increased population of 29.64 lakhs. 

[Chart, 
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N 17 Map of Hyderabad Dominions showing 
de~~ity 'according to the Cultivated Area 1941-41. 
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The' well known maxim of political economy that population 
centres round fertile tracts comes true in the case of Hyderabad also. 
Side by side with the soil fertility we have to see to the necessary water
supply in the shape of rainfall and irrigation facilities. 

[Statement. 



The following statement shows the order' of the districts under . 
various heads:-

ORDER ACCORDING TO 

1-3 ~ ol 

" "' 0:: " " .... ol ol :;;., 
Districts ""'O § ~ l 

ol " 
ol ol 

., 
o-~ ... " " " " 0:: 
»"'iil '1:! ... ol 

~ ... "' >,'1:! ol ol " 
... v"";: ol .,~ :::l ol "' +' ~ ...,., 

+' "' "' 0:: ... ~E. " '1:! 
·~"' ·~ .... -~ QS ol "' -:;; ol ... ' "'a.. "' "' ... 0 "' al ... " """ ""0 0:: .... " " .... """ "' " <=o ::: > - ... ·~ .... ·~ .... ..<:: .::! ~ ·~ ~ ~ "" ..!!i 
A"'"' V·~ "' al ... "" "' . 0 ::I "' ~il ·::l ~ .... ... ~ 

~ :::: 0 u .... u ~ ,_, ~ rn 
I - -Atraf-i-Balda .. 4 5 l4 10 8 13 10 9 16 R 8 0 H 

Nizamabad .. 5 2 15 5 2 14 .12 3 15 17 16 2 16 
l\fedak .. 1 1 16 6 4 16 11 5 14 13 15 6 15 
Bag hat .. 6 7 17 17 10 17 17 16 17 16 17 17 7 
1\fahbubnagar .. 10 6 13 4 16 15 13 6 11 5 6 11 3 
Nalgonda. .. 9 8 5 3114 11 16 4 13 1 9 16 1 
Warangal .. 16 4 9 1 3 12 15 2 9 9 5 15 7 
Karimnagar .. 3 3 12 2 5 10 14 1 12 15 2 14 6 
Adilabad .. 17 10 10 7 1 6 9 7 10 14 14 13 12 
Aurangabad .. 13 16 1 9 15 2 1 17 4 2 13 5 5 
Parbhani .. 12 15 4 12 7 1 2 11 5 11 3 8 11 
Nander .. 2 11 11 11 6 3 3 13 .8 12 10 12 13 
Bir .. 14 17 7 15 12 5 4 15 7 7 12 7 9 
Gulbarga .. 11 12 2 8 18 8 6 10 1 3 4 10 2 
Raicbur .. 15 14 8 14 17 4 7 14 2 4 1 4 8 
Osmanabad .. 8 18 8 18 11 -II 5 12 8 10 11 8 4 
Bidar .. 7 7 6 16 9 7 8 8 5 6 7 

1 I 10 

It may be summed up thus, that the density of rural population 
depends upon the proportion of gross area of land cultivated, upon the 
rainfall, upon particular crops largely grown and upon the extent uf 
irrigation. Amongst the important crops rice deserves especial mention 
as it not only gives double the yield of other cereals, but als? requires 
double the number of fieldmen to cultivate, weed and harvest it; thus it 
can be said that it attrac.ts th!! population. The other important factors 
are trade and industry. These attract capital and labour, both skilled 
and unskilled, follows capital. · 

44· Pressure of Population.-In Europe it has been estimated that 
the maximum population which can be supported by agriCultural occu
pations is 250 persons to a square mile. It will be seen from the follow
ing statement that it is only· the Aurangabad, Parbhani and Bir districts 
that are still within the limit while all the rest of the districts have far 
exceeded it and in fact on·the above basis outrun the means of subsist
ence. 

Taking It lbs. as the normal daily ration of an adult, who does 
not belong to the labour class, the food requirements of the State popu
lation of 16 millions would amount to nearly 2.6 Inillion tons, the ration 
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d lb er person per diem. The annual produc-
~~~~t~::!~, p~~~:~~d ~t~er minor mi?ets in the ~ominions averages 

8 "lli t ns This leaves after meetmg the reqmrements of ~uman 
~nsr:n;:o~ a·margin of 0.~ million to~, which _is barely suffic~ent to 
meet the early seed requirements of agncultur~ m th~ Stat~. · . 

The frrigation facilities act as a prophylacttc agatnst th~ pressfre 
of 0 ulation. The statement below shows t?e area so~ m the ast · 
e!r !£the decade in each district, and from thlS the denstty on a sq~are 

iciJe of cultivated area is worked out to show the pressure of population. 
. ---------

- --.------vtstncts. 
---- Cultivated 

area in sq. 
miles 

1940-41_. 

1. Atraf-i-Balda 
2. Nizamabad 
3· Medak 
4· Baghat 
5· Mahbubnagar 
6. Nalgonda 
7· Warangal 

~ 8. Karimnagar 
9· Adilabad . 

10. Aurangabad 
II. Parbhani 
12. Nander 
13. Bir '--

.. 
1,283 
1,092 
1,057 

193 
2,281 
3,176 
2,545 

~.:....__.-----'---:- 2.392 
.. ~2.459 

4.393 
3,719 
2,459 

14· Gulbarga--------
2,986 
4,211 
3,897 15. Raichur 

16. Osmanabad 
17. Bidar 

2,719 
3,038 

Total . . 44,032 

Persons per sq. 
mile of 
cultivated 

area. 

489 
593 
717 
468 
477 
401 
519 
566 

~335-----c 

244 
245 
326 
239 
31'2 
267 
275 
336 

---. 
45· Houses a'f\d Families.-The 1931 census definition of a house 

was adopted this time also. In rural areas, a house meant a dwelling 
place having a separate main entrance although such dwelling places 
may be within a compound or enclosure having a common way. In 
urban areas, where the municipality has numbered the houses, each 
dwelling-place bearing a number was counted as a house, but if any 
structure was left unnumbered, it was to be given a number. Bungalows 
and palaces have outhouses or servants' quarters for the servants to reside 
with their families. If such quarters had separate entrances, they were 
also tn;at~cl as houses for census purposes. Similarly, hotels, sarais, 
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dharmashalas and other public houses usually provide a room or a suite 
of rooms for different travellers or families. Each such unit was also 
treated as a separate house. Similarly, shops, mosques, temples, 
churches, ashurkhanas, schools, libraries, offices, chauris, etc., were 
treated as houses and .numbered accordingly. 

46. Number of Houses.-The total number. of all kinds of tene
ments in the Dominions rose from 3,312,222 in 1931 to 3,875,328, an 
increase of 1 7 per cent. Thus the percentage of increase in the number 
of houses is greater than the percentage increase in total population. 

The house density, i.e., .the number of houses per square mile for 
the State and in natural divisions in 1941 is co~cLwirtrlJrecetling _ 
decades in the statement below:-

Year State Telingana Marathwara 
1941 46.86 48.67 45·04 
1931 40.05 45·56 39·36 
1921 32.89 33·69 32·36 
19II 32.82 31.79 33·85 
1901 .. 27.60 26.30 28.8o 

The density has increased from 28 houses to the square mile in 1901 
to 47· There is comparatively more congestion in Telingana than _in 
Marathwara. 

47· Houses in Towns and 
V i ll a g e s.-The distribution of 
houses in urban and rural areas Year 

Urban Rural 

since 19II is marginally noted. --~-----:_ ____ _ 
While rural houses have recorded 1941 479,779 8,395,549 
an increase of 1 6 per cent., those in 1981 
urban areas have increased by 21.3 1921 
per cent Owing to colonisation 

395,4811 
283,685 
29I,441 

-2,916,740 
2,486,U1 
2,422,40I schemes and establishment of indus- 1911 

tries such as factories, mining, etc. ---!,------l----
in certain areas, the districts of Nizamabad, Adilabad, Warangal and 
Raichur show a larger increase in the number of houses. 

Housing.-Boom conditions in building activity in the period prior 
to the declaration of war, owing partly to a craze of the well-to-do cia~ 
for houses of modem designs and partly to the clearing of slums in urbal' 
areas and new housing in rural areas, was responsible for bringing about 
this result. The war, however, did not at first much retard the pace ol 
growth; in fact, it accelerated the demand !or t~es~ mater~a~s for build
ing requirements for war purposes. Th1s bwldmg activity, though 
restricted on private account, continued till the prices of materials be
came prohibitive. And even then, building was deemed a comparatively 
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safer investment than any other in the market. Gover~~ent. h~wever 
soon severely restricted erection of official and local bodies bllllding~ to 
those of unescapable necessity, to avoid wasteful use of such matenals 
as timber steel and cement needed for the War effort. On the other 
hand th~ enormous demand for military purposes, e.g., aerodromes, 
barr~cks, sheds, hospitals, together with A.R.P; require~ents, .has give~ 
an extraordinary impetus to this industry, which has gamed m expen
ence of large-scale work and will be in a sound position to take .up the 
many public and municipal works that have been postponed dunng the 
war or form part of post-war plam:iing_ . · .. 

48. Number of persons per house or family unit.-The average 
number of persons per house is practically the same as in 1931, viz., 
4 persons. But compared to the gecades before 1931 (se~ the statement 
below) , there has been a definite and regular fall in the number. 

Year 
1941 
1931 
192l 
19II 
1901 

Number of persons per house. 
State 

4·22 
4·36 
4·59. 
4·93 
4.8o 

Telingana 
4·31 

.. 4·47 
4~80 
5.12 
4·90 

Marathwara 
4· II 

4·24 
4·52 

. '4• 75 
4·70 

This may be accounted for by the increase in the number of houses. 
In the City of Hyderabad, however, the number of houses per 

square mile has dropped from 2,404 in 1931 t1> 1,886 itt 19.p, pari passu 
with the increase in the average number of persons per house from 4 to 
4.96 or 5 in the same period. This may be attributed to a high per
centage increase in the City population on the onenand,. and -to-the -
inclusion of 25 miles of suburban area within the city limits, on the other. 

Assuming a married woman as a centre of a family and comparing 
this with the number of houses as a whole, it will be seen that in Hyder
abad State the number of houses are 3,875,328 ·and the number of 
married women are 4,304,425, i.e., go houses per hundred of m'arried 
femalew per 100 of families. · · 

The total. number of earners in the Dominions is 7,oo~M39· The 
number of houses per hundred of the earners is 55·3· .. . 

URBANIZATION . 

. 49· (a). Units '()f Population.-For census. purposes and for daily 
~e the followmg ~erms are used to define aggregations of hunian habita-

/uons and population:-. . · 
I. Hamlet (Mazra) a small group of houses numbering less than 

~~ed and belonging to a village or parish nearby. The population 
limit lS 500. 
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2. Village (Mauza? Deh)-Gro':p of houses numbering less than 
I ,ooo and the place havmg a populauoxdess than s,ooo: The houses 
may be centred at one place or scattered. Ifthe houses are centred at 
one place, then it is called nucleated village . 

. · 3·. Town VI Class (Karria) when although the population is tt.B--
than S thousand, yet the place has urban characteristics. · 

4· Town V Class (Karria) when the population is between sand 
I o thousand. 

. S· Town IV Class ( Qasba) when the population is between 1 o 
and 20 thousand. 
, . 6. Town III Class ( Qasba) when the population is between 20 
and so thousand. ~-~- _ --'-- . 

7· Town II Class (Shahr) when ilie population is between so 
and I oo thousand. _ · • . 

8. Town I Class or City (Balda) when the population is above 
1 oo thousand. 

(b) An urban area is characterised, generally speaking, by its._ 
corporate life and by the existence of such facilities, as water-supply, 
g_rainage,.l!l11J"kets and means of transport and communication. 

For census purpose~er, an ·nrban area has 5,000 or more 
resident population in a collection of houses iso1ated oyUniiihabited 
areas. A city has been defined as a place with not less than Ioo,ooo 

-inhabitants; and a town to include " every municipality, all civil lines 
not included in municipal limits, every cantonment and every con
tinuotlS collection of houses, inhabited by not less than s,ooo persons, 
which the Census Cominissioner may decide to treat as a town." 

That considerable latitude has been allowed in the use of this dis· 
cretionary power is at once noticeable. Accordingly, we find that in 
the previous census no particular criterion-was adhered to in the classi
. fication of towns. On the one hand, even places like J anwada ( Bidar) , 
Bimgal (Nizamabad) and Andol (Medak) with a little above two thou
sand population were classed as towns, while on the other hand, over
grown villages and places not " bearing the catchet of urbanity" were 
also included in the list. All the taluq headquarters were included in 
towns. Consequently;-there resulted, as amongst districts, a varying 
degree of urbanity ranging fro~ir.hur tG-.!2_in_Atraf-i-
Balda. ----

~-..:.-==:Inorder, however, to put an end to this arbitrary procedure, it was 
necessary to adopt a fixed b~is. In the Conf~rence of the. Census c.om
Inissioners from all the Provmces held at Delhi, therefore, 1t was dec1ded 
that irrespective of urban characteristics, for p_l!!])Oses of present census 
a ptace can only be classed as town provided it is inhabited by not less 
than S ooo persons. This criterion also, it is true, leaves much room 
for co~troversy. But, of necessity, the census definition of a town has 



to be arbitrary and the population basis is perhaps more convenient than 
jUlY other particular criterion. 

(c) Towns f!nt! f!rban Population.-?Jle growth of towns un~er 
present conditions IS mttmately connected wtth the development of m
ulll>uyandtommerce. Urbanisation in western countries is the natural 
outcome of indl!Strial and commercial ~ revolutions.' Of the present 
number of towns ( 138) in the Dominions, it will. be found that the 
majority are simply "censliS towns," i.e., places with a population of 
5,ooo and over, all in reali~y are nothing but overgrown vill:&~s. t 1heir_: 
social institutions and their entire economy are scarcely di en rom 
those of their neighbouring rural areas. · 
- In certain cases. such as Bodhan, in Ni:zama,had District and Bellam
palli in Adilabad, however, the relationship teferred to above does exist. 
The establishment of the Sugar Factory in the former and coal-mining 
and othcr developments in the latter are responsible for their growth. 

(d) Town Planning Development.-For this purpose in parti
cular Government in the Local Government Branch- of the Revenue 
Department have set up a regular Town and Village-Planning establish
ment under a distinguished town-planning architect in the Office of the 
Special Engineer for Local Funds .By this establishment tOwn surveys
are undertaken, old rowns ;;~re re:modelled, and new areas are laid out in 
a well planned way for the town development. 

[Chart. 
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zo. 18. Growth and Decline of Towns from 1881 to 1941 
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. (e) Provision of Town Amenities.-_ A s~parat~. Deparu:nent 
with an annual provision of Rs. 5 lakhs was_ es~abhshed m I929 w1th a 
view to provide adequate supply ~f ~ure drinking w~ter and to attend 
to the Drainage Schemes of the d!Stnct towns. Dunng the decade the 
Department has carried out projects costing over 55 lakhs of r1,1pees and 
completed water supply and drainage schemes in the towns of Jalna, 
Aurangabad, Raichur, Latur, Nander, Warangal, Osmanabad, 
Gulbarga, Manvi and Scram. A ten year programme has been drawn 
up for 20 towns at a probable cost of Rs. 75 lakhs. · 

Another department for electric supply to district townS was also 
r:stablished and it has already provided electric supply in the towns of 
Warangal, Aurangabad, Gulbarga, Nizamabad, Narayanpet, Nander, 
Yadgir and Raichur. ____ . · . -·- __ _ 

(f) Variation in Urban Population.-.The urban population of 
the Dominions in I94I--2,I94,294-constitutes I3-4 per cent. of the 
total population, as compared to I 1.2 per cent. in I93I. 936,442 or 42.8 
per cent. of the total urban figure is accounted for by the four l;;,rge cities 
of Hyderabad, Warangal, Gulbarga and Aurangabad. If, in order to 
ascertain the extent of urbanisation outside these cities, their population 
is neglected, the percentage of urban to total pupliiation drops from 

Years 

1891 .. 
1001 .. 
1911 .. 
1921 .. 
1931 .. 
1941 .. 

- ·-- I3-4 to 7· 7· The mar

No. of 
Total popula- Towns 

tion 

11,537,040 83 
11,141,142 85 
18,374,676 85 
12.471,770 89 
14,436,148 133 
16,338,534 138 

Urban popula-
tion 

1,067.076 
1,124,892 
1,295,305 
1,187,297 
1,616,981 
2,194,294 

P.C. of 
total 

popula-
tion 

- 9 
10 
10 
10 

11.2 
13.4 

ginal statement shows 
the growth of towns 
and urban population 
for the period I8gi
I94I. 

During these fifty 
years, the number of 
towns increased from 
83 to I38 or by 66 per 
cent., while there has 
been an increase of 

about 106 per cent. in urban population. At the same time, it is clear 
from column 4 of the above statement that the growth of urban popula
tion has been far from even. In fact, for two decades, I go I -2 I, the per
centage of urban population remained stationary at IO,. From I92I 
onwards, the urban population began to increase, though the rate of 
growth still remains very slow. -

· (g) Causes of Growth.-The general causes of this growth, such 
as th~ growth of industries and development of trade and transport, will 
?e d!Scussed later. The decade under review-· I931-41-shows an 
mc~ease of 35·3 p~r c~nt. in the urban pppulation over that of thepre
ceding decade, wh1ch 1tself. had shown an increase of -36.2 per cent. over 
1921. . ·. . . . . 

Looking back over the period since I93I, the explanation for this 
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decrease in the rate of growth is not hard to find. With the fall in 
agricultural prices and incomes, consequent upon the Great Depression 
of I929, a rural exodus resulted in an increase of urban population in 
I93I. A similar phenomenon took place in I937 when the period of 
"recession" started soon after the partial recovery of I933-37· In 
I939, however, when war clouds were gathering all over the world and 
the demand and prices of primary products and raw materials began to 
rise, the movement was in the reverse direction. 

Neglecting these temporary factors and keeping in view the deve
lopment and improvement in those factors that are responsible for 
urbanisation, it may be maintained that Hyderabad does not lag behind 
other parts of India in this respect. . 

The largest increase in number has been recorded in the 5,ooo-
10,ooo class of towns. From 64 in I93I, their number has risen to IOO 

·in I 941. While the largest increase ( 2 I 7. 7 per cent.) in-populatien-has 
taken place in the 50,000_-100,000 class, these number three only and_ 
are treated as cities. 

Of the total I38 towns, including the four cities, 58 are in Telin
gana.,and 8o in ·Marathwara. The cities are equally divided in number 
in these tracts. The number of towns has remained stationary in 
Marathwara compared to I931, while Telingana has gained 5 new 
towns. 

The total urban population of Marathwara is 865,967, which is 39 
per cent. of the total urban and I 1.4 per cent. of its own population. 
Similar figures for Telingana are I,328,327, i.e., I5.2 per cent of its 
populati?n or 6I per cent. of the total urban figure. But the fact that 
over 55 per cent. of this Telingana figu~is a_<:counted for by the City of 
Hyderabad alone must IIOc be lost stght ol. __ _ -. _ 

(h) Community Distribution of Urban Poputation.-Tb.e-total 
urban population has increased from I, 6 I 6, 98 I to 2, 194,294 during the 
decennium or an increase of 5 77,3 I 3 persons. Of the total urban popu
lation 38.I per cent. is accounted for by' Other Hindus,' ·37·5 per cent_. 

[Statement. 
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by Muslims and 14-4 per cent. by Harijans. T~e. following. table gives 
the distribution of urban population by comrnurutles, per mtlle of total, 
urban.and community population:-

PER MILLE OF 

Communities Community 
Total Urban Population 

Population Population 

rabmariic Hindus B 

0 

.. .. 6 42 255 

ther Hindus •. .. 51 382 91 .. 
Harijans .. 17 123 92 .. .. 
Virashaivas .. .. .. 4 82 86 

Aryas .. .. .. 1 8 415 

-
Muslims .. .. .. 51 878 395 

Christians .. .. .. 2 17 172 

Jains .. .. .. 0.5 4 875 

Sikhs . . .. .. 0.2 2 667 

Parsis .. .. .. 0.1 0.9 899 

Others -- ~ 232 -.. .. - . . .. .. 
. 

-----~ 

The percentage of ' Other Hindus ' in urban popula,tion works out 
to 38.2. It is not, however, comparable with 8. 7 per cent. for the decade 
1921-31. The latter includes figures for Brahmanic Hindus, Vrra
shaivas and Aryas, now shown separately. If, for purposes of compari
son, these are clubbed together, the percentage figure stands at g.8. 

In the case of Muslims, it will be noted that the difference between 
the percentage of total urban and that of the total community popula
tion is practically negligible, viz., 37.8 and 39·5 respectively. Nor is 
this any peculiar feature of these Dominions alone; In almost all parts · 
of India, this phenomenon has been recorded. And perhaps, under the 
existing social and economic structure of the country, it could not be 
otherwise. In the major industry of the country, which alone can bind 
the individual to the soil, viz;., agriculture, Muslims have comparatively 
very little share. For their means of livelihood they depend mostly on 
trade and to a limited extent on industry and sewice. These, naturally 
thrive in urban areas. Above all, in these Dominions, by far the great 
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proportion of this community depends on Government service. Accord
ingly, of the total ·Muslim urban population nearly 64 per cent. is 
accounted for by the City of Hyderabad and district headquarters where 
Government offices are situated. Barring the City of Hyderabad, where 
they constitute 46 per· cent. of the population, their proportion in 
Marathwara is greater than in Telingana. . 

Of the other communities, Jains, Sikhs and Parsis also are essen
tially urban. They are found in places where trade, commerce and 
industry thrive. The percentage of urban figures for these communities 
respectively are 37·5· 66.7 and 89.9. Nearly 74 per cent. of the Parsis 
are found in the metropolis. 

50. Cities.-With its 7·39lakhs of population, only the metropolis, 
the City of Hyderabad, conforms to the census definition of a "City." 
But with the sanction of the Government, partly for administrative 
reasons and partly in view of their historical importance, three other · 
places, although having less than a lakh of population at present, yet 
each of them having once being the seat of Government, namely 
Warangal, Gulbarga and Aurangabad, have also been treated as Cities 
since 1931. _ 

_ .----<:i)Tne-c'ity of Hydetaoail has long been the seat of Govern
-ment of not only the present Asaf J ahi kings, but also of the once famous 
· Qutub Shahi kings of the Deccan, who were considered the richest kings 
in the world in gold and diamonds. The city was laid out in 1589 A.D. 
by Mohammad Quli Qutub Shah, the fifth Qutub Shahi king. 
The population of the City of Hyderabad has increased from 466,896 
in 1931 to 739,159 in 1941, an increase of 55.2 per cent. Compared to 
the phenomenal increase of 99·9 per cent., 90.4 per cent., 84.9 per cent. 
and 68.6 per cent. in the case of Cawnpore, Ahmedabad, Calcutta and 
Howrah respectively, the increase in population of our own city loses 
much of its ~ignificance. Of the 22 cities in India in 1941, Srinagar has 
recorded the lowest pei'centage increase of 13.5. 

It is, however, interesting«> note that in the race of Indian cities 
for places Hyderabad has succeeded in retaining her fourth rank, 
Calcutta remain.ing first, Bombay second and Madras contim,ing to hold 
the third rank. It is a place p;trticularly visited by world tourists and 
also by business-men. It has a fine residential University and practically 
all the usual professional colleges besides a number of arts and science 
colleges in the City. Recently it has developed into a commercial centre. 
The two large textile Inills, the two cigarette factories, a number of 
button factories, a silk cloth factory, a starch factory, a tile and stone
ware factory, a glass and a humepipe factory, aU are located in the 
City area. It has several railway stations and two aerodromes. 

The increase in the city population in the State is thus mainly due 
to its commerce and industries coupled with the improved public health 
conditions and sanitary arrangements. The prevalence and frequency 



of epidemks like plague, influenz_a, cholera, etc., which formed ~h.e 
characteristic features of the prev10us decades, were very much nutl
gated by the successful operations of the ..Public Health Department. 
Respiratory diseases were no less responsible for swelling the death rate 
in the past. The construction of d_ust-proof roa~31 miles of cem~~t 
concrete and I 2 miles of asphalt-m Hyderabad C1ty has greatly mmt
.mised this evil.· During the period 1931-39 (1340-48 F.) there were 
recorded 61,845 births and 80,251 deaths-the excess of deaths over 
births being r8,4o6 as contrasted with 52,243 in the previous decade. I_t 
was in 1935 and 1936 (1344 and 1345 F.) only that births recorded a 
small increase over deaths. Economic causes, such as the growth of 
factories, from 91 in· 1931 (1340 F.) to 178 in 1939 (1348 F.), an in
crease of 196 per cent.-the development of markets and the easier 
access to ' Town' afforded by improved means of transport and com
munication, have also played their part in the development of the metro
polis. The inclusion of 26 square miles within the city limits .is another 
important factor in this connection. Greater Hyderabad now com
prises an area of 78.54 square miles as against 53·57 in 1931. 

The City Improvement Board has laid out new roads, built rat-proof 
sanitary houses and rented them to some of the poor who- VI'Cre di.~housed 
in the clearance of slum localities. The well-to-do have moved out into 
the open country round about the city on account of the good roads, 
motor and bus services and built houses for themselves. Government 
very generously advanced loans to its officers for building houses. 

Thus the city has expanded in area, the continuity of houses in 
some directions reaching distant villages of certain adjacent taluqs, 
though with the unfortunate concomitant of ribbon development. Ex
tension of roads to the new areas, facilitating motor bus service and the 
increase of suburban railway services have not only brought distant 
mohallas within easy reach of city dwellers but .also helped them to 
develop urban characteristics. Drainage for carryi,ng sewage and storm 
water has been laid and numerous improvements such as main and sub
markets, slaughter-houses, living quarters for poor and middle classes, 
parks ~d gardens, cement and asphalt roads, public serais, enclosures 
for public liouses, public latrines and urinals may be counted. . 

[Statement. 
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The populations and areas of the different divisions of the city in 
1941 are shown in the following statement:- · 

. 

Popula- Area in Density 
Divisions tion sq. miles per sq. 

mile 

I. (a) Hyderabad City Corporation .. 511,0841 81.89 16,025 
(b) Hyderabad City non•corporation 

(Suburban area) .. .. 81,587 28.45 8,482 
(c) H.E.H.'s cantonments .. . . 28,026 J 4.20 7,881 
(d) Railways and Lallaguda .. 9,870 

Total .. 625,517 59.54 10,506 . 
II. British Administered Area . 

(a) Secunderabad (Civil) Town 
(b) Secnnderabad Cantonment and 

.. 69,780 . . . . 
Military . . .. .. 28,247 . . .. 

(c) Trimulgherry civil .. .. 5,259 . . . . 
(d) Trimulgherry Military . . .. 469 . . . . 
(e) Bolarum civil . . . . 6,810 . . .. 
(f) Bolarum Military . . . . 8,577 .. . . 
Total British Administered area .. . ll8,642 19.00 5,981 

Grand total of Hyderabad City .. . ·I 789,159 78.54 .j 9,856 

The localities or mohallas of Secunderabad (civil) town that were 
formerly villages and their population are as follows:-

I. Sikh Village 580 8. Chakliguda 
2. Rasulpur · 857 g. Balamrai 
3· Sitarampur 265. 10. Boosareddiguda 
4· Pedda Thokatta 4 79 1 1. Kakaguda 
5· Tawaipura 217 12. Maredpalli 
6. Lalapet 49 13. Trimulgherry Village 
7· Chinna Thokatta I,IIg 

553 
1,916 

599 
162 

3,587 
3,060 

The City Corpora,tion area has increased by 1.09 square llliles 
during the period under review. Certain. suburban villages, formerly 
included within the corporation limits, are now separately shown under 
non:inunicipal areas. On the other hand, Jubilee Hills (2.21 square 
miles) and Sultan Bazaars, formerly known as Residency-( o. 57 square 
Iniles) have now been included in the municipal area. The area of 
H.E.H.'s Cantonment and Railway areas has increased by x.oo square 
mile· owing to inclusion of Lallaguda in the Railway areas, and it is 
interesting to note that the consequent increase in population of this 
area is almost equal to the density per square mile of this division, vi~ ... 
7·9 1 7· 



The British Administered Area of Secunderabad, Bolaram and. 
Trimulgherry has remained unc~anged, but the population decrease? 
from I2o,8oi in I93I to u3,649 m I94I, a loss of 7,I52 persons. Thts 
may be accounted for by the movement of troops under present con-
ditions. _ 

The density of the City of Hyderabad is 9,356 per square mile as 
against 8,809 in I 93 I. . · 

Of the remaining cities, Warangal with its 93 thousand population, 
almost satisfies the pre-requisite of a "Census City." As compared to 
I93I .its population has increased by 49·4 against increases of 30.3 and 
38.I per cent. in Gulbarga and Aurangabad respectively . 

. The growth of population of the four cities of the State is as 
-follows:-

d. I Year Hyderabad Warangal Gulbarga 

I 
Aurangabad 

City City, City City 
·. 
• 22,884. I 1881 . . 867,4.17 . . . 80,U9 

1891 .. 4.15,089 8~,161 28,200 88,887 
1901 .. 4.~8,4.66 31,186 99,228 36,8157 
1911 .. 5C0,623 4.8,342 82,4.37 34.,902 
19~1 .. 404.,187 4.6,791 35,820 36,876 
1931 .. 4.66,894. 62,119 4.1,083 36,870 
1941 .. 739,159 9~,808 53,551 50,924. 

The population of the four cities in I94I by sex and variation since 
1931 are noted below:-

.. 

rl. s 
N o. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Cities 

Hyderabad .. . . 
Warangal .. 
Gulbarga .. . . 
Aurangabad .. . . 

I 

' 
P.C. 

Persons Males Females variation 
1931-4.1 

739,:159 384.,780 354,379 + 58.1 

92,808 . 4.8,036 4.4,772 + 4.11.4. 

' 53,5,51 27,629 25,922 + 30.3 

50,924. 27,4.17 23,507 + 38.1 

. 
As m practically every urban centre in India, the number of males 

exceeds females in all the four cities. This is accounted for by the usual 
reason; men e~?Iers come to town " leaving their womenfolk at home to 
look after famtlies and home-steads." For the City of Hyderabad, how
ever, the.~umber of fem~les !or IOO ~ales is 93 as against 88 in 1931. 

(u) Warangal Czty, lS an ancient town founded by Proda Raja 
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of the Kakatiya dynasty in the twelfth century. ItiSSaid to have been 
the seat of Government of the Andhra Rajas also. Judging by its con

. stant growth it may well be expected that by the next decennium, 
~Warangal will rank as a regular census city with over a lakh ofpopula-
tion. Industrialisation and the provision of urban amenities are largely
responsible for its growth. It is the chief centre of the hand-made carpet 
industry in the Hyderabad_State. It has electricity, watersupply, two 
railway stations, an aerodrome, a large textile mill, a large regulated 
grain market, is a great centre for wool and skin and hide trade and an 

. important railway junction. - · 
· (iii) AurJlngahad Cit;o, a place having a veyygood.and healthy 

climate, was selected as the searofl;QVernment for the Indian -Empire 
by the Emperor Aurangzeb, after whom it -was given its present name. 
He loved the place, lived there during his South Indian campaigns for 
nearly 25 years, died and was buried at Khuldabad close by. It is a 
place where the world tourists .arrive to visit the world-famous caves of 
Ellora and Ajanta. The population facts of Aurangabad are rather 

interesting. The Census Report of I93I remarks: "It is extraordinary 
_ that since I90I the population of Aurangabad Qity has been stationary. 

The Public Health condition there is the same as in any other town of 
like description. ·The only explanation, therefore, that can be offered 
is that the City, which was once in a flourishing condition, began to dete
riorate, but the fact of its/being the headquarters of an administrative 
·division appears to have arrested the decay and the number is now 
(I 93 I) at a standstill." This was really due to the great decline of the 
various industries for which Aurangabad was once famous, i.e., mushru, 
h~mru and kinkhab fabrics, paper and gold laces. In additionrit--may
be note~ that~:t;ket, raJna has long been its chief competitor. The 
sudden mcrease m thiS decade may be accotihted for by more reasons 
than one. Apart from the defects of one-night census, the superstition 
among certain classes and communities that has been dispelled to a great 
extent by the spread of education, the recent developments in trade, 
industries, means of transport-particularly road-· and very much atten
tion in the decade to town improvement have greatly improved the con-

. clition of Aurangabad. · 
- ( iv,) Gulbarga--r:uy;was the first seat of governmentof the power-

ful Bahmani Kings of the Deccan. _ Gulbarga still retains city character
istics such as palaces, a fort, tombs"of past rulers, and great saints, the 
largest roof covered mosque in-the whole of India, important temples 
and public buildings. It has electricity, watersupply, drainage, a rail
way station, ·cement ro~s. a textil~ ~ill and a big grain market. · 

_5I._Ji!lral ~rea_.-_ 'J?e remammg 1;4,,144,~40 p~rsons or 86.5 per 
cent. of the total population of the DomiD!ons inhab1t the rural areas, 
i.e. the villages with less than 5,ooo inhabitants. The census classifica
tio~ of these, together with their total population1 is ~oted in tht: 

6 
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marginaf statement. Classes II and III constitute ·between them
selves 58.5 per cent . 
of the total rural 
population, w h i 1 e 
Classes I & IV. claim 
about 20 per cent. 
each. -T-he--largest 
number oiClass- r 
areas is found in Adil
abad ( 1 ,6og) , Aur
angabad ( 1,325), 
P arbhani (1,058) 
and Raichur (1,140) 
while in other dis
tricts it ranges from 
155 in Baghat to 939 

. 

No. of population Class according to population· 
villages 

I. Under500 . . . . 12,290 2,944,946 
II. 500-1,000 .. .. 5,887 4,0~,688 

III. 1,000·2,000 .. . . 3,148 4,2 H.714._ 

IV. 2,000~5,000 .. .. 1,040 2,912,897 

Total .. 22,860 14,144,240 
Cities and Town.•. 

·v. 5,000-10,000 .. ... 100 659,632 
VI. 10 ,000. 20 ,()()()- .. -~7 __::_ . _:888,540 

VII. . 20,000·50,000 . .. 7 209,680 
III. 1 50,000·100,000 .. 8 197,288 
IX. 100,000 and over .. 1 789,159 

v 

Total .. 188 2,194,294 
-· - Grand Total .. 22,498 16,888,584 

--
._ 

in Gulbarga. Class II areas are more evenly distributed ranging from 
202 in Nizamabad to 487 in Gulbarga (excepting in Baghat which claims 
57 only). Classes III and IV are also comparatively evenly distributed, 
excepting in Mahbubnagar, Nalgonda and Karimnagar where their 
number is relatively large.· Compared to 1931, ihe number of villages 
has increased by 736 and the rural population by 1,325,073. giving an 
average of I So persons each to' the new areas. The corresponding figures 
for urban areas and population are only 5 and 4 77,313 respectively. This 
is quite in· accordance with the long observed tendency, for every in
uc.aae in population in India to bring about an increase in ru~aJ.insteacl 
of m urban area.S. · ~-

5* [Statement. 



· The increase or decrease in the number of villages in each district 
is seen from the following statement:- . · . · 

Districts 1941 1931 192L 

.I 
Atraf-i-Balda 940 932 943 
Nizamabad 747 857 879 
Medak 936 938 1,04~ 
Bag hat .. 223 
Mahbubnagar •. 1,392 1,873 1,804 
Nalgonda 1,236 1,286 1,241 
Warangal 0 •• 1,464 1,443 1,458 
Karim nagar 1,224 1,217 1,194 
Adilabad - 2,138 2,068 1,872 
Aurangabad 1,981 1,953 1,88-t 
Parbhani 1,612 1,566 1,539 
Nander .. 1,897 1,394 1,839 
Bir .. 1,069 1,089 957 
Gulbarga 1,750 1,698 1,670 
Raichur 1,760. 1,748 1,656 
Osman a baa 995 818 807 
Bidar 1,496 1,422 1,438 

- ------
Total Villages 22,860 21,697 21,228 
Total Towrs 188 188 89 
Dominions "I 22,498 I 21,830 21,812 

' 

In the 1941 census 75 villages ofAtraf-i-Balda and Baghat districts 
were treated as suburbs of Hyderabad City while in the 1931 census 46 
villages of Atraf-i-Balda and Medak districts were treated as suburbs 
of Hyderabad City. · · 

. _52. Typical Telingana Villages.-The site of a village is usually· 
on tlieunc..lturable_ waste land and slightly rocky. The 1roU3ca ,.,., 

mostly of mud wttl:ned countzy-til~roofs. Groups of houses embower
ed in large tamarind, mango, nim, pipal.:anCIOtlH:r-large shady trees, 
give the village a picturesque appearance. There are no streets and 
roads within the village, but narrow crooked lanes formed by the land 
left out in between the houses. There is always a chauri, a,_place for 
travellers to stop and the village headmen to use as their office, an 
ashurkha.na, places of worship and public wellS. There are quite--a
number of private owned wells for drinking_water and for the use of 
household purposes. Surrounding the habitable area ( Gawthan) is 
usually the village grazing ground ( Gairan) . 

The depressed classes, Dhers, Mangs, etc., in almost all the villages 
still have their huts, away from the main village, in a more neglected 
and dirty quarter kp.gwn a$ the;: Phmvo,r4 or Mangwara of_the villa~e. 
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5
3
. Typical Marathwara Villages.-The usual site is on uncul

turable hard stony land near a nala. The houses are flat roofed of dull 
khaki colour, and not attractive to look at as compared to those of 
Telingana. They are not arranged in any system. There are no good 
streets or roads within the village but narrow crooked lanes with cess- . 
·pools of household water stagnating all along them. There is a chauri, 
places of worship and public wells besides a number of private wells. 
There is no regular village grazing ground. The Dherwara is separate. 

54· Typical Karnatic Villages.-The village site in most cases is 
just beside a hill or hillock facing east, the plains being avoided, because 
their soil is very finely pulverised and foundations therefore difficult and 
expensive. Apart from substantial stone houses oflarger cultivators· and 
money-lenders, the average house!_ are ~mor~ !Jke huts-closed on all sides . 
with a small front door to allow not only-the 4iliabitants but alSo. their 
aitimals to enter, and pass the itight. The roofs of .the houses are flat 
or tiled. As soon as one enters the front enclosure which is meant for 
tying the agricultural animals, he finds the air close, stuffy, and mal
odorous. There are a chau_d, places of worship and a few wells, pretty 
deep in some cases. Water for drinking and household purposes is 
generally brought by the women from a nala near the village. There 
are n,o streets or roads and no uniformity in the location of houses. There 
.is__no village grazing ground. The Dherwara is of course separate .as_ 
elsewhere.-- The treatment by the villagers of the Dhers, who are often 
the most important unit of the village, is usually very bad. . 

. These ~ccounts of the average village apply only to villages where 
as yet nothing has resulted from rural reconstruction work. Striking 
results have been _obtained from this notably in Nizamabad District, 
where many old villages had to be shifted owing to the raising by the 
canals of the water table to higher planned sites, or entirely new villages 
had t? be pla~ed and laid. out under. the ~irection of the Town-Planning 
~rchitec,t, while type-designs for village houses, graded acco · . 
villa~e~ ~eans, were erected and freely -~.Qpi ._." ers. Every 
~ew 1mgat1on project similarly is_a_Iocu.,--f.r?~ which spreads ideas of 
1mpr~ved housmg ~nd bettefifandards of livmg. A further factor in 
such 1m~rovement 1S the.constant return to their villages of Dher and 
o~er artisans !rom s~onal employment in the textile mills of Bombay 
With large savmgs which are often spent on improved houses. . 



CHAPTER Ilt. 

AGE AND SEX. 

55· Importance of age Statistics.-The llnJlO_!'tance of statistics of 
the age distribution and co.mposition of a population can hardly be den
ied. They reveal population trends and provide valuable data for socio
economic reformers. Unfortunately it has not, so far, been possible to 
obtain accurate figures of age even in highly advanced countries--not 
to speak of India or Hyci~ad where ignorance, superstition and above 
all i.IJ.differ~!J.ce pr_evail. - - - --i - - -- ·----

- In Hyderabad, as in all India, very few know their correct age, 
and deliberate exaggeration of age is the tendency both of the very old 
and of adolescents. An opposite tendency is noticeable in unmarried 
women and elderly bachelors. -The-reason is_not far to seek. Amongst 
women, generally, and less amongst certain type of men, superstition is 
also responsible for a .wilful falsification of age. To save the person 
form the " evil eye," it is deemed necessary to w1derstate his or her 
age. This defect can only be overcome by the spread of knowledge 
which will dispel all such ridiculous beliefs. The ' Nithi Shastra ' con
siders age as one of the nine things which should be kept secret. 

It may be added, that the tendency to understate the age is also 
in evidence in those who are anxious to enter Government service, 
because of the age limits of 30 and 55 for recruitment and retirement 
respectively. Some interesting tales based on facts have gained cur
rency about Government S(!I_Vants in this matter. There is a story that 
the age difference between a father and son, according to dates of birth 
entered in the Civil List was only about ten years or so! Such instances 
are few, no doubt, but they do show the general attitude. 

As in previous censuses, so this time also the enumerators were 
instructed to " enter the number of years to their nearest birthday or 
the nearest age (in years) known. For infants, less than 6 months old, 
enter 'o' and for infants over 6 months and under I year enter 'I'". 

These clear instructions do not, by any means, provide a safeguard 
against inaccuracy of returns.- As-point~ out above, the large majority 
of the people is entirely ignorant of its age. In rural areas, the answer 
to the simple question of age is given by such expression, as " God 
knows," "Who remembers?," and so on. -The usual device to obtain_ 
a reasonably correct age consists of persuasive suggestive methods, e.g., 
comparison of birth with the "dates of extraordinary happenings such 
as floods, heavy hailstorm, earthquakes, famines, wars, epidemics of 
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plague, influenza, cholera, etc. The enumerator has to put two and 
two together to get the age. This ~rocedure was not c?nfined to rural 
areas alone. In the City of Hyderabad, e.g., the Mus1 floods of xgo8 
were used as a landmark. It is, therefore, obvious that age figures 
collected in this manner cannot claim accuracy. At best they serve the 
purpose of giving an approximate idea of population trends. 

56. Preference for same numbers in giving out the age.-For 
Hindu girls tradition assigns 8 as the age when they become kanya or 
marriageable maidens and states that great merit will accrue to the 
parents who give away their daughters in marriage at this age. Such 
being the case, those who have passed this age but are not married 
would generally be returned as & amongst Hindus. The second stop
page is the" teens." A girl u£ zz will give her age__as. sixteen._ Females 
generally give their ages as 4, 8, 12, x6, 18, 20, 24, 30 and 40, while 
males show a tendency towards the figures 5, 10, 15, 20, .25, 30, 35, 40, 
45, and 50. · 

57· Comparison ·with Previous Census.-If we compare for the 
various censuses the figures of the age-groups, we shall fmd in a marked 
manner the effects of famines and high prices and those of epidemics 
like plague and influenza on various age-groups. Thus famine generally 
affects both the young and the old. The famine of 1877-78 greatly _ 
lowered the number of children o-5 at the x881 census. This decrease 
affected the figures of tile group 10-15 at the next census in x8gx of the 
group 20-25 at the 1901 census, of group 30_.35 at the xgfx census, and 
so on. If we find an increase at these stages it may be due to migration 
or other causes. 

58. 1941 Population by age-groups.-

Age-group Persons Males --Females 

0-15 years 6,283,691 
. i 

3,165,717 3,117,974 

15-50 years .. -8,093,454 4,215,739 3,877,715 

50 and over 1,961,389 965,319 996,070 

16,338,534 8,346,775 7,991,759 

. Consi~eration of he~lili, education, and employment are vitally 
rmport~~t m the pop_ulatlOn problem, and iliese require a study of age 
comiJ<?SI~on. . Impenal Ta?le VII and its subsidiary tables give the 
age distnbution of populatiOn by sex, community and locality. The 
following statement gives the summary of iliese figures for the last 50 
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years, ~d the P?pulation is divided into thre~ broad age-groups re
presentmg Juveniles ( 0-15), Working Population ( 15-50) and the Old 
(5o and over): · 

Age distribution by 1,000 population by sex 

Sex 1 0-15 15-50 150 & over 

-· 

901 (Males . .. .. .. 879.6 505.2 115.2 
Females .. .. .. . 866.6 518.7· 119.7 1 

Total .. 878.1 -su9.a 117.4 
- -- ·---

1911 (Males .. .. .. 875.6 502.2 . - T2 . 
Females .. .. .. 878.6 508.0 128.4 

Total .. 874.6 502.6 122.8 
' 

1921 (Males .. .. .. 881.8 487.8 180.9 
Females .. .. .. . 887.8 488.2 129.8 

--------- Total 084.8 485.2 180.1 .. 
. 

(Males 
- 505 .. 6 

1981 
.. .. .. 898.6 101.8 

Females .. .. .. 408.8 496.0 100.7 

Total .. 868.4 500.8 101.2 
.. . 

1 941 (Males .. .. . . 879.2 506.2 115.7 
Females .. .. .. 889.8 485.2 124.7 

. 

Total .. 884.5 495.7 120.2 

59· Progressive nature of Population.-According to the univer
s<~ lly ~epted principle of Sandberg, the famous Swedish Statistician, a 
progressive population has 50 per cent. of its members in the 15-50 age
group; 40 per cent. of its members in the o-15 age-group and 10 per 
cent. in the 50 and over age-groJ.Ip. If the proportion of the o-15 age
group is double that of the 50 and over age-group, then the population 
is stationary, and if the strength of the o-15 age-group is equal to or 
l~ss than that of the 50 and over age-group, then the population is regres· 
SlVe. 

[Chart. 
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In view of this, the population of these Dominions is decidedly 
progressive. It will be observed from the table above that the age
group o-15 shows a progressive increase from 1901 to 1921, with a slight 
drop in 1931, coming back to almost 1921 to thelevel in 1941. Generally 
speaking, the increase in this group may be attributed to better sanitary 
and public health conditions and a consequent fall in the rate of infantile 
mortality. 

The above 50 age-group also shows an increase from 1901 to 1921 
but had a marked downward trend in 1931, receding however almost 
to the 191 I position in 1941. Factors affecting the general public health 
conditions may also be said to be responsible for this phenomenon. 
However in almost all cases, the proportion of the 0-15 group to the 
above 50 age-group is well over 3 to 1. · 

It would be interesting to examine in detail the age composition in 
1941 in order to ascertain whether the progressive nature. of the popu
lation will continue and steady replacement take place in future. From 
the following statement, it will be observed that in all groups except the 
o-5 and the 55 and over, males predominate. The sex;-ratio is highest 
for the 55 and over group, followed by the o-5 group: the lowest being 
recorded for the 25-40 group. 

It is admitted on all hands that male and female fecundity is at its 
highest between 25-40 and 15-25 respectively. The continuity in the 
progressive character of ~he population for t_he next decade. largely 
depends, among other things, on the pr?port10n of the m~ageable 
age-groups, referred to abov~, as the o.ffsprmg of these ~oups w1ll broad
ly determine the extent of Increase m 1951 population. The present 
5-15 group of females and 15-25 group of males will become the 15-25 
female and the 25-40 male group in next decade. In other words, for 
every male of the 25-40 group there will be 1.2 females. 
· 6o. Age and Se~ Statistics for Cert~in Commu_njties.-Let us e~

amine the corresponding figures for certam commurutles to gauge the1r 
tendencies· . 

PER 10,000 OF EACH COMMUNITY 

Community & Sex 
0-5 I 5-15,15-25 25-40 140-55 55&over 

Brahmanic (Males .. 152 160 222 246 138 78· 

Hindus . Females 151 246 218 192 120 61·· 

Total .. 152 203 222 223 129 73 

Other Hindus (Males • • .158 232 173 228 139 79' 

Females 17!i 214 177 211 138 90 

Total 166 223 175 220 132 84 



-~~-------------.~~--~-~-~-===P~e_r_1_0-,0-0-0-o~f-e-a~ch~C~o-m-m-u-ru~·cy~~-------

Community and Sex I 0-5 ·5-15,15-25125-40 \4o-55 55&over 

I 

H 
{Males .. 188 218 174 211 130 90 

arijans 
Females 190 212 169 209 131 79 

Total .. 189 215 172 210 130 85 

{Males .. 140 196 196 230 153 85 
[uslims 

131 88 - Females .146 216 190 1-- 229 

Total .. 143 205 193 230 143 87 

{Males .. .133_ 205 202 244 135 82 
Christians 

Females 135 195 - 216 260 117 78 

Total .. 134 200 209 252 127 60 

{Males .. 143 239 . 175 221 - 'Hol 81 --
Tribes 

Females 185 238 170 206 123 79 

Total .. 163 238 173 213 132 80 

. . . . . 
Female predommance IS a common characteriStic of the maJor 

communities and tribes, except of Christians. The highest proportion 
of I to 2 is for Tribes, i.e., for every male of IS-25 group, there are 
nearly 2 females of S-IS among Tribes. 

61. ·The proportion of children by communities.--The proportion 
of children is higher among Other Hindus and Harijans. But for all 
major communities, except Brahmans, there i<> a predominance of 
females in the o-s age-group, and this falls in the 5-15 group except for 
Brahmans and Muslims. The fall is due to a general neglect of girl 
babies of the o-5 age-group in favour of boy babies. It is seen in this 
way that the mothers of girl babies of the poor classes are allowed to 
serve as wet nurses and thus add some money to their earnings, whilst 
the mother of a boy baby is not allowed by her husband to go out as a 
wet nurse. Males predominate in the 25-40 group among all major 
communities excepting Christians; with the exception of Harijans this 
characteristics continues in the 40-55 group in all communities and 
Tribes, while in the above 55 group females predominate only among 
Other Hindus and Muslims. . 

. The proportion of children under Io is calculated on (a} persons 
aged 15-40 and (b) married females of reproductive ages (15-40) in 
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Subsidiary Table VII-(3) of Imperial Table VII. On every 100 per
sons aged 15-40, the proportion of children gradually increased from 
62 in 1901 to 71 in 1931; for the decade under review, it dropped to 
69 ; on the other hand, the proportion of children per 1 oo married 
females aged 15-40 shows an increase from decade to decade, with the 
exception of 1931. From 157 in 1911 it has now advanced to 176. 

The highest proportion of children per 100 females of reproductive 
age is found among Harijans (158), followed by Tribes (156), Hindus 
(144), and Muslims (121). Excepting Tribes, the proportion of chil
dren for all communities is higher in Marathwara than in Telingana. 

The proportion of married females aged 15-40 per 100 females of 
all ages has declined and stands at 33 as against 34 in 1931. It is 
highest for Christians (35), followed by Muslims (33) and Hindus 
(32). · A proportion of 31 each is recorded by both Harijans and 
Tribes. 

62. Age Stages of human life.-In the Orient the changes in 
life of a human being are considered to take place at every seventh year 
of age. The Hindu Shastras also divide life into six different ashramas. 
The following are the Urdu, Sanskrit and English terms for these 

- -I>eriods : 
Age.----- - __ Period. 

-y= 7 Y"",., Bachpan ofSazsavam,..._ -Childhood. 
7-14 ,. . . Larakpan or Kaumaram, or l>oyhood or 

girlhood. . ·_ · ·-
14_21 , .• Naujawan orTauvanam, or Adolescence;-_ 

21-28 " . ·} -
28--35 , :: ]awan or Grihasthyam, or Youth. 

35-42 " J 
42-49 " : : Addhar or Vanaprasthan, or Middle age. 
49-56. " 
56-'--63 " : ·) Buddha or Sanyasan, or Old age. 
63-70 " . . . . . . . 

Bharthu Hari's classification of human life lS mto seven stages, 
like Shakespeare's surprisingly equivalent description of the seven ages 
of man. 

[Chart. 
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63. Mean Age.-Mean age is only a comparative index of age-
distribution, and only denotes the average age of all the persons who 
were alive at the time of the census. It does not coincide with the 
mean duration of life or the expectation of life of a person, which 
differs in different countries due to the climate, food, etc. 

The mean age for the Dominions in 1941 as compared with previ
ous decades is shown in the marginal statement. It will be noticed that 

[Statement. 
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the~e is a marked d:op in ·1941, which may be taken as a further indi--
cation of a progresslVe population. For, in a growing population with 

a large number of children, the mean 
Years I Males Females age will be less than in a decadent 

1941 
1931 
1921 
1911 
1901 

_24.9 
26.0 
25.8 
25.5 
25.2 

23.1 
25.8 

. 25.8 
25.0 
25.1 

population, where the number of children 
is relatively small. The reduction in 
mean age is due both to increase in the 
0-15 group, which has gone up from 
368.4 per thousand in 1931 to 384.5 in 
1941, and to a decrease in the adult 

population of the IS-50 group, which has declined from soo.8 per 
thousand to 495· 7 during the same period. · The dimunition in this 
group of effective population is a distinct disadvantage from the econo-
mic point of view. . 

64. Mean agf! of certain oommunities.-
--~~------------~-------------------------

MEAN AGE BY COMMUNITY 

Community & Sex 
1941 l 1931 11921 1 1911 1 1901 

' "" ~ ~5.·~ c. .. ,Q_ 25.1 
Hindus - --- -

" les 26.3 25.6 25.4 24.8 
-.. 25 .. 1 

Total .. 26.5 25.8 25.6 25.0 25.1 
,. 

{Males 28.5 26.4 26.1 26.3 26.«1 .. 
Muslims 

·. Females .. 27.8 25.9 25.6 2!!.3 25.3 

Total .. 28.1 26.5 25.8 26.8 25.6 

· {Males .. 28.0 25.7 25.5 24.8 24.6 
Christians 

Females .. 27;7 28.8 28.7 22.3 22.4 

Total .. 27.8 24.8 24.6 28.8 23.5 
-- --- -

· {Males .. 30.1 26.3 26.3 27.2 26.8 
Jains 

- - -- -
· · Females ·•. 28.3 26.3 26.8 25.6 - 25.7 

·fatal .. 29.2 26.3 26.3 26.4 26.3 

- {Males .. 27.1 24.0 24.6 23.3 23.5 

Tribes 
25.9 23.0 23.0 22.0 22.5 Females .. 

Total .. 26.5 23.5 23.8 22.7 23.0 
I 

- - .. ---· .. -- --- . - .. - - - .... --
' .. 



- The above statement gives the mean age of certain communities. 
It wiiCbe seen that though the mean age of Hindus is progressive, it 
still remains the_ lowest £ompared to all others except Tribes. Tribal 
females, however, record a mean age smaller than females of any other 
community, while the mean age of Tribal males is more than that of 
Hindu rnal~s. The comparatively sinaller mean age of Christians is, 
as pointed out in the last Report, accounted for by the admission into 
the fold of an increasingly large number of the Depressed Classes who 
are notoriously prolific. The high mean age of Jains is indicative of 
their decadent population. 
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· N'b; 21. Chart showin~ sex disparity at various a~es 
durin~ the decade. 
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65. Centenarians.-The number of persons enumerated as 

centenarians in the Domini om> was 12 2 ( 207 males and 215 females). 
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We find a greater number in M;ar~thwa~a. and Karnatic than in Telin
gana · for instance, the five distncts giVmg the greater number are 
Bida; (91), Gulbarga (87), Bir (56), Aurangabad (49) and Nander 
(40). By communities the greatest number is among Muslims (143), 
followed by Other Hi!ldus ( 142) and Ha~ijans ( 62). According to the 
age-group the record IS noted below: 

Age Persons Males I Females 

100-105 years .. .. I 355 163 192 
105-110 .. ~-- -----25 ~ -·· 16 9 

" 
. . . . 

110-115 . -· ·~--- 11 7 4 
" 

.. .. 
115-120 

" 
.. .. 13 11 2 

120-125 
" 

.. .. 9 7 2 
125-130 

" 
.. . . 4 1 8 

130-135 
" . . . . 1 .. 1 

135-140 . - 4 2 2 " --------.. .. • 
Total .. 422 207 215 

. . ~ 

·-
66. Sex Ratio.-The variation in the proportion of fernaiesto .· 

one thousand males in the Dominions and in the Natural Divisions. since 
1901 is shown below: . 

Numbers of females per 1000 of males. 

Year State Marathwara Telingana 
-· ·-~ . 

-~- -. 
1941 .. . . 958 954 962 

1931 .. . . 958 . 961 955 

1921 --
96'1 961 .. . . 971 -.-

-- -
1911 .. . . 968 981 955 

l!lOl .. . . 964.1 989 988 
' 

· The marked variation in 1911 and 1921 were accounted for in the 
last Re_port as. due to growth of population and heavy mortality in the 
respe~hve penods. D1_1ring the decade under review, the sex-ratio has 
remamed the same as m 1931.-- --- -- · 

[Chart. 
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No. 22. N!lmber of F~males per 1,000 Males -at 
vanous ages smce 1911 to 1941. 
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The subject of sex proportion in India has often been subjected to 
severe criticism at the hands of statisticians in the West. Their argu
ment is that whereas in western Europe females preponderate over 
males, in India there is an excess of males over females. 

6 



It is well known that Indians are reticent regarding their women 
and that in some parts women are regarded as of very little conseq
uence, and it is therefore natural to suppose that the returns of them 
at the census must· be incomplete. Male offspring is thought indis
pensable in a Hindu family in order that the son may perpetuate the 
name of the family (\Ild perform religious rites on the death of his 
father. 

If we analyse the age and community statement as given in this 
chapter and note (E) for equal males and females, (M) for more 
females than males and (L) for less females, we find the results as 
follows:-

0-5 15--15 115--25125--40 140---55155 & over Communities and age 
. . 

Brahmans .. E M L L L - L .. 
Other Hindus .. M L M L L M 
Harijal!S . . .. M L L L M L 
Muslims . . .. M M L' L L M 
Christians .. . . M L M M L L 
Tribes .. .. - M L L L L. L 

The above statement shows that either there is more male child mortal
ity or there are more females born than males and that from the 5-15 
age-~roup onwards Jess females are found; in other words, less females 
SUlVlVe, 

The Vital Statistics maintained in the districts and city reveal just 
the opposite picture, as will be seen from the following statement: 

BIRTHS AND DEATHS BY SEX IN THOUSAND 

MALEs ,. 
FEMALES 

Years 
Births _ \ 1Differ~nce 

\ 
\Difference 

- Deaths Births Deaths 

1982 .. 67 59 8 59 39 20 
1988 .. 76 72 ' 4 69 54 15 
1934 .. 71 80 - 9 66 62 4 
1985 .. 74 76 - 2 68 56 - 12 
1986 .. 80 -- 78 7 78 54 1!.1 
1987 .. 85 69 16 79 57 22 
1988 .. 90 88 7 82 66 16 
1939 .. 91 84- 7 82 65' 17 
1940 .. 81 . 98 - 8 73 72 1 
1941 .. 97 91 . 6 88 72 16 

+ 36 + 142 
I 



Thus it is plain that the vital statistics of births and deaths are also 
very defective. _ . 

67. Preponderance of Masculinity.-From the preceding state
ment it will be seenthat more boys are born than girls, but the same 
table shows a higher death rate of males. On account ·of the heavy 
child mortality it rray be said that a boy baby at birth can only expect 
to live about 24 years. If he -survives till the age of 5 years then he 
may hope to live till the late thirties; but a girl inf;tnt is more hardy 
constitutionally than a male' baby. At the same time she stands a less 
chance in later years, since many young wives die between the ages of 
12 and 18 due to early childbirth, child-marriage, pre-puberty sexual 
relations and the various caste and community restrictions. To bring 
these figures into true perspective, it should be realised that a European 
child at birth may look forward to a life lasting three scores of years .. 

The view that an increase in masculinity is an indication of declin
ing_population is not applicable to India. · For, as pointed out in the 
Ce.nsus Report, I 93 r, " lt is not unlikely that the caste system it,self 
definitely tem:Is·-toward~ponderance of masculinity. Westermarck 
takes the view that a mixture of race leads to an increase in the pro
portion of females. . • . Heape, likewise concludes, that in-breeding in
e<reases masculinity ..•. Since the higher the caste, the stricter, in the 
past at any rate, the ban on external exogamy, this tendency would show 
more patently in the higher caste and explain why the proportion of 
females to inales increases in inverse ratio to social status." 

It is generally argued that preponderance of males over females is 
a proof of deteriorating and backward conditions. In the case of Hyder
abad St~te, if it reflects anything, it is the divergent social and economic 
conditions of the area in question. Unlike other countries, particularly 
those of the West, the conditions of life in India are more unfavourable 
to females due to above-mentioned causes and also due to the arduous 

· labour falling to their lot. Further, the com.forts and amenities of life 
available are not in sufficient proportion to their toil to enable them to 
maintain their vitality. 

[Chart. 
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No. 23. The Proportionate number of Males 
for 1921, 1931, & 1941. 
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One fact emerges, which should be of interest to the medical 
faculty. It is this: · judged over thirty years, two periods in life are 
clearly highly dangerous for Indian women. They are approximately 
12 to 18 and around 40 years. The first is certainly connected with too 
early motherhQod, ang the ~econd1 probably with the struggle to gain 



· freedom from the slavery of the ~oon. And should there occur epide
mics such as influenza or plague, then it is among wonien of these two 
ages that mortality is heaviest (apparently the vitality at these ages 
is low). 

The life of a· woman from infancy to girlhood, from girlhood tp 
maturity, from maturity to motherhood and from motherhood to 
widowhood is oeset with hardships. Girlhood is a period of open air 
life, and when the signs of maturity appear her movements are restrict
ed and well-guarded. If she is married early, her worries begin with 
physical degeneracy and if she is not married after puberty, the anxiety 
of all concerned has a deleterious influence upon the health of the girl. 
Motherhood for Indian girls is. attended Wftllmany--da.v.gers. Deaths 
from parturition are common. Crude midwifery is partly responsible 
for the high rate of female mortality. Purdah life in some communities, 
especiall~ in poor· families, is as harmful· as enforced widowhood. 
Women being weak in later age than in the o-5 ~ge-group are exposed 
to the persils of plague and phthisis or tuberculosis.in a far greater degree 
'than males. · 

[Chart. 



N 24 The P roportions number of Females o. . 
for 1921, 1931, & 1941. 
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. 68. Sex-Ratio in Natural Divisions and in Urban areas.
Though the sex ratio for the State as a whole has remained the same. 
as in 1931, 958 per thousand, it has undergone a marked change for 
the Natural Divisions. Marathwara, which recorded a higher ratio of · 
females as compared to Telingana at each Census till 1931, now lags 
behind, with 954 per thousand females as against g62 for Telingana. 
In Marathwara the ratio was declining at each decennial period, while 



an opposite ~endency was noticeable in Telingana. Excepting 1931, 
when the ~atlo receded ~o 191 I level, there has been a gradual increase 
of the Telingana sex-ratlo. · 

No. 25. Map showing Proportion of Females 
to 1,000 Males in!the Districts. 
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With the exception of Osmanabad, which has recorded an increase 
of 4 per mille, all other districts of Marathwara show a decrease in 
sex-ratio. Raichur, Bidar, Gulbarga and Aurangabad have suffered 
a loss of I2, I I, 9 and 8 per mille respectively. On the other hand, all 
Telingana districts, excepting Medak, Nalgonda and Warangal, show 
an increased ratio, the largest increase being in ~e City of Hyderabad 



(25 per mille), followed by Adilabad (20 per mille) and Atraf-i-Balda . 
(12 per mille)~ 

No. 26. General Proportion of Females 
in the State and Natural Division. 
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In Urban areas the proportion of females to one thousand males
works out to 938. ·Towns with 5,000 to IO,ooo of population claim the 
largest ratio, viz., 962 followed by towns with Io,ooo to 2o,ooo with 953· 
For the City of Hyderabad, as pointed out above, the ratio has improv
ed from 886 to 921. The ratio for other cities stands at 913 only. 

[Statement. 



The following statement gives the number of females per thousand 
'1nales by age and community:-

Community 

---

H r. Hindus .. 
therHindus 0 

Hari 

v 

'jans .. 
irashaivas .. 

M uslims .. 
c hristians .. 
Tribes .. 
All Communi-

ties - -

0-5 

991' 
-

1,112 
- -

1,012 

1,052 

1,048 

1,018 

1,295 

1,082 

AGE-GROUP 

[10-15115-25125-40 140-55" 5-10 55 & 
over 

1,421 1,618 956 -810 872 852 

960 891 1,021 928 1,009 1,148 

1,070 ~--~- 973 991 994 1,187 
-

1,445 1;377 845 837 917 941 

1,145 1,054 978 996 854 1,085 

979 927 1,071 1,063 866 952 

958 1,085 973 985 869 960 

986 914 996 988 968 1,00 

It has already been noted that 1m C'. ce tin the o- and ' p 5 
50 and over age-groups, masculinity persists in all groups. But the 
proportion of females to males by age-group differs from community to 
community. The only community in which males predominate in the 
o-5 group is Brahmans. In the s-xo group, Brahmanic Hindus, Hari
jans, Vira.Shaivas an,d'Muslims have a preponderance of females, which· 
continues in the next group with the difference that Harijans drop of 
this characteristic giving place to Tribes. Female predominance in 
15-25 group is recorded by Other Hindus and Christians. Only 
Christians show the same characteristic in the 25-40 group and other 
Hindus in the 40-55 group. 

[Chart. 
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No. 27. Ratio of Hindu & Harijan Females 
to 1,000 males. 
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75· Deficiency of Females.-There is, however,- a permanent de
ficiency of females in the whole State in 1941, as in 1931, though the 
proportion varies between the natural divisions and the districts from 
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decade to decade. The causes of such disparity are worth investigat
ing, as on this depends the whole structure of morality, chastity and 
the causes of degeneration and prostitution. Two sets of causes of sex 
inequality are generally recognised; one is permanent and the other 
temporary. The permanent causes are said to be geographical situation, 
climate, racial character, social customs, family tendencies governed by 
natural laws of inb!eeding and cross-breeding. The temporary causes 
are migration, famines and diseases with a definite sex selection, e.g., 
tuberculosis and plague which affect the weaker sex quickly, and thus 
females are more susceptible to infection. 



CHAPTER IV 

Civil Conditions. 

70. M arriage.-Marriage is a legally recognised contract between 
a man and a woman with some obligations of a permanent character. 
Children born after this ceremony are considered legitimate and hon
ourable; ~therwise they are considered illegitimate by the law of land 
and have not the same social status. Some form of marriage ceremony 
is practised- by all-the communities and religions in the State from the 
most civilised right down to the most prinlltive. · . · 

Although there is a system of marrying the temple dancing girls, 
( devadasis ancj. murlis) to a deity, a sword or a tree, such marriages are 
not reckoned as marriages by law nor for census purposes. 

71. Marriage contracting parties.-These differ in different com
munities. All Hindu castes and tribes are divided into exogamous 
groups and children of brothers or sisters as a general rule, do not inter
marry. But some Hindu classes do permit a man to marry his own 
niece, as they consider the child of a sister to belong to its father's 
family and not to its mother's family. 

Among Muslims both parallel and cross cousin marriages are per
missible. · Protestant Christians follow the same principles as Muslims 
in marriage, but amongst Roman Catholics parallel cousin marriages 
are entirely forbidden. 

Regarding the marriage contract between the two parties, it is well 
said that in Europe the person marries the girl he loves and in Asia the 
person loves the girl he marries. There is !l good deal to be said in 
favour of both the systems. 

72. Polygamy, i.e., plurality of wives, though allowed in almost 
all the main communities in the State, is not much practised or generally 
approved. Religiously a Brahman may take a second wife only in the 
event of the first wife being found to be barren or incurably diseased. A 
Marwari Brahman or a Jain may marry as many wives as he can main
t~in. Muslims are allowed to marry up to four wives provided they can 
glVe equal treatment to all. Christians, Parsis adhere to monogamy. 
Tribes are mainly monogamous, but do not prohibit polygamy. 

73· Child Marriage is getting less and less as education ad
vances but is still found amongst the most ignorant or orthodox classes 
of people of almost all the communities found in Hyderabad State. It 
rea~y is an old Hindu syste~ for amongst that community if a girl 
attamed puberty before marriage, then she could be married only after 
going through a prescribed penance ceremony. . 

92 
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.A Bill on the lines of the Child marriage Restraint Act of British 
India was introduced by late Mr. Keshav Rao in the Hyderabad Legis
lative Council and referred to a Select Committee, but met with con
siderable opposition from the orthodox Hindus. 

74· Widow Marriage.-The twice-hom caste Hindus, and Jains 
forbid widow marriage. Such compulsory widowhood among certain 
castes of Hindus is a big factor tending to lower the female ratio in the· 
population. Enforced widowhood with its concomitant evils, shortens 
the spanof a woman's life. Widows are, to all intents and purposes, · 
dead to the world: they are the most overworked of all women at home 
and the most .cursed. The ill-treatment :of widows by their mothers-in
law is proverbial. Some Hindu castes especially the low castes, do 
allow widow marriage. The Muslim and Christian religions allow and 
practise widow marriage, but even these communities are to some extent 
influenced in this respect by Hindu views. 

Widowers in all classes and communities are free to marry again. 
The disparity of ages in some remarriage cases is rather shocking, but 

~oillY education and public opinion can remove this evil. 
~.5· Marriage Registration.-There is no compulsory registration . 

of marriages in this State and therefore the census figures for any 
period cani'lot--be..».erifiecL.. The Muslim and the Christian communities 
have. a system of marriage registratioli ··. In 'the case of Muslim mar
riages the Government-appointed qazi.P who perform the marriage con
tract ceremony also register them, and these registers are referred to for 
evidence in cases ·of litigation. The Christians have church marriage 
registers. Civil marriages are also practised but in rare cases. These 
also are registered. 

[Chart. 
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No. 28. -Ratio of Marria~e and widowhood among Christian 
·Communities from 1881 to 1941. 
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. 76. _ Divorce.-Among Brahmans divorce is not permitted. Even 
if the husband loses· caste, the wife should live separately but cannot 
re-m~rry. Depressed classes dissolve marriage in a prmchayat. A 
Mushm c~, ~n 0e ground of incompatibility of temperament, divorce 
( ~aluql) his Wife 1f ~ pay~ her dowry; a Muslim wife can sue for 
divorce ( Qhula) for infi4elity or cruelty ; a Muslim marriage can thus 
be regarded as a solemn civil contract. The Christian doctrine is that 
".those whom God hath joined together let no man put asunder " but 
diVor~e. on grounds of immorality, desertion or bigamy is now legally 
perrmss1ble. · . 

77· Statistics of Civil Condition.
--~~==~~~~~~--~----~-----~ I Total ,. Male I Female 

1. Total unmarried .. . . 6,174,i02 8,576,288 2,597,814 
2. ·Married . . . . 

(a) Under 1 year .• .. 4,078 1,589 2,484 
(b) Between 1 and 10 years .. 414,185 122,865- - 291,270 
(c) All qther B.l!e&..- . -8.1.4l!,641 - 4,211,404 8,982,ll87 
~-

/ Total Married .. - -8,56!,849 4;385,858 4,225,991 
8. · Widowhood. - -

a nder one year •. .. . 262 40 222 
(b) Between 1 and 10 years .. 12,545 2,296 10,249 
(c) All other ages .. . . 1,518,412 406,084 1,112,828 

- -
Total Widowed .. 1,531,219 408,420 1,122,799 

Of the total population, 53·3 per cent. are married, 37·7 per cent. 
unmarried and 9·3 per cent. are widowed. Compared to 193 r, the 
proportion of unmarried has slightly increased and that of married and 
widowed de.clined for both sexes. 

Among males, except in the 10-15 and the older age-groups about 
40, the proportion of unmarried has increased for all ages, and that of 
married males in the corresponding age-groups, has declined. This 
postponement of marriages, particularly in the marriageable age
groups, may, in general, be attributed to the prevalent economic con· 
ditions, as also to an awakening sense of marital responsibilities. 

Similarly, among females, the proportion of unmarried in the o-.~ 
and the two subsequent age-groups of 5-ro a:nd 10-15 has increased 
compared to 1931. This is a healthy sign inasmuch as it shows the 
tendency to postpone early marriages. This tendency is also revealed 
by the proportion of married females in the early age-groups ; for in
stance, the proportion has dropped from 7.1 per cent. in 1931 to 3.0 in 
the o-5 age-group and from 3.28 and 5.65 to 2.87 and 5.19 in the sub
sequent groups. It is further emphasised by ~e fact that the highest 
proportion of married females is now found m the 20-40 group, a$ 
against the 15-20 group during the preceding 40 years. 
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No. 29. Ratio of Marria~e & Widowhood amon~ Tribes. 
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· As to the civil condition of the main communities, .it will be ob
sexved from subsidiary table (XII-g) ,that while Hindus (including 
Brahmans, Virashaivas and Aryas) and Harijans have recorded an 
increase in the proportion of unmarried males, Muslims, Christians, 
Jains and Tribes have shown a decrease. Consequently, the proportion 
of the married among the two communities has declined and_!hat of the 
latter, excepting Muslims has g~up. compared to 1931. In other 
words, Muslims show a decrease in the proportion of both unmarried 
and married males. The difference is accounted for by a comparatively 
large proportion of widowers. 

_[fhart. 
7 
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~ong Jains, there has been a tremendous fall in the proportion 
of ~arr1ed ~ales of the o-5 and s- I o age-groups; the respective pro
portions, wh1ch were 89.2 and 8o.o pet cent. of the groups in 1931, now 
stand at 0,22 and o.67 only. In no other case is the variation so marked. 
The proportion of married females of all ages has declined for all except 
Muslims and Jains since 1931. The number married in every x,ooo in 
these main communities by sex and age is shown in the subjoined state• 
ment. 

Number married per x,ooo. · 

·• ,_ -· . .. Rii:ldll'> Harijans Muslims Christians Tribes · 
Age-
11roups 

I M .I I F I I M F F M M F M F 

0- 5 .. 22 29 19 82 20 26 9 24 21 85 

5-10 .. 139 819 18 303 86 159 50 140 67 156 

10-15.- 270 555. 290 553 162 858 203 850 178 883 
·- -- -

15-20 .. 556 802 597 838 867 . 681 471 598 460 769 

20-40 •• 824 834 852 816 787 814 . 783 781 881 849 

40-60 •. 86T 593 795 561 813 589 827 568 880 677 
60and 

over 683 844 699 401 646 374 688 401 748 451 

All ages 530 538 506 521 1 492 503 5181 5041 5.06 50:1 
.. 

Excepting among Christians, the proportion of married females in 
all age-groups is higher than that of married males in all communities. 
In all communities without exception the proportion of females is less 
than that of males in the last two age-groups, 40-60 and 6o and over. · 

. ___ R~asons for the higher proportionate increase of females up to the 
age of 40 in all communities may be the migration of married males and 
~rn~~~~ . . . . . . . 
. . The above statement makes 1t clear that infant ·marnages persiSt 
in all the main communities. Even among Christians 9 males and 24 
females out of one thousand of the 0-5 age-group are married, but this 
is so becuse a large number of Indian Christians are already married 
converts from the Scheduled Castes. Even among Muslinls, as'many 
as 20 males and 26 females per thousand of under 5 years of age are 
married for the same : e-:>wn. the conversion of married Hindus. The 
peak poii:lt of earlv ~. · · · ~ :_this_ com~~ty wa~ rc;<;or<ied in I~SI 1 
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when the respective ratio for males and· females rose from 2 and 4 in , . 
1901 to 44 and 42. · . 

The proportion of married males is highest in the 40-60 group 
among Hindus, Muslims and Christians and in the 20-40 group among 
Harijans, while the highest proportion of married females is found in 

. the 20-40 group among all communities except Harijans, among whom 
· the corresponding age-group is I 5-20. 

78. Variation by Locality.-There is no marked difference in 
civil condition between Telingana and Marathwara. . There are more · 
unmarried males thim females in both divisions. For all other items, 
vi<;., married, widowed anQ...divorced, females predom1nate. The fol
lowing statement gives the civil condition per x,e~lll die 
natural divisions : 

. 
Unmarried Married Widowed Divorced 

Division 

M I F M I F M I F M I F 

Telingana I -r· .. lH8 525 47 156 8 6 ·- .. . 
Marathwara .. 419 888 527 . 588 51 128 8 5 

. 
-. 

79· Civil Condition in Cities.-In the cities, the largest propor
tion of unmarried is found in Gulbarga City, 40 per cent., and of married 
in Warangal City, 56 per cent. In Hyderabad City, 37 ·per cent. of the
populatioJ:!j~ unmarried and 48 per cent. married. 

Th~ maximum number of married persons is found in the 20-30 
age-group in all the four cities and among practically all communities. 
It is only the Christians who record a higher proportion of married per-_ 
sons in the subsequent age-group of 30-40 in the_cities of Hyderabad, 
Gulbarga and Aurangabad. 
·. So. Widowhood Statistics.-· The proportion of widowed persons 
has. steadily declined since 1901, the abnormality of 1921 excepted, 
which was due to the disastrous circumstances of that decadf', vi-.., the 

~y~g~_!>f plague and influenza. There are now 4·9 per cent. widowers 
and 14.~ percen~. widows against 5.2 and 18.g rf'spectiveTy in 1901. The 
proportion of Widowed males of all age-groups has fallen by one per
thousa?d· . The o-s age-group, shows a considerable ·increase from 2 
per mille m 1931 to 41 per mille in 1941. The proportion of old 
bachelors of 45 and above is greater than that of spinsters. 

[Chart, 
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No.i 31. Number of Widows & Widowers. 
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. The J?roportion o! widowed persons per mille by l!'ain communities 
IS shown m the followmg statement:- · · 

Persons widowed, per Mille. 

MALES FEMALES 

1941 I 1981 1941 1981 

All communities . . .. <--:~l 50 141 156 
-.--

Hindus . . . . .. 56 1~. --.. -- 166 . 
' ·-

Harijans •• - 58 45 143 139 . . . . 
Muslims •• . . .. 58 39 143 144 

ChriStians .. . . 48 43 115 126 

Tribes . . .• .. 45 31 102 95 
. . 

. 
' Among males, tnbes record the lowest proportion of Widowed, 

though compared to I93I, all major communities except Hindus show 
an increased proportion. The proportion of widows is also lowest for 
Tribes, followed by Christians. The proportion has fallen during the 

·decade for Hindus, Muslims and Christians. 
Widowers predominate· in the o-5 age-group. c In all subsequent . 

groups the proportion of widows is far higher. This is indicative of 
the: tendency among males to remarry particularly in the 20-40 and the 
40 and over age-groups. . -

·. Hyderabad.leads the cities in the proportion of widowed persons, 
with I5 per cent. cif the total population, followed by Gulbarga and 
Aurangabad with IO per cent. each and Warangal with 9 per cent. The 
number of widowed predominates. in the 50 and over age-group of both 
sexes. 

81. Divorce Statistics.-Divorce is now fairlY. generally recognised 
as a social necessity. As marriage is regarded as a civil contract in 
Islam, divorce can be obtained either by husband or wife under certain 
specified conditions. Only Catholics and Orthodox Hindus do not re
cognise divorce, believing in the doctrine that no man can separate those 
whom God has joined together. Religious influence having generally 
declined, the life of the people is now guided by laws framed by society 
for its smooth working. Accordingly, with the introduction of Civil 
Marriage Act in India, separation and divorce have become necessities. 

7I,364 persons comprising 26,209 males and 45,I55 females re
tumed themselves as " divorced.'' In other words, 6 out of every thou
sand married males and I I per mille of married females are divorced. · 
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The highest number of divorced males is found in the 30-35 age
group and of divorced females in the earlier 25-30 group. The ratio 
of female to male divorces for all ages is I :7. ':fhe highest ratio of 5:4 
is found in the 5-Io group; it then gradually drops to 2 :o in the 20-25 
group. For the four subsequent groups, the ratio is constant at I :6 
each; thereafter, the proportion slightly increases to I : 8 showing that 
in this age males remarry at a rapid rate. For 70 and over, however, 
the ratio is equal. . · . 

The following statement gives the proportion of divorced per mille 
of married males and females for main communities : . 

Community Males· Females . ..... .. 

Hindus • • • • 5 10 . 
Harijans 8' 14-
Muslims 7 12 

. Christians ' 6 13 •• 
Tribes . . .. 5 10 

The· proportion is lowest for Hindus and Tribes and highest for 
Harijans. . . . . · . . . · " . · , 
· The fact that go Brahmins returned the:qJSelves as divorced 

shows that civil marriages are becoming fashionable even ~ this ortho· 
dox community. · 



CHAPTER V 

BIRTH-PLACE AND MIGRATION 

82. Importance of these Statistics.-The importance of these· 
statistics is evident from the variations in the total population of each 
local area, the proportions of the sexes and the effect of economic con
ditions when traced from the direction and volume of the movements 
between different parts of the country. For those who seek a W€alth of 
information, it will be found in the figures of the Tables Volume when 
viewed separately as well as collectively. -

83. Classes of Migratwn.-The types of migration may be broad
ly classed as of six kinds: (a) Daily, necessitated by bazaars and em
ployment at a walking. distance from home. (b) Casual, involving 
minor movements between neighbouring villages, e.g., exchanging visits 
with relatives and friends, attending marriage parties, confinements at 
child-birth, etc. It is characterised by a preponderance of females. 
(c) Temporary, due to demands of labour on public works, railway 
construction, or canals, to pilgrimages, fairs, widespread epidemics, etc. 
The Nizam Sagar Project, for instance, drew twenty per cent. of its 
labour from Bezwada in the Madras Presidency, says-the report of _ 
Irrigation Department. (d) Periodical, caused by recurring seasonal 
demands such as harvesting, grazing, work in cotton ginning and press
ing factories. (e.) Semi-permanent, where' persons who, although main
taining constant contact with their homes seek employment in trade 
and industry, e.g., Marwaris, government service, or domestic service, 
or go for education. (f) Permanent, whete migrants leave one place 
for another for good and for the sake of agriculture, trade, industries, 
etc. 

84. Accuracy of Statistics.-The Census Report of 1921 has 
shown rightly that some allowance has to be made for incorrect entries 
under the head, " birth-place " owing to the habit of some people to 
return to their watan or native place, where their fathers or grandfathers 
may be living or might have lived, as their own birth-place, because 
they loath to abandon it. Thus those who have emigrated from Hyder
abad have a great liking and tendency to give the birth-place of their 
children as Hyderabad In the same way the immigrants from outside 
Hyderabad generally return Hyderaba,d as their birth-place since the 
mulkis are given preference in service, while some Anglo-Indians prefer 
to give their birth-place, as England rather than India. · 

104 
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85. Migration effecting population.-The liberal outlay of the 
Government on improvement and extension of the means of communi
cation, and the growing facilities of transport, together with the fact 
that no restrictions of any nature whatever are placed by the Govern
ment <>n the move,ment of persons In and out of these Dominions, afford 
ample scope for migration. The number of immigrants as well as emig
rants has, therefor~, gradually Increased from decade to decade. Yet 
migration has not so far assumed any such seriou.s proportions as to 
create problems of its own or to affect the life of the people socially, 
culturally or economically. · If anything, emigration has been on the 
Increase, while the number of immigrants has never exceeded 2.7 per 
cent. of the total population (1911). 1mmigrationis largely for earn-

In!}-l!, livelihood, particularly In business and fu goveinme!!t service. 
Such lmm.igratio_n is temporary and at best semi-permanent. -~ven 
those permanently--sat1ing-down here adopt local customs and ways·of-
life and are Influenced by their surroundings rather than an influence 
on them. What is more important, the greater part of the immigration 
is from the adjoining areas where practically identical social and 
economic conditions prevail. 

[Chart. 
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Migration, in addition to births a·(ld deaths, is an important factor 
in the growth of population. Statistics relating to migration are based 
on birth-place figures which however, do not show particulars as to the 
number of persons coming j.lllder different kinds of migration, e, g,, 
casual, temporary, periodic, permanent, etc. Besides in the following 
discussion note must be taken of twg factors. · In the first place, the 
present census, unlike the previous ones,· records the number of persons 
habitually residing within the Dominions. ·All persons temporarily 
moving about on business, etc., as commercial travellers, tourists and 
.railway passengers, were not taken count of if they were to be enumerat
ed elsewhere. Consequently, the birth-place figures for outsiders only 
relate to such persons who have permanently or semi-permanently 
settled down in this State. Secondly,. as the enumeration question re
garding birth-place only related to the Dominions as a whole, and not 
to particular districts or natural divisions, it is not possible this time to 
give any account of the inter-regional migration. 

86. lmmigration.-There are, in all, 305,894 persons born outside 
these Dominions but residing more or less permanently in the State. 
The proportion of females among immigrants is 42 per cent. .(\gam, it 
will be noticed that the number of persons born outside is gradually on 
the increase.-· Compared- to I 93 I, there are 58,ooo more outsiders 

· _in the Dominions. Of the total number of immigrants, 3oo;oo4 are 
from other parts of India, 4,2.{71ton1Asla:Uc countries other than India, 
1,033 European, I54 Africans, I36 Americans, 21 Australians, and 299 
persons have not specified their birth-place. The statement below gives 
the number of immigrants by birth-place. IUs interesting to nc:>_tethat 
among immigrants hailing from all parts, females have recorded a larger 
increase than males. 

Birth-place Total I Males I Females I ~-
vanatlon 

1. Indian Provinces 1941 . . 800,004 178,829 126,175 + 28.5 
and States 1931 .. 242,814 162,871 79,948 

2. Other Asiatic 1941 . . 4,247 2,779 1,468 + 88.1 
Countries 1931 .. 2,258 1,659 599 

8, Europe 1941 .. 1,083 568 470 ·- 59.5 
1981 .. 2,548 • 2,284 . 814 

4. Africa 1941 .. 154 126 28 +875.0 
1931 . . 4 8 .1 .. 

5, America 1941 .. 186 97 89 -1-' 47. 8. 
1981 .. 92 70 22 .-

6. Australia 1941 .. 21 18 8 Nil. 
1981 .. 21 12 9 

7. Unspecified 1941 .. 299 210 89 +415.0 
1981 .. 58 82 26 



As compared with I93I the increase in male immigrants is s-8 per cent. 
and that in female immigrants is 58 per cent. In view of the fact that 
mulkis are- given,_ preference to non-mulkis in government and other 
servi~es, many . of the male immigrants who come to these 
Dominions in search of Government service and such jobs returned 
themselves as born mulkis, whereas in the .case of female immigrants 
there .is n0 question of service and their birth-places are not concealed. 
The other reason for this may also be that the people of the bordering 
districts have the idea that the climate and soil of " M o g hlai " (Hyder
abad$tate) are better than theirs; and hence that living in Hyderabad is 
comparatively cheap and comfortable. Thus they often pr:efer to give 
their daughters in marriage to the people of " Moghlai." 

Numerically, those coming from Indian Provinces and States are 
far in excess of all the rest of the immigrants put together. Africans 
have increased from 4 in I93I to I54· The City of Hyderabad claims 
as many as 75 Africans; of the rest, Marathwara has 42 and Telingana · 
37· P¢rsons of Other Asiatic Countries have recorded the second largest 
percentage increase of 88.I. A large portion of this may be attributed to 
a recent influx of Afghans; they are mostly money-lenders and traders. 

3,~54 persons or nearly 74.2 per cent. of the total Asiatics are 
found :in the City of Hyderabad, followed by--34 7-in- Gulbarga, 83 in 
Raicl:J.ilr and 88 in Bir. They are mostly Arabs employed in the irregu
lar forces, and are found also irrahnost all districts doing their tradition
al buSiness of money-lending. In this class are also included gypsies 
who claim Persian birth. They ar~ mostly beggars and vagrants. 

The number of Americans has increased from 92 in I93I to 136 
-and of, these I 1 7. are found in the metropolis alone. The remaining 
29, mostly Christian Missionaries, are scattered about the districts. The 
numbe,: of Australians has remained 2I, as in I93I-

~uropeans alone have recorded a decrease of 59·5 per cent. Their 
number has been falling from census to census. From 3,936 in I9I I, it 
fell tci,3,544 in I92I and 2,548 in 193I. It now stands at 1,033. Else
wherejn· this Report, this decrease has been attributed to transfer of 
non-Indian Regiments outside the Dominions.·- ~ 

The total of foreign. hirths • .i.e., of persons born outside India is 

I Total. I I Non-
Year ·. =~ Indian Indian 

5,89o. In other words, for every 52 im
migrants in the Dominions, one person 

· belongs rto outside India. Compared 
1941 100 98.1 1.9 with previous decades, the proportion of 
~:! :: ~g:: ~:: ~:~ these foreigners is given in the marginal 
1911 •• 100 97.1 2.9 statement. · 

· There has been a net increase of 24.4 per cent .. among. the number 
of immigrants from other parts of India. 257,185 or nearly 85.7 per 
c~nt. of the Indian immigrants are accounted for by the adjoining pro
vmces of Bombay, Madras and the Central Provinces and Berar. The 
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largest number is contributed by (Madras) 142,296, followed by 
Bombay 92,984 and t~e <?entral Provinces and Berar, 21,905. Among 
the Indian St~tes, which m all contribute I7,5oo, Mysore accounts for 
5,732 ~d RaJputana for 8,090. The number of female immigrants 
fro~ A1mer and Mewar, ·the Central Provinces and Berar,· tmd ·the 
Punjab exceeds ~ose of males from the. same areas. In the sub-jofued 
statement, the number of immigrants from the adjoining Provinces· and 
other areas is compared with that of I 931 : 

.. ~ 

I 
·~ IMMIGRANTS 

·~ 

_ Province or State -- ·- Variation 

1941 I 1981 
.. , 

Madras Presidency .. . . 142,296 lllll;ovM T -IJ,U4'1 

- ----------· Bombay Presidency .. . . 92,984 67,784 + 25,250 

Central Provinces and Berar .. 21,905 14,289 + 7,6~6 

- . 
ysore .. . . ~ 5,782 2,869 + 2,868 -··. 

Other Br. Indian Provinces . . 25,819 14,148 + 11,171 . 

Other Indian States .. . . 11,768 9,640 + . 2,128 

Total Indian .. 800,004 242,814 + 57,190 

· Outside. India . .. 5,890 4,981 + 709 

Grand Total .. 805,894 247,795 +. 58,099 
I. . 

87. Immigrp.tion in Natural Divisions.-195;148 or 63,8 per cent. 
of the total immigrants have settled down in Telingana and the rest are 

.. in Marathwara. Compared to the last census, there has been a greater 
proportionate increase in the latter tract. The number of immigrants 
in Marathwara has increased by 39·3 per 'cent., during the decade, while 
Telingana records~only a 10.5 per cent. increase. The City of Hyder
abad ana.tbe districts of Adilabad and Warangalalon&-<tcc6unt for go 
per cent. of these immigrants. Hyderaba:d c1ty alone claims as
many as 83,856 immigrants as~ against 66,522 in 1931. The numbe,r 
varies in other districts from 48,898 in Adilabad District, and 37,66o in 
Warangal District to 5,3oo in Nalgonda District and 1,792 in Baghat 
District. Compared to the Telingana districts (excepting Adilabad and 
W arangal) , almost all the Marathwara Districts have a larger number 
of immigrants, ranging· from 26,996 in Aurangabad District, 18,634 in 
1\aichur Pistrict

1 
I?>f)~7 in Osmana'ba<l District and 9,501 in Nan~er 



District to 2,914 in Bidar District. · .... · · . . .. 
. J'he s.8go..ioreign immigrants are distnbuted m the Natural DIVl· 

sions in the following proportions: Telingana 4,878, Marathwara 
I,OI2, Hyderabad City, of course, has the largest ndmber, 4,325. ~n 
other districts, their number varies from 381 in Gulbarga to 23 m 
N algonda. · · . . · 

· 88. Districts with 5,ooo and over Immigrants.-Districts having 

Districts 

H yderabad City .. 
Adilabad .. 
Waraogal .. 
Aurangabad .. 
Raicbur .. 
Osmaoabad .. 

I 
Immi- I P.C. to 
grants popula

tion 
83,856 ll.3 
48,898 5.9 
87,660 2.8 
26,996 2.5 
18,634 1.8 
17,537 2.3 

Gulbarga --· .. 18,361 1.0 
Bir .. ~f91 1.6 
Patbllaot --.--; 309 1.1 
Nander 9,501 1.2 
Nalgonda . . 5,800 0.4 

more . than · 5,ooo immigrants together 
with their percentage to population are 
marginally noted. Though Adilabad, 
Raichur and Nalgonda have considera
ble numbers of immigrants, compared to 
1931 their numbers has declined. This 
statement also shows that it is only in the 
border districts that the immigration is 
large, and not in the inland districts, such 
as Nizamabad, Medak and Bidar . 

89. Immigrants according to number of years' residence.
Classified according to number of years residence in these Dominions 
and neglecting the returns of unspecified periods, which are, as a xnatt:Pr 
of fact, the largest, the total number of imrillgraiits!S 140,306. Of these, 
62,158 persons have resided in the State for over 12 years, followed by 
those who fall within the 3 to 1 2 years residence group and number 
46,966. _Those with only one year's residence to their credit number 
30,684, while the neXt group of two years' residence numbers 25,780 
pei:sorui. . _ . 

. : ~e following table gives the number of immigrants according to 
penod of residence and sex:- . . . 

. 
~ -

I - --- -- -
- P.C. of . 
Period of Residence Total Males Females Total 

immi-
... grants 

-
1. rear - .. . . 30,684 -18,1~4 lZ,tiHO 10.0 -\ --- .- ·-

2.~- Years ' - -- ~ ... -
o< 25,780 14,590 11,190 . 8.4 

8._ Jo 12 years .. . . 46,966 24,671 22,295 15.4 
.. . .. . . -

Over 12 years .. . . 62,158 88,491' 28,667 20.8 
. 

Unspecified years .. . . 14!1,306 86,711 58,595 45.9 
------

Of the i.mrnigr~n~ who have not speci.fi.ed their period of rellidencc: 
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in the State, part, however, consists of those who are bona fide Hyder
abadis but were born outside the Dominions, whi_le a ·large number 
consider themselves as naturalised citizens by reason of their permanent 
residence in the State. 43·9 per cent. of the persons with unspecified 
duration of domicility are Macfrasis by birth ; 34.8 per cent. belong to 
Bombay, 6.7 per cent. to·the Central Provinces and Berar, 2.1 per cent. 
to Mysore and 12 per cent. to ot}lerProvinces arid States. 0.3 per cent. 

"Came from outside India; 0.2 per cent. are those. whose birth-places are 
uiispmticd.-----

9o. Immigrants classified .according to community.-Classified 
according to communities, as many as 41.2 per cent. of the total immi~ 
grants belong to other Hindus, followed by Muslims ( 22.4 per cent.) 
and Brahmins ( 15.2 per cent.). The following statement gives the 
actual number of immigrants by community, their percentage to total, 
and their strength per 1,ooo of each community: 

Jr~ P.C. to Per 1,000 Order 
Community mm1- Total 0fthe or 

grants immi- community Rank - -- - -- --- grants : .. . ----
.. 

Brahmanic Hindus 15.7 III . ; .. 48,088 182 
Other Hindus . . .. 121,668 89.8 18 IX 
Harijans •• . . . . 21,961 7.2 8 X 
Virashsivas . . .. 15,062 4.9 19 VIII 
Axyas . . . . .. 1,421 0.5 84 VII 
Muslims 

-- - "70,895 28.2 84 VII .. .. 
Christians--'--'- - .. .. 17,886 5.7 79 VI 
.. u.s---~. .. .. 2,875 0.9 116 IV 

Sikhs .. .. .. 1,782 . 0.6 884 II 
Parsis 

~-
.. .. - - 1,151 0.4 588 I 

Tribes .. .. .. 8,658 1.2 - ---4 r--P 
Others .. 57 O.Olt-- - 89 v .. . . 
· - ·· 91 . .Emigration.-Figures relating to Hyderabad emigrants are 

· 11sually 5upplie_d by Provinces and S~at~ wh~r.e they .are enu~erated. 
Owing to restncted nature of t:'lbulat10n m Bn~ish Indian ~rov~ce.s and 
certain States unfortunately 1t was not poSSible to obtam this infor· 

- ination for Ig41. However some of the States wher~ tabulation was 
completed have communicated these figures, which, together _with 
those relating to immigrants from them, are placed below: 

[Statement. 
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g2. Emigration to ·certain States.- · .. 

-- Total Males !Females · 
- . 

I 
, .. 

Mysore Emigrants 4,4281 2,692 1,786 .. , 
. Immigrants .. 5,732 2,999 2,783 

I 
Jammu and Kashmir Emigrants---~ 28 11 17 

Immigrants · 50 28 f--- ~ 22 

Travancore Emigrants 18 12 6 
~· Immigrants 164 75 89 

Gwalior Emigrants 881 189 192 
Immigrants 799 499 298 

Bhopal Emigrants 117 68 48 
Immigrants 64 48 21 

Bhavnagar Emigrants 80 20 10 
Immigrants 19 12 7 

Cochin Emigrants 
~-' -·- 11- ~ 3 8 

- - ~ ·· Immigrants 75 40 85 

It will be noticed from the above that there is a net advantage from 
migration from these States in the sense that, excepting Bhopal and 
Bhavnagar, the number of immigrants exceeds those of emigrants. But 
these figures cannot be taken as indicateive of any general trend in this 
respect. 

93· Usual Excess of Emigrants over lmmigrants.-It is apparent 

Year Imm1- Em!- - ·n1 } b · ~ - • · b I 
. l . from the subjoined statement that~·not 

grants grants o y-ha~ he n~ et'--o:o-crmgrants ee!l 
=---'==--=..:c.;.;·=--=-.c.· _ on the mcrease smce 1901, but that ,It 

1981 •• ~ 2'7,795 884,861 exceeded that of immigrants. Emigra-
1921 • • 202,781 864,984 tion figures for 1941 are not available 
~~L :: ·:::i~~ :::::~ but in view of the outbreak of war in 

1939 and in view of the continuous re
cruiunent of State subjects in practically all services connected with the 
war, ·the number of e~grants must-have -considerably increased since 
1931. It is· true. that certain economic advantages do accrue from emi
gration. For instance, the emigrants send remittances to theicpoor 
relatives at nome and come back-with technical knowledge and relations 
with outsiders that are important from the social and business stand
points. But against these must be set such disadvantages as the loss of 
man-power and productive labour at home. Further, emigration affect
ing the age structure of the population is likely to prove harmful from 
the point'of view of the 1,1seful age, · 
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. 9:1-· __ J:yriera'fadi;-t~mjJorarily residing elsewhere.-In investigat
mg rmgratton, an mnovatron was made .during this census. An attempt 
was J!llide to find out the number of members of families residing in 
_th~ State w~o are tem~orarily stayD:tg. elsewhere and the expected dur
ation of their stay outsi?e the Dorrumons. The census question put to 
every he~d of the farmly was: Have any_of your family members 
temporarily gone out of these Dominions? IfSo, how many? Where? 
and foF how long? · -- - ---- . 
---The result of this cngufry is tabUlated in "Part III (a) and (b) of 
Imperial Table VI- -· · 

As 'is evident from the questiol?- itself, such emigration is purely 
t~I!!ru>rary.- Those who have left therr fainilies here and taketnesidence 
outside the State are either students, businessmen or tourists. The 
total number of such emigrants is only 14,812 (9,487 males and 5,325 
females) , and emigration has taken place mostly to the ad joining British 
Indian Provinces of Bombay, which claims 9,260 persons or 62.5 per 
cent. of these emigrants, Madras (2,465 persons or 16.8 per cent.), and 
the Central Provinces and Berar ( 1,209 or 8.2 per cent..). Other British 
Provinces have received 8o7 (5-4 per cent.1), Indian States 795 (5 i: 
per cent.) and foreign countries 276 (1.9 per cent)· 

Of the total emigrants, 7,649 or a little over half had been staying 
out for more than one year _and the rest for less than one year; Among 
the adjacent Provinces, the number of persons staying for less than one 
year exceeds that' of those for more than a year in Madras. For Bombay 
and Central Provinces and Berar, the position of the groups is reversed. 

95· Their Distribution by Corromunities.-Distributed accordi11g 
to communities, we have the following figures: Other Hindus, numbet'
ing 6,999, constitute the largest :riUinbti '!f cliese t~mpo;ary emigrants, 
followed by Muslims (2,8.~!J)· Next m numencal rmportance _are 
Brahmins ( 1,4Rr) and HanJans ( 1,442). Others range from 10 Sikhs 
ta 960--Christians. As noted above, nearly 87.5 per cent. of the total 
emigration is towards adjoining British Provinces, whither as many as 
6,520 other Hindus, 2,059 Muslims," 1,337 Harijans, 1,32~ Brahmins 
and 763 Christians have migr~ted. In all other. areas, except~g ~yso~ 
where other Hindus predommate a!Dong e~!?rants, ~us~ a 
numerical lead. The Islamic principle of HzJrat (rmgrat10n) has Its 
significance. 

Of the 63 Hyderabadis in European countries 3~-8r..-a~ut ,52:4 
per cent. are Muslims and 1~9 out of 13? persons resi~mg J? Asmuc 
countries belong to the Mushm. commumty. Br~hrnamc Hmd~. are 
generally a stay-at-home popula~I.on, the pla~e .of bir~, caste, traditiOn· 
al occupation and their economiC mode of livmg havmg a strong hold 

on them. h 1 . I d d Hyderabadis, like other Indians, are o~e- ovmg peop e an ~ 
not venture out to places far away from their ancestral homes unle$i 

8 
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there.be .a s~ong induceme~t for domg~s?~~-In-.E~untries 
colgruzat10n 1s one of the pnme factors m developmg the tendency to· 
migrate. In India not only is the need and the benefit of gomg out il.ot 
keenly f~lt, but the facilit~es to go or set!le permanently hardly exis-t_in 
the . .-equrred measure. That the world IS all before them to choose, Is
not ,the motto recognise<!:_ __ . _cr- · 

8' 



CHAPTER VI. 

PuBLIC HEALTH. 

96. General.-The decade under review was comparatively 
healthy. Every effort possible under existing circumstancesjlad been 
made to lessen the heavy toll annually extracted hythe prevalent buL_ 
ordinary diseases-as· wellas -by epidemics such as malaria, plague, 
cholera, etc. - , 

The health conditions of the State are always the subject of anxious 
consideration by Government, and a-fuJt:fiCcfged Medical-Department_ 
is established to see to this. _ 

The number of hospitals and dispensaries under this Department 
increased from 92 in ~9I I to I45 in I94I and the number of persons 
treated therein rose from 775,97I per ~nurn, in I9I I to g,og8,2I9 in 
1941- -- --

The-system of itinerant dispensaries was introduced in I 921. There-
Is -a~eparate department of Public Health and Sanitation to adopt 
measures for the improvement of public health and the sanitary condi
tions in the State. The Public Health Department was originally orga
nised to protect the public from diseases. It gradually extended its scope 
and activities and is now chiefly concerned in controlling all those factors 
that affect public health. --- --- -

In the City of Hyderabad, better sanitary arrangements, clearance 
of slums, construction of dust-proof roads, improvement in drainage; etc., -
have all contributed to healthy conditions of life. -

· In larger towns there have also been many real improvements. In 
district towns public health arrangements are under th~ control and 
supervision of District Boards and improvements have heel). made in the 
disposal of night soil, street sweeping, rubbis~ and conse~ancy. 

The supply of drinking water forms a maJor problem m rural areas
and districts. Although many important towns (Jalna, Aurangabad, 
Latur Raichur, Gulbarga, Nander, Warangal, Scram, Osmanabad, 
Tuljapur Mahbubnagar and Nizamabad) have been provided with 
these adangements and schemes are under consideration for many 
others such as Khammam Yadgir, Me<;Iak, Bodhan and Adilabad. _ A 
special Well-Sinking Department has for several years be~ W?r~g in 
the famine zones of Raichur, Gulbarga, Osmanabad and B1r DIStricts to 
provide a protected water-supply in every village. Hundreds of new 
wells have been sunk, and of old wells deepened and scores of step-wells 
converted into draw-wells, thus going far to eliminate guinea-worm, a 
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former scourge of the dry weste~ di~tricts. But ~here is no doubt that 
much remains to be done for this pnmary and v1tal need of the rural 
population. . . 

In the rural areas, public health conditions, though there has been 
marked improvement during the decade, cannot be regarded as satis. 
factory. Preventive measures on a wide scale have been taken against 
the constant ravages of cholera, plague, typhoid, dysentery, etc. Full 
use has been made of all ordinary forms of public health propaganda-;
c.g., the cinema-car, pamphlets, lecj:ures, talks, baby weeks, health 
weeks, etc, Diet surveys and nutrition. schemes have also formed a 
feature of the decade. Rural sanitation, maternity· and child welfare 
works, health inspection of school children, vaccination, disinfection, 
etc., were-all organised ori a scientific basis. · 

97· Maternity Benefit and Child Welfare Centres.-In. the 
absence of reliable vital statistics, it is not possible to determine the rate 
of infantile mortality. During the past few years the public health 
authorities have taken steps to provide skilled midwifery assistance by 
training the indigenuu~aazin model'n.-methods of accouchment. Com
pulsory vaccination in infancy is another salutai y meosnre directed 
towards protection of children against small-pox. . · . .. . -

In the City of Hyderabad, including the suburbs, some child welfare 
centres have been established ~here not only infants are cared for but 
expectant mothers also are given advice. 

98. Birth-Control is not generally practised, but in-eities to a 
very very limited extent. and tha~ake of pleasure and 
safety from diseas,e than to proteetion from the economic consequences 

-uHarge families. It is .moreover difficult to introduce birth-control in a 
coutitry where the vast majority of the population regards the propaga~ 
tion of male offspring as a religious duty and the reproach of barrenness 
as a terri~le punishment for crimes committed in a -former birth on the 
principle. of re-illcamation:-A limited move· in the direction of birth
control was made by the Medical Department with the establishment of 
birth-control clinics in the principal hospitals of the State and of child 
welfare centres. This m~y r~duce in the long~ the infantile mortality. 

99· Health Exammatzon of School Chzld-ren.-Among various 
other activities of particUlar importance is the regular medical examina
tion of school children and inspection of school buildings. This was 
started in 1935 (I 344 Fasli). Annual reports ofthese examination~ bear 
testimony to the fact that, like their elders, the school children are ill
no~rishe_d and under-weight. Another regular feature drawn attention 

-to ill these reports is enlarged tonsils, from which nearly 30 to 35 per 
cent. of the_ children suffer. An enquiry into the causes seems therefore 
to be essential. . 

. 100. S'!'-all-pox.-Has been a regular annual visitant. It was very 
Wide-spread ill I9S!) lind caused 18;549 death$ ancl in 1939-40 only 2,7

59 
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~eaths. During the decade as a whole deaths by small-pox were rela
tively very muc~ le~s than that in the last decade. A state-wide pro
gramme of vaccmatmn reduced the toll of small-pox to a considerable 
degree. 

10.1 ·. Vital Statistics.-The following note of the 1931 Census 
CoiiliillsSiqner holds good for this decade also. " Vital statistics are the 
index of health conditions, but the system of registration of vital events 
in the districts is very defective. The absence of legislation for prompt 
and accurate reporting of births and deaths is an excuse for faulty regis
tration.". Vital statistics are closely related to population statistics. The 

__ j;ensus grves an accoUJ:J.t of nopulation. at a •pecificd time. The recoras 
of vi tar events grve-an account of the movement of populatioll. The 
close relation between the two emphasizes the need of full and accurate 
vital statistics. But the collection of these statistics is still in a very rudi
mentary state. No reliance can be placed on the present figures, but it 
may safely be said that they err more by fai.litlg to record births than 
deaths. 

102. Birth and Death Rate.-It is a biological fact that the worse 
and more dangerous the conditions humanity is exposed to, the higher 
the birth-rate. This is apparently nature's method of securing the sur
vival of the species and off-setting the high mortality which bad condi
tions occasion. It is generally agreed that where rising birth and death 
rates, unemployment and a decreasing standard of living are to be found, 
there it can be assumed that the population has increased beyond the 
·country's ability to nourish it. 

A poor standard of living reduces the ability to work long and 
arduous hours. . Malnutrition is far more · due to maldistribution of 
wealth than to over-population. - ' 

103. Vital Statistics of Hyderabad Cit)'.-The note below on vital 
statistics arrangements in the area administered by the Hyderabad City 
Corporation is taken from the Municipal Commissioner's ,letter No. 672 
dated November 18, 1941:-

(a) "Area and Po~u_lation.-The .administrati':'e area under the 
Health Officer of the Murucrpal Corporation for the City of Hyderabad 
is 31.37 square miles, the city area being 13.18 square Iniles and the 
Chaderghat area 18.19 square Iniles. According to the Census of 1941 
A.D. ( 1350 Fasli) the population of the area administered by the 
Corporation is estimated at 490,813. 

There was no legislation for the compulsory registration of births 
and deaths until the year 1343 Fasli, although recording of births and 
deaths was in regular practice; the source c;>f information of such record 
was mainly the Municipal Jawans and hosprtal reports. In the year 1343 
Fasli the new Municipal Act known as the Hyderabad Municipal Act 
No. XII of 1342 Fasli, came into force, and since then the registration 
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of births and deaths became compulsory under Sec1ion 326 to 337 of the 
Act Certain Bye-laws have also been submitted to Government for 
sanction under these sections. 

For administrative convenience, the whole city is divided into I3 
wards, each ward being under the charge of a Ward Officer (A min) , who 
is also the Registrar of Births and Deaths for the Ward. At the Health 
Officer's office, there is a Statistica~ and Epidemic Health branch und~r 
the sub-charge of an Assistant Health Officer, which mainly does the 
work of compiling the returns submitted by the I 3 Registrars under the 
following heads:- _ _ _ . --- .-

...___i__:_D;;~.iJ.v-st~nt of hil'th• md deaths according to the Fasli. 
calendar. 

2. Weekly statement of births and deaths. 
3· do of infectious diseases. 
4· do of plague, cholera and small-pox. 
5· Monthly statement of births and deaths under the following 

details:-
(a) Total nwnber of births according to sex and nation

ality; 
(b) Total number of deaths according to sex and nation-

ality;· . 
(c) (i) Total number of infantile deaths according to. sex 

and mrtionality; 
(ii) Total number of still births according to sex and 

nationality ; · 
(d) Deaths of mothers within 30 days after delivery under 

age-grouping in co-relation with the number of preg-
nancies; . 

. (e) Number of deaths from (I) Cholera, ( 2) Small-pox, 
· (3) Plague, (4) Malaria, (5) Other fevers, (6) 

Dysentery and Diarrhrea, · ( 7) · Consumption, ( 6) 
· . Wounds and accidents; (g) Snake bites, ~ I o) Rabies, 

{ I 1 ) all other cases. 
(f) Details of deaths by age-groups: 

(I) Under one week. 
( 2) Over one week. 
(3) Over one month and less than 6.months. 
(4) Over six months and less than one year. 
(5) i to 5 years. 
(6) 5 to IO years. 
( 7) IO to I5 years. 
(8) I5 to 20 years. 
(g) 20 to 30 years. 
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- _( IO) 30 to 40 years. 
(II ) 40 to 50 years. 
( 12) 50 to 6o years. 
(I3) 6o and over. 

0 

( 6) -Annual statements of births and deaths with the same details 
as the monthly statement (5). -- - - -

Except statement No. I, all the above statements are forwarded to 
the Director, Medical and Public Health Department, H.E.H. the 
Nizam!s---Ggvernment, who in tum forwards them to the Public Health 
Commissioner with the_ Government of India. --- - -

(b) Births.-The main sources of informan~ 
(I) Notifications at Police Stations by citizens, _ 
( 2 ) Hospitals, 
(3) Child Welfare Centres, 
( 4) Midwives, 
(5) Municipal Jawans and 
( 6) Maternity Homes. 

Information from t4e citizens is generally defective and--it-is-felt that 
there is_sc;;g~ for much propaganda to educate the public in this respect. 

Recently--in each Ward, Mohalla.Committees have been under 
formation according ):0 the size of the ward, consisting of the ward 
Amin, one Hakim, one V aid, one Allopathic medical practitioner and 
the Mir Mohalla. It is hoped that such civic bodies will improve the 
registration of births and deaths by carrying out intense house to house 
propaganda. 

The health visitors of the 4 Municipal Child Welfare Centres do 
_serviceable work in collecting birth information by close domiciliary 
visits and instructions to mothers. 

- Private dais are impressed with the importance of f!Otificatil21;4illd 
registration of births by means~tio.s.~_y~riOus Muntctpal 
Child Welfare Centres ~mdividual Registrars ( n a1d Officao). -

(c) Deaths.---The sourcesof information of deaths are:-
-~) Notifications of death by citizens, 

( 2) Hospitals; 
(3) Municipal Jawans, 
(4) Grave-yards and 
(5) Crematoria. 

(d) M alaria.-There ~ a separ~te unit established by the ~v
ernment for combating malana. Dunng the decade ~y malanal 
surveys have been carried .out in the State and wherever p~sstble pr.even
tive measures adopted, Wlth much success, f?r example, m the Ctty of 
Hyderabad. Malaria is still one of the maJor public health problems 
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of the State. The Malaria Department of the City of Hyderabad has 
produced successful results by adopting systematic methods .of control. 
but these are nonetheless temporary expedients. The permanent 
measures advocated by the Department have still to be taken up. In 
the districts and rural areas, especially where drainage is poor or irriga
tion measures have been adopted on an extensive scale, without due 
attention to drainage requirements, malaria has been most intense. 
Districts particularly affected have been Gulbarga, Adilabad, N algonda, 
Karirnnagar and Nizamabad. 

. __..--. __ 
(e) Plague.-There is a regnlar<Plague.Secti6ii:"'111-cthe Medi!;al .. 

Deg_artment_ .Anc:ritis gratifying to note that much success has been 
achieved. Plague, though still an annual visitant, has lost much of its 
intensity. With the exception of 1933 and 1934, when plague mortality 
in the S.tate rose to n,o38 and 14,529 respectively, the annual rate gra
dually declined to 1,301 in 1938. As in the previous decade, this scourge 
was more pronounced in the Marathwara districts, and Osmanabad fared 
worst in this decade also. In tllls connection, the observations of the 
Director of Public H=lth are of interest: " Barsi, an island of Bombay 
territory in the Osmanabad district, is a plague epidemic centre, whence 
plague spreads to Hyderabad districts every year. Unfortunately, this 
epidemic centre is not under our control." (Report, 1344 F.) . In the 
City of Hyderabad, plague mortality has assumed insignificant propor
tion, due mainly to the unceasing efforts of the City Plague Department. 
The Director, Medical Department (Report for 1348 F.), points out 
that all the preventive methods will have to be continually employed 
until the housing and sanitary conditions are completely satisfactory, 

(f) Cholera.-Also is a regular annual visitant and deaths from 
this disease have gradually risen from 4,291 in 1938 to 16,335 in 1940. 
Preventive measures on a wide scale have been taken against the constant 
ravages of cholera, 

_ (Q) LeprosJ~h...~~<Lemly one asyluiiJ. and hospital for leprosy 
·1r1 the :State. It was started by the Wesleyan MiEsion authorities 
at Dichpalli in 1916 and is largely supported by H.E.H. the Nizam's 
Gove;nJ?ent. The institution has also received assistance in the shape 
of bu1ldmg endowments from several prominent nobles of the State and 
cit~ens. .T~e lepers ar~ housed there an~ treated regularly. An out
patient c!imc was estabhshed at Dhulpet m Hyderabad City, and work 
was carne? on under the management of the Dichpalli Institution at 
first, and smce 1930 of the Government Medical Department. There is 
another outpatient clinic at Nizamabad in charge of a trained Govern-
ment Medical Officer. · 

Every year about a dozen medical officers are specially trained in 
the modern treatment of leprosy. These trained medical officers on their 
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return to their stations start clinics at their dispensaries and hospitals. 
Dr. Lowe in his note on Leprosy in the Hyderabad State Census Report, 
I 93 I states: " W c believe that one of the most powerful agencies which 
influences the spread of leprosy is the " joint fainily" system which is 
usual in lridia. These Indian houses are frequently crowded with num
bers of three or occasionally more generations of the same family. One 

\VOUia--natut:ally expect that transmission would most commonly occur 
from husband-:-to wife and vice versa and from parents to children. 
We find, however,.that this is not so, that conjugal infection is very rare, 
that infection from parents ilni6tnearly as common as one might expect, 
but that infection is more _commonly contracted from other relatives, 
nofparents." · · 

(h) I ub_erculosis or Consumpti·on.-Tuberculosis or consump
tion is a common disease both amongst the rich and the poor. There is 
a regular increase.annually in the number of cases treated for consump
tion in the Government hospitals and dispensaries, as will be seen frolll · 
the following statistics:- ___ __ --

Year . I Indoor Treated Patients Died I Outdoor Treated 

1940 
983 1691 8,807 

1989 
1,547 2II 10,042 

1988 
1,268 189- 8,556 

1987 
970 146 1,982 

·: 

' .. 945 148 6,571 
1936 " 

866 128 6,890 
1935 

Government has sanctione~ the construction ~f a Tuberculosis 

S 
· t Anantagiri Hill, V1qarabad, some 38 rmles by motor from anatonuma . . 

Hyderabad City. bl f h D · · The Public Health administration an? pro ems o t e offilllions 

dmi bl Summarized in the followmg note by Dr. Mohammad 
area ray 
Farooq. 

.[Chart. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH 

By 

DR. MOHAMMAD F AROOQ, B.sc., M.B.B.s., 

L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., D. T.M., D.P.H, 

Deputy Director of Public Health, Government 
of H.E.H. the Nizam. 

104. Natural Divisions.-A line drawn roughly through the middle 
of the State from North to South divides it into two areas which differ 
from each other in geological1 and to a great extent in ethnical2 char
acteristics. These two natural divisions with their different physical and 
meteorological conditions favour the endemicity of different diseases. 
~ 33.-Map of Hyderabad showing Natural Divisions. 
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resul~ 'l{e w:t ~a trapp~~ region, f~ly fertile because of the black cotton soi\ 
c: lti J ro~ he e~mpos•ti~>n of tr.ap. This soil holds water and is suitable for 
_u. v.a on o w eat, Jawar, baJra and cotton. The soil of Telingana derived chiefly 
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While prevailing conditions in Telingana are conducive to Malaria 
Filariasis, Yaws and certain nutritional diseases the Marathwara "'8.Ild 
Karnatic distric~s provide sui~ble conditions 'under which Plague, 
Cholera and _Gwne~-worm thnve. Leprosy though commoner in the 
western half 1s not influenced by geological and climatic conditions to 
the same extent as the other diseases mentioned. 

The two main river systems of the Dominions-the Godavari and the 
Krishna-flow eastwards, and with their tributaries gradually converge 
to form a network in the Telingana region providing the northern and 
southern boundaries of that area; this, together with the low altitude 
higher rainfall and the necessity for tanks and ponds in this area of we~ 
cultivation, produces conditions favourable for the breeding and longe
vity of mosquitoes and the consequent propagation of malaria-a disease 
which is one of the major Public Health problems of the State. Since 
the mosquito is also responsible for the spread of filariasis, this disease 
holds sway in Telingana districts and is prevalent particularly in the 
contiguous areas of Nizamabad, Medak and Karimnagar while it is rare 
in Marathwara and Karnatic districts. Yaws is also confined to the 
forest-clad-areas of-Telingana, whetenoiesrthan 16,ooo cases have been. 

· nd there are in addition. deficienc diseases like beri-beri, 
_pellagra and an · ecause po 1s e nee m most partSa-nd 

maize.in certain areas (Medak and Karimnagar) form the staple cereals
and are deficient in "B" group vitamins. Fluorosis, causing mottling of 
teeth in children, and joint and bony afflictions in elderly people; is also 
met with along the southern portions of Telingana. · · 
. Whereas plague and guinea··worm are endemic in the western half 
of the Dominions, guinea-worm is more common in Marathwara. 
because of its innumerable step-wells and the probable relation between 
this disease and the black-cotton soil. · · 

· During the decade ending 1349 F. there have occurred in the 
western half of the Dominions 37,239 deaths from plague giving a mor· 
tality rate of 0.54 per mille in compal1ison with 12,910 deaths from this 
disease in the Telingana districts and a resultant death rate of 0.17 per 
mille. . . 

The scarcity of water in the ~estern half also accou~ts for the 
higher incidence of cholera, anddurmg the decade under review 40,778 

from granite is Jess fertile and does not _hold> wa~r, ~on~equcntly, irrigation is neces
sary for the production of crops the chief of which IS nee. 

2 The western half " M~athwara " is mainly inhabited by Marathi-speaking 
peopl~ who have different physical and m~ntal .traits f~~m the Telugu-~peaking pe~ple 
who inhabit the Eastern half called the Tehngana. ~h.e former IS s.trong, virile, 
indepdendent race of people of mixed Aryan an.d _Dravt.di_an stock whtle the latter 
is weaker and is less virile being of purely D~av1d1an ongm. The southern a~p;ct 
of Marathwara is inhabited by Kanarese-speaking people, a branch of the Dravulian 
race, the aboriginals of South India. 



deaths due to this disease-with a death-rate of 0.59 per mille were re
corded in Marathwara and Karnatic against 28,675 deaths and a mor-
tality rate of 0.38 in Telingana. . 

It is, therefore, obvious that the Public Health problems in the two 
divisions of the State vary considerably, 'and it is probable that in no 
other part of India does there exist such a clear-cut demonstration of the 
direct influence of topographical and climatological conditions on the 
prevalence of different diseases in adjacent areas. · 

Vital Statistics.-We need hardly emphasise the importance of 
assembling and analysing statistics concerned with the physical well
being of communities, as without such records public health work proves 
wasteful, expensive and ineffective. Attention has constantly been drawn 
to the fact that records regarding vital events in the Dominions are in
accurate and that recorded events give wrong or at best vague impres
sions. Unless the system concerned with the collection and compilation 
of the raw material of Vital Statistics ensures that the assembled indivi
dual facts are reasonably accurate, all attempts at valuation and evalua
tion become a mere waste of time. The returns of births and deaths are 
absolutely unreliable and-0f~cal value,for-instance, in the 
·d~cadeending 1931; althoughh~corded deaths out-numbered re~rded 
bu'ths to the tune of 13(),047, t ere was an h•o..no=c In the population of 

-I,964,378,and in the decade under review the recorded births exceeded 
deaths by only 158,173 while the actual increase in population has been 
1,902,386. . 

[Chart. 
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General Morbidity and M t z·t B 1 . 
h · h or a z y.- e ow are two Illustrations 

s owmg t e average number of d ths ' f · th D . . ea per annum rom various causes 
~~40 ~-Offimlons recorded for the decennium I 92 I to I 930 and I 93 I to 

No. 34-
1
-Chart _showing the average number of deaths per annum 
rom varzous causes. 

~' 
... ~ 

~,..

/' 

l'fe.an /93t-1940PD AA 191.1-/930 A 0 , rean 
IJ40-13.f-9F. 1330 ·t339F. 

To/a/..Dealhs /33.803 Tola/.lJecr/hs/,27-!173 

The difference with respect to total mortality and number of deaths 
due to various causes during the two .decades indicates a rise in mortality 
due to preveutible diseases other than plague in the last decade; but i·t 
must be realised that the figures for I 92 I to I 930 are grossly underesti
mated, because registration of vital events, particularly deaths due to 
such causes as plague, cholera and small-pox, became more accuratt> 
in the decade I93I-1940. 

111 alaria.-Hawever inaccurate the total figures may be, yet they 
show that over 65 per cent. of the total deaths in the State fall uncle! 
the head of-" fevers "; these no doubt include a majority of deaths due 
to " malaria~' and a fair number due to such preventible diseases as 
tuberculosis and enteric fevers. Leslie (I gog) suggested that in an 
ordinary year malaria was responsible for a mean death-rate of 5 per 
mille in India. Even if this moderate rate is accepted for Hyderabad 
deaths due to malaria in the State would be about 7o,ooo per annum or 
nearly 200 deaths a day. Malaria does not merely account for this 
COJos~al deStil.ICtion of life1 but it has in addition, a baneful influence 
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upon. the vitality and physique of the population, and this in turn results 
in economic and moral degeneration. Bearing this in mind, measures in 
ep.qemic areas of the Dominions and s=eys have been conducted in 
Dubak,_Mulug, Utnur, Rajura, Narayanpet, Raichur, Gangawati, 
~alamnuri,-llingoli_iind Jintur, and subsequent 'work has resulted in 
amelioration of malaria in the affected areas. . · . . · 

_Notable success has been achieved in Hyderabad City, where an 
anti-malarial campaign wa~ organised in 1929 at the joint expense of 
the State Health Departme~t and the City Municipal Corporation. The 

--illustration below shows the splenic indices prior· to the inception of 
. No. 35.-Map of Hyderabad City showing Spleen Index. 
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anti-malarial measures; this compared with the figures now obtaining 
will show a great reduction in the endemicity of malaria. 
·-While. on the subjec.l_Qf malaria, it will not be out of place to men
tion what is so little known to the public of Hyderabad and even to a 
majority of medical men,.:th~t Sir Ronald Ross made his important dis
covery about the transmission Ohnalaria___by mosquitoes here in Hyder
abad. Ronald Ross was the regtmentaLsurgeonOf the 19th Madras 
Infantry which was then stationed-at Begumpet Lines. · 
· His great discovery has placed in the hands of the sanitarians the 

Strong-weapon of defence against the greatest scourge of humanity in the 
tropics. . The hospital where he worked is at- present used as a-Military 
I~:fess an~tion is shown in the first of the group of four illustra- _ 
tions below (p. 128). To quote Ross's own words, ., 

"The 19th_ Maaras Infantry was then stationed at a cantonment 
of Secunderabad .called Begumpett; situated close to the 
outflow of the great tank of Secunderabad. The hospital 
and the hutments of the men and their families were placed 
not far from the tank, but the Officers' Mess and quarters 
were farther away, and our b~ngalow was about a quarte~ 
of a Iilll:e from the hospital. · The hospital was a one-storied 
building containing, I think, two wards, ·besides omces, and 
it was h~re that I did most of my importa~t work." ~-----.. 

[Illustrations; 



No. 36.-· Photo showin'g the place where 1\1 a/aria was investigated. -
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" At first I toiled comfortably, b~t as failure followed failure, I 
became exasperated and worked till I could hardly see my 
way home late in the afternoons. Well do I remember that 
necessary gleam of light coming in from under the eaves of 
the verandah. I did not allow the punka t"o be used because 
it blew about my dissected mosquitoes, which were partly 

· examined without a cover-glass and the result was that 
. swarms of flies and of "eye-tlie$ "..;._minl)te· little insects 
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whiCh· tcy to get into one's ears ancl eyeli<:Js:-,.,-tormented me 
at their. pleasure, while an occasional Stegomyia revengecl· 
herself on me for the deOJ.th of her friends. T)le ~rews of· 
my microscope were rustt;~d with sweat from mY forehead 

, an<l hands ancl its last remaining eye-piece w~s cracked!" 
He refers to his discovery in the following stanzas of ~ poem, 

·" In Exile." · · · · 

· " This day relenting God, · 
· - Hath placed within my hand, 
A wondro:us thing; and God 

Be Praised; At His command. 
Seeking His secret deeds . 

With tears and toiling breath, 
I find thy cunning seeds, .. . · 
· · 0 million-murdering Death. 

· I know this little thing, 
A myriad men will save, 

0 Death, where is thy sting? 
Thy Victory, 0 Grave?" , 

. Plague.-The wake of the last plague pandemic that struck India 
abol!t ,half a century ago has in its march across Peninsular lndra set up 
,endemic centres in the Deccan ;plateau. The exact foci are yet to be 
'.determined,· but they are no doubt limited to the western half of the 
Dominions, the Marathwara and Karnatic districts. The first recorded 

·epidemic of plague occurred in the State in Ambad, in Aurangabad 
:.District, i!l- 1897 (1306 F;), and was imported from Byculla, Bombay._ . 

9 [Chart. 



. The series of 5 illustrations below depict recorded plague mortality 
in the State during the past 44 years; this divided into decennial periods 
indicates how plague has crept into the Dominions from the west and 
has spread continuously for a period of go years to the eastern half of. 
the Dominions and taken a heavy toll of lives during the decennium 1917 
to 1926 ( 1326 to 1335 Fasli). 
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Since 1927 the disease has los~ its former ;virulence and begun to 
r~c~de backwards towards the west and has now e:;tablished itself in two 
d1stmct zones shown below in which the endemic foci seem to be located 
an~ from ~ese the disease flares up· from time to time to spread to th~ 
ne1ghbounng free areas. · 

No. 38.-Map showin~ Pla~ue Centres. 

I 

The determination of the exact endemic foci in these zones and the 
scientific study of the factors that favour such endemicity will alone help 
in adopting reasonable methods for eradicating the disease. A proposal 
to conduct surveys on these lines is under way, but in the meanwhile the 
Public Health.Department have carried out rat destruction campaigns 
by intensive cynogas fumigation. 

· The bar diagram below shows yearly morbidity and mortality due 
to plague in Hyderabad City and its suburbs during the past 3 decades. 
This will illustrate the change that has been brought about with regard 
to ph~gue in the City as a result of org~ed effort ~uring the p~st eleven 
years, and this has no doubt resulted m 1ts econormc regeneration. 

[Chart. 
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Environmental Hygiene.-Infectious diseases have always exhibited 
a tendency to. wax and wane. Periods of high incidence are followed by 
periods of comparative quiescence and vice-versa. Yet so little is known 
at preSent of the conditions \mder which pathogenic organisms undergo 
enhancement or attenuation of virulence that practical preventive . . ' 
measures have to be directed mainly towards . 

I. increasing the power of resistance of the population, and 
2. guarding the community from exposure to infection. 

The first object is achieved by the production of artificiar immunity, 
which is now one of the chief weapons ·which the science of bactetiology 
has placed in our hands, but protection of the population by improved 
standards of living and sanitation, collectively called " environmental 
hygiene," provides the strongest line of defence. From the point of view 
of the community, therefore, it is necessary to concentrate on introduc
ing thooe permanent changes which will make it possible for the people 
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to lead healthy li':es. W~ilst .vaccines and sera, drugs and other treat. 
ments all have then place m the fight against diseases, they are no substi
tutes for pure water, fresh air, sanitary dwellings and wholesome food. 
These are the foundations on which alone the superstructure of indivi
.dual and co~unal health can be built. 

During the past decade marked progress has been made in the 
g~neral sanitary conditions of large towns in the Dominions. Organised 
p1ped water-supply, Surface drains and public latrines have been pro
vided in Aurangabad, Latur, Raichur, Gulbarga, Nander, Seram 
Warangal, Jalna, Osmanabad, Tuljapur and Nizamabad at a total cost 
of about xo millions of rupees. 

A number of sanitary wells have been constructed for the dual pur
pose of providing improved water-supply and eradicating guinea-worm 
in the Mar~thwara area. In Raichur and Gulbarga districts 2,636 
standard des1gn wells have been constructed and a number of step-wells 
have been converted into draw-wells. The annual grant of 5 lakhs of 
rupees to the Well-Sinking Department has been increased by 3 lakhs 
with a resultant provision for the construction of soo wells a year. 
· The City Improvement Board has from ·its inception in I9I4 
( I323 F.,) done much to improve the sanitation of Hyderabad City. The 
work of demolishing slums is in progress and 37 of these areas have been 
replaced by 3,508 sanitary dwellings constructed at a cost of 8r lakhs. 

Improvement of smaller district towns and villages has also been 
under the consideration of Government and onders have been issued with 
regard to the planning of towns and villages, and building bye-laws are 
being enforced in all towns·with a population of s,ooo. Several town 
extensions and village development schemes are in progress in the domi
nions · these include the construction of labour colonies in industrial 
areas' rat-proof godawns for cotton and grain markets, type design 
slaughterhouses, meat, beef and vegetable markets in a number of dis-
trict towns. · 

Thus the general sanitary conditions of larger district towns are 
rapidly improving, but the less important. towns are still. in a somewhat 
neglected condition. It is hoped that w1th the redraftmg of the local 
self-government regulations, ~or .inclus.ion in the reformed co~titutio~, 
great improvements in the d1stncts wrll result. These regulatiOns w1ll 
place in the hands of the District Board~, .the Municipal and Town Com
mittees, powers with regard to the pro~s10n of wholes~me ~ater-s~pply, 
construction of drains sewers and latnnes, control of infectious diseases 
and public nuisance, ~ontrol of ~ood and drug adulteration,. regulat~on 
of offensive trades and construction of markets and reservation of s1tes 
for factories, etc. · . . f h . 1 . • 

Other Improvements.-The proviSion o t e medica mspect10n 
·of school chi1dren; the appointinent of a full-time woman Civil Surgeon 



for organising the Maternity and Child Welfare Services and the crea
tion of a Department of Nutrition under a trained officer are among the 
important reforms of the past decade.. Recently organised. effort has 
been begun in order to combat the scourge of tuberculosis. . The Public 
Health laboratories have been organised, and not only is vaccine lymph 
manufactured, but cholera vaccine is also being prepared from proper 
strains on a larger scale. ' . 

Public Health propaganda has been organised and the people evince 
signs of health consciousness and appreciate the prompt attention paid 
at the onset of epidemics. 

With regard to the future !development of public health work, a 
reorganisation programme has been drawn up; this provides for the 
establishment of a Bureau of Epidemiology and Vital Statistics under a 
whole-time officer and a centralized system of collection and compilation 
of vital events; a Bureau of Health Education and the establishment of 
Health Units has been recommended, in addition to the introduction of 
such Public Health Legislation as is necessary £or the enforcement of 
fundamental health principles. A revised Health Scheme now bt:fcre 
Government includ~ request for adequate staff and financial assistance. 

[Chart. 
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. . N?n-Gover!'-ment Areas.-The many improvements made in the 
D1wa~ Ila9-as l Govemme~t areas) do not unfortunately aoply to the 
non-D1w~ru and ~on-Sarf-1-Khas Ilaqas (Paigahs, Jagirs, Samasthans, 
etc.)'· ~hich constit~te as ~uch.as ~r.7 per cent. of the total area of the 
J:>.o~ruons. The Illustration md1cates islands of non-Diwani Ilaqas 
dlStnbuted throughout the various parts of the Dominions : 

No. 40. Shaded areas are Non-Government llaqas. 

A study of the problems of the epidemic diseases in the Dominions \ 
reveal the fact that such occurrences bear a special relation to the distri
bution of !these " llaqas " many of whi_ch are potential danger zones 
because of their ill-managed sanitation. These" Ilaqas" are not under 
the control of the Health Department and any scheme of future public 
health development in the State must place these areas and ·their health 
budget under the control of the State Health Department. 

Lastly, Government and Local .Bodies must realise that the respons
ibility of protecting the population from preventable diseases devolves 
upon them; and that expenditure on public health is a sound investment 
which brings high returns in the shape of increased revenues. The 
working capital of the individual ~ his capacitr to ~ull ~is weight in ~he 

. ship of state and when that capac1ty has been rmpa~red Instead of bemg 
an asset he becomes a liability. 



CHAPTER VII 

INFIRMITIES 

. 105. Value of Infirmity Statistics.-It is generally admitted that 
. the census figures of infirmities and diseases can only be accepted with 

caution. The most important cause of inaccuracy in these figures is 
psychological, the unwillingness of persons, especially women, to .give 
correct information on particular infirmities, particularly of diseases 
such as leprosy. The lack of technical knowledge among enumerators is 
also an important cause. Accordingly, it was decided to exclude from 
this census such information as of leprosy and other diseases of which 
the diagnosis is difficult; only infirmities that were quite obvious to the 
enumerators were retained, as valuable lessons can be drawn from such 
data if certain allowances are made. Information regarding leprosy 
was omitted because enumerators, with no medical knowledge, cannot 
distinguish leprosy from such other maladies as yaws, leucoderma and 
syphilis; moreover a layman, in the earlier stages of leprosy when the 
disease is in a most virulent and contagio.us forxn, cannot detect it at all 
The usual leper also will seldom frankly confess leprosy to an enume
rator. Dr. John Lowe, M. B., the then Medical Officer in charge of the 
Leprosy Hospital at Dichpalli (Nizamabad District), remarked in the 
1931 Census figure for the whole district was only 346. Referring to 
which Dichpalli is situated) undoubtedly over 500 lepers whereas the 
1931 Census figure for the whole district was only 346. Referring to 
Hyderabad City where only 58 lepers had been registered in 1931, he 
wrote, " we have seen at least 6oo patients who live in the City, and as 
many as 150 have been seen on one day." For the whole State Dr. Lowe 
estimated in 1931 a leper population of 6o,ooo and observed that" It is 
frequendy found in British India that the true number of lepers is 10 

times the census figures and that it is quite impossible for any non
medical authority to get any true estimate of the number of lepers in 
a large area such as Hyderabad." The indoor and outdoor patients 
treated for leprosy in 1940 in Government hospitals alone numbered 
5,086. . . 

The Government of India, while admitting that infirmity statistics 
collected at the census were inaccurate, thought that the census figures, 
" though inaccurate are of some interest and value .because the errors 
are fairly constant from census to census and the ratio of variation 
affords some guide to the growth or decline of a disease. The statistics 
also give some clue to the territorial and racial distribution of the in
firmities." 



· The infirmities again enumerated in 1941, Lunacy, Blindness and 
Deaf-Mutism, etc., do not require any specialised knowledge for entries. 
Two new infirmities were added in the 1941 census enumeration (a) 
'Infirm', and (b) Guinea-worm. " Infirms " include persons afflicted 
with such constitutional defects as lack of an eye or limb, and chronic 
invalids. Such defects may be due to mutilation or disease. The 
enumeration of those suffering from guinea-worm was taken up at the 
instance of the Government in the Revenue Department as the infor
mation was. required for planning the operations of the Well-Sinking 
and District Water-Works Departments. · 

to6. lnfirmities.-Comparative figures since 1901 for each in
firmity are given below: 

Infirmity \' 1941 1981 I 1921 I 1911 
I 1901 

-

I~ane . . . . .. 22,252 2,200 2,519 2,560 .884 

Deaf-Mute .. 17,499 8,742 8,410 4,421 627 

Blind . . . . .. 26,751 12,516 19,188 16,268 1,844 

Infirm . . . . . . 23,791 . . . . . . .. 
Guinea-worm . . . . 156,406 . . . . . . .. 
Lepers . . .. 3,788 ·4,214 8,758 I 880 . . . . 

. The great increase in the number of all the infirmities m' the Domi
nions of H.E.H. the Nizam in 1941 cens~ may be due to proper record

. ing owing to the increase ~f census. consc10~sness of the people. Hyder
. abad is a pioneer almost m stoppmg beggmg. · 

To compare percentage variations of the total infir~ for 19_41 . 
with 1931 would not be proper inasmuch as 156,406 affi1ct:ed With 
o-uinea-worm and 23,791 "intirm" have been first co';lnted ~ 1941, 
~hile le ers, though not represented separ~tely, are obVIously mcluded 
in the c~lunm ' Infirm ' if they have lost hmbs, etc. 

[Chart. 
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Not including guinea-worm, the totl!l number of all afflicted stands 

at 90,293. In other words, 55 persons out of every ten thousand of the 
State population suffer from one or the other of the specified infirmities. 
The proportion varies for districts. The highest, viz;., 79 per 1o,ooo 
of population is recorded by Aurangabad followed by 76 for Osman
abad. Baghat has the smallest proportion of 28, while. in all other 
districts it ranges between 40 and 70. 

107. Distribution bJ-1 Natural DiVisions.-The marginal statement 
PEn 10,000 op PoPULATION 

Division 

!Blind Total Deaf- Infirm Insane 
Mute 

Telin~a . ·I 52 14 10 15 18 
Maratbwara .. 00 19 12 15 15 

. . Marathwara leads Telmgana m all categones . 

shows the incidence 
of infirmities in 'J'el
ingana and · Marath
wara. Excepting the 
proportion of ' in
firm,' which is identi
cal for both tracts, 

[Statement. 
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108. Distribution by sex.-The sex ratio of those afflicted with 
Year 1· Males J Fe~ales infirmities is shown in the ~arginal statement. 

1941 .. 

1 

56 44 It would appear that there IS always a greater 
1931 .. 57 43 tendency to infirmities among males than 
1921 . . 54 46 £ 1 Of th 1 am· d . 6 1911 •• 56 44 . ema es. e tota 1cte m I94I, 5 
1001 .. I 66 34 per cent. were males and 44 females. 

109. Distribution by age.-According to age distribution, the 
largest.number afflicted occur in the so and over group which represents 
28.2 per cent. of the total afflicted· (excluding guinea-worm). The 
lowest percentage (I ·S) occurs among infants in the o-5 group. In 
other age-groups the percentage varies from 9·3 in the 4S·50 to 5·6 in 
the S-Io group. It will be seen from the following table that, except in 
the 2o-25 and 2S·30 groups, where there is a slight fall, such affliction is 
progressive from infancy to adulthood. The reason for the sudden rise 
in the proportion afflicted in the age-group 50 and over· seems to be 
that during the earning period of their life persons seek to hide their 
infirmities. Once they have passed the age o( so or their working days 
are over, they speak the truth about their infinnities, as they are then 
usually dependent on others. · 

-
PEBCENTAGIIl TO 

Age 
I 

·groups Total Blind IDeal-Mute Infirm Insane .. , Guinea·· 
infirms worm 

0-5 . .I 1.5 2.2 1,.8 0.6 1.6 2.8 

5-10 5.6 5.9 5.2 6.8 4r.6 5.2 
0 0 

10-15 6.8 6.6 9.6 2.2 7.8 5.8 ... 
8.6 5.0 10.4r. 6.9 15-20 7.6 6.8 

• 0 

8.6 6.6 8.6 8.8 20-25 .. 7.2 6.4. 
25~0 7.1 5.9 6.1 8.6 7.4. 8.8 

• 0 

8.8 8.2 11.1 9.4. 
8~5 8.7 7.1 

• 0 

8.8 8.2 12.8 10.1 85-40 9.1 7.8 .. 
8.7 10.8 10.4. 9.6 4.0-4.5 9.1 7.8 

• 0 

8.2 12.6 8.8 9.9 4.5-50 9.8 7.4. .. 
86.7 25.2 81.6 16.6 22.8 50 & over 28.2 

110• Distribution by Community.~~ the total afflicted 41.4 per 
t Other Hindus 2I.2 per cent. HanJans and I9 per cent. Mus-

cen.are • . 6 "' hil p · lims. Tribes and Virashaivas contnbute . I pe~ cent. ~ac • .., w e ams 
have the lowest percentage, o.oo4. The proportion of mfinns per Io,ooo 
of each community is high~t am?ng Sikhs (564), followed b>: 'Other 
Hindus' (468), Jains (305.), ParsiS (267), Aryas {I3I:), Muslims and 
Tribes (8I each). 



· IIL . Blindnim:~The·number of blind .representS only those who 
are totally blind in both eyes. There were 26,751 blind, against 12,516 
in 1931 (an increase ofi6.6 per cent.) and 19,138 in 1921. This forms 
the largest number afflicted with any one infirmity, except guinea-worm. 
The numbers of indoor and outdoor patients treated for diseases of the 
eye in the government hospitals in 1940 were 1,765 and 145,567 res
pectively. As pointed out in a prev~ous census report, small-pox, puru
lent ophthalmia; unCleanliness, use of drastic' remedies for or-dinary eye 
.troubles, dark .and ill-ventilated habitations, the glare of the summer 
· sun, the use of smoky wood fuel and kerosene lamps without chimneys, 
and seniie decay are the important causes of this infirmity. Of all these. 

Year . I P ., M . I F ~~~::ts:snil:;~~a~l:a:~es:~~r= 
____ __,! __ __.L __ .!_ __ the age-groups statement given 

1941 
1931 

. l921 
1911 

• • 26,751 
• • 12,516 

. • • 19,188 
• • 16,263 

14,594 12,157 above. Very few resort to hospitals 
6•480 _ 69·~65 .to get cataracts removed. Com- . o,4os .~ B ch 
8,287 7,976 parative figures of the lind at ea 

-:-----:-'--:c--...:_--'---- census are shown in the inset state
ment. EXcept in 1921, there has always been an excess of males over 
females . 

.. _ Of .the totaL blind,_ Marathwara. had 14,369 _or 53· 7 per cent., 
against 57 per cent. in 1931. Aurangabad still retains the first place, 
with 3,001 blind persons followed· by Gulbarga ( 2,839) and: Parbhani 

· ( 1,609). In Aurangabad and Gulbarga districts, there are n.1ore blind 
females· than males. Te!ingana had 46.3 per cent. of the total blind 
ermm:erated, against 43 per_ cent. in 1931; the largest number was found 
in Nalgonda (I ,939), followed by Mahbubnagar ( 1 ,8.28) and Karim
nagar ( 1,140). There were more female than male blind in· Niza.m
abad, Baghat and W arangal Districts. 

9,831 or 36.7 per cent. of the total blind belong tothe 50 and over 
age-group.: Only 586 infants or 2.2 per cent. of the o-5 age-group were 
blind. The number of blind increases in the follo_wing two a&e-groups 
(5-lO and 1(>-:-15 )-6.6 and 6.8 per cent. respectively-and gradually 
qrops to 6.4 per cent. and 5·9 per cent. respectively for the succeeding 
two groups ( 15.20 and 25.30,) ; in the quinary groups from 30 to 50 
the proportion is practically the same, ranging from 7.1 per cent. for 
30-35 to 7·4 per cent. for 45-50. 

[Chart. 
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No. 42. Blindness Accordin~ to Sex·& A~e for 
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The actual number of blind males and females of the main com· 

Community 

Br. Hindus 
Other Hindus •• 
Harijana •• 
Vuaahaivaa 
Muslims 
Christiana 
Tribes 

.. I 

Total 
Blind 

618 
9,666 
6,117 
1,645 
6,102 

452 
1,560 1 

Males I Females 

895 
5,164 
8,219 

934 
3,440 

251 
782 I 

218 
4,502 
2,898 

711 
2,662 

201 
778 

munities is shown in 
the sub-joined state
ment. 36.2 per cent. 
of the total blind are 
other Hindus, 22.9 
per cent. Harijan~, 
22.8 per cent Mus
lims and 5.8 per cent. 
are Tribals. This is 
in accord with the 
community _ propor
tion of the total 
population. T h e 

largest percentage-increase, 1,475, was recorded among Sikhs, the num
ber of blind among' whom increased from 8 in 1931 to 125. Among other 
coriununities also there is a high percentage increase ranging·from 43·4 
other Hindus to 850 for Aryas. Parsis alone showed a decrease, of 25 
per cent. Blindness was thus most pronounced among Sikhs ( 236 per 
ten thousand) followed by Jains with ll3 per ten thousand. Of the 
major communities, Muslims had the highest proportion ( 29 per ten 
thousand}. 

112. Deaf-Mutes.-The total number of deaf-mutes has shot up 

I I I from 3,742 in 1931 to 17,689, an 
Year P.- M. F. increase of 444· 7 per cent. The 

only reason to account for this 
~:!~ · · 1~:;:: ::~~ i;~!; enoqnous increase may be the fact 
1921 3,410 1,994 1,416 that those who are " deaf" with-
~:~ • • 

4·~ 2·:! 1·:~ out being " mute " were also in-
----.-;--;----,---;--:;-__:___-=---:-----=--- eluded in this category. __ 

Although deafness combined with dumbness is a congenital defect, 
yet where it is associated with insanity, the popular belief, especially in 
villages, is that it is the work of evil spirits. The treatment which such 
sufferers are subjected to at the hands of devil-dancers and exorcists is 
apt to be so severe that the afflicted are short-lived. 

The proportion of deaf-mutes in the natural divisions is practically 
-the same, there being 8,946 in Marathwara and 8,553 in Telingana. 
Though males predominate in both_ areas, there is a larger number of 
males in Marathwara and of females in Telingana. In all districts ex
cept W arangal and Mahbubnagar there are more of male than female 
deaf-mutes. Medak records the lowest female proportion to males, 62 
females to 44 7 males. 

[Chart. 
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No. 43, Deaf-Mutism according to Sex & Age 1931 & 1941 
. (Per lakh of Population)." 
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. In age-groups, the largest percentage of deaf-mutes ( 25.2) is 
found in the so and over group and the smallest (1.8) among infants. 
With the exception of the s-IO and the 25•30 groups, which had per
centages of 5.2 and 6.1 respectively, the percentage fluctuates between 
8.2 and g.6 for all other groups. Of the deaf-mutes, 43· I per cent. are 
other Hindus, 20.3 per cent. Harijans, 15.4 per cent. Muslims, 6.6 per 
cent. Virashaivas, 6. I per cent. Tribes, 3·5 per cent. Christians an :I 3· I 
per cent. Brahmanic Hindus. The. proportion for 10,ooo of popula
tion for each community works out to I 2 I for Parsis, I 12 for Sikhs and 
63 for Jains. The percentages among major communities were Other 
Hindus (8), Muslims (Iz.)~ and Harijans (12,), and Christians (27). 



· I13 .. Iruanity.-·. Mental affliction in some cases provides a ready 
road to a local reputation for sainthood. Hallucination and loss of self
control are generally ascribed to "possession" or .heat. It is believed 
that if the particular demon or godling is properly appeased by special 
offerings, the person afflicted may be released and thus regain his sanity. 
This belief makes people resort to magic and such magical practices as 
bhanamati, sifli amal or ulvi amal.- The person afflicted is not regarded 
as insane, hysterical, etc. · : _ 

The following observations recorded in the last report are equally 
applicable this time~ 

" ' In some countries,' says the Census Commissioner for India, 
' an attempt is made at the census to distinguish between 
the violent form of mental derangement or insanity pro
perly so called, and idiocy. Even in Europe, however, it 
.has been found impossible to separate the two classes of 
mental disease, and in India, the difficulty would be far 
greater.' Our figures, in all probability, include both 
la . " . csses. _ . _,_. , 

The number of insane in the Dominions now stands at 22,252 as 
compared with 2,200 only in 193I, an increase of 9II per cent. It is 
very difficult to vouch for the reliability of these figures.. And yet to 
say that 13 per ten thousand of the State population suffer from this 
affliction, which includes persons who, though weak-minded, are not 
actually insane, does not seem to tend towards unreliability. 

There are I I,307 insane, 50.8 per cent. of the total, in Telingana, 
and the rest in Marathwara. In I93I too, Telingana had a numerical 
lead in ~his aspect. But the proportions have now undergone a change. 
The proportion of insane in Marathwara has increased 'from 25 per cent. 
in 193I to 49.2 per cent. which may largely be accounted for by the 
shifting of the LunaticAsylum from Hyderabad City to Jalna. Mental 
strain, want and worry, indulgence in intoxicants and narcotic drugs and 
other intemperate habits, which are less apparent in Marathwara, were 
stated in the 1931 Report to be some of the causes for the wide-spread 
insanity of Telingana. For the reasons stated above (the shifting of the 
Lunatic Asylum to Jalna) Aurangabad District returned the largest 
number of insane personS, but is closely followed by Nalgonda in Tel
ingana. There is a preponderance of males over females in all districts 

- except Baghat and Mahbubnagar. -
As of other infirmities, the so and over age-group has the highest 

proportion ( I6.6 per cent.) of insane persons, but this proportion is 
much less than that of other infirmities. The ·proportion in the 35·40 
group .is I 2.3 per cent., in the 30-35· group I I. I per cent., and in the 
I5-20 and 40-45 groups 10.4 per cent. each. The lowest proportion 
occurs among infants unQ.er 5, w~th d;l(; pec~liaJiity ~hat, !n this group~ 

• • , ' I ' -, • •' 1 •• • ' 
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unlike others, females exceed males. N d p corded. . o rna arsi women were re-

No. 44. The Incidence of Insanity. Amon~ 
Males &- Females ·1931 & 1941; - . 

. __ (Perlakh of Population) 
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_ Community statistics reveal that 40.5 per cent. of the insane are 
.Other Hindus, 20.1 per cent. Harijans and 17 per cent. Muslims. The 
number of insane per ten thousand of each community is highest among 
Sikhs (gg}, followed by Jains (51). Of major communities, the pro
·portions among_ Other Hindus, Harijans, Muslims and Christians are 
II, 15, 19 and 120 respectively per ten -thousand. 

I 14. lnfirmity.-Vnder this is shown the number of persons 
suffering from heterogeneous afmctions other than those already dis
cussed, such as one-eyed, one limbed or otherwise invalided. These 
figures have not previously been, coUecteQ. N ~tatistics of leprosy wen: 

lQ -



omitted this time, it is almost certain that infirm lepers· were included · 
under this category. . . . . 

There are 23,791.4llrms (13.407 rna~es ~n<!_' 10,~84 females). m 
the Dominions, ii). the sense in ;which infirmity IS used m the preceding 
paragraph. Of the total infirrns, Telingana has 12,529 (6,910 males 
and s,619 females) as against. II,262 in. Mare~:thwara ( 6,t97 m~es 
and 4,765 females) .. The largest number 1,972 IS recorded m Karrm
nagar followed by 1,874 and 1,682 in Mahbubnagar and Gulbarga 
respectively. 

In Mahbubnagar male are far fewer than female infirms; while in 

I I I
. Karimnagar and Gulbarga the 

Districts P. M. F. opposite tendency prevails; ·the 
____ __:. __ ...!--~,..-r-- marginal statement shows this 

Mahbubnngar.. 1,874 1,726769 1,16o9s3; clearly. The excess of males in 
Karimnagnr • • 1,972 1a 
Gulbarga 1;682 '1,165 517 Gulbarga is accounted by the rge 

--------'----'------'--- number of beggars and vagrants 
living on charity distributed !!-t the Dargah of the Saint Hazrat Banda-
Nawaz. . · · · 

Distributed by communities; 41 per cent. of the Infirms are Other 
Hindus, 20.9 per cent Harijans, 18.4 per .. cenf. Muslims, and only 2.2 
per cent. Christians. By even ten thousand of each community popu
lation, the largest proportion is of Sikhs (u6), followed by Jains (78), 
Christians (24), Muslims (21), Harijans ( 16) and Other Hindus (II). 

- The age statistics point to ·a gr~dual increase in ·the percentage af 
infirms according to age-groups. Excepting the 5-Io group which shows 
a marked rise of 6.8 per cerit. fromo.6 per cent. in the preceding infant 
group, the perce~tage figures rang~ from 2.2 in the 10-15 group to 12.6 
m the 45-50 group, wheri they sriddenly shoot up to 31.6 for the 50 and 
over group. . . -

---.r-:y.--Occupatianal..Dmnbution of lnfirmities.-State Table Ill 
(C) of 1931 contains main occupations for total infirrns only. This 
time, Part IV of State Table Ill gives the occupation of total infirrns 
as well as of particular infirmities by districts. 
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· The distribution of infirmities by occupation is shown ·in the 

I nflrmity 

lind B 
p . c. 

.. .. 
eaf-Mute D 

p 
In 
p 

. c. 
sane 
.c. 
firm In 

p .c. 
Total 
P.C. 

. . 

.. .. .. .. 

.. .. 

Agriculturists 

Males Female. 

6,068 4,998 
80.8 81.9 

4,200 2,910 
21.9 18.8 

4,758 8,854 
28.7 :24.5 

5,004 8,928 
24.9 21.9 

20,025,15,690 
100.0 100.0 

Beggars and 
vagrants 

Males Females 

. 5,979 5,584-
27.8 80.8 

4,065 . . 8,345 
18.6 18.5 

5,806 4,438 
26.5 -24.5 

6,020- 4o,709 
27.5 26.0 

21,870 18,076 
100.0 100.0 

All other 
occupations 

Males! Fe-
males 
' ' 

2,547 1,575 
80.8 25.8 
1,492 1,487 
17.7 23.8 . 
1,987 1,414 
"23.6 22.7 
2;383 1,747 
28.8 28.1 . 

8,409 6,223-
100.0 100.0 

sub-joined statement. 
It would appear that 
of the total infirms 
gg.6 per cent. are 
a g r i c u.l t u r i s t s, 
44.2 per cent.. are 
beggars and vagrants, . 
and 16.2 per ·cent . 
belong to all occupa-
tions. · 

. 
Blmd are more numerous among agriculturists and ~ other occup

ations,' while insane and ' infirm ' predominate among beggars and-
vagrants. · . -· .. 
_ 116. Guinea-worm.-Guinea-worm figures are a new piece of 
statistical information, collected, as already noted, at the.- instance of 
the Government for purposes of water~suppl}Uul<i we]J.::Sinking schemes .. 

But,. before drawing any inference from the data, -the nature of the 
enquiry and the figures--obtained must be bome_in mind. The relevant 
question in the census enquiry was: Were you affected with guinea~ 
worm at any time, if so when? If afficted with this ailment, the answer 
of· the enumerated persons simply related to the number of years that _ 
had elapsed since contraction. -Thus, if a person aged go years had an 
attack of guinea-worm in the twentieth year of his age, the entry f01 
him would be 10 against this question. Now, in the process of ~orting, 
this stated number of years was subtracted to show the age at which 
the person was affiicted. · ·· - · ' · 

Consequently, the figures for guinea-worm only denote the number 
of persons who have had this ailment and not the number of persons 
actually suffering from it. Secondly, the age-groups for guinea-worm 
merely indicate the period of life when persons are liable to infection 
and do not, like age-groups for other infirmities, supply figures of the 
present sufferers in each age-group. . 

· The total number of· persons afflicted is l"56,4o6, consisting ·of 
93,639 males and 62,767 females. In other words, o.g per cent. of ~e 
total population or one out of every hundred persons in these Dominions 
suffers or has suffered from guinea-worm. Of the total affiicted, as 
many as 129.474 or 82.7 per cent. are found in Marathwara. That is 
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predominantly a Camatic disease may be seen !{rom the following 
table:-

Per cent of P.C. to total 
Districts Total afflicted population affiicted by 

guinea-worm . 

1. Gulbarga . . 87,972 29 24.0 . . 
2. Osmanabad . . 21,001 28 18.4 . . 
8. Nander . . 15,697 20 10.1 . . . . 
4. Bidar . . 15,644 15 10.0 . . . . 
5. Mahbubnagar . . . . 14,870 1.8 9.2 
6. Raichur . . 18,840 1.8 8.1 . . . . , 
7. Bir . . . . . . 12,851 1.7 7.9 
8. Parbhani . . . . . 7,209 0.8 4.5 
9. Aurangabad . . . . 5,760 0.5 8.7 

10. Nalgonda . . . . 5,216 0.4 8.4 
11. Warangal . . . . 8,071 0.2 1.9 

-
The ~ge statistics for guinea-worm reveal that liabili~ to infection 

is only 2.7 per cent. for infants under 5 years. It increases by stages, 
according to age-groups, to 10.1 per cent. for the 45-50 group and shows 
a slight decline for the next two quinary groups· reaching-alllaximum 
of 22.8 per cent. for persons aged 50 and over. 

Of the total persons afflicted with guinea-worm 39 per cent. are 
Other Hindus; 14 per cent. are Harijans, 13 per cent. are Muslims and 
12.4 per cent. Virashaivas. The proportion per cent. of each community 
is highest among Aryas (g.64) followed by Sikhs (6.o7)' and Vrrashaivas 
( 2.41). Among others, ' Other Hindus' represent o.66 per cent., Hari
jaBS 0.76, Muslims 1.03, Christians 1.99, Tribes 1.87 and Jains 1.66. 

The ailment. is widespread among agriculturists, who represent 
53· 1 per cent. of the total afflicted followed by 40.2 per cent. for beggars 
~nd v~grants. All other occupations represent 6. I per cent. only. There 
JS a slight excess of females over males among beggars imd vagrants. 
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PART II. 

OCCUPATIONAL. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

117. Means of Livelihood-General.-The expression 'Means 
of Livelihood' is substituted for 'Occupation.' This is because, as the 
Census Commissioner for India said, the former " covers the· whole 
groun!f. The country wants to know how eafh of us makes his living. 
As you know,-this is possible without having an occupation." It com
prises all forms of gainful activities besides other sources of income which 
may or may not involve any labour at all. 

To question g-relating to the position of the earner, independent, 
wholly or partially dependent-as the Census Commissioner for India 
explained, his approach was" deliberately from the_dependent point of 
view, the word' earner' being extremelydifficul!_ of explanation or defi
nition to the enumerator." Importance is also given in the present classi
fication to the concept of ' partially dependent,' as this type of contri
butor io lihe resources of Indian household is much more numerous than 
is realised. Accordingly, a partial dependent is defined as " someone 
who contributes in cash or kind towards the support of the household 
without being definitely capable of supporting himself." . 
Questions Nos. ·g, · io and 14 related to the information collected for 
principal and subsidiary earners, -partly or wholly dependent. The 
following instructions were given to enumerators. 

For (g), for a person whQ. is independent or not dependent on 
any one, leave ( I;) , strike out the other letters; _for a person wholly de
pendent leave (D) only, and for a person partly dependent leave (P} 
only. 

For (1~), in the case of person wholly or pardy dependent on 
another person ent:er the principal .means of livelihood of the person or 
of the head of the fainily on whom dependent. In the case of persons 
who are not dependent on others put a ( X:) . 
' For (14), enter the means of livelihood in order of importance." 
. The rest of the instructions. for this question_ ( 141) were substan-

tially the same as for column 10m 1931. · · 
118. Difficulties of Enumeration.-As pointed out in previous re

ports, ~e ~~ulties of enumeration and. classification must always be 
~orne m mmd m the study of results obtamed through a gigantic survey 
like the census, Not only does the education and mood of the enumerator 
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play an important part, hut, equally, the psychology of the enumerator· 
)8-'important in detennining the accuracy of the information obtained. 
It is not unusual, for instance, to state a more dignified rather than a 
more lucrative occupation as the principal means of livelihood. · Truit 
is to say, when a man has more than one occupation, 1t is entirely 
a matter of fancy which he declares to be his principal one. 

- II.9· The Scheme of Classification.-No material alterations were 
made m the scheme of classification adopted in I93I, as changes in 

. system as distinct from ·matters of detail involve complications and 
render comparisons difficult .. Certain-changes which were adopted in 
the present classification are, .however, noted below. The information 
is shown under five main heads, viz., ' · 

(I) As prhicipafmeans of livelihood without subsidiary means 
oflivelihood; . _ · · . . .. , 

( 2) As principal means of livelihood with subsidiary means of 
livelihood; _ . _ 

( 3) As subsidiary means of_ livelihood; 
( 4) As means of livelihood of partly dependents ; 
(5) Total dependents on this :means of livelihood. 

It will be noticed that the total number under .(2) and (3) for all 
occupations or means of livelihood must of necessity be the same, though 
it wiil be different for individt!al gx:oups, orders and classes. Nos. (I) 
and ( 2) correspond to ~otal earners, showing occupations a8"'Prindpal 
in I93I; while No. (3) corresponds to total following occupations as 
Subsidiart in I93I· -_ . - ·" 

I20. Limitation of the Classification.-;-_Total dependents, ~ow
ever, denote~ all those who are either partly or fully_ dependent on this 
particular means of livelihood: Consequently, the number of fully de

. pendents for. any group can be -obtained by deducting the number of 
.partly dependents from total. dependents. . . _· 

Again, those termed as ' partly dependents ' are not identical with 
the ·• working dependent ' of I 93 I. The latter term, however, denoted, 
"the member of the family who regularly but not for all the time, helped 
tl1e earner in his or her avocation, thereby adding to the family income," 
wJ:-..ile the former comprises those who, their income from a particular 
occupation being insufficient, have to depend upon the support of the 
head of the family or some other person. · · 

In I891 and I90I Sir J. A .. Baine's scheme of classification for 
various occupations was adopted. It was a ~ery complicated one, and 
divided all occupations into seven main classes, 24 sub-classes, 79 orders 
::'.Ild 520 groups. This elaboration 'exposed the work of compilers to 
serious risk of error. Since I9I 1 a more logical lind compact system of 
classification based on that invented by Dr. Jacques Bertillion, a French 



Statistician wa~ introduced. With some modifications, the same system 
has been adopted on the present occasion also. According to this, all 
occupations are divided into 4 classes, 12 sub-classes, 56 orders and 2'35 
groups as shown below:-

Class I Sub-class I Order l Group 

A. Production of raw 
materials .. 

I. Exploitation of animals 
and vegetation 1-2 

3-5 
6-18 

1-18 
19-24 
2~103 B. Preparation and supply 

of material substances. 

ll. Exploitation of minerals . 
ill. Industry 

· IV, Transport .-; 
V. Trade 

C. Public Administration VI. Public Force 

19-28 104-120 
24--4.0 121-154. 
41--4.4 15~160 

and Liberal Arts. 
VII. Public Administration . 

. VIII. Professions and Liberal 
Arts. . 

45 161-164. 
46-50' 16~179 

D. Miscellaneous . . IX. Persons living on their 
income 51 180 

X. Domestic Service .. 52 181-183 
!XI. Insufficiently described 

occupations .. • • 58 184-187 
XII. Unproductive -54-56 188-285 

The following new groups, however, have been added to the list of 
1931, making up a total of 235· · .. 
Sub-Class I.-Exploitation of animals and vegetation. 

' Batai Share Croppers . 
Cultivators of jhum, tangya and shifting areas. 

' Sub-Class III.-Industiy. 
Hemp and ~ax spinning and weaving, Woollen car

pet, weaving, Calico printing, Hosiery workers. 
Tanners, curers, leather dressers and leather dyers. 
Veneer and ply-wood makers, Match veneer and 

splint makers. · . 
Cutlers and surgical and veterinary instrument 

makers. 
Makers of porcelain and crockery. 
Makers of glass and crystalware, Makers of glass 

bangles, glass beads and necklaces, glass ear-studs, 
etc. · 

Others (soap, candles; ·perfiiriiesanatoilet goods, 
ct~) . 

Manufacture of dyes, paints, colours, varnishes and 
inks. . 



M~ufacturers of chemicals, drugs and pharmaceu
tical goods. 

Manufacturers of paper, cardboard and paper 
mache. · . _ 

Manufacturers of shellac and lac products. 
Bakers and biscuit makers. · 
Butter, cheese and ghee makers. 
Other industries, pertaining to dress (garters, belts, 

button, umbrellas, etc.:)~ Electrical Engineers. 

Sub-Class IV.-Transport. 
Along with post office, telegraph and telephone, data 

for 'wireless ' are newly added. 
Sub-Class V.-Trade. 

I • 

Individual .money-lenders (in 193i there was no 
group in table. However, we did collect this data 
specially and include it in the Report Volume). 

Dealers in flour (at a, etc.) and prepared grain and 
pulses. 

Dealers in fruits. and vegetables. 
Film distributors. 

The following are the groups of means of livelihood that are split 
up:-
Sub-Class I.-Exploitation of animals and vegetation. -

Breeders and keepers of cattle and buffaloes for milk 
production. · 

ditto, for other purposes. 
Sub-Class 111.-Jndustry. 

Cotton sizing and weaving {in 1931-this was in
cluded in group 43 with cotton spinning) . 

Other fibres (cocoanut, aloes, straw linseed); in 1931 
group 45 contained these along with· rope, twine, 
string, etc. 

Wool weaving-in 1931 in Group 46 with wool 
carding. 

Makers of leather articles __ as ~ water bags, 
saddlery, harness, etc., excluding boots and shoes. 
In 1931 shown in_ Group 51. · 

Boots, shoes, sandal and clay makers. In_ 193i in
cluded in Group 82 order I 2 under indlistries of 
Dress and Toilet. 

Brick makers-in 1931 Group 64 with Tile makers. 
Gur (or jaggery including rab), in 1931 in Group 74 
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with sugar and molasses. 
Excavators and well-sinkers. 
Stone cutters. 
Brick layers and masons. . . 
Builders other than buildings made of bamboo or 

similar articles. 
Houses decorators, painters and plumbers (in 1931 

only one Group, viz., go). 
Book binders and stitchers (in 1931 with printers and 

engravers in Group 95). 

Sub-Class V.-Trade. 
Trade in bark, bamboos, canes, thatches and other 

forest produce (In 1931, trade in bark had a 
separate Group). · This is not split up but com
bined. 

121. General Occupational Trends.-A general analysis of the 
figures relating to means of livelihood shows that there has been an 
appreciable increase in the proportion of persons gainfully occupied in 
earning their livelihood. It is significant, however, that while during 
the decade the population has increased by 13.2 per cent., the number 
of workers has increased by nearly 18 per cent. The subjoined state
ment shows that the proportion of earners and working dependents to 
the total population advanced from 53 per cent. in 1931 to 56 per cent., 
while, the proportion of total dependents correspondingly declined from 
4 7 per cent. to 44 per cent. · 

1941 1981 
-

:Males I Females Males I Female: 

Total (Principal and Subsidiary 
earners) •• .. .. 4,616,188 239,251 8,878,959 1,910,658 

Total working (partly dependents) 1,112,268 1,089,380 987,259 991,220 . 
-

. That is to say, of the male 1941 population 55.2 per cent. are prin
Cipal earners, 13.3 per cent. are partly dependents and nearly 31.5 per 
cen~. are fully or entirely depe~dent, the respective percentages for r 931 
hav~g been 44, 14 and .42. Sunilarly, the per~entage of female earners 
has mcreased from 22 m 1931 to 29 in 1941, and those of partly and 
~ully dependent now stand at 13.6 and 57 against 14 and 62 respectively 
m 1931. 
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No. 45; General Distribution of· the Working PopulatlQ!I 
According to Means of UvellboOjl. 
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I22. PrinCipal and Subsidiary Workers.-The proportion of 
workers (principal and subsidiary) per Io,ooo of the aggregate popula
tion for I 2 major sub-classes is noted below f,"'I' the three decades.:-· 

Sub-Class Means of Livelihood rlnl 1981 1941 

5,828 - 4,712 5,687 .. 
.. 2,975 2,685 8,169 . . 11 19 58 
. . 697 496 706 .. 72 212 249 
.. 588 549 585 

Workers-all classes . • • . 
L. Exploitation of animals and Vegetation 
U. Exploitation of minerals · •. 
lli. Industry . . . . 
IV. Transport , . • • 
V; Trade .. .. .. 
VI. Public Force . . • • .. 92 86 ·66 
Vll. Public Administration •. .. 93 59 81 
VIII. Professions and Liberal Arts ... .. 69 89 180 

.. 10 15 16 . . 144. 880 881 
IX. Persons living on their income •• 
X. Domestic Service · . . . . 

.. 489 119 __ 115 
-· 188 !08 1,87 - -- .. XI. Insufficiently described occupations 

XII. Unproductive • • · · · • • · 

It is apparent from the figures that whll~ the number of workers 
in most of the classes is lrigher in I 94I than in I 93.I, those of I 93 I showed 
a fall compared to I92I. This may perhaps be attributed to the fact 
that owing to the aftermath of war in I92I and to war in I94I, condi
tions were not quite normal. And the presumption that during the 
intervening period that has lapsed since enumeration, t!he number of 
workers practically under all classes has further increased is warranted 
lily the conditions created by the present war. If so, here is a case, not 
for rejoicing over the increased opportunities of employment that have · 
·nome into existence, but rather for caution and careful planning for the 
post-war period, so that the cessation of hostilities and declaration of 
peace may not bring in their train the acute depression and widespread 
unemployment that characteristically follow periods of boom. 

So far as the major means of livelihood are concerned, a higher 
proportion of workers is recorded in I94I than in 1931 (vide subjoined 
statement). 

[Shltement. 
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Only under " Trade " has the proportion of workers slightly 
declined. The reason is mi>re 
statistical than economic. A study 
of the details under this sub-class 

Proportion !>f ~or~ers In the major means of will show that that the number of 
livelihood • d d k . h 

I 
-m epen ent wor ers m eac 

Means of livelihood j 1981 1M1 ' Order ' except ' Other sorts 'has 
appreciably increased, recording 
a percentage increase of 17.4 
compared· to 1931, while, on the 

Agriculture .. . . 
Industry . . .. 
Transport .. . . 
Trade .. 
Public Administration 
Professions and liberal arts • 
Domestic SerVice .. 

26.85 
4.96 
2.12 
5.49 
0.59 
0.89 
8.30 

81.69 
7.06 
2.49 
5.85 
0.81 
1.30 
8.81 

other hand, ' partly dependents ' 
on Trade, having decreased by 
7.24 per cent. during the period, 
are responsible for bringing about 
this small .negative variation in 
the proportion of workers . to 

aggregate population for this sub-class as whole. . _ · 
Where increase in the number of workers in various occupations-is 

greatly' to be desired, un.der certain means of livelihood, it provides 
material for thought and s~itable pla:iming if the country is not to be 
deprived of the ro · · ur t at can be made available. For 
-~ta .. _ee, the crease under " persons-living on their income " including 
proprietors other than of agricultural land, fund or scholar$hip holders, 
as also those classified as unproductive, shows the extent to. which people 
live without contributing directly or indirectly to the national income. 

Again, a study of the proportion of dependents to independent 
workers in major occupations is interesting and suggestive~ _ The follow
ing table shows the ratio of workers and total dependents per xo,ooo· of 
the aggregate population. 

[Statement. 
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Ratio of workers and total dependents per xo,ooo of the 
_ _ population, I 94 I. · -

- Ratio 
Indepen- Totai to 

Means of livelihood dent depen- indepen-
.. workers dents dent 

J workers 
- -

I 

.. - -
Total H:E.H. the Nizam's Dominions ' 4,290 5,712 1.88 .. ' . 
I. Exploitation of animals and vegetation .. 2;495 8,189 1.28 

II. Exploitation of minerals · . . · . · . .. :- 41 48. 1.17 
Ill .. Indu~·-- .. .. .521 689 1.22 
IV. Transport .. .._ .. 158 249 1.58 

-- - --v. Trade .. .. .. .. 899 488 1.21 
VI. Public Force .. .. .. 56 185 2.41 
VII. Public Administration .. .. 67 167 2.49 
VITI. Professions and Liberal Arts .. .. 92 182 1.97 
IX. Persons living on their income .. .. "12 28 1.92 
X. Domestic service .. .. .. 275· 267 0.97 
XI. Insufficiently described oocupations ... 71 98 .1.81 
XII. Unproductive .. .. .. 108 237 2.81 

The above statement shows the _nature and degree of economic 
dependence upon workers of differe{lt occupational groups. The ratio 
of 1.33 for the Dominions denotes tl;l.at the number of dependents sup
ported by each class. of independent workers ex~eeds the number of 
workers in that class. -But the ratio varies for each particular class. It 
is highest for Public Administration and Public Force, where each 
worker has to support nearly 3 dependents. The smallest ratio of 0.97 
is recorded for domestic service. For other occupations, the ratio varies 
from 2.31 in the case of 'Unproductive' to 1.17 for exploitation of 
minerals. 

123. Subsidiary Workers.-The distribution of the working popu~ 
lation in the principal and subsidiary means of livelihood is exhibited in 
the diagram No. 46. It shows the extent to which different means of 
livelihood provide supplementary incomes to workers engaged in other 
occupations. The preponderance of subsidiary workers is naturally to 
be found in the.exploitation of animals and vegetation, which provides 
supplementary mcomes to more than double the number of workers 
engaged in all the rest of means of livelihood put together. It is followed 
by industry, trade and transport. 

rr.h.nrt 
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No. 46 Distribution of Worklnll .In Each Sub Class of the 
Principal Means of Uvellhood • 
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. . Of the depe~dents only 12,201,643 or 23.6 per cent. are. partly de
pendent. In other words, as many as 76.4 per cent. of the total depen
dents, or nearly 44 per cent. of the aggregate population, are unemployed 
and depend entirely on earners for their livelihood. It must, however, 
be borne in mind that these include children, housewives and old persons 
of non-working age. An index of employment is provided by the fact 
that the total population of working age, viz., age-group 15-50, stands 
at 8,235,946, whereas, the total number of workers is g,2II,o82. This 
indicat~ that as many as 975,136 persons of non-working age-either 
below or above the age-group 15-5o--are also employed. 

. 124. Distribution b)' Natural Divisions.-A study of the distribu
tion of various classes of workers in the natural divisions of Telingana 
and Marathwara will be useful in gauging the incidence of employment 
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in these tracts. The table.below gives the proportion of independent 
workers per I,ooo total popu).ation in these areas by sub-classes. 

·· · ~·- -. Inaepende~t U!Orkers per 1,ooo population. 
' 

Telingana Marathwara 

I. Exploitation of animals and vegetation.. 260 238 
2. Exploitation of minerals . . • • 14 .. . 4 
3· Industry • . • . · 64 39 
4· Transport . . 16 · 16 

Trade • . ~ ~•- . 46 5· --- 33_ 
6. Public Force • . · 7 4 
7· · Public Administration 8 ·~ 6 
8. Professions and Liberal Arts . . 9 . 9 
g. Persons living on their income 2 • • 

10. Domestic Service · 33 21 
II. Insufficiently described occupations • . 6 8 
12. Unproductive · . , . · · 12 8 

r. 

It will be noticed that under all classes the proportion. of wor~ers 
is higher in Telingana. It is particularly so in the case of agricult)lre, 
industry, trade' and domestic service. The corresponding statistics com
piled in I 93 I are Iiot comparable inasmuch as they include " working 
dependants." Yet it is noticeable that with the exception of agriculture 
and transport, Telingana had a lead in ·other occupations, which it has 
maintained during the decennium. So far as the lead in industry and 
trade is concerned, it is accounted -for by the inclusion of the industrial 
area of the City of Hyderabad as also by the comparatively better roads 
and means of transport in Telingana.· 

Opposite trends are revealed by the proportion of partly depend
dents per I,ooo of population in-these two regions. For all occupation~ 
excepting. industry? Marathwara has a greater proportion of partly 
dependents than Telingana (vzde subsidiary table VII-(3) to Imperial 
Table. VII). 
· These figures, taken together show the facilities of employment in 

Telingana on the one hand, and the scope for expansion and. develop
ment of various pursuits in Marathwara on the other. 

A diagramatic representation of the distribution of. workers by 
occupations in natural divisions is given below:--

[Chart. 



No. 47. Distribution of Workers by Principal 
Means of· Livelihood in· the Natural Division. 
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125. Means of Livelihood for Females.-3,482,63i or 37.8 J>C7 · 
cent. of the total working popnhtion ar~ ~l!I!lales._ 59 per ~e~t. of this 
number being earners principal and substdiary. The remammg 41 ~er 
cent. are partly dep;ndents. Subsidiary Table VIII-(6) -to !~penal. 
Table VIII gives the means of livelihood of females and companson of 

occupations. _ - - · k h ·u 
Despite the increase in the number of female wor ers~ t ey are stl 

conspicuously absent from certain occupations, ~.g., est'ate manager~, 
rent collectors electrical engineers, lawyers, vetennary surgeons,_ ~rchi
tects, motor-d~ivers, etc. In occupations in ~hich fe~ales partl~IJ:~ate, 
the variation in their ratio to I_llale workers lS s]lown--nr--ctreSUbJomed 

----table-:-- . - - . 
Number of females per 1,ooo male wOJ:ker~ e ,dz!Jerent means of 

· - livelih~ and 1941. . 

--------Means of livelillOO.d- .. . . . . 
All classes-Total 6o.1 6oS 

I. Exploitation of -animals and 
672 ~ ~n 655 

II. -Exploitation of minerals 401 664 
III. Industry 480 5Il . 
IV. Transport 484 452 
v. Trade 547 522 

VI. Public Force 75 97 
VII. Public Administration 88 142 

VIII. ProfessionS and Liberal Arts 377 405 
IX. Persons living on their income 453 546 
X. Domestic service 723 702 

XI Ia~u;uQigiently described occupations. -765" ---729 
XII. Unproductiv z,o8o 1,096 - -----

· The above figures show that compared to 1931 there has been an 
increase of 7 females per r,ooo male workers in the State. There has 
been a slight decrease in the case of transport, trade, domestic service -
and insufficiently described occupations. In all others, particularly 
exploitation of minerals, vegetation and indt.istry, the increase is notice-. 
able. - _ 

Again, the proportion of male and female workers in each sub-class 
of the means of liveliho'Jd shown· in the following diagram discloses the 
relative importance of female occupations. Agriculture, minerals and 
domestic service, more than other occupations, attract female workers. 
More than 500 in every r,ooo female workers are engaged in agric;ulture, 
in the broad sense of the term, followed by industry, trade, transport 
and professions an<;\ lib~ral art:;, 

11* 



CHAPTER IX. 

EXPLOITATION OF VEGETATIO~NIMALS AND MINERALS. 

I 26. General.-Of the total workers in all occupations, nearly 
~6.2 per cen~. o~ more than h~lfthe n~ber of total workers, are-engaged 
m !he explo!t!ation of vegetatron ai!d ~rumals, 0.9 per cent. in the exploi
tation of .~erll;ls, I2.5 per cent. m r?dustry;-·~·4 per cent. in transport 
and admmrstration and 6. 7 per cent. m domestic service. The distribu
tion of independent workers alone per mille of the-nmrl-pop•rlation in 
194I is compared with that in 1931 in the statement below:.:...~--

. ---
-~- 1931 ____ 1941 

. I. .Exploitation of animals and vegetatiOn - 270 317 
1'1.~ Exploitation of minerals - • .! -- ·2 5 

- III. Industry .. 49 70 
IV. Transport . . .. 21 25 
v. Trade ·--... 55 53 

VI. Public Force •• 4 7 
VII. Public Administration· · -6- 8 

VIII. Professions and Liberal Arts 9 13 
IX. Persons living on their income I 2 -- -x. Domestic service .. 33 38 
XI. Insufficiently-described occupations , . 8 8 

From the above figures it is apparent that the most strikin~ 
-has-been in the exeloitationof aniroills and ~e.geta.tiono--Asmany as 32 
per cent. of the population now depends directly on this means of liveli
hood as compared to 27...Jlet: cent. in 193~·- In other cases the change 
is in accordance with tlie general populatiOn trend. . 

127. ·Agricultural Con4itions during the Decade.-A general dis
cussion of the main occupations (in relation to tire informatnon obtained) 
will be found useful. As the mainstay of the population and imost 
important of all occupations, agriculture is to be studied first. As noted 
above, 56.2 per cent. are engaged in this occupation. Those engaged in 
the exploitation of soil for Jood, fruit, etc. represent only 21.0 per cent. 
of the total population as against 24 per cent. in 1931. Of these 
11057,832 are cultivating owners, 455,001 tenant cultivators and 6go,445 
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growers of special crops and fruit, etc. In other words, as a direct means 
of livelihood, the growing fo crops engages only I,58.2,288 ~ersons or 9 
per cent. of the total population as compared. to II per cent. m I 93 I .. 

. This variation .in the proportion of agncultural workers exclud1~g 
-workers on animals need& furtheiO-examination in the light of the stat1s~ 
tical data available. · · -------

Percentag.e variation in proportion q--ag;icultwarworfiers to 
total workers. 

-~ 

Year Total Males Females 

1941 -~ .. 45·50 42-36 so.66 

--------~ 49-61 46-96 54·03 
--

1921 50:~~ 48 ~0 -~'- 52.12 

It is evident that the proportion of agricultural worker~een 
constantly declining since 1921. The variations in the proportionl:Jf
both sexes are sympathetic and contribute more or less equally to the 
total fall. ·An analysis of the details making up these proportions would 
reveal that since i931-the proportion of non-cultivating owners has dec
lined by o.o2 per cent. only, while· that of cultivating owners has gone 
down by 1.::;8· per cent., of tenant cultivators by 1.84 per cent. and of 
agricultur"!LJab()lJl'ers: b·t e.a5- pe• cmt. - In cultivators of special crops, 
however, there is a slight increase of o. I 6 per cent. How far these results 

_are the outcome of changes in the scheme of classification in the present
census and how far changes in the economic fabric of the State during the 
period, it is not easy to ascertain. This much is, however, obvious, that 
the State economy has been passing through a transitional stage during 

· the inter"census period, in the sense tha~ it has witnessed the development 
of industries in general and also of public utility activities to a certain 
extent;- Dc.tails of these will be the subject of another chapter. Mention.. 
of ~em has been made here merely to point out that in view of the 
contmued agricultural depression for a period of years since I929 and 
the consequent fall in agtil .. uhural pdcc3 and wages,-:ILmdency to a 
" flight from agriculture " had already set in and continued up to, shall 
we say, the· declaration of the present war. 

[Chart. 



No. 49. Proportion of Male and Female Worker in Each Sub
Classes of the Means of Livelihood in 1941. 
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Other factors are also responsible for this desertion by the agricu-r.
tural worker of his time-honoured occupation. According to a recent 
survey, the agricultural indebtedness for the Dominions amounted to 
Rs. 64! crores. With falling price for his produce and his increasing 
requirements, many a cultivator has had no alternative but to sell up or 
hypothecate his land and become a tenant or a farm labourer. 
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Conditions have, however, changed since. As described in an 
earlier chapter, legislative measures have recently been adopted.to c~pe 
with this situation, such as the Money-lenders Act, the Land Alienatlon 
Act, etc. In addition to this, the present war has, among other things, 
given a fresh lease of life to agriculture. The enormous demand for food 
and cash crops and the· consequent rise in the prjce of. agricultural pro
duce has made i:t worth while for tliecultivator to stick to his occupa
tion, nay, it has even provided an inducement to those witlr enterprise_ 
to enter into this field of economic activity. It would not, therefore, be
too much to expect that despite the handicaps to which Indian agricul
ture is traditionally subject, the next census will record an increase in 
the p~9nortion of this means of livelihood. ~ 

<::=::-fummg to agricUltural labourers, it Will be nOtlccckhat their Usro
portion in relation to total workers of all classes has registered a s glif 
fall, of nearly 1 per cent. during the decennium. But as a group, includ
ing subsidiary workers and partly dependents, agricultural labourers have 
increased by 427,097 or 29 per cent. since 1931, principal earners show
ing an increase of 61 per cerit. and subsidiary worke~of nearly 26 per 
cent. On the othernaiid, partly dependents have reconfed-a-deo:.ease of 
about 39 per cent. This is_ so, not _because there has been any palpab!:c--

-change in the economic phenomenon, but simply-on account of the facf" 
"that, as teferred to--earlier, the terminology of 1931, viz., "working 
dependents '' is not exactly comparable to the " partly dependents " of 
1941. . 

The ratio of field labourers to cultivators is practically the same as 
last time, being 4 labourers to every 5 cultivators. As pointed out in 
1931, this is as inhoul_d be, in view of the many small holdings requiring 
no outside assistance£~~ c10p.-_~ . · ~-

·under special crops, tobacco is an item of newly added impDrtance. 
As~many as 22,364 persons are -engaged ·in the cultivation oi tobacco, 

iind ofthe~e only 3,289 fol!ow the activity as subsidiary. There are now 
4,26s cultivators of pan-vme (betel leaf) as against 3,367 in 1931; and 
market garden~ower and fruit growers; etc., number 54,77 1 com
pared to 41,901 m the last census. 

[Chart. 
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No. 49. Variation in the Proportion of A~ricultural 
Workers of Each Status to Total A~ricultural w k . . or ers. 
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Rent receivers of all description have increased by 33 per cent. and 
number 684,724. Of these, more than 44 per cent. are females. As 
many as 8,485 persons are employed by this class for management of 
estates, etc. No females are, however, employed as estate managers, 
rent .collectors or Government clerks. 
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I28. Partially Agriculturist.-Agriculture is n~t only a direct 
means of livelihood to 2I per cent. of the total popu!at10n, but ako pro
vides a supplementary income to workers engaged m all ot~er occupa-
. Th f ll _.:_..; non·~~~nt A;scloses the pyt~rt re .. Inch w_orker~ nons. e o ow~-:- - - >-. • 1 

with different_means of livelihood deperurpartially .on agncu ture to 
supplement their ~arnings froi:n their prin~ipal avocation. 

Partially P.C. to total 
agriculturists workers in Sub-class 

---------- ___ this class 

All Classes (State). . · 
I. Exploitation of animals and 

vegetation __ • . - 258,3I9 
n. B"proitanorrol minerals 420 

III. 
IV. 
v. 

VI. 
VII. 

VIII. 
IX. 
X. 

XI. 

Industry I 70, I 09 
Transport 8,765 
Trade :.· -~ r1],719 · 
Public Force ro,30I 
Public Administration .. - 37,120 
Professions and Liberal Arts 2I,759 
Persons living on their income. . 678 

- ·s-:4 
0.7 

r6.2 
2.9 

15·3 
9·9 

30·3 
II.9 
3·5 

----------- 4 1 ~ _, Domestic service -~-~ 24,319 
Insufficiently described occupa·-

-~--rr::~t~io~n'i's::=C 28,790 19.8 
XII. Unproductive - I6,8so 8.9 

8.4 per cent. of the total workers in the State are partially agricul
turist. The importance of agriculture as a supplementary source of in
come for various occupations can be seen from the ratio of -WE>Fkers for 
each class. The largest--l'ati.e- of 20 :1 per.,cent ;" foM "O .. J !" Adndtrlot<u 

__tiqn, indi<.ating thereby the degree of dependence of public servantso and 
r.mployees !>f the State on agricultural income. Indeed, as pointed out 
;rl)ove, it is not easy to ascertain, particularly in the C!!Se of this class, 
whether the reverse of this situation is not nearer the truth. To be clear, 
it is quife possible that 30 per cent. of the State employees .are really 
agriculturists who have adopted State service to supplement their in
come from land. But compelled by a sense of false dignity they prefer 
to return to Government seryice -artheir principal means of livelihood. 
~ n .. •ho• ----k1nay;-we- shall now proceed to analyse the remaining 
rtems .. N~xt ~o pub.lic administration, the-propoi"tion of partially agri~ 
~ltunsts IS highest m Industry, followed by Trade and Professions and 
L1beral;Arts. Of the 17o,ro9 partially agriculturists in Industry, {1;575 
are tex~le workers, 14,077 are wood workers, 13,270 work in ceramics, 
~2,268 m. food and as many as 6r,67r in dress and toilet industries. 
fwenty-nme thousand engaged in hotels, restaurants and cafes and 
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38,ooo traders in other foodstuffs supplement their earnings by agricul-
ture. Thir_cy-seven-thousancl-e£-those.prac.tising religion as their occupa
tion and_.nearly 17 ,ooo beggars-and vagrants are partially agriculturists. 
----Details for other orders as also their sex distribution as shown in 
_Supplementary Table VIII-7 to Imperial Table VIII. 

129. Possibilities of Agricultural Development in the-State.
There are great prospects of the extension of rice, fruit, vegetable, sugar
cane, condiments· and tobacco cultivation with the expansion of irriga
tion facilities. _Tobacco and potatoes· are items of newly added import
ance. The introduction of fruit and cocoanut plantation in the canal 
irrigated areas, and of tuberous crops such as potatoes, sweet potatoes, 

-yarns surans and tapioca under wells and tanks needs propaganda, time 
andmoney. · · 

130. Agrzcult~partTnent. Since its reorganisation in 
last decade, the Agricultural Department -~1~ · useful 
work. The main work of the Department may be classified as Research, 
Experiment, Demonstration and Propaganda. The Research and Ex
periment carried out include investigations of a purely technical nature, 

)n which attempts are made to apply scientific theories to agricultural 
practice .This-is -Gone on the government f,r..,. Of the six experi-

-m.ental fuxnw of ·tl;;.. luu• .luuadu, .:.u.,_IlilllayatSagai,-l!arhha_ni, Sanga· 
reddi, Kamareddi, Mahbubnagar and Alir, the last three were closed 
during the decade, but four new farms were established at Warangal, 
Rudrur, Raichur and Nander. The following works were in progress: 

(a) Plant breeding for the improvement of rice, wheat, juwai-, 
maize, cotton and castor. Good strains have been selected and successful 
experiments made for superior varieties and greater outturn. Under the 
Botanical Research Scheme financed by the State and the Indian Central 
Coccon Committee a variety of cotton Gaorani No. 6 has been evolved. 
It has provedsuperim:__both-in yield and quality and has become v~ 
popular in the Gaorani-Protecte~nurher schem~rh-

-provement of Kampta cotton in Raichur District came into operation in 
1937. Certain other schemes of the Indian Central Cotton Committee 

/are in operation at Parbhani1 Nander and Raichur. · 
(b) Chemical Research is carried on for sugar content in sugar

cane to develop the .gur and sugar industry, for oil content in castor seed 
-to-develop the vegetable oil industry, and for soil fertility content to test 
what manures are best. 

(c) Entomological and micological work to combat diseases and 
pests. Under·a·scheme aided by the Indian Central Cotton-coriimittee, 
investigations have been made·imo the C!t;tton_b_ollworm. - . • 

(d) Horticultural work for spreadxhg vegetable and fruxt culti-
vation. · -- - . -- ___ __-

The experimental w_ork that i~ carried on is many·s.ided, including 
manurial cultural rotational, vanetal and other expenments. 

. ' ' 



. Demonstration and propaganda work is carried ?n throug_h the 
establishment of 28 aided farms and 3,6RR DemonstratiOn Plots m the 

State. . A. . l D . a1 ill d 
Apart from these activities, the gncu ture epartment so ut se 

all possible methods of propaganda for introducing agricultural improve
ments, e.g., distribution of free leaH~~ ~d pamph~ets; broadcast talks; 
lectures, periooicals, shows and exhib1uons. Ho~Icu!tm:al and Pou~try 
shows are held at Hyderabad City annually and m districts at the trme 
of melas and jatras; there were 72 such shows in 1939· Oil engine and 
mali training classes are held by the Agricultural Department annually 
at various centres. 

131. Dry Farming.-As in Bombay, Madras, Punjab and certa~. 
other parts of India, extensive areas in the K.arnatic parts of these...l.lomi
..nions are subject to periodic--:falnllzw;......,cl B~azctry ?.n ac~ount of un
certaln-~-athl:r-cePditiQns an<! precanous rainfall. Owmg to uncer
tainty of crop YlefaS, consequent upon the vagaries of the season, the 
holdings in these tracts have become relatively large and the number 
of cattle requir~d for cultivation relatively less. Every field operation 
here requires labour and expense, and under unfavourable seasonal con
ditions, even cultivatiQIL)!laYJail to give profitable returns. T!lls in
variable-fuCf1ii.{IiHercut CUltivat.ipu -Dx --t~.u. ~~ot.o-al'-" '"-'. rv-cry -low- pc.h.l or--: 
ou=p:....r;...a~nu=res:'' · 

The Royal Commission on Agriculture recommended that " culti
vators in dry and precarious tracts are .those, whose struggle for liveli
hood is commonly hardest, and whose standards of living are most de
pressed. The problems of cultivation in such tracts in which crops are 
entirely dependent upon rainfall are, in our opinion, deserving of far 
closer attention than they have received from the Agricultural Depart
ments." (Para 112). The Hyderabad Dry Farming Scheme·was· ap-

. proved by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Resear~h. and operations 
began in December 1933-. Itsobjcct is to find out such methods of crops 
growing and varieties of crops as will give satisfactory outturns even in 
uncertain and severe conditions. Certain spacing and cultural experi
ments in this ~onnection_ have proved quite encouraging. 

· 132. Mlxed Farmmg.-To meet the need of the.gmwing popula-
!io?- and in order to increase the income from the present JaJm..units,. 
lt IS very· necessary and advantageous to introduce, encourage and 
develop mixed farming on a large scale. 

The increase of live-stock in the form of one or two cows, buffaloes, 
sheep, goats and poultry with each cultivator and the growing of veget
a~les, ~ few frtii.t trees. mQr~!J<:gumlnous food crops and fodder crops, 
will brmg about greater .income, greater economy, better utilisation of 
l.:!.bour and of spare time, greater utilisation of waste products or bye· 
products and greater fertility of the soil. It will assist in soil conser· 
vation in t~e introduction of proper crop rotation and in the better 



nutrition of the agriculturists' families: 
133· Ex~loi!ati?n of Animals. (a) Stock Raising-618,373 persons 

clepend for their livehhood on the raising of farm stock. Females how
ever, predominate as "partly dependents." Of the total stock-;aising 
population, 85 per cent. are herdsmen, shepherds and breeders of other 
animals; their proportion to this class of occupation has declined by ;r 
per cent._ compared to 1931. As prinCipal and subsidiary means of 
livelihood ~e raising ?f small animals and insects engages I 5, I I I per
sons as agalllSt 4,090 m I93I. Of these 66 per cent.rear or have as 
their means of _live~hood _bird~, bees, etc. and 26 per cent. or 3,846 per
sons are occupied m rearmg silkworms. 

(b) Cattle Population.-The I940 Live-stock Census report 
gives the following numbers of oxen:-

Male • . 51.27 lakhs 
Female 44.00 lakhs 

Total 95.27 
'-. 

orn~ _ -----·· __ ~-
. It is on the bullockthat almost the wfioie·worx of Cultivation 

depends. Cows are kept ger<erally for breeding bullocks tathc• thaa kr 
milk yield or beef. 

(c). Buffaloes.-The rg4,o Live-stock Census gives the number of 
buffaloes as 922,000 males and 2,1-1 I,ooo cows: · 

It is on buffaloes that the milk supply of the Dominions mostly 
depends. The buffalo is a hardier animal to rear and takes as food all 
sorts of vegetable rubbish. which oxen will not take usually. Therefore 
more attention could be paid to their increase in the country. The 

.:_gnee and butter problem can be tackled more easily with them than 
with cows. 

·(d) Sheep and goat farming.-The 1940 Live-stock Census gives 
their number for the Dominions as 6,ooo,ooo sheep and 3,6oo,ooo goats, 
a total of nearly a crore of animals. The goat being a more domesti
cated animal and one that can subsist on any and every type of veget- · 
ation, can be kept by every village ~<;mseholder if ~o nP .. ~!red not for meat 
only but for milk which IS very nutnuous for growmg children. ~Tho-so--
is usually called the poor man's cow. - -

. . (e) Pig-Keeping.-Is not liked by the village people in gener~l. 
Pig breeding is practise~ only by the depress~d cla~es,. ~hose fo~~ m 
the villages is generally as unwholesome fo~ as. their livmg locahbes. 

---They are very poor and are kept poor by the bmding caste system. Thus 
they arc driven to eat the carcases of dead animals and such unclean 
animals as pigs. Yet as the meat problem is growing in importance daily 



and as pigs are the only animals in the agricu_Itural world ~hat can c~n
vert into meat and fat in the least amount of time, all th_e villag~ rubbiSh 
and waste and even the village filth, the problem of thetr farmmg could 
be taken up in right earnest. I ~are s~y that at present it is on the pig 
that the scavenging of many a VIllage IS dependent. 
- ---The 1940 Live-stock Census gives the number of pigs for the 
Dominions· as r 9g,ooo, most of which are kept in Telingana. 

(f) Poultry Farming.-The Hyderabad State Live-stock Census 
of 1940 gives the poultry population as ro,2oo,ooo birds. ~he St~te is 
the main source of poultry supply for the great cosmopolitan ctty of 
Bombay and the large military centre of Poona. Proper attention needs 
tcrbepaid to the present poultry farming conditions in the villages of the 
State, to ensure a regular supply of poultry to these big markets. 
Better housing for the poultry in villages and proper combating of the 
diseases and pests are the two important items that should be cared for 
as the lack of these takes very heavy annual toll of lakhs of rupees, With 
wide-spread arrangements for timely inoculation for various diseases-by 
the present staff of the Veterinary and Agriculture departments, a great 

-number of birds can be saved annually. Regular inspection _ e &tafi 
·o~ove-noted deoartrnent• of • e villages to 
free the~ts and vermiiiS, a good supply of cheap and durable 
poultry houses and a regular supply of good cocks in exchange for the 
poor village birds would all help to improve· poultry farming. 

Besides fowls, duck farming could be extensively developed in the 
tank areas. Ducks are not so susceptible to disease and do not require 
so much care as the fowls. Their propagation and development is also 
quicker than that of fowls. The smaller the tanks, the more food is 
available for them, The I 940 Live-stock Census gives the number of 
ducks as 3I,ooo which is nothing compared to the immense possibilities 
of duck-farming. · · · · · .____--- ·· - · · ·· 

(g) Hunting and Fishing.-· AccOrillng to the present census, fish
ing aud hunting engages as -many as I87,799 persons. Nearly 6o per 
cent. or II I ,85 I persons of these are fishermen ( Bhois), 6o, 728 males 
and 5I,I23 females. In addition to these, 2I,I26 partly depend on this 
calling for their livelihood. 75,948 persons in the State have returned 
their occupation as hunting. Females (Pardi women) predominate in 
the ~rrouo~s hun~ as pxiucipal me ... • of livelihood with 

--som~r~ccupation as su stdiary. Those partly dep-ending-on this 
pursUit number I3,059· . 

. (h). Dep~rtment of Fisheries-.-No arrangements for inland 
fishenesextsted m_the ?tate till recently. In I350 F. {I94I), a Depart
~ent. of _Inla~d Ftshen_es was-created to explore the great potentialities 
m thiS dtrecuon. In VIew of the large number of natural and artifiCiro 
tanks and ri~er streams in the State, particularly in.-T-elingami, this 
Department IS expected to do useful work. · · 
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134· Exploitation of Minerals.-A reference to the mineral wealth 
of the ~tate has been made in Section I. As pointed out earlier, the 
proportion of workers per 1 o,ooo of the population in this sub-class has 
increa~ed £:om I I in 1921 to 53 in 194I. From i:he point of view of 
metallic mmerals Hyderabad does not occupy an important position. 
Of the I,I4I persons directly engaged in the exploitation of metals, 662 
are iron and 298 g9ld workers, the remainder being occupied in the 
extraction of other metals. The growing importance of the coal indus
try can be visualised from the incFea•e in th~ number of workers engag~ 
ed in the extraction of-eeal'fthe number of principal and ~ubsidiary 
earners in drls occupation has risen from 13,627 in I93I to 40,747. 
Mica-exploitation engages 48I persons including both sexes as compared 
to 247 in I931. . . 

By far the most important group of this sub-class (non-metallic 
minerals) is " building materials " which include stone and materials 
for the manufacture of cement and clays. The number of earners and 
dependents in this group recorded a phenomenal increase from I0,3I5 
to 52,8I5 during the decennium in building activities. Excellent Shah
abad limestone is quarried at various centres between Vikarabad Rail
way Junction and Gulbarga City. The stone takes a polish almost 

-equal in beauty to marble. It provides good building and flooring 
material and has recently been proved to make 'excellent cement. The 
Shahaliad Cement Company ~tablished in Shahabad, near Wadi on 
the G. I. P. Railwayisrww amalgamated with the AssOCiated Cement 
Companies, 'Limited. It has an annual output of over ISO thousand 
tons of cement and pays an annual royalty of B. G. Rs. I. I lakhs. 

More than 33 lakhs of square feet of Shahabad stones are quarried 
per annum yielding a royalty and quanying fees of Rs. 32,6oo. 



CHAPTER X 

INDUSTRY OR MANUFACTURE 

I35· General.-In4ustries constitut<; the second largest means of 
liveli.'lood after agriculture. A brief reference has already been made in 
an ea~ industrial development of the State. Here, we 
shall confine our discussion to occupational trends in various__iJldustries. 
It must be borne in mind that for purposes o~ comparison, figures 
for principal and subsidiary earners are treated together in the follOw.- · 
ing pages. · 

Taking all groups of workers, viz., principal, subsidiary earners 
and partly dependents, industry now .occupies I4·7 per cent. of the 
State's workers, as compared to I2 per cent. in I93I;while during the 
same period industrial workers have increased by 7I per cent. On the 
basis of the total population; the percentage is still very low, being 7 as 
against 4 in the last census. 

The following table gives the proportionate distribution of workers 
in various industries: ' . __ _ 

--. Tora 1 

I 9 3 I I 9 4 I 
All Industries IOO JOO 
Textiles ... 27 37 
Hides and Skins 1.4 8 
Wood. 8 6 

- Metals 6 5-
Ceramics ---..___ 

-- -~ .. 6 6 . . 
Chemical Products 3 2 
Food 4 7 
Dress and toilet 37 20 
Furniture .. • • . . • • 
Building 3 3 
Construction of means of transport .. 5 7 
Production and transmission of physical 

·energy •• 
Miscellaneous ' ~· .. - 5 5 - . 

These figures show that despite the increase in the number and 
proportion of industrial population, there has been a certain amount of 
transfer from one industry to another. Textiles, hides and skins and 
food industries are the most popular industries among the workers. The 
fall in the ratio of workers -in dress and toilet, wood, metal an<! chemical 
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industries is noticeable. This may be attributed partly to the organis
atio~ <?f these industries on modern lines and increased use of machinery 
reqrurmg less labour. In the chemical products industry, however, it ·is 
the fall in the female ratio that is responsible for bringing down the 
proportion of workers. . 

The sex ratio of independent workers in different industries is 
· Variation in the Female ratio among independent 

workers in various industries shown in the sub-joined state-

! 
Females per 100 ment. For every 1 oo males 

Means of livelihood males . d • d d 
1931 1 1941 e n g a g e as m epen ent 

l"n'de=pen=-:den.....-ctc-w-oc::rk,.e=---rs--AI""'l __ _.::~__!_~~ workers in industry, there are 
· Industries · 89 48 now 43, as against 39 inde-
Textiles • . • • 44 58 
Hides, skins nnd hand materials, pen_dent female workers in 
wo"!'i· .. ~ :~ 193!· The population of women 
Metals •.• ?9 -s5has aecliiled in the wood, 

. ~:.::I:i Products; ~te. !: :: chemical products and build-
-Food ... · ·. s2 44 ing industries. On the other 
~== Toilet • • 

8! · ~ hand, the preference of female 
Bwlding • • 26 18 workers for cotton spinning, 
Construction of means of liveli-

hood.. • • 20 57 rice pounding, sweetmeat, but-
Production and transmission ter and cheese. making, mi1li-
M~!.,"J'~!,~ energy 42 ~ nery and washing and cleaning 
is shown by the increase in their proportion in these industries. 

J'he following statement giving the female ratio of partly depend
ants among industrial workers shows that the proportion of female 
partly dependantS exceeds that of males in the ceramics and chemical 
industries, while in other industries it varies from 4 in Transport to 88 
in Textiles. 

·Means_of Livelihood. 

T~~ -~----- ... 

Females partly dependent 
per 100 males partly 

dependent. .. 
Hides and skins .. 
Wood .• ---------.-. 
Metals .. 
Ceramics • . • • .. 
Chemical Products •• 
Food • · .. 
Dress and Toilets • • 
Furniture • • • • 
Building . · · · · • 
Construction of means of livelihood 
Production and transmission of physical 

energy 
Miscellaneous ' ' 

.. 
•• 

88 
• • 99 

So 
ss 

·r3g 
114 
82 
75 
43 
78 
38 

.• 3l 



A glance at the diagram showing the variation in the proportion 
of workers (male and female) in each industry to total industrial work
ers will show that male workers are distributed in descending order of 
numerical strength, in the textiles, <'dress and toilet, hides and skins, 
food, wood, ceramics, metal and building industries, while female 
workers are distributed in the textiles, dress and toilet, food, ceramics, 
hides an:l skins and wood industries. 

136. Textile.-Of the total industrial workers, principal and 
subsidiary, numbering 1,052,192 in 1941, as many as 406,533 or 37 per 

•cent. are engaged in textiles, as against 27 per cent. in 1931. These 
figures, however, include both power-loom and hand-loom industry. 

The number of persons engaged (as principal· and subsidiary 
·earners in 1941 and .r931) in the various occupations connected with 
textiles and their variation is shown bel~~~---~· ___ · 

Principal and _Subsidiary:· -
earners. 

Class. 
Textiles 
Cotton ginning._cl=ning and pressing . 
Coffon spinning . . . . 
Cotton sizing and weaving ... 
Jute baling 

1941 
414,532·" 

50,200 
260,848 

29,067 

Jute spinning and weaving 
Rope,TwineandString . II,IOI) 
Hemp and flax spinning and weaving . · · 2,894 
Other fibres (cocoanuts, aloes,. straw, 

1931 
222,956 

20,629 
!62,6!8 

12,127 

linseed) .. ~ · 3,5{8 } · 
Wool carding and ·spinning 19. ,054 I8,615 
Wool weaving '-- · · . . 3,599 -----
Wollen carpet weaving -~-'4230 _ 
Silk spinning and weaving 2,970 _ 
Goats hair and horse hair 678 · · 
Dyeing and Bleaching, etc~27,595 
Calico printing . . . . ·. . ·. 5 I 9 

__ Hosicry-worKi . . 206 · 
Lace, carpet, embroidery, etc._· 1,023 944 

137 .. C~t~on Textiles.-There are 23 textile mills in the State 
o_wned by md1v1auals and companies. These are perennial factories and 

, SlX of them are of fairly large size engaging on an average two to three 
thousand workers daily. Of these one large and 2 small are in Aurang

--~~":d, one ~ach large in Nander, Warangal and Gulbarga and the re
mamder-large and small-are situated in the City of Hyderabad am 
Secunderabad. · · 
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Inadditioll:·to these _mills, there are now 382 cotton ginning and 
100 cotton pressmg factones, compared to 185 ginning factories in 1931. 
Almost all of ~em .a:e of seasonal character. In most cases these are 

JI:J.so ~se~ for nee rmlli!"lg and de~orticating during the off-season. Only 
61 gmrung and pressmg f~ctones are located in Telingana, and the 
rest (321) are spread over m the cotton growing tracts of Marathwara. 

In ~ie~ of the availability c:i£ the raw material and -1~ 
the. textile. ~dus.try deserves the foremost attention-in any programme 
of m?l,lstnalisatiOn of the State. Hyderabad is an important cotton 
grow~g State. The area under this crop increased from 35.27 lakhs 
acres m 1931 to 37.31 lakhs in 1940, which represents 13.9 per cent. 
of the total Indian cotton acreage. The principal varieties of cotton 
grown are Oomras, Gaorani, Westerns,_ N ortherns, Kumptas, Coconada 
and Jarilla. The annual average value of thecropls estimated at over 
Rs. 5! crores and average annual exports of cotton from tneDorruruons
amount to 5·35 lakhs bales valued at Rs. 562 crores. Considering the 
minimum clothing requirements of the State population on the one hand 
and the imports of cotton manufactures, on the other, the cotton textile 
industry offers immediate prospects for development and expansion. 
The Government, however, is fully alive to t):le ·situation and it is ex-

. pected that in the programme of post-war planning and development 
the industry will be given the prominent position it deserves. 

138. Silk.-Spinning and weaving of silk provides occupation for 
2,349 persons as against_J,4lii in. 1931. These are mostly cottage 

. ':Vorkers, to be found particularly in Medak, Gulbarga, Raichur, Mah
"bubnagar and Nizamabad districts. There are only four silk weaving 
-factories in the State, two in- Hydenibad-and two in Aurang
. aban. Owino- to the fact _that most of the yarn consumed by these 

mills was imp~rted, particularly from Japan, the cessation nf_these im
ports has appreciably curtailed their activity j!Dd production. The 

p:ossibilities of sericulture in th~ Sta~e have n?t yet been fully e~plore~, 
and the information available m this regard IS meagre. The climate Is 

. an important consideration. It may be a correc~ surmise that the pros-
pects of a future silk industry ~ the State are bnght. . 

139· Dyeing and Bleachzng.-24,508 .P~rsons are engaged m dye
ing and bleaching as independent and subsichary workers. As many as 
5,468 have returned themselves as partly depen_darit o~ this calling, 
Dyeing, bleaching and printing are largely <:amed on m Hyderabad 
City an.-l the districts of Gulbarga, Medak, Ntzamabad, Warangal and 

/Mahbubnagar. . 
140. Hosiery Wm·ks.-,Only 206 persons ~ere returned as earn:rs, 

in this industry. So far the mdustry.has remamed a pur~ly C_?ttage m
. dustry. But recently 5 hosiery factones hav~ started. worki?g m Hyder

:::-'}ad City. So long ~s cheap imports ca~e mto I_ndi~ particularly from 
Japan, the local industry could not possibly surviVe m the face of such 

12 
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foreign competition. But the ces5ation of imports o~ing to war has, as 
in the case of other industries, provided an opporturuty for the develop
ment and -expansion of this industry. 
···· 141. Hides and Skins Industr)'.-Order 6 includes tanners, cur
riers makers of leather articles, furriers and bone, ivory, shell and horn 
workers. Of the 79,897 persons returned under this head as independ
ent and subsidiary workers, only 1,489 are tanners, leather dressers and 
dyers, 2,027 are makers of leather articles, e.g., trunks, harness, saddles, 
water bags, etc., and as many as 74,236 are boot, shoe and sandal 
workers. Thus of the total persons enumerated under this order nearly 
94 per cent. are workers in leather. In.I93I leather workers (principal 
and subsidiary) numbered 7,944 only. There has thus been an enorm
ous increase of these workers during the decade. 

_ The statisucal data of ilie industry available shows that the annual 
-import values of raw salted hides and skins average only Rs. 7o,ooo and 
Rs. 9o,ooo respectively, while corresponding figures for exports are 
nearly Rs. 3 lakhs and Rs. 6 lakhs. · On the other hand, imports of 
manufactured articles other than boots and shoes average Rs. I. I 6 lakhs, 
l9ld th~ .corresponding figures ·for export are Rs. 20 thousand only. 

/fhe.-e figures indicate hoW this branch of the industry could be ex
panded. At present, tanning is mostly done on a cottage scale. The 
village tanner (Chamar) and cobbler (Mochi) are the principal 
workers, but use only crude and primitive processes. This results, among_ 
other things, in a good deal of wastage, and it was pointed out in the 
Report of the Marketing Sur;vey of Leather for the Dominions that out 
of every I 6.5 lakhs _of tanned hides and skins only go,ooo were selected 

)or export, the rest being rejected. . 
There are 3,032 cottage scale tanneries in the Dominions employ-_ 

_ ing two or more_hands. Aurangabad District has the larfestllumber 
(~76) followed by Bidar (320) and Nalgonda (goo). o=Ile Govern-

Ihent has recently sanctioned a scheme for the improvement of this 
~ottage industry. The Scheme envisages the., establishment of 15 train
mg centres, where those engaged in the industry-mostly Dhers and 
/Chamars, will be instructed by an expert staff. 

•· There are also eleven permanent large scale tanning establishments. 
Seven of these are located in Hy'detabad City, and one each in the dis

-!!"icts of Medak, Mahbubnagar, Parbhani and Raichur. 
- It is surprising to note that while their average annual imports of 

boots and shoes are valued at Rs. 9 lakhs, the value of exports is negl\i¥
ble tR.s. 5,000 only). That this branch -of iudusu y nas been sa y 
neglected is patent. Now-tha~ of footwear is no longer confined 
to the upper and middle classes (thanks largely to the cheap products 
of ~ata) ther~ is ample scope for expansion of the local industry provid
e? It is sufficiently protected fram foreign competition for a period of 
tune necessary to enable it to establish itself. There are at present only 

~· . 
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two boot and shoe factories in the State and most of the articles for local 
consumptio~ are hand-made by cottage workers ( Mochis) . 

Bone, Ivory, hom and shell workers number 1,'023. _-There are two 
bone-crushing facto~es and bone-meal exports average Rs. 2 lakhs per 
annum. Bone meal IS a very valuable manure and is used particularly 
for crops like sugarcane, tea, coffee, etc. · · 

142. Wood lndustry.-Principal and subsidiary earners in wood 
number 6o,oo7, against 37,898 in 1931. The extraordinary increase in 
the nllll_lber of those engaged in this occupation has been brought about 
by the ~creased demand. The boom in the building activity during 
the penod as also a marked change in the style of living is primarily 
responsible for this increase. The use of chairs, tables, cots, etc., even 
in the lower strata of society, resulted in the expansion of demand for 
these articles and the employment of more workers. There are now as 
~y as 27 ~rennial carpentry and furniture making establishments 

/in the Hyderabad. City. Of the four large scale saw mills in the State, 
two are located in Adilabad Di:stfict..and one each in Hyderabad City 
and Nander District. -.--
~ 

The number of sawyers increased from 1,153 in 1931 to~,627, and 
· of carpenters, turn«;rs_ and joiners from 28,222 to 33,939. Of the latter, 
--8,&>&-ornearly 25 per cent. are females. Similarly, the number of those 

engaged in basket-making, including thatchers and bamboo workers hM 
risen to 22,154 from 18,668 in 1931. Over 9,ooo or 40 per cent of the 
workers in this group are females. 1,087 persons returned thexnselves 
as match veneer and splint workers. There are several match factories 
in the State. · __ , 

. 143. Metal Industry.-The metal industry has witnessed a con-
siderable expansion during recent years, and the present war has pro
~ided a further impetus. There are now quite a nll}.llber of foundries, 
and moulding, welding and turning works in the State,- in addition to 
such other metal works as button .and knife factories and small and 
cottage smithies spread all over the Dominions. 

The total number of workers, principal and subsidiary, in metal 
--industries was 50,951 an increase of 41 per cent over 1931. Smel~g, 

forging and rolling of imn and other metals now engage 780 men agrunst_ 
163 in the last census. Over 26,ooo persons were enu~erated as black
smiths and other iron workers, compared to 23,ooo m 1931. The 
numbers of brass and copper wor~ers and workers in other met!lls have 
risen to 16,091 and 1,681 respectively from II,932 and x,o88 m 1931. 
Of the total of metal workers 17,176 or 33 per cent. are females:.:... __ 

,/ . The manufacture 'of buttons of all descriptions, military b_adges and 
medals and jewellery and trinkets like finger-rings, ear~ri~gs, locke~, 
pins, etc., is carried out ~y about fifte~n large;scale establishments m 
Hyderabad City, and by a number of skilled artiSans spread all over the 



Dominions and carrying on their business on a cottage basis. These 
articles are in great demand all ?ver India and Ceylon. So.me of the 
button factories are equipped Wlth the latest type of machmery. 

There are 3,o86 copper. and b.rass smithies in the pominions. Of 
these, as many as 2,136 are m Telingana and the rest m Marathwara. 
Nalgonda has 459 smithies, followed by Karimnagar (378), Warangal 
(346), Adilabad (234) and Medak (2oo). In Marathwara, Gulbarga 
takes the lead with 184 smithies, followed by Aurangabad ( 1 82) , and 
Bidar ( 174). The articles manufactured by the village iron smiths are 
agricultural implements, sickles, hammers, bullock and horse shoes, 
knives, etc.-- · . · 

The Bidri-ware cottage industry of Bidar was established during 
the reign of the Bahmani kings and has since become -famous for the 
high quality of its workmanship and its artistic nature. An alloy of 
zinc, copper and other metals is used in the manufacture <Jf articles with 
inlaid work of gold and silver wire or lead. . _ 

· 144. C eramics.-In its rest · · , ceramics refers to pottery 
only, while in th_e~ usage, it includes all silicate and allied 
industries. Ceramics now · denotes all products · derived from raw 
materials of an earthy nature as distinguished from those of an organic 
and metallic nature. Accordingly, under this-herd-certain new.groups, _ 
e.g., porcelain, crockery, glass and crystal ware, etc., have been newly 
added in this census. . 

Ceramics is one of the oldest industries of the State. Specimens 
dating back to 3,ooo B.C. have been excavated by the State Archreo
logical Department and are now exhibited in the Museum. In its 
various branches, this industry now- provides occupation for as many 
as 64,694 persons as againsf37,715 in 1931, an increase of 7 I per cent. 
Women number 24,88o or nearly 38 per cent. of the total workers in the 
industry;· the_ proportion of women is greater among those partly 
depending on this means of livelihood, and 9,571 out. of 16,802 partly 
dependent are women. 
. 145. Pottery.-Despite the increase in the _\lse_of cheap 'metallic 
lllf: orted vessels and utensils, earthenware and -pottery still hold thei-r 
own. With proper organisation and suitable planning pottery industry 
~hows all signs of expansion and development. At present, it is a cot
tage industry, the village Kumbar (potter) and his family forming 'i 

unit. . 10,187 pot(eries were· enumerated in 1941 as compared with 
7:,969 m 1931; the total number of potters and makers of earthenwan
m.creased from 34,497 to 49,450 during the same period. Females con-
Stitute nearly 39 per cent. of the total workers under this head. . 

146. Bricks and Tiles.-In 1931 brick and tile workers were shown 
to~ether and numbered 2,7~1 only. They ~ave been split up now, 
bn~k:makers alone numbermg 4,401 and tile 'makers 7,646. The 
bulldmg boom already described resl.lltect in an increasect clemancl'for 
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bricks and tiles. The average index number of country bricks prices for 
the m~nth.of March 1~41 ~too~ at 131 (July 19I4=Ioo ). Country tiles, 
of cylindncal or seini:cylin~ncal shape are made, by village potters. 
These are mostly used 1n T~l~&ana, while Marathwara roofs are gener
~lly fl~_and clay ~lastered. lhe tota! number of bnclnmd--tile works 
m the State .accor~mg to the 91-urneration, was 1,685, and of these 1,210 
are located m Telingana, Kanmnagar District having the largest num
ber, (255J,_£oii~wed by Nalgonda (233), Medak {.224>) and Nizamabad 
( 15 I). Bnck kilns of a crude type are seen scattered round cities towns 
and large villages.- These manufacture very common country 'bricks. 
!he _improved table-moulded and cement type are now gradually com
mg mto vogue. There are now four well-established factories in the 
State, making bricks, tiles and othe1 axiiclu;, one in Gull:. ruga and the 
remaining three in Hyderabaa. - -- · _ 

The· manufacture of glass and crystal ware engages 490 persons 
employed by the single Glass factory in---the-Begumpet suburb of 
.Jhderabad. Glass· bangles, b~ads, etc., are manufactured-all-a cottage 
mdustry wl:UCfiemploys as many as 2,28I persons. 

In additiOn to these, gga persons are engaged in such miscellaneous 
ceramic works as mosaic, plaster of Pa!is, or alabaster: 

147. Chemical Products.-24,630 persons as against 15,r6g_jn_ 
I 93 I now depend on the manufacture of chemicals anctanalogou8 pro
ducts as principaland subsidiary workers, and 8,737 ate persons partly 
depending on this means of livelihood as compared to '6,825 working 
dependents enumerated i!l the last cens~ 
- (a) Vegetable Otls.-From the-pOint of v1ew of employment, 

--th!!_ most important amo_JJg these industries is that of vegetable and 
hydrosenatecLoils It provides occupation to as many as 20,593 prin
cipal and subsidiar¥- workers, and no less. than 8;r(h persons partially 
deprnd on it, making a total of 28,/54. The C9rresponding total for 
I93l, i.e., workers and working dependents was I9,918. 

Like the cotton textiles industry, that of vegetable oils is of parti
cular importance to the State. Hyd~rabad is one of the largest oil
seeds growing areas of India, as will be clear from the fact that it re
presents 54 per cent. of the castor area, _!l~at. of-the groanct:
nut area, IE> per cent. of the sesamumarea and -9·4 per cen~. of the 
linseed area of India. Nearly 40 per cent. of ~e total value of the 
State's exports is accounted for by oilseeds and therr products, and near
ly 25 per cenC of the British Indian oilseeds exports come from Hyder-
abad:-- - ' . · 

Oil In the State is now extracted by means of hand and bullock 
presses, screw presses, rotary ~i'l mills;oil expell~rs and hydraulic presses. 
Only 33 millsilreequippedwx?t modern machinery. Of the rest, 1~298 
are power-driv~n rotary ghams, 3.30 screw presses, 8,650 bullock ~IVen 
and 1,256 hand ghanis. As agamst an annual average production of 



-728,713 tons, the annual average consumption o~ o~ee~ in all these 
establishments amounts to 47,500 tons only, the prmc1pal 01lseeds crush-
ed being groundnut, castor, sesamum and safflower. . . 

The growing importance and use oLvegetab_k_9ils-fru:..1ndustry and 
human co~1las given-an impe.,,s to the developm~ of ·this 
industry ill India. The present war has, however, added -w-the-list of 
their uses. The large area under oilseeds in these Dominions, and a vast 
local market_for the main and subsidiary products of ·this industry to
gether with_the possibilities of extending exports, are indicative of its _ 
value and importance in the national economy of --these Dominions. 
Accordingly, no plan for the industrial development oflhe- State in 
pdst-war period can overlook the claims for the establishment and ex-
pansion of this prorrli~ing_industry on a sound basis. -
· (b) "M atches.-The xnatch industry-is cilrried on in the State on 

a medium scale and is of comparatively recent growth. It now provides 
occupation for 585 workers as against 338 in 1931. The first xnatch 
factory was started iil 1928 in Mahbubabad, in Warangal District, and 

·fum teen have been added to the list since; all except tJ,<•o w: c .,ituatcd 
in Hyderabad City, each engaging on an averj,ge 30 workers daily. 
Most of these factories use imported_b-pliuts as they are-cheap. Owing 
to difficulties in obtaining this raw material on account of war and price 

-=nt~ol._some of the establishments are not doing well at present. But 
the industry has good prospects with the return of norxnal times. 

(c) Chemicals, drugs, paints, dyes, etc.-Preparation of chemi
cals, drugs,.._c!yes Qaints, etc., engages 578 persons in alL There are 
four large establishments engaged in· the preparation of chemicals and 
drugs and one in paints and varnishes. All are located in Hyderabad. 

(d) Soap, etc.-Mariufaclilre of soap;- perfumes, cal!ill_es and
. .-other articles uf .toilet- engages 887 persons. Thereare eleven soap 

,... factones in the City wiilla-daily average attendance of2o persons. ·In 
addition to these there. are small factories spread over the Dominions 
except in Atraf-i-Balda, Adilabad., Mahbubnagar and Osmanabad 
Districts. · --- (e.) Paper, Cardboard, etc.-Paper making is' an old industry 

· m- the-Dominions and -was introduced by the Moghul Emperors. 
-Kllgazipura~gabad District was the first centre for the manu

facture of strong and durable pape~t was later established in other 
pa~ ~lso, e.g., Kora.tla (Karimnagar D1Strict) and Gorur (Medak). It 
IS significant that this hand-xnade paper indus~ill in the hands of 
a few Muslim families. In the face of the severe competition of mill-
xna~e. paper the industry s~rvives only i1_1 the _State help, and about 1 oo 
families ar~ now engaged·m p~per-making. Government Departments 
are the mam purchasers of their products. · 



As late as 1939, a company was floated for the establishment of a 
paper n:IDI and t?e Sirp~ Paper Mills Limited-r~ferred to in a previ
ous se?t10n--eqmpped Wl~ the latest type of machinery started working 
early m 1941. The cessation of paper imports and increasing-demand 
in the country together with good managerial ability were responsible-
for the success of this establishment,- which was able to supply· Rs. 7·39 
lakhs worth of paper within the State and to export Rs. 9.66 lakhs worth 
of its products within a year of its working operations. 

The total number of persons returned as engaged in paper, card-
board and papier mache manufacture was 1,075. - ·-----

(/) Others.-Other itetns under. this order) viz.~ manufacture of 
aerated waters and ice, mineral oils, shellac products, etc., engage,1,078 
persons of both sexes.__Ihree ice and 26 aerated water works were 
enumerated in Hyderabad City in 1941_. __ _ 

148. Food 11}-dustries:-The numb_er of workers ~ngaged ~~e food 
industry has considerably mcreased durmg the decenruum. PrmC1pal and 
subsidiary workers under this head in}941 _were 72,218 as compared 
to 2Q,679 in 1931, while the number of partial dependents was 17,476 

-ai .against 7,688 working dependents in 1931. The following figures 
illustrate the varying importance of particular grou~ - : . 

-- PROPORTION 
--- l'RINCIPAL AND PER 1,000 OF 

SUBSIDIARY WORKERS IN FOOD .- RS ---....___ 
- -- INDUSTRY. . . . 

Food Industries 
P.C. 

·1981 1941 varia- 1941 1981 
tion 

' 

1. Rice pounders, huskers, etc. ~.235 18,149 +964.5 1.82 80 

2. Grain parchers • • • . 166 908 +447.0 18 0 

8. Bakers and biscuit makers • . . 878 new 12 . . 
'· Butchers • .. 7,076 18,771 + 946 191 842 . . 

2,287 +971.2 19 Ul 5. Sugar manufacturers . . 848 

6. Gur manufacturers .. . . 1,441 

7. Sweetmeat, and condiments 2,804 6,950 ±201:_.7 . 96 111 

8. Butter, cheese and ghee .'. 5,722 new 79 .. ~-. . 
9. Fruits canning, juice 

1,989 new 28 
vinegar, etc. •• . . . . . . 

10. Toddy drawe1-'9 . . 5,158 8,208 +59.18 114 249 

11. Brewers and distill 698 661 - 4.61 9 88 . 
__),5,856 

-.U.. Tobac.cq _ • • .. ,682 +848.8 219 17 

18.-Opium and Ganja .. 69 195 +182.7 8 8 
98 198 +102.1 8 4o 

14. Others . . . . 

-



That there has been an extraordinary increase in the number of 
practically all classes of work~rs. under this head i;> obvious. The reason 
again, seems to _be more statistical than economic, although the lat.ter 
cannot -be altogether ignored. Better arrangements for enumeratiOn 

-and more detailed classification of items that in the last census are 
notable factors. Nor, as pointed out, have economic factors remained 
the same. There has definitely been an increased demand -for the pro
ducts of food ind~stries, owing principally to changes in habits and 
tastes. Quality food is .now preferred to o_rdinary diet. Similarly, the 
entertaining of friends in restaurants and cafes, instead of-inviting them 
home for lunches, teas and dinners, is the order of the day. Tea shops 
and. coffee houses have become regular haunts alike of the youth and the 
leisured class. Even. the unemployed_ with a couple of annas in his 
pocJ.etspend_s mMt ef his ti1ne -m these tea ShOpS, Which have become 
a feature of present day urban life.-The labour class is no less addicted 
to drink and visiting toddy shops. After the day's hard work with a 
few annas of wages in his possessign, the labourer invariably goes to these 
shops before he returns home to his wife and .childretL.__ _ 

Again, the use of tobacco in one forni or mhei an iorig px actieally
..all.age groups of pop1llllii6n has become pretty general, smoking among 
males having now become a general habit. Pan and cigarettes for the 
well-to-do, and pa.n and bidis for-the poorer class have become uni-
versal · 

Let us now briefl~mment.nn..tru~__figures under each group: Rice 
pounders. bu•kers, millers of cereals and pulses number I3,I49, and of 
these as many as 7,066 or 54 per cent. are females. There are now 
I34 rice mills, mostly situated in the rice-growing areas of Telingana. 
'Prese do not confine themselves to rice milling, but also decorticate and 
"c~sh oil seeds during the off-season. In addition to these, 1,013 flour 
mills were P"Jtmer?*e_d ia tho -·Uomjnions in IOd I tho city 0£ Y,·da"ol:to .J 
having__the largest number (204.) , following by Osmanabad ( I 2 I ) , 
.f,arbhani ( g8) and Gulbarga ( 77). Of go8 grain parchers 6g8 or 77 _ 
per cent. are females. This is as it should be, as it is eminently a 
woman's calling. 

Bakers attd biscuit makers are a new item. It provides occupation 
to as manyas-"873'persons. The industry is confined to urban areas, 
where its products are in demand. Similarly, butter, cheese and ghee 
mak~rs and fruit canners, juice al)d vinegar makers are newcomers to 
the list, and engage 5,722 and I,g8g persons respectively. · 

It may be pointedOUf at this~juncfilrethat despite die enormous 
consumption of milk and its productS in the State, the dairy industry is 
practically non-existent--There are only four dairy farms in the whole 
?f .the Dominions, :'-II ~o~ated in Hyderabad. The entire supply of milk · 
IS m the hands of mdlVldual Gao lis). There is clearly great scope and 

------' 
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necessity for the establishmenumd e~pansion of dairy industry in the 
State. . 
. Thoug~ the n.umber of butchers has increased, -ti.cir pmportion to 
I!O?O food md~stne~ workers has declined from 342 in 1931 to I9I.-A 
SI~Iar trend IS noticeable among sweetmeat and condiment makers. 
This may probably be accounted by the fact that most of these workers 
having combined their business with tea shops, have returned thernselve; 
under that head. 

Sugar manufacture has recorded an appreciable increase in the 
number of workers which now stands at 2,287. This is primarily due to 
the establi~hment of a modem sugar factory at Bodhan, referred to· 
above, which alone employs on an average 1,200 persons daily. In 
addition to these, Cur (or jaggery, including rab) manufacture engages 
I ,441 persons. . 

The remaining industries, viz., toddy drawing, distilleries and bre
weries, tobacco, ganja and opium, account for as many as 24,920 
workers or nearly 35 per cent. of the total workers in food industries. 
The most remarkable growth has been that of the tobacco industry, 
which now engages 15,856 person com~red to 3.532 in 1931. In 

_Qther wo-do, of c. Cl '/ I ,ouv-workers in Iooa industries 2 I 9 are-.:ngaged 
_jn__tobacco as against 17 in 1931. Of the 50 large scale tobacco estab
-lishments, only two manufacture cigarettes and are located in Hyder
abad City, while the remaining are engaged in bidi-making and are 
spread over in the city of Hyderabad, and the districts of Nizamabad, 
Mahbubnagar, Aurangabad and Gulbarga. 

I49· Dress and Toilet lndustries.-These account for 200,784 
ptincipal and subsidiary workers and 75,659 partly dependents. _The 
I 931 figures;- i 73,810 and ·41 ,400 respectively, are not comparable, 
inasmuch as they included figures for boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers, 
whichin the present scheme of da••ification ha• been shift-ed-to Order 
6 workers in hides skins, etc. Further, a new item of industries per_tain-

__i!!g. to garters, belts, buttons, umbrellas, etc., has been added in this 
census. Other important groups under this Order are, however, com" 
parable. -

·The total number of workers engaged in dress-making, millinery 
and tailoring etc. has increased from 33,684 to 49,6I2 since 1931. 
There are m~re kmales than males among partly dependents in this 
group. Similarly the number of those. engaged ~ embroidery and hat 
and cap making; etc., is now 3,262 against I,II4 m 1931. . 

Washing clothes and cleaning now Pngage ~ 10,366 persons, an 
increase of 25 601 or nearly 30 per cent. during the decade. Nearly 40 
per .cent. of the workers are females. Washing is carri.ed on by washer
men or Dhobis in all areas. Attempts are made from time to time to set 
up· this business on an organised basis by establishing modem laundries. 
But so far these have not me~-with success, owing probably _!o the great 
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amount of cheap Dhobi lab~~d the somparative~y high c~arges of 
the laundry service. The ~XJSting laundi-Ies and washmg establishments 
in the City and 0 t]:>er1iiban areas are used only for urgent needs. 
Ordhldly a:n<ffoirtlne washing is still done by the Dhobi. . 

Barbers, hair-dressers and wig-makers have increased by 124 only 
during the decade and number 32,633. A considerable improvement 
is noticeable in this profession. The wayside hajjam (old-fashioned 
barber)· is being gradually replaced by professionals in hair-dressing 
saloons. These establishments have now become fairly common and a 
regular feature of urban areas.· In certain fashionable quarters of the 
.City, up-to-date salooris are found equipped with modem electrical 
appliances. · · . 

Other industries, such as tattooing, shampooing and bath-houses, 
connected with dress and toilet, provide. occupation for 2,725 persons. 

150. Furniture Industry.-2,291 persons as against 645 in 1931 
returned themselves as engaged in cabinet-making, carriage making, 
upholstering and tent-making. Tent-making, howev€r, is mostly con
fined to Government Jails at the City of Hyderabad and Gulbarga. A 
number of firms supply tents and shamianas on hire. These are usually 
imported ~-<:uvn:q;o1c az ~ a~hez. p 1nces 

151. Buzldmg Industry. A. bnef reference has already been mad~· 
to the boom building conditions during the period under review. In 
view of these conditions described it is not surprising to find that workers 
under this head have increased from 17,368 in 1931 to 34,722, an in
crease of nearly I o6 per cent. 

Referring to the difficulty of drawing a line of distinction between 
>'arious groups of workers in this industry, owing to the inter-related 
nature of operations, it should be noted that figures for all gtoups were 
lumped together in 1931. It is not suggested that this particu1ar diffF 
culty ;has been completely removed. But owing partly to better enume
ration arrangementnmd pax dy, no doubt, co the mcclCUlous cat e taken 
by compilers, it has been possible this time, to fill in the detailst:o4e 
best possible extent. Accordingly, we find that as many as u,4ffih:,{.. 
the workers in the building industry are lime burners and cement 
wo;xcrs;-~ere are thn:c large-scale .establishments in the State, one of 
a lime works and the other two engaged in the manufacture of cement 
an~ cement articles. Excavators and well-sinkers number 68o only, 
while s_tone-cutters an~ dressers 3,936. Of the 37 quarrying establish
ments m the State w~ch quarry Shahabad stone, marble, etc., 13 :ire 
confine? to stone dressmg an~ are located in Gulbarga Districr.-

. ~ncklayers ana masons nw~b~r 16,8o5 ana bUllctets-{ other than 
bwldmgs made of bamboo and similar material) 567 only. 1,244 per
so~ ~turned themselves as house decorators, painters and plumbers. 
T~ IS a recent development. With new tastes an~ designs for housing, 
this class of workers ~as.:_come into prominence; particularly in towns. 



Distemper of m_?dern ~nd even ultra-modem design has now taken the 
place o! the ordmary lime and colour wash of old. Similarly new build
mgs Without bath-roo~ and sanitary fittings are now the exception 
ra~er than the rule, With the result of a growing demand for plumbero. 
It IS not lffi;Common now for the rich and well-to-do class to get their 
h~m~es furniShed by decorators.. A couple of house decorating and fur
rushmg firms have recently started business in Hyderabad. Of the total 
workers in building industries, 3,358 or 20 per cent. are females. 

152. Construction of means of Transport.-Owing to the 
enormous increase of vehicular traffic since 1931, the number engag
ed in the construction, repair and assembling of vehicles has correspond
in 1 increased; 9,065 persons returnedt s- a ed in these 
ser.vices co _ d--to 2,543 ten years ago. 

Hyderaba~ptly described as the Copenhagen of the 
East for the innumerable pilsh cycles used. Similarly, the in
creasing use of ~otor cars and motor-cycles of all descriptions has neces
sitated the establishment of several large-scale workshops for their re
pair. It was feared that this development of motor transport would 
in due course completely exterminate all types of horse-drawn vehicles, 

lit1east:-from Hyderabad City. B11t the_ttstrictions placed on the sup
-plyoflJ~;tul by •he .. -u. hg"e gisren " b.,eathing space to these horse

drawn vehicles. The jhatka is, however, finally giving place to the 
tonga. An undesirable vehicular innovation in Hyderabad and some 
mofassil towns is the Rickshaw, both hand-drawn and cycle-propelled. 
Two years ago, a rickshaw was a thing of curiosity; today it is the'popu
lar means of .conveyance. Their number in the City alone is estimated 
to be between three and four thousand. 

In rural areas, despite the increase of motor transport, the bullock 
cart more than holds its O(Wil, and provides employment to a number of 
repairers, wheel wrights, etc. · _ _ _ - · 

· The number engaged in making, repairing and assembling motor 
vehicles and cycles is 3,86o while coach-builders, makers of carriages_ 
and carts, palkis, etc., number 5,183. Others (ship, boat, aeroplane--
builders) number I 5· -' . _ -

In ~oncluding this section, it will not be out of place t<r1lot~ briefly 
the legislative measures adopted by the State to safeguard ~e mterests 
of the ·labour class in the State. The Acts and Regulations so far 
brought into force are: ( r.)The Hyderabad Mines Act No.3 of 1320 F., 
(2) The Hyderabad Factories Act No.4 of 1347 ~., (3) The Hyderabad 
Boiler and Machinery Act No. 4 of 1341 Fasli, (4) The Hyd~~a~ad 
Bhagela Agreements Regulations, . (.~) The Debt Conciliation 
Regulation (6) The Hyderabad Land Mortgage Act, (7) The Money 
Lenders' Act, (8) The Hyderabad Wor"!nen's Compensation Act of 
.1349 F. and (g,~e -Hyderabad Ma~erruty Benefit Ac_t, 134~ F. Of 
thesenumbers 4, 5, 6 and 7 are essentially concerned Wlth agncultural 



welfare and designed to improve the condition of the agriculturist.> and. 
the agricultural labour. In addition to these, Bills for regulating Trade 
-Unions and the Protection of Debtors have already been introduced into 
tlie State Legislative Council. · · 

As regards labour welfare, it may be stated that several-J?rivate con
cerns have made a beginning and provide welfare works for the benefit 
of their employers and their dependents. A number of creches, schools, 
hospitals, sports grounds, labour quarters and rest-rooms have been pro
vided by many factories and arrangements are also made for maternity 
centres, gratuity or provident fund and co-operative societies for the 
workers. 



CHAPTER XI. 

TRANSPORT, TRADE AND 0rHER MEANS OF LivELIHOOD. 

. ; 15g. Transport.-· That ':11 -efficient means of transportation is 
indis~ble-f<1~ the econorruc development of a country needs no 
emphasiS. Fast and efficient means of communication are a sine qua
non for the .growth of urban areas, the rise of towns and indeed of 
nations. The creation and enhancement of utilities of tim~, place ~nd 
exchange is a function of marketing which in turn depends on good roads 
and ~ther means of transport. The development of road ~nd rail trans
port m these Dominions has been briefly studied in chapter I, Section 26. 
In the followirig paragraph we shall only discuss the intercensal varia
tions in the number of those engaged in various sP.rvices. 

The total number of persons engaged in transport as means of liveli
hood has increased by 65,588 to go4,805, the largest increase being re
corded under road and rail transport services. As many as 196,og3 
persons are engaged in road transport and 106,559 of t~em returned 
themselves as labourers employed oil ,Cfl<lrafid bridges, the ratio of 
females in this class being nearly go per cent. Considering ~he extension 
·and· maintenance of road services during the decade ( vidf! Chapter I, 
Section 29 and go,) it is not surprising that their number should increase 
by 7,866. Similarly, the number of persons (other than labourers) em
ployed on the construction and maintenance of roads and bridges has 
risen from 1,215 to 2,875. These workers are, however, employed by the· 
Public Works Department and to a certain extent by the District Boards, 
·which are responsible for the construction and maintenance of subsidiary 
and feeder roads. · · 

The growing use of motor vehicles, both public and private has 
already been referred to, and, therefore, the number of those connected 
'with mechanically driven vehicles has gone up from 2,591 in 19g1 to 
~gg 1 • . -

Despite these developments, the tigures for other means of transport 
reveal the still existing primitive condition of transport an~ the vaqt scope 
for expansio,n and development of modem methods th~t lies a~ead. N?t 
every village is yet served by a good road. Indeed, villages ~1tuated m 
the interior are devoid of any road at all, except cart-tracks wh1ch usually 
became uhpracticable for carts during the rainy season. The result is 
that the bullock caTt is the only means of transport available for these 
areas. According to the 1940 Live-stock Census, there were 56r,ooo 
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carts a decrease of 12.8 per cent. in number since 1935· The number 
of p:rsons enumerated as connected with all vehicles, ot~er than mecha
nical is 45 278 an increase of about 50 per cent. durmg the decade. 

' , ' ll -d" The carts belonging to agriculturists are usua y owner nven. 
Next in importance to road is rail transport, which provides occu

pation to 99,730 persons, against 78,249 in 1931. The total number is 
composed of 10,635 employees other than coolies and 89,095 labourers 
employed on construction and maintenance as coolies. Of the total 
increase almost 95 per cent. is accounted by "the latter. 

Those engaged in water transport have considerably declined and 
number only 4,.217, against 7,845 in 1931. To begin with, the only 
really navigable river in the State is the Godavari below the Dumma
gudem anicut. It is. only during the rainy-season that the services of 
boatmen and their employees are in demand. Now that bridges have 
been constructed on practically all rivers, the fall in the number of those 
engaged in providing this ferry service is only natural. 

Sixty-two persons returned themselves as connected with air trans
port. These are the employees at the Begampet Aerodrome. A begin
ning has thus been made of air transport in the St'ate and post~war years 
are sure to bring a quick expansion of this method of transpor'::-----

Post, telegraph; t~l!:_phone, etc.,_I>royidt>..occupation to 4, 763 persons, -
compared to 3,010 m 193-r.-- The mcrease has been brought about partly 
by the extension of the Stiate postal service and partly by the establish
ment of the State wireless and Broadcasting stations at Hyderabad and 
Aurangabad. 

154. Trade: General.-Hyderabad, as a producer of a raw materials 
and of semi-and wholly manufactured articles, is an important trade 
block of India. _ The trade of the Dominions may be divided into two 
distinct parts, (a) trade with areas beyond the frontiers, which in view 

_of the political unity of the territory may be aptly termed the external 
or foreign trade of Hyderabad and (b) inter-regional or internal trade. 

The annual value of the total external trade of these Dominions 
averages Rs. 30 crores, exports usually exceeding 'imports in value and 
thereby creating a balance of trade favourable to the State. Indeed, 
the total trade has witnessed an increase of 26 per cent. since 1931 
( 1340 F.) imports having gone up by 28 per cent:- an<t·expol}:s by 25 
per cenL . ..The principal trade blocks with which Hyderah:tdhas busi
ness relations are Madras, Bombay, Mysore and the Central Provinces 
an~ ~erar. The Bombay and Madras ports and Marmagoa are the 
pnnctpal channels through which tt:ade across the sea is carried . 

. The need for the formation of organised and controlled markets for 
agn~ultural .produce was stressed both by the Royal Commission on 
lndtan Agrtculture and the Central Banking Enquiry Committee. 
" Apart from the organisation of producers for the sale of produce " to 
quote the Royal C:ommission, " the most effective means of rem~ving 
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UIUlecessary mi~lemen are the provision of good roads and the establish
~ent of. a suffi,~t€nt ~umber of well regulated markets, easy of access to 
~ e cultivator.. This reco~endation of the Royal Commission was 
Implemented m the Domm10ns by the· passing of the Agricultural 
Marke~ :'-ct No. II o~ I339 F. The powers of administering the Act 
were ~mgmally vested m the Direct?r-General and Secretary.to Govern
ment m the Commerce and Industnes Department and were later trans
ferred to the Additional ~evenue Secretary, Rttral Reconstruction. In 
I340 F. ( I9~~), an executiv~ post of a Marketing Officer was created for 
close s~pervlSlon of the working of the Act at various trade centres. The 
followm~ 22 ma~ket.s ~ I4 districts, out of the existing I I I agricultural 
markets m ~e Domm10ns, have been brought under the Act during the 
period that has sin~e elapsed:- · 

I. Nander. 
2. Jalna. 
3. Sailu. 
4· Latur. . 
5· Umri · -=--

-o:-wara.ngaL '-
7· Hingoli. 
8. Ai.trangabad. 
g. Raichur .. 

10. Adilabad. 
II. Badepalli. 

12. Partilr. 
I 3· Khammarnet. 
14. Bhainsa. 
15. Nizamabad. 
16. Bhongir. 
rr.-Bidar. 

- 18. Dharmabad. 
19. Gulbarga. 
20. Peddapalli. 

' 21. Parli. 
22. Suryapet. 

Each of these regulated markets has a Market Committee, with 
representatives of both the producers and the traders, which frames its 
own bye-laws, defining the local market practices and fixing the market
ing charges. All market functionaries are licensed and each adatya or 
Commission agent is enjoined to issue a sale slip. The numbers of 
adatyas, weig~e!!_AJld measurers in these markets were 1,459, 1,282 
and 402 respectively in 1941 ( I350 F.). .. . 
_ The total annual saleable and exportable agricultura1 produce of 
the Dominions is approximately estimated to be worth Rs. 50 crore.~. 
Of this Rs. Io to I5 crores' worth, or nearly a quarter of the total agri
cultural produce sold in the State, is n~ dealt with in these Regulated 
Markets. Other measures adopted to improve the efficiency of market
iRg of agricultural produce are the passing of the Grading and Market
ing Act of 1349 F. and the .abolition. of dry measures, in all rep;ulatP.d 
markets, in favour of the uniform wetght of a palla of 120 seers for the 
quotation of all wholesale prices. · 

It will be noticed that the number of markets both regulated and 
unregulated is negligible in rela~ion to the total sal~able produce and its 
value. It is rather disconcertmg to note that, 1gnormg the weekly 
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bazaars and fairs, there is only one market for every r! lakhs of popula- · 
tiorl. · Efforts therefore should be made to accelerate the growth of 
markets all o;er the co~ try and to bring them under legislative control. 

· 1here are three indigenous organisations engaged in the direction 
of this Trade, The Hyderabad Chamber of C~mmerce, the Secunder
abad Chamber of Commerce and the Comrmttee of Sahukaran and 
Vyaparan. Their activities are, however, restricted in comparison to 
the volume and course_!>f the trade of these Dominions, a larger portion 
11f the market being dominated by foreign establishments like Messrs 
V dlkart<iiid Messrs Ralli Brothers. In order, therefore to safeguard the 

--inrerests of the trade, both imJ?.Orts--and-expo~, locaL organisation of a 
more representative character are necessary for the direction and control 
of imports and exports. 

Further, the establishment of Trade Agencies by the State in various 
business and commercial centres abroad is a desideratum. These are 
essential links between the- foreign consumer and the local producer and 
are designed to bring the demand of the one to bear upon the other. No 
scheme for the industrialisation and economic development of the State 
is likely to be successful without_due provision fo~ th" marketing require· 
menlFOf the p• oducer:>. -Accordingly, it would be worth-while Iot:.J:h_e_ __ 
Government-of H.E.H. the Nizam to consider the appointment of Trade 
Commissioners in various Indian and foreign business centres. 

We shall now proceed to comment on the statistical information 
obtained relating to persons in various branches of trade in these Domi
nions. The total number of persons engaged in trade has increased 
from 685,417 in r93 ito )80,43 7 ; in other words, the increase has -been 
proportionate to the growth of population, the percentage increase being 
13.8. Consequently for every r,ooo population there are now, as in 1931_ 
47 traders. · 

155. Banks a.nd Other. Credit Iristitutions.-The importance of 
credit structure in the present day capitalistic economy requires no 

. emphasis. That the development of production, Trade and Commerce 
are- entirely tlependent on the existence and availability of credit in 
mod~m economic su uctwe, is abundantly clear from the history of eco
!lo~ca~y ad":anced nations. Hyderabad has a :variety of these credit 
mstttutiOns, With a conspicuous absence of any organic relationship with 
?ne another. The principal wnsutuentSOf the money market and bank
Jug system in these Dominions, are analogous to those in other parts of 
the country and are shown below:- · · 

I. Hyderabad State Bank 
2. Other Joint-stock Banks 

-3 Co-(!perative Societies-
( a) Agricultural 
(b) Non-agricultural •• 

No. 
I 

22 
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4· . Indigenous bankers 
5· _ Money-lenders 

•• • • .. • • I9 
.. 47.489 

The functions of the State Bank, which has since started its bu~iness 
are briefly referred to fn an ca• li~eetion. _ In addition to 22 joint-stock 
banks registered under Hyderabad Companies Act there are three 
British Indian Joint-stock Banks, the Central Bank of I~dia the Imperiaa 
Bank of India and the Andhra Bank, with I 6 branches sp~ead over the 
important commercial centres of the State.. 

It is unfortunate .that statistical data relating to me W0Ik1ns .. d 

progress of these banks-is not available to enable us to gauge the extent 
of the financial help afforded by these institutions in the growth of trade, 
commerce a~dustrial production. -· . _ 
_ __In Chapter 1, Section "18, an account has been given of the growth 
of the co-operative movement and the inc! ease in the number, share 
capital and loans of agricultural and non-agricultural co-operative socie-
ties - -. . 

Of the 54,962~ persons engaged in banks, establishments of credit . 
and insurance, only 4,458 persons or nearly 7-per_cept.~are employed 
in the organised banking business or in co-operative societies. Of the 
latter figure, 769 are officers and employees of these institutions, the 
remaining being employees, munims and agents of indigenous bankers. 

In the Subsidiary Table VIII-(6) of Imper.ial Table VIII in 1931, 
22,343 persons were recorded as money-lenders, while as many as 47,489 
persons have now returned themselves as money-lenders, including, g,6Io 
females. There has, thus been an increase of nearly I 14 per cent. in the 
number of those engaged in this calling. " The type ranges." to quote 
S M. Gubba_ry, "front the small village capitalist to the wealthy well
established private partnership, generally a family partnership;--of mer
chant"" bankcrs-wttlr agcncic,;- in--nnd uut~idc- India. •• · Although their 
methods of transaction and even their very existence have been deplored 
by more than one writer on the subject, yet it cannot be denied that in 
the absence _of better credit facilities, these sahukar and mahajan fill in 
a distinct gap and are indispensable middlemen in the existing _circum
stances. In this connection, the following· extract from the Hyderabad 
Banking Enquiry Report will be of interest:- _ 

"Whatever the source, of their (indigenous bankers) working 
- capital may be, they are undoubtedly of very great use to 

the mercantile commumty, wnoappreciate their method of 

13 

~dealing and prefer it to that of the joinf-stock banks. The 
indigenous bankers 'methods are swift and secret and do not 
involve much documentation and delay._ To an average 
member of the mercantile community in the Dominions, the 
Jeint-stock Bank and the Imperial Bank are too stiff-necked 
and difficult to approach. The bankers on the other hand 
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ar!! more accommodating to the needs and urgency of the 
boJrowers. Their conditions with regard to security are more_ 
easy to satisfy than in the cas~ of banks, and, as a matter .of 
fact almost the whole of the1r advances to the mercantile 

' - k community are· on personal •ecu.l'ity.-Therdo not eep any 
fixed hours of business and welcome a client at any odd hour 
of the day or night. Nor do they ~~t on pr?mpt_~yment 
of loans. Even in the case of Darshzm Hundzs, they allow a 
period of grace of.tbree days before the Hundi is returned 
as <IIShonoured." 

" They are in close touch with the people in general and their 
clients in particular. Every one-even the poorest of the 
folk--can approach them and lay before them his require
ments. These and other facilities are iiigraineuin the habits 
of the public and -the mcrchallt class~ It is no wonder. that a 
preponderantly large number of people go to them m pre
ference to the Joint-stock banks. The higher rate of interest 
or of discount charged by the indigenous banker is regarded 
by the customers as the price I or- the extra facilities they get. 
The bankers are formidable rivals to the Joint-stock Banks, 
not on account of their resources or greater deposits from the 
public attracted by payment of higher rates of interest, but 
on account of the fact that their method of business is more 
convenient and in conformity with the habits of the people. 
It is not, however, Slll!,"gested that the banks should adopt the 
methods of the indigenous bankers.- It only serves to show 
that a great uphill task lies before the Joint-stock Banks." 

It is significant that the concentration of money-lenders in Marath· 
wara, which was pointed out, in the 1931 report, still continues; 32,947 
or 70.:-per cent of the money-lenders are in the Maratbwara di.stt·jcts.,. 
Osmanabad having the largest number ( 6,455) followed by Raichur 
(5,248), Gulbarga (4,939) and Parbhani (4,II4). In Telingana, haw· 
ever, Hyderabad City has 2,981 money-lenders, followed by Karim
nagar (2,063) and Warangal (2,oox:)'. In other districts their number. 
ranges from x,_'jo6 in Nalgonda to 388 in Baghat. , 

Figures of the distribution of this calling by communities were not 
obtained, but it is pretty generally known that practically all communi· 
ties contribute tO' the number. It should however, be noted that in addi
tion to professional money-lenders doing useful service to society, a 
number of Arabs, Rohillas, Pathans and Sikhs have taken up this busi
ness. In urban areas, particularly in Hyderabad City, they provide petty 
ca5h loans to the poor and needy at exorbitant rates. Their methods 
of business, particularly of demanding repayments with a characteristic 
use of force have, indeed, become a nuisance. . 

~!change and insurance agents number 3,005 persons, while the 
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number of brokers, commission agents, commercial travellers, warehouse 
owners and their employees has increased from I,350 in I93no 2,693-:-
. · · 1~6. T;ade in Piece goods.-. Trade in piecegoods, wool, cottqn, 
)Ute, s1~, barr and other textiles now engage 48,983 persons as against 
3?,I34 m I931. .The ~wth Of the cotton textile industry .!!!._the Domi
mons, a_s well as m ~nd1a, as ~well as the flow of imports from abroad, is 
responsible for the mcrease m the number of traders under this head. 
Of the 18,018 partially dependent on trade in textiles, 8,532, or nearly 
50 per cent., are females. 

157· Trade in Hides an.d Skins, etc.-The number of persons 
engaged in skins and hides, trade, including leather, furs, feather, horns 
and articles made of these has increased from 6, 708 to 14,2 I I during the 
decade. 

. Similarly, wood, metalS ~nd potteries, bricks and tiles provide occu
pation to as many as 13,421; 4•550-;--23,425 person respectively, all 
showing a considerable increase since I 93 1. Pottery,.bt:ickL and tiles 
trade, however, recardeda- greater proportion of females, 52 per cent 
of the total engaged in this occupation. . 

' I58. Trade in Chemical Products.-. The remarkable increase in 
the number of traders in chemical products; viz;., drugs, dyes, paint;, 
petroleum, etc.,-2,450 persons as compared to 817 only in 1931-may 
bf" accounted for by the increase in the number of chemists and druggists. 
both Allopathic· and Unani. Unlike ten years ago, practically: every 
locality in the City of Hyderabad and all large towns and urban areas 
now have their local chemists, and private Unani Dawakhanas in addi-
ti(.,Jl to those set up by the Government. _ __ . . 

The growing use of automobiles necessitated a net-work of services 
dealing with petrol and gasoline. Figures for petrol dealers are not 
available but the number of petrol pumps in urban areas, particularly 
in the City of Hydel'abad, and thc-:tVaiiabilityofpetrol in pra~tically 
all taluq headquarters bears testimony to the considerable increase in 
the number of those engaged in this trade. 28 per cent. of those engaged 
in this occupation were, however, enumerated in the City of Hyderabad. 

I59· Hotels, Restaurants and Cafls.-As principal and subsidiary. 
means of livelihood, hotels, restaurants and cafes now provide occupation 
to as many as I71,845 persons compared to 152,829 in 1931. We have 
already referred to the change in the habits and tastes during the decade 
and to the increasing recourse of the general public to these public haunts._ 
The number of dealers in wine, liquors and aerated waters though it still 
stands at the formidable total of 148,182, has slightly declined by 
218 ai; a result partly of" the temperancet?ove~ent" in the State, but 
mainly of the restriction of imports of quahty wmes from abroad by the 
war. On the other hand, the nrimbers of hotel-owners, managers and 
hawkers of drinks and food-stuffs have increased from 2,862 and 1,566 
respectively to I9,I58 and 4,505. 



16o. Trade in Food-stuffs.-So far as trade in other food-stuffs-is 
concerned the following comparative table is eloquent in showing the. 
increase~ the number of those engag«:d under each individual head:-· 

Pr.incipal and Subsidiary 
Earners. 

Means of Livelihood 1941 
Trade in food-stuffs • . 191,.261 
Unprepared grain, seed and pulses • . 59,279 ) so,o8s Flour ( ata,) and prepared grains, pulses · 6,887 
Sweetmeats • . 10,699 7,430 
Dairy products, eggs aJ!dpoultry- ;,-55,993 · 42,258 
Animals forfood .. -.. - 3,565 1,770 
Fodder ~ 1,822 990 

6~~~afo~~-stuffs : .' • • • . --;~ -_--- ---;;,9o8 . 

Tobacco u,172 · 7,825 
Opium 964 298 
Ganja • . • . 874 407 

33 per cent. of the total workers under this head are females, though 
in particular groups like dairy products and vegetable dealers, the pro
portion of females is higher, being 41 and 39 per cent. respectively. 

161. Other Trade.-Figures of workers in trade of all other sorts, 
·with comparative figures for 1931, are given below:-

1941 1931 
Clothi11g arid-Toiler--- •• .•9·~ H,164-
Furniture ... 7,6g2 3.796 
Building .. 6,804 3,036 
Transport .. 14,896 9,400 
Fuel 46,814 3s,o88 
Articles of luxury and art .. 24,681 I5,g8o 
Other sorts · •. .. 122,710 236,804 

Total· .. 242,637 303,268 

. 'J'!tere has been. an increase under each head except ' Other Sorts ' 
which Js also responsible for the fall jn the total number of workers engag
ed under these ~ccupations. Under Transport, a considerable increase 
has taken place m the number of dealers and hirers of mechanical trans
port, motors, cycles, etc., who now number 2,964 against 1,224 an 
mcrease of nearly 140 per cent. , 
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Under Articles of Luxury and Art, 4,615 persons belong to thecate
gory of publishers, booksellers and dealers in musical instruments, pic
tures, etc., catering to the intellectual needs of the population. Their 
relative numerical position is still the same as pointed out in previous 
report; they are considerably more numerous than dealers in tobacco. 

Trade of' Other Sorts' now engages 122,710 persons, showing a 
fall of 44 per cent. compared to 1.931. This has been brough~about by. 
the steep fall in the number of general store and shopkeepers. The total 
number of those falling under thls group js only 94,855, compared to 
230,743 last time, a decrease of about 58 per cent. This may be attri
buted to a better scheme of enumeration and classification. 

UTRER-MiANs oF LivELIHOOD.~--
--:::-:-;::::;:::"::;~· . --- .·. ~-----

162. (a) Public Force.-Public Force-consists of the Imperial and 
State Armies, the Nav~ the Royal and the Indian Air Force, the City 
and District Police Forces and the village watchmen. 

-
Means of Lh·elibood 11141 

__ Anny. 
hnpenal .. .. 2,,07 
Sta\e .. .. 25,~1 

Tot81 •• 27,978 

Navy aRd air force .. 68 

Poliee. 
. Police .. .. 37,082 

Total •. 75,~ 

Total Public force .. 103,506 

T h e marginal 
~------rl·atement shows their 

1981 

-
3,678 

18,563 

22,286 

.. 

'12, 

20,88!; 

~.IIU 

I P.c; 
Variatio~ 

- 32.0 
+ 37.3 

+ 25.8 

+ 100.0 

108.0 

+ 211.9 

+ uo.t 
-

respective strength 
a n d variation bet
ween 1941 and ·1931. 
Immediately on the 
outbreak of hostilities, 
recruitment was start· 
ed throughout the 
length and breadth o£ 
the country. Simi
larly the police force 
-. .. ~- ""' V'4.i-.,u\...ugu~t;n--

ed to preserve law 
and order within the 
country. According· 
ly, we find that the 
number of those en-
gaged in this means of 
livelihood now stands 

at zo~,so6,, a phen~menal increa~ of 14o·pcr cent. over 1931. The 
aggregate mcreasc !11 the army IS only 25.8 per cent. In fact', the 
Imperial Army stationed at the Secunderabad and Aurang<!bad Can
tonments, as enumerated at the time of the census, showed a fall from 
3,673 in 1931 to 2,497. On the other hand, the number of t.hose engaged 
in the State Army adyanced from 18,563 to 25,481 dunng the same 
period making~ totatof 27,978 in 1941 agains.t 2~,236 of 1931. But .of 
course these fluctuations arc of temporary significance, the Impenal 
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garrison and the State forces in Hyderabaid varying greatly in strength 
according to the various war developments <\Ild movements of troops. 

- The increase under Public Force is largely contributed by the deve
lopment and extension of the police service. It was particularly towards 
the close of the decade under review that the traditional communal 
harmony of the State was disturbed by foreign influences. H artals and 
Satyagraha of sporadic nature were reported in the metropolis and other 
urban and rural areas. Again the.reinforcement of the Police force was 
also deemed necessary for purposes of civil defence under existing cir
cumstances. The total strength of the Police Force, including the village 
watchmen therefqre, rose from 20,885 to 75,460 in 1941. • 

The total number 75,460 comprises 38,428 village watchmen and 
37,032 persons of the City of Hyderabad and o· o Ice orce. -
.--The; number of village watchmen 5~,428 seems quite reasonable in 
view of the total number of villages in the Dominions to be 22,360. 

In addition to these, 18 persons serving inthe·Navy and 50 in the 
Air Force were enumerated. These are either. Sra1e~Stil5Jects employed 
or domiciled foreigners. · · 

(b) Public Admini.<tration.---The number of persons engaged in 
Public Administration has likeWise,· risen from 69,252 persons in.1931 
to 122,415 in 1941 or 76.8 per cent. 

The following statement gives the number of persons engaged in 
each unit of Public Administration as compared with 1931 Census:-

llleans of Livelihood 1941 1931 P.C. varia· 
tion 

Servants of the State (Imperial and British 
___Indian Provinces} • • • • ·· -- .. 3,975 1,827 + 199_._!5 

-- ----
Servants of Hyderabad State 

. 
60,573 82,284 + . . .. 117.11 

Indian and foreign State .. . . 16 42 . . 

' 

Municipal and other local (not village) services 21,089 9,710 + 116.7 . 

Village officials other than watchmen .. 36,812 25,939 + 41.9 

Total Public Administration .. 122,415 69,252 + 76.8 

The· increase in all the items above noted indicate the growth of 
administrative machinery in various directions, more particularly, pri
mary and university education, technical and vocational institutions, 
e~pan~ion in public works, roads, motor transport_ services, local admi
rustration consequent upon the growth of new ~owns and municipalities, 
lare;e scale rural developments such as rural reconstruction, co-operative 
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societies, medical and public health measures; finally the opening of new 
departm~ts, as also the war-time increase in various departments . 

. . The ~creased ~~her of. pe~ns engaged by the Imperial and 
Bntish I~an Provmc1al Semces m Hyderabad iran-1ndttshowing 
the creation of new departments due to war_,jn_l;.ecunderabad AdmiiiiS--
tered Areas. - __ _ 

It is interesting to note that the ratio of females in the State service 
has risen from 8 per cent. to nearly 20 per cent. during the decade. 

(c) Professions and Liberal Arts.-The heterogeneous group of 
workers earning their livelihood by practising religion, law, medicines 
and as t.eachers, sci.entists, artists, musicians, actorthetc., is cla~ifi~d under 
Prof~1ons and T.,heral Arts..-- "'·5 pet c!!ll_T.Of. c; totat prmctpat:anct
subSiiliary ea~ners or dl.'><fz6 perSOns earn the1r lllCOlilc b] folfowing 
these occupations. Compared to 1931, persons enumerated under this 
sub-class show an increase of 73 per cent. Religion alone provides a 
livelihood for as many as 95,274 persons or 52 per cent of the total IUJlll-
ber under this sub-class, and of the former figure 86,090 or_go....pei cent. 
are priests, ministers, etc. 

The number of la~l_lll grhde~ including qazis, law .agents, 
mukhtars, clerks and petition wnters _as.mcreased frolll-!),077 m 1931 
t0_!).£83• -

Medicine provides occupation for 22,235 persons as against 10,053 
in 1931. These include 3,246 registered practitioners and oculists; oC 

_whom 1,078 are females, representing only one qualified physician for 
every 5,ooo of the population. The need and scope for qualified medical 
men is therefore patent. Even worse, with a live-stock population of 
over 12 million, there are only 310 Veterinary Surgeons in the State. 

· The total number of persons engaged in imparting education has 
increased by about 50 per cent. during the decennium to 18,969, of 
,.,.hom "if'd .. o a:iC pxu~,n, auu ""'aQ;n;~.,---v.r--ctll-xlliU.S, UlClUOlll!f 4,734·-
women. . 

Public scribes, architects, enquirers, authors and scientists, other 
tihan Government serv~ts, and a host of persons classiJied as artists, 
musicians, etc., etc., are shown under Order 49--" Letters, Art~ 
Sciences." These number 31,732 of whom 9,555 are females. The fall 
in the numoer of authors, editors and journalist~ compared to 1931 is due 
to the fact that photographers who were previously included under this 

-group are now -shown separately.--.- --
· It is interesting to note that 43 per cent. of the total persons enume

rated under professions and liberal a~ -a~ to be-found in the City of 
Hyderabad (34,418) followed by the diStriCts of Aurangai.Jad (x J,/551>-

. Gulbarga ( 14,824) and Warangal ( 12,.050). _ . 
( d;) Miscellaneous.-Under thiS. group--are ~eluded persoJ?S 

living on their income other than agncultural propnetors, domestic 
servants those. manufactures, ~men and other workers whose 

-- ' -------- •" . 



occupations have been iqsufficien~ly describe~ ~nd those with unproduc
tive means of livelihood, such as 1nmates of ja.tls, beggars, vagrants, etc; 

The subjgined table gives the number of persons enumerated under 
_each head with corresponding-figures for I93I: 

Persons living on their income 
Domestic service •. 
Insufficiently described occupations 
Inmates of jails and asylums 
Beggars, vagrants and prostitutes 
-Other-\IIICfassilied nmt·p• oduoLi o 

--------
Total 

194I 

19,390 
512,797 
I45,571 

4,437 
. • I 76,u8 

6,787 

864,500 

1931 

16,461 
386,536 
I26,867 

. 126,361 
g,267. 

659,492 

----._Ihe City of Hyderabad and the district of Atntf-i-Balda together 
accollllLfor_90 per cent. of the persons living on their income. Of the 
total number, only 5,236 are females. 

Of the 512,797 persons returned as domestic servants, 9,049 are 
private motor-drivers and 1o,qU4 scavengers, the.. latter however, were 
shown under Mis-cellaneous and Undefined Industt-ies (0~ in 
193I. Compared to 1931, private motor drivers· and cleane~s have 

-increased by 4,163 and scavengers by 4,337. Of the remaining .domestic 
servants 2 I 8,355 or 44 per cent. are females. . __ ___:__ 

7·4 per c-::nt. of the total domestic servants tire found in the City of 
Hyderabad, and Telingana employs nearly twice as many domestic 
servants as Marathwara. 

There are I 70, I 88 beggars and vagrants. There are slightly ( 1,044) 
more male than female beggars. . The number of procurers and pro~ti-

_ ..... _J..o. 1 t• J (..., -r,P-0 !., 'TQQS +a b ggn _ . 



CHAPTERXlt 

UNEMPLOYMENT. 

r63. General.-An added feature of the present census relates to 
the collection of _information regarding unemployment in the State. It 
is the first time that an attempt has been made to ·obtain these data, 
which are therefore rather restricted in chara~ter. However, now that 
a beginning has been made it is for future censuses .to improve upon it 
_and<>~ .. coiDJ:>rehcnsive information on this social and economic 
aspect of the population. 

That the existence of a permanent margin_olunemployment among 
workers, particularly industrial workers, is a natural concomitant of the 
present capitalistic !>ystem of production, is known to every first. year 
student of economics. But the phenomenon of unemployment in India 
varies in degr~d scope fro!!l that in western countries. To begin 
with, India is not as highly liidustiialiseo:L=~<UU~ntries of the West and 
consequently the major probleins arising. out oTnUS'--oc..ale__industrial 
unemployment have not as yet made their appeara~ce here-~ i_! is true 
that like other countries India also witnessed a certam amount of indu-

. stria I unemployment during_tbe xo<>g 1 &;}511eriod of world-wide dcp•'" 
-siQIJ-- B·•t gar • lryo.pcaitmg, the problem for fudian industries has so 
-far been scarcity of labour rather than unemployment. 

From the point of view of a predominantly agricultural country 
like India, it is, therefore, the problem of agricultural unemployment 

·that is really important. Agricultural operations do not fully cover 
every period of a year, and consequently seasonal unemployment or a 
period of ' enforced idleness' is a permanent feature of the Indian agri
cultural economy. But a more serious aspect of agricultural unemploy
ment is the periodic cessation of work over an area caused by scarcity or 
famine. This danger has been minimis~d to a considerable extent by 
irrigation schemes and other devices in areas which were frequently 
liable to this condition; yet it cannot be completely ruled out. 

But the crui of the unemployment problem in India is what is 
termed 'middle class' or 'educated' unemployment, that is to say, 

-unemplOyment or Llle people who have acquired a certain standard of 
. education. This type of unemployment is largely contributed by the 

_j!Jb-seeking mentality. of such people. The .pres~t day syste~ of educl!-
t!()n is no less responsible for the unhappy s1tuat10n. The obJect of this 
system, as pointed out by Sir George An~erson, is to train " boys for 
clerical avocations which are now proclauned -to be overstocked and 

j!Ol 
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which offer insufficient avenues of employment to large throngs of appli
cants." Be that as it may, "the existence and the steady increase of a 
sort of intellectual proletar~rlie words of the Saddler Commission, . 
" not without reasonable grievances, forms a menace to good Govern
ment; especially in a country where the small educated class is alone 
vocal." . 

I64._l;ensus Study of. Unemployment.~-:Let us now tum to the 
census study of the unempl_oyment problem. Questions nos. I 2 and I 3 
relate to this aspect of the enquiry. The former merely enquired 
whether a person was in employment during the last week of February 
I94I (Farwardi I350 F.), children, housewives and the infirl!l being 
ruled out for the purposes of this que.stio!h__Question I g. however, asked 
how long an employed personhad been in search of empl?ymen~. For 
the p~p~~s of ·th!s enqu_i!)', e~lQym.ent broadly meant. the eXIlstence 
of an mdiVIdual means of livelihood, and unempl_oyment Its absence. 
- · Impenal Table (X-I) shows the number of persons unemployed 
oy-age and I).atural divisions and districts. It will be noticed that figures 
for under~employment or seasonal unemeloyment were not obtained. 
Absolute unempl~ent alone was taken mto i:J,ccount. Similarly, the 
data were not~forthe t"'O sexes separately. 
_I~ployment according to Age-groups.-The total number 

·ofpersons~returned as unemployed, in the age-group I6-4o, is 47,62I . 
.. ln...<>ther words, for every ten thousand workers according to Imperial 
Table VIII there are 68 unemployed persons~Ilnll ... 11 , o .. IOOlat~Oil 
age-groups, the unemployed represent 73 persons for every ten thousand
between the ages of I5 and 40. Of the total unemployed as many as 
34,312 or a little over 70 per cent. are found in Telingana and the rest 
in Marathwara. As many as I2,072 or 25.3 per cen,t. of the unemployed· 
are found in the City of Hyderabad, followed by Karimnagar, 4,487, 
Mahbubnagar 3,668 ancl:W.arangal g,g1.0 ... Osmanabad has only 694 un
employed and Baghat I39 only. For other districts the number ranges 
froll! I,I41 in Gulbarga to 2,788 in Adilabad. 

I66. Proportion of unernpf21ed per mille of unemployed in each 
age-~roup and in-natuial(Iivisions.~The following table shows the pro~ 
port.J.on of ~nemployed per .I•.o?o of the total unemployed in each group 
and accordmg to natural diVIsions:- · · 

-16-20 
21-25-~ 
. 26-so 
31-35 
s6-4o 

~ ... -

.. 
•• 

Unemployed per t ,nan of the 
----·total unemployed. 

State Telingana Marathwara 

•• 28I 278 286 ---- ---
.254 253 . 259 

. • 2IO ,220 184 
, , . I II I04 130 

·---;-;- I44 ' I45 I4I 
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~ The figures show that for the State as a whole 75 per cent. of the 
unemployed are in the age-group I 6-30. The same proportion exists 
for the natural divisions of Telingana and Marathwara. Taking the 
two divisionueparately, however, there is a greater pressure in the I6-25 
and the 3I·35 groups in Marathwara than in Telingana.. , 

I67. Proportion of the unemployed seeking employment.-The 
Per Mille of the unemployed marginal· statement gives the proportion of 

proportion seeking employment the unemployed seeking employment for a 
per 1000 unemployed for ~ 

-~-,.-------,-=----- period of less than one year and more than 

I Less thanl More than ' ch Age-group one year one year one year m ea group. 
58I ere found to have been in search_ w 

re than one year and 4I9 forless 
ar.. -

dirig to age-groups, the~ highest · 

16-20 .. uo 171 nf :nh for mo 
21-25 .. ----·~112 142 than one ye . 
28-80 ;. 92 118 Accor 

al-'-85 .. 53 58 
proportion o 
than one ye 

86-<lO •• 1>2 V2 after which 
Total .. 419 581 

f persons unemployed for less 
ar is found in the group 2I-25, 
there is a fall. :For the category 
employed of mor~_than one year 

the I 6-20 group has the largest prooortmD which decHneafor sut>~cq11ent 
groups; the 36-40 group-;llow~er, has a higher proportion than the-
immediateh• pr.........lH>5 j•-35 group. 
__ I68. Proportio.n of the educated unemployed according to the 
standard of education.--Ofthe total unemployed, x8,146 were enumer
ated as possessing a certain standard of education. In other words, the 
total educated unemployed represent about 35 per cent. of the total un
employed. Among the educated unemployed as many as I5,9I3 or 88 
per cent. have no -recognised qualification for public service, i.e., are 
non-matriculates. The proportion of the educated unemployed in each 
a~e-g:oup to total unemployed is shown in the-su!Jjollre!l Statement:-

of person un 

PROPORTieN TO TOTAL UNEMPLOYED Pli:R 1,000 . -~- ---
I 

Age-group 
Recognised """'"" ""'"'""' r Illiterates 
qualifications Primary and Middle 

School qualification 

16--20 .. .. 88 274 698 
UF 

~- ---- - .48 284 718 Zl . .. 
26-80 00 r--- ---- 191 779 .. .. 
81-85 26 -------.,,.... - ·689 . . .. 
86--40 .. 23 169 808 .. 
All Ages . . .. 84 242 724 

. 



The highest proportion of ill~terate unemployed _is fotind in ~he 
36·40 group. It de~lines gradu~lly m f:be groups precedm_g 26-30, owmg 
mainly to the growmg proportion of lit~rat~ ~the ~arhe~!ge-g!,Q!!l)S. 
For the literate unemployed, the proportion 1S highest m jge I6-2o group 
and falls uradually in subsequent groups with the exception of 3I-35· 
Amo~ p~·sons with recognised qualifications, i.e., matriculates, under
graduates, graduates and other degree or diploma holders, the 2 I -25 age.: 
group has the highest unemployed proportion, the subsequent groups 
showing a gradual fall. · . . . 

Of the total unemployed with recognised qualifications nearly 76 
per cent. are those with High School Leaving or Matriculation Certifi

.. cates;-il per cent. Intermediates,· and Io Eer cent. Graduates 
2 per cent. hold other degrees orchplomas. 

. 

~It-will be· seen from eire margiD.al statement that the proportion of . 
High 

Age-group school or 
matricu-

lation 
16-20 .. 308 
21-25 - .. 350 

~5 ·'"'- IOO 

36--40 .. 90 

. mediate duates 
Inter- I Gra-

Degrees \Other 

257 
354 462 237 
218 203 203 

unemployed with various 
qualifications excepting 
other degrees is largest for 
the 2I·25 age-group, and 
declines thereafter for 

~bsequent ages. 
~~~r 

0
' 69 58 84 20 

In the case of Other Degrees ana Diploma:;, lh<;-. ..cr.- s• , "P maon
tains the largest proportion, which fall precipitously in the 3 I -35 group 
and again rises in the 36-40 group, where it recedes to the proportion 
recorded of the 26-30 group.. . 

I6g. The Employment Bureau.-That the problem of unemploy
ment is not so very acute in the State, as elsewhere, can be seen from the 
data analysed in the preceding paras. Its existence, however, cannot be 
'denied. The Government of H.E.H. the Nizam being alive to the situa· 
t!i.onset·up a~ Utremployment Bureau" in I939 (1348 F.) to cleviS( 
ways of tackling the P!oblcf'fto Thw Brucaa i3-not--eonteut with JOb· 
finding for the applicants but js also engaged in the investigation of pos· 
sibilities of development in other economic and gainful pursuits. It als< 

-aims at.bri~g abo~~-a c®nge in the~utlook of the educated youth b1 
persuasion an<nnatenal help to enter mto the vast.field of more profit 
able occupations than Government serviCc_wiihihe limited scope. 
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PART III.-Cultural. 

CHAPTER XIII. 
----------..:__ 

LANGUAGE. 

· 170. Object.-The object of th<:Sestatis~~ the _dis
tribution of the various languages spoken in the State; The mstrucuons · 
ghren to the enumerators we~e to enter each person's mother-tongue a~d 
in the case of infants and-ucaf..mutes, the language of the mother. W1th 
a view to ascertain the extemof biiingua:tlsm a separate question was 
asked about d1e other language or languages knowntQ~nu-
merated.- · 

171. Dis-tribution of languages as mother-tongue.-,-According to 
the classification accepted by the Linguistic Survey of India, the distri
bution of languages as mother-tongue in the Dominions, and the varia
tions since 1931, are noted below:-

A. Languages of India .. . . 16,818,420 14,418,624 + 18.2 

(i) Dravidian Family . . .. 9,477,825 .8,729,786 + 8.6 
(ii) Indo-European Family (Indo-

Aryan Branch) . • · .. 6,841,095 5,686,089 + 20.11 
. 

·-~· ~ ·-
B. Languages of Africa ano .runauc 

Countries other than India .. 7,850 8,486 + 99.4 

c. EuroJ?c:an Languages . . .. 12,264 14,070 - 12.8 

Of the t_?tal Indian languages, as many as I6,o15,564 or nearly g8.I
per ce~t. have returned Dominions languages, -viz., Urdu, Telugu,_ 
Marathi, Kanarese and tribal languages such as Gondi, Bhili, Erkala, 
etc., as their mother-tongue . 

• · The Dravidian family is represented by 5 languages in these Domi
ruo~ The Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European Family comprises 
20 languages. Of these, Hindi; Lambadi and Bhili have shown a per
ce~tage increase of 1 Il-5 ; 95· I and 83 follow~y Punjabi and Urdu 
With 45.8 and 45.1 per cent. rnpectively. · · 

206 
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Of the other Asiatic languages, Arabic has recorded an increase of 
131.3 per cent., while the number of persons returning Chinese and 
Japanese as 11?'othe~-tongue stands.at 54 and 8 respectively as against 12 
and I respectively m I 93 1. · 

The number of persons whose mother-tongue is English has fallen 
by 12.8 per cent. which is also the percentage decrease for European 
lan~ages. Among other European languages Italian and German show 
an mcrease of 18 and 8 persons respectively compared to 1931; French, 
Greek. and Portuguese have recorded a fall. . 

It is interesting to note that all the other Asiatic and African langu
age speakers numbering 7,850 belong to the Muslim community, while 
t . ·. · . uro ean languages as mother-tongue is 
12,264, representtng Chnstrans I2,124 Other Hindus (95) Muslims 
(I o) , Parsis ( I 5) , and Others ( 20 )-.-----'---""-~ ' 

172. Principal Languages of the State.-The Languages of India 
have been divided into (a) languages of the State, and ( b }-other Indian 
la11guages. Regarding the languages of the State, generally speaking, the 
natural divisions of the Dominions, vi;:;., Marathwara, Karnatic and 1 
Telingana may also be taken to represent the linguistic areas of this -
territory, where Marathi, Kanarese and Telugu respectively are domi
nantly prevalent. Urdu occupies the position of lingua franca for these 
Dominions, for reasons enumerated elsewhere. In addition to these four 
principal languages, Tribal languages are also of considerable import
ance in particular tracts . 

. · We shall now briefly discuss the importance, numerical and other- . 
wise of each of these languages. 

(i) Urdu.-Urdu is an inter-Provincial language and the State 
language of Hyderabad State. The total number of persons returning 
Urdu ~othQF-tonouo' ·gg a,a9;,oo:~ ua ~t t,so7;o;0'7Q in_tg~n
increase of 679,733 or 45.1 per cent.~ the largest percentage increase 
among the languages of the State, excepting Lambadi. On first sight, 
these figures might appear to be of doubtful nature as the total Muslim 
population is 2,097,475 only. But the doubt, if it does arise, would be 
based on a misconception.· No languag~, with the exc~ption perhaps ~f 
tribes, can be said to belong to any partrcular commuruty. Urdu also IS 

not a communal language but a language born to supply the need of the 
people having different languag~s of their. o~. Hence this be~ame a 
common or inter-commun:tl or mter-Provmc1al language of India as a 
whole. Accordingly of the total Muslim population 2,oso,668, a good 
number returned Urdu as mother-tongue and the difference is made up 
by all the other cemmunities. The greatest number, vi;:;., 99,828 (return
ing this language as mother-tongue) belongs to ' Other Hindus.' followed 
by Harijans and Virashaivas. 
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The number of Urdu speakers (mother-tongue) and their percent
age to the total population in the various censuses has been as follows:-

-------------
Year 

. 1891 . . 
190_1_ 
I9ll .. 
1921 

'1931 .. 
1941 

. . .. .. 

.. 

Persons 

1,1g8,382 
1,158,490 
1,341,622 
1,2go,866 
1,507,272 
2,187,005 

Percent of 
total population 

10.4 
10.4 
10.0 
10.4 
10.4 
13·4 

· Accoriling to naturaTalvisious, Matamwara clauns the hlgnes.-
percentage of Urdu spea~-vieo, 347 followed by Telingana 30.3 (ex
cluding Hyderahod.-Cit)' I g.o2) and Karnatic I s.g8. In the City of 
Hyderaba~L9,143 persons or 56.7 per cent. of the total p~pulation 
have returned Urdu_ as mother-tongue. Next to Hyderabad City stand 
Gulbarga, Aurangabad and Bidar districts with 10.4; 8.8 and 8.~ per 

-e.ent. respectively of the total Urdu speakers as their mother-tongue. · 
(ii) Telugu.-Telugu is the local language of a large-portion of 

the State. It belongs to the Andhra groutt~f the Dravidian Family of 
Indian Languages. According to the_Linguistic Survey of India,." in 
the north it teaches to Chanda 1n Central Provinces, and on the Coast 
of Bay of Bengal to Chicacole, where it· meets the Indo-Aryan Oriya. 
To the west it covers half of the Nizam's Dominions: The district thus 
occ:upied was the Andhra of Sanskrit geography, and was called Telin
gana by the Mussalmans. Speakers of the language also appear in the 
independent territory of Mysore and in the area occupied by Tamil 
people. Only on the west coast are they altogether absent." 

~l\!st!t_ l F I _j' .;:51j,ZZ9 spu.:rk:cta, u"t zrS.,- pel cent. vi t1Jc total 
population and 47 per.cent. of the speakers of all the languages of the 
State. Since 1931, the number of Telugu speakers has increased by 8 per 
cent. Of the total speakers of the language I 3.8 per cent. are found in 
areas {Jther than Telingana and are divided as follows: .2.8 per cent. in 
~yd~rabad City, 4·5 in Marathwara and 6.4 per cent. in Kamatic 
distncts. 

[Map. 
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The decennial variations in the number and distribution percentage 
of the total population are noted in the sub-

. joined statement. Karirnnagar still retains 
the largest number of Telugu speakers, vi;;;., 

-:----,----,----~~,...--,92 per cent. of its popullation, though the 
P. C. of t h d d f · Year Number pnpula· percen age as ecrease rom 94· I m I 93 I. 

tion Nalgonda continues to hold second place with 
___ ...,_ __ _!_ __ 86.8I compared to 92.4 per cent. in 1931. 

• • s.oa1,069 •~ Medak and Nizamabad have, however, 1891 
1901 
1911 
]921 
1931 
ID41 

• • 
5

•H
8

•
056 ~7 changed places, the former now being third 

• 0 6,::tfl7,578 .. 
.. 6,015,174 48 with 85.2 and the latter fourth with 84.1 per 
• • 

6
•
972

•
5

"
4 

4
48

6 ·cent. In districts other than those of Telin-.. 7,!'29,229 
----'-----L--- gana, Raicnur has the · largest number of 

Telugu speakers, 23.4 per cent. of its popula
tion, followed by Gulbarga ( I 8.4), N ander 

( 15.5) and Bidar ( 14.S). The lowest number, 0.97 per cent. of popula-
tion has been recorded from Bir District. · . 

Excepting Jains and Parsis, Telugu has been. returned as the mother
tongue of some members of all communities, including 41 Sikhs. 

(iii) Marathi.-Marathi, the language of the northern and 
western portion of t'!lese Dominions, is the mother-tongue of as many as 
3,947,089 persons against 3,786,838 in 1931. In other words it has 
recorded a percentage increase of 4.2 only, the smallest among the 
languages of the State. The variation in the number of total speakers 
as mother-tongue and the percentage of total population are marginally 

Year Number 

1901 .. 2,898,788 
J911 .. 8,408,7.58 
H21 .. 8,296,858 
1931 .. 8,786,8:18 
1941 .. 8,947,080 

P. C. of 
popula-

tion 

26 
26 
26 
26 
24 

noted. Excepting Raichur, in the Karnatic, 
and Nizamabad and Mahbubnagar in Telin
gana, which have retained their previous dis- . 
tribution per cent. of their population for 
Marathi, all other districts show a fall. Bir 
continues to hold its predominant position 
returning 85.0 per cent. of its population as 
Marathi speakers. followed by Osmanabad 
(75.6), Aurangabad (72.8) and Nander 
(61.1). The lowest number of Marathi 

speakers is recorded by Medak with o. 7 per ce?t· of its population. . 
Of its total strength 0.5 per cent. Marathi speakers are found m 

the City of Hyderabad, 5·3 per cent. in Telingana and .').2 p~r cent. in 
Kamatic 'districts. Thus I 1 per cent. of the total Marathi speakers 
belong to non-Marathwara areas. 

Like Telugu, Marathi also embraces all communities except Jains 
and Parsis. . 

( iv) K anarese.-According to Sir George Grierson, "Kanarese 
is interesting from the fact that sentences in that language have been 

14 
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discovered by Prof. Hulzsch in a Greek play preserved in an Egyptian 
papyrus of the second century A.D." . · 

The total number of persqns. speaking Kanarese as mother-tongue 
'in the Dominions is 1,724,180, an increase of 104,o86 or 6.4 per cent. 
over 1931. Of the total speakers 89.3 per cent. belong to Raichur; Gul
barga 'and Bidar districts, th::mgh(@ these areas also the distribution per 
cent. of the population is gradua:lly decreasini;) This may be attributed 
to the continued movement of Kanarese speakers to the northern dist
ricts of Aurangabl\d, Nander; Parbhani and Osmanabad. In Telingana 
the highest number of Kanarese speakers per cent. of population is 
3.6 in Baghat district, while the lowest figtire is 0.03 for Karinmagar. 

The decennial variations in .the number of speakers and their 

\ \ 

P.c. of distribution per cent. of total population are 
Year Speakers. P~~!~~~ shown in the marginal statement. 

1891 .. 1,451,046 
1901 .. 1,562,018 
1911 .. 1,680,005 
1921 .. 1,586,928 
1981 .. 1,620,094 
1941 .. 1,724,180 

tion · · · 
12 
14 
12 
12 
11 
11 

I73· . Tribal Languages-.7 TP.e impor
tant tribal languages spoken in the State are 
Bhili, E:rkala . ( Kaikadi) , Gondi, Lambadi 
{Banjari.) and Pardhi. Of these, Lambadi 

and Pardhi belong to the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European 
family, while Gondi belongs to the Iritermediate ·and Erkala to the 
Dravida group of the Dravidian Family. . . 

The total number· of . the speakers of these tribal languages is 
6I8,o61 as against their total population of 678,I49. In other words; as 
many as 6o,o88 have recorded some language other than the triballangu-. 
age as mother-tongue .. Of these 6o,o88, as many as 58,422 or almost 
9 I per cent. have returned one or the other four important languages of 
the State as their mother-tongue, while the remaining I,666 are enu-
merated as Hindi speakers. . .. 

Compared to 193I figures, the number of.triballanguages speakers· 
shows an increase of 24.4 per cent. This disparity may be attributed to 
the doubtful nature of the I931 cenSus returns, as stated in the Census 
Report of that year. The following analysis of present figures shows 
their comparative accuracy. · . · · . 

1911 
1921 
1981 
1941 

{i) ·Bhili,"--0£ I8,021, the total number of Bhils in the Dorni-

1 

· nions, as many as I 7,602 or nearly 98 per cent. 
Year Bhili speakers have returned Bhili as their mother-tongue, as 

compared to 64 pei: cent. only in I931. Con-
7.012 sequently, the total number of Bhili speakers 
8 91!; d . f 8 
9:61 9 recor an mcrease o 3.0 per cent. over }93I 

11,002 figures. 88.8 per cent. of the Bhili speakers are 
___ _..!.._ ____ ·found in Aurangabad district. . . 

[Statement: 
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( ii) Erkala (or Kaikadi).-Again 43,9 I I persons or 96 per cent. 

IE kal eak 
of the total population of 45,77I Erkalas have Year rasp ers d Ekal . returne r a as thctr mother-tongue as 

------;---~· _against 46 per cent. in I 93 I ; hence an increase 
• • 10,161 of 37·3 per cent, in the number of Erkala 

12,286 speakers. Telingana is the habitat of Erkala, 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 

31974 h h f . 
43;911 t oug a cw t]:lousand of Its speakers are 

---..,-;c;-;-;-~--::--- found in Gulbarga and Raichur Districts also. 
(iii) Gondi.-I4I,686 out of I42,522 or 99·3 per cent .. Gonds 

---..-----have returned Gondi as their mother-tongue 

Year I 
. asagainst68percent. in I931. Gondiisprac

Gondi speakers tically confined to Adilabad, W arangal and 
Karimnagar districts. . In other areas, the !:·:: number of Gondi speakers ranges from 2 I 3 

76:o87 in Bidar to 3 in Nander. Its chief dialect in 
141

•
686 the State is Koyi, spoken by the Koya Gonds 

-----'----- of Warangal. 

1911 
1921 
1031 
1941 

( iv) Lambadi.-The number of persons returning Lambadi as • 

Year 
mother-tongue, viz., 1I8,75_3 is ~eater than 

'!;~:;!i the number belonging to this trilie-404,6I4. 
------\---~-- In other words, I03·4 per cent. of the Lamba-

237,899 das speak Lambadi as against 58 per cent. in 
132,624 I93L It may, therefore, be presumed that 
:~!;~!~ not only all those belonging to this tribe but 

1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 

--:----==--:---,~--;----;-- also those Lambadas who have returned them
selves as Other Hindus have recorded Lambadi as their language. Con
sequently, the percentage increase in this case has gone up to 95.1. Ex
cepting Nalgonda, Adilabad and Mahbubnagar, where it predominates, 
Lambadi is, on the whole, fairly well distributed in other areas. 

· (v) Pardhi.-·· The case of Pardhi is'similar to that of Lambadi. 
The total number of Pardhi speakers is 6,109, 

.~:,.'t~~ while the total numerical strength of the tribe 
-------,;----- is 4,8o6 only. Presumably, therefore, 27.5 

per cent. of the Hinduised Pardhis have, in 
2,4.'17 addition to the tribal strength, returned this 
~:~~: language as their mother-tongue. It is the 

only tribal language recording a decrease of 

Year 

1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 

~----~---~~ 
8.3 per cent. compared to 1931. 

I74· Other Indian Languages .. -Among other Indian languages 
are included Hindi, Rajasthani, Gujarathi, Tamil, Punjabi and others 
according to their numerical importance. Except Tamil, which belongs 
to the Dravidian family, the rest belong mostly to Indo-European 
family. Hindi claiiUS 140,378 speakers as against 66,658, an increase of 
1 I I ·5 per cent. This abnomial increase may be attributed to the vehe
ment Hindi propaganda during the census period. The only communi-
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ties that have not returned Hindi as their mother-tongue are Muslims 
and Parsis; as many as x,666 Tribals recorded Hindi as their mother-
tongue. . . · · 

The number of Rajasthani sp~akers has increased from 56,251 to 
73,531 in 1941. It is almost confined to Other Hindus (51,8o6) and 
Jains (21,486). Gujarathi speakers, who numbered 3~,:1-82-~n in
crease of 13.5 per cent. over I931, include other commurutles also, e.g., 
Muslims (3,609) and Scheduled Castes (Harijans) (1,035). Tamil is 
the mother-tongue of 38,3I9 persons and since 1931 has recorded a per
centage increase of 32.3. Of the 6,650 Punjabi speakers, as .many as 
4,649 or nearly 70 per cent. are found in Hyderabad City. 

The decennial variations in the number of persons speaking these 
languages is noted below :-

' . 

1 
Language 1911 1921 1931 . 1941 

Hindi . . .. . . 87,814 25,985 66,858 140,378 
Rajasthani .. . . .50,208 27,500 56,251 78,581 
Gujarathi .• .. . . 15,060 16,71)3 83,915 39,482 
Punjabi . . .. . . 8,414 725 4,560 6,650 

In addition to these, eleven other Indian languages or dialects are 
spoken in these Dominions, the number of their speakers ranging from 
1-,49o of Sindhi to 7 of Assamese. 

I 75· Asiatic and African Languages.-These have recorded an 
increase of 99·4 per cent. as compared to I 93 I. The number of Ara.bi.c 
speakers has increased from 3,I72 to 7,337; of Persian speakers from 
282 to 377 and of others from 32 to I36 in 194I. Others, include 
Armenian (16), Chinese (54), Japanese (8), Sinhalese (22) and 
Turkish (28). · · 

· It is interesting to note"that all these languages numbering 7,850 
speakers· have been returned by one community alone, the Muslim. . 

I76. European Languages.-These comprise English and seven_ 
other languages and dialects, ranging from 46 Portuguese to 6 Greek 
speakers. The number· of persons with English as mother-tongue has 
~allen from I3,8I9 to 12,046 in 194I, a decrease of 12.8 per cent., which 
IS also the percentage decrease for total European languages. 

Now, it will be observed that out of the t.otal population of the State, 
as ~~y as 322,970 are speakers of languages other than those of the 
Domxmons. On the other hand, persons outside these Dominions do not 
num~r more than 305,894· And, even among these, there must, of 
necessity, be a large number of these, who, though born elsewhere, speak 
one or othe~ of the State languages. For the languages of the State are 
also spoke~ m ether parts of India, e.g., Telugu, in Madras and Mysore; 
Kanarese m ~om bay, Madras and M ysore; Marathi in Bombay and the 
Central Provmces and Berar; and Urdu in Delhi the United Provinces ' . 
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~d the Punjab. 'It follows, therefore, that a number of persons belong
mg to the State have recorded non-Dominion languages as their mother
tongue. The extraordinary percentage variation in the case of Hindi 
and Arabic ar~. pointers in t~ direction, as ~lso the fact that as.many 
as 95 Other Hmdus, 10 Muslrms and 15 Parsis recorded English as their 
mother-tongue. 

177. Bilingualism.-This enquiry is intended to provide informa
tion regarding the number of persons conversant with languages other 
than their own. Accordingly, the instructions to the enumerator were 
to enter the language or languages spoken by a person in addition to 
his or her mother-tongue, at home or in business. Compared to 193J, 
the improvement effected this time was an increase in the number pf 
mother-tongues, viz., 17 and 3 groups of other languages as against 1;3, 
{or which subsidiary languages have been abstracted. The languagf:S 
selected as subsidiary are, however, the same as in 1931, vi;:.., Urdp., 
Telugu, Marathi and Kanarese. · 

It is significant that, excepting Bhili-a minor tongue-which has 
not returned Kanarese as subsidiary, all the four major languages have, 
in varying numerical importance, been recorded as subsidiary to every 
other language spoken in the State, and by all communities. · 

Urdu as a subsidiary language is spoken by 2,238,264 persons, in 
addition to 2,187,o05 who have recorded it as mother-tongue. Thus, 
4,452,269 persons in all, or a little over a quarter of the total population 
( 27. x per cent.) of the Dominions is conversant with this language either 
as mother-tongue or .subsidiary language. 

So far as this State is concerned the reasons for the popularity of 
Urdu are not lai: to seek. Not only the official patronage it enjoys, but 
also the establishment of the Osmania University, which imparts univ
ersity ·education through the Urdu medium, are enough to confirm 
Urdu's traditional position as the lingua franca of the Stat6. · 

~ In the 1941 Census no language table for all-India has been com, 
piled, but according to the 1931 census the comparative all-India posi
tion of the four main languages of the State was as follows:-

Urdu speakers • • 7.1 crores 
Telugu speakers • • 2.5 crores 
Marathi speakers 2.0 crores 

· · Kanarese speakers • . 1.0 crores 
This shows how infinitely more important Urdu is as an all-India 

language than any of the other languages of. the State. . . • 
The largest number of persons speaking Urdu as Subsidiary m 

Hyderabad State belong to the group returning Marathi as mother
~ongue, vi;:,., 923,691, follow~d. by Telugu (890,173) :md Kanarese 
(199,517) speakers. As subsidiary to other langua.ges, It ra~ge~ from 
n6,oo7 for Lambadi speakers to 69 for Others m the Asiatic and 
African languages group. 
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Other Hindus numbering 1,470,914, form the largest number of 
subsidiary speakers; next in . numerical importance are Harijans, 
367,867, followed by Tribes 172,122. For other communities, the 
figures range from 57,520 Brahmans to 203 Others. 

Kanarese has given place to Telugu as the next most' popular subsi~ 
diary language. While, as mother-tongue, Telugu is spoken ·by 
7,529,.229 persons, the number'of subsidiary speakers stands at 852,967. · 
In other words, compared to 193!, aS subsidiary language, it has record
ed a percentage increase of 267.1 and of 7·9 only as mother-tongue.. . 

The largest number of subsidiary Telugu speakers (324,840) .be
longs to those return,ing Urdu as mother-tongue, followed by 163,144 
returning Lambadi. For Marathi and Kanarese mother-tongue, the 
corresponding figures are 129,415 and II5,4II respectively . 

. As subsidiary, Telugu is highest among .the Tribes, followed by 
Muslims, being spoken by 38.7 and 14.2 per cent. respectively of these 
communities. Tribes like Chenchus and Erkalas, etc., whose mother
tongue is akin to Dravidian languages, easily· assimilate Telugu and 
Kanarese. It is spoken by all communities .including Jains and Parsis, 
as a subsidiary language. 51.3 per cent. of the total popula,_tion speak 
Telugu, 41.6 per cent. as mother~tongue anJ 5.2 per cent. as subsidiary. 

Marathi forms the. subsidiary language of 655,709 persons, an in
crease of 38o.8 per cent. compared to 1931, though the percentage in~ 
crease of those whose mother-tongue it is, is 4.2 only. The highest ratio 
for subsidiary Marathi is returned by Muslims. The largest number 
of subsidiary speakers ( 326,830) belongs to the Urdu mother-tongue 
class. The percentage of Marathi speakers to total population is 28.2 
of which 24.6 per cent. speak it as mother-tongue and 4.0 as a subsidiary 
lan~age. · ' 

, Speakers of Kanarese as subsidiary number~ a percentage 
incr~ase of 49·4 which is the lowest. of the four languages of the State. 
In this case also, Muslims returned the highest ratio, 7.0 per cent .. 12.8 
per cent. of the total population speak Kan.arese-10.6 per cent. as 
mother-tongue and 2.3 per cent. as subsidiary. 

Excepting Marathi, where the number of females slightly exceeds 
that of males, in all other cases, men are more conversant with languages 
other than their own. 

It will be noticed that Marathwara has a marked numerical super
iority over Telingana in the matter of .Subsidiary Speakers of all langu
ages except, of course, Telugu. In Telingana, Adilabad claims the 
largest number of speakers of Urdu, Telugu and Marathi as subsidiary 
languages, while Kanarese, as subsidiary is mostly prevalent in Mah-
bubnagar. · 

In Marathwara Urdu, as subsidiary, predominates in Aurangabad, 
Osmanabad and Bidar; Marathi as subsidiary in Nander, Aurangabad, 
Osmanabad and Gulbarga; Kanarese in Gulbarga? Raichur and Bidar. 
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(In T~Iingana, t:rdu as Subsidiary, is ~onspicuous in Hyderabad City, 
Atrll;f-~-Bal~a, NJZamabad, Mahbubnagar and Adilabad; Telugu a• 
su~1~1ary m Nalgonda, Warangal and Karimnagar. In Mahbubnagar 
DIStnct, speakers of Telugu and Kanarese as subsidiary are also numer
ous ; while in Adilabad there are as many Marathi speakers as there 
are.Telugu speakers.} Bir has only 43 speakers of Telugu as subsidiary. 

178. Common Language.-A common language amongst differ
ent communities when they are living together is quite essential and 
also has a unifying effect on them ; otherwise they cannot understand 
one another and the world is a Tower of Babel to them. In Hyderabad 
State the social harmony found among the different communities may 
be attributed to the w~despread Urdu language which is understood and 
spoken by all the communities, traditionally without any prejudice. 
Such prejudice as may now exist is· entirely due to outside and not to 
local influences. 

For a country that wants to develop itself, it is a good principle to 
adopt two languages in the beginning, i.e., a mother-tongue for horrie 
and every day life and a world language for its advancement in the 
world. 

For Hyderabad State the mother-tongue may be Urdu or Telugu 
or Marathi or Kanarese but the world language at present is obviously 
and undoubtedly English. Hence, Hyderabad State has kept this prin· 
ciple in practice throughout its educational system. 

The conflict between the Hindi, Urdu and Hindusthani is unreal; 
they are basically really one and the same, but the name and the ad
mixture of Arabic and Persian or Sanskrit derivatives vary among 
speakers of the major communities. Hindus call it Hindi; Muslims call. 
it Urdu as it was the name first given to it by all; the moderate who seek 
to avoid extreme use of derivatives from either source call it Hindustani. 
But all are trying to improve it and make it rich by the introduction of 
words from different languages such as Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian and 
English. Thus the same thing is loved, nurtured and developed under 
different garbs. . ' 

179. Script.-Hindi and Urdu are written in different scripts. 
Hindi is written in Devanagari, and Urdu in ,Arabic script. Of Devan
agari, the Census Commissioner for.India in the 1931 Rep?rt ~ote.d that 
it is generally admitted that the earliest form of Devanagan scnpt IS pro
bably of Semitic origin and a post-~an ~portation. Devanag~ri is a 
long script but easy to learn. to wnte, pnnt and read. It also IS very 
scientific phonetically. . . . 

Urdu is a short scnpt rather difficult to leam and to prmt. It does 
not show the correct pronunciation with :vowel marks. But these draw
_ backs are natural as it is really a shorthand, and Pitman, the originator 
of shorthand ~lf acknowledged that he has derived more points from 
this script in the development of shorthand than from any other, 
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The Roman script for the advancement in the world had to adopt 

both the long hand and the shorthand to develop itself. Hindustani 
written in Roman script does not give the true pronunciation of the 
words. Hence if the Hindi and Urdu scripts are both used in the educa
t.lonal system, they will help the language more and remove communal 
prejudices. · · 

180. Effect~ of Poetry o.n Language.-Poetry gives great strength 
tq_ a language and stabilizes it. · Thus poets are the great builders of the 
language and on their thoughts and expr~ssions the life of a language 
de!>(nds. In Northern India, Ghalib, Zauq, Hali, Sir Mohammad Iqbal, 
Akbar Allahabadi and others have given new life and vigour to Urdu, 
the Indian-born young language. Hyderabad, although the first to deve
lop this language as a language through poetry by the talent of W ali 
Dakkani, has not done much in poetry, but developed it as a modem 
language ~ith scientific terms, dictionary and grammar and now. imparts 
education in the Osmania University through the Urdu medium. 



CHAPTER XIV 

CoMMUNITIEs 

181. General.-A word of explanation for the use of the caption 
" Community " instead of " Religion " of past censuses will not be out of 

. place. Quite truly has it been observed that " Religion is entirely the 
individual's concern." And once the enumeration stage is over, the 
census is. concerned not with the individual but groups of :individuals 
having common social and econQmic institutions, to wit the community. 
In other words, the true function of a census is to record the dynamics 
.of social 'change and not the variations of particular religious sects. 
Accordingly, the idea of showing the distribution and movement of 
population by community rather by religion was taken up this time by 
the Census Commissioner for India. The observations of the Census 
Commissioner for Ind.ia in the matter are as follows:-

" •••. There has been much misunderstanding of the change this 
·time to community and what it implies and some of it, I fear, is of that 
kind which does not wish to be dispelled. Actually, the point is quite 
simple. In the past, the corresponding table was based on the returns 

· to the question " religion," but t~e results were interpreted as if the 
question had been "community." This time the sorting itself was on 
commuillty and thus the table for the first time really represents this 
aspect." . · 

Excellent as. this innovation is, I am sorry to say that,.for all practi
. cal purposes, it has not brought about any useful change. Nor could .it 
··be expected under existing conditions. For one thing, community has 
.riot been defined for purposes of census. Secondly, in India, as has been 
repeatedly pointed out by eminent writers and social reformers, the 
entire Indian social structure .is organised on the basis of religion. · A 
number: of social and even economic practices is subject to religious 
sanction, if not actually based on religion. It becomes increasingly diffi

·.cult, therefore, to distinguish religion from the community or vice versa, 
in India. 

Yet, of late, there has been a good d~al. of wishful thinking about 
the future. The Indian Statutory Comrruss10n, for example, :only re
cognised Muslims, non-Musliins, In~Iian Christians, Anglo-India~ and 
Europeans.. Hindus, as a commumty, have _no place whatever m the 
Commission's scheme. But those who are m the know can scarcely 
deny that the 'probability of this state of affairs, in the near future, at 
any rate, is pretty. remote. 

21.7 



Now, let us turn to.the census results. The total population ofthese · 
Dominions is classified into twelve communities. 

A word about the da,ssification of Hindus is necessary. In 1931 
under Hindus were shown all Brahmanic Hindus, including the Brah
man community, as well as .Virashaivas (Lingayats), Aryas, and 
Brahmos. Even Adi-Hindu or Harija:n.s--though recorded separately-· 
were groupedunder the general head " Hindus." 

· On the present occasion, however, excepting Brahrnos, whose 
population is shown under the head ' Others,' practically all the others, 
Brahmans, Virashaivas, Harijans and Aryas, being different communi-. 
ties, are kept distinct. . And this was done on the initiative of these com
munities, who made several representations to be shown separately and 
not to be grouped under Hindus. In the case of Virashaivas, particu- · 
larly, this segregation was insisted upon, on the ground that the com
munity professes a distinct faith and that the fundamental tenets of 
Virashaivas were different from those of Hindus. This keenness of the · 
groups of people not to be classed undet' Hindus has significance and . 
bearing and it is this that has reduced the population of Brahmanic 
Hindus during the decade. Besides Brahmanic Hindus there are quite 
a. number of castes and sub-castes in the Hindu fold, hence the head 
" Other Hindus " represents all these except the Brahmanic Hindus. 
The then Census Commissioner for Hyderabad State in the I 93 I Census. 
report noted that" Caste is a Hindu institution, and therefore its.appli
cation to any other community is wrong." 

Regarding caste tabulation, the Census Commissioner for India 
in his Report, Table Volume, page I4 noted-" The sanctioned tabul
ation for British India does not cover caste but even had the full course 
been taken, there would have been no all-India caste table. Even in 
193I it was severely limited, for financial reasons, the time is past for 
this enormous and costly table as part of the central undertaking and I 
share Dr. Hutton's views expressed IO years ago. With so constricted a 
financial position and with so many fields awaiting an entry there is no 
justification for spending lakhs on this detail In I94I caste sorting ol). 
an all-India scale was dropped." 

Be that as it may, this classification which on the one hand, gives 
details of this enquiry for each group, entails difficulties, and con
sequently, these have to be grouped together where information for each 

. group is not available. 

[Majl. 
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· : Other Hin:d.us, Muslims, Harijans and Christians constitute the 
maJor comm~ues a!ld number .9 •. 171,318; 2,097,475;_.2,g2B,o4o; and 
220,1:-~4 respecuvely m the Dormruons. The percentage of these com
mumues to the total population since 1901 is shown below: 

1901 

1911 

1921 

1981. 

194.1 

Year , !•Hindus ! . Muslims [ Harijans I Christians 

.. 

88.«t .10:4·1' 14.1 0.2 

86.9 10.3 17.7 0.5 

85.4 

84.0 

68.5 

10.4 

l0.6 

12.8 

16.6 

17.10 

17.9 

0.5 

1.1 

1.8 

*include Virashaivas, Aryas and Brahmans. 

. It will be oqserved that the population of Hindus is constantly 
declining, from 88.6 per cent. in 1901, it now stands at 63·5· On the 
other hand, the percentage of Muslims and Christians is gradually on the 
increase. This is attributable to the effect of the social contact, freedom 
and equality amongst Muslims and the prosdlytising activities of the 
Christian missionaries. · · 

· The Hindu community has recorded the lowest percentage increase 
of 6.1 during the decenniurri under report Its proportion for ten thous
and of the population has declined for all districts except Atraf-i-Balda, 
where it stands at 8,366 .against 8,259 in 1931. 

Hindus in the preceding. paragraphs include Brahmans, Virash
aivas and Aryas.. S~parate data being collected and tabulated for these 
communities, they are dealt with below. 

I82. Brahma.ns.-. There are 363,296 Brahmans in the State, in
cluding 182,761 males and 180,535 females. In matters social and 
religious, the supremacy and omnipotence of Brahmans is acknowledged 
by all other Hindus. No one can become a Brahman except by birth 
and the Brahman community considers itself superior to all non-Brah
man Hindus. Prayers and worship being their rightful duty, they had 
till very recently practically monopolised literacy and therefore pre
dominated in all the higher walks of life. Only a very small minority 
among the Brahmans follow now the traditional occupation of priest; 
the great majority of them are supported by in~ome fro~ rent of land, 
public administration and the learned profess10ns. It IS noteworthy 
that Brahmans alone have recorded a decrease of 3.6 per cent. during 



the decade, though .in particular areas, e.g., Hyderabad city and the 
districts of Baghat and W arangal, their number has considerably in
creased. They represent 22 per thousand of the population. Again, 
it is only the males that have recorded a fall, while females show a slight 
increase in all the Telingana districts. As in previous decades, their 
proportion is higher in Marathwara being 293 per 1000 of the popula
tion as against 163 in Telingana. 

The Brahmans found in these Dominions generally are divided into 
three classes, according to their locality, viz., Maratha, Karnatic or 
Kannadi and Andhra or Telugu. 

I g6. H ari jans (Scheduled Castes) .-During the past ten years, 
this community, also known as "Adi-Hindus" made great strides and 
organised itself on an all-India basis. The Adi-Hindu Social Service 
League, Hyderabad, 1llade a representation to the effect that the Adi
Hindu or Harijan community should be treated separately ~.nd not in-
cluded under the "Aryan-Hindu " fold. . 

Prior to the invasion of other races, this was the ruling race of 
India. After the Aryan conquest, however, the two races intermingled 
to the extent that, as Risley puts it, " we can hardly make any distinc

.. tion among them, and none can profess to be either purely from Aryan 
"-or Dravidian stock; they stand now as historical terms and are rest
ricted to languages." 
· .They are the lower end of the complicated scale of castes. ·The 

'ca-stes which come under the category of Harijans or Depressed Classes 
are Mangs, Madigas, ;Mahars, Mehtars, Chamars, Mochis and a few 
others, as given in the 1931 Census Report. To them were assigned 
such. unclean and degrading occupations as scavenging, leather-work
"ing, the disposal of carrion, etc., and therefore they have been held 
from early times .to be unclean and consequently are called " Untouch
ables." The conservative orthodox Hindu regards the touch and even 
the approach of persons belonging to the depressed communities as a 
sin. Not only would he ostracise them, he would also refuse to recog
nise them, much less encourage efforts to raise the downtrodden. It 
is in many places customary for the. untouchables to be denied access 
to the wells or tanks used by the caste Hindus. Government have to 
construct separate wells for the depressed classes in-villages having water 
scarcity. The caste rules amongst these depressed classes are more 
rigid than those of the higher educated caste people. They have 
degrees of untouchability and superiority among themselves. The 
Bagari will not go to a well from which a Dher draws his water nor the 
Dher to a Mang's well; nor will be Mang drink from a Chamar's well. 
A Madiga cannot touch a Mala. If a Madiga takes a Mala girl to 
wife, the woman is excommunicated for life. As previously observed, 
the living quarters of the depressed classes in all the villages have to be 
at a respectable distance from the main caste people. 
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Harijans have no economic independence in most parts.. Most of 
them ar~ farm laboure~s, payment being in kind. The wage level of 
the uns~lled labourers IS generally low and it is when the demand for 
l~bour IS at .a low ebb, during the non-agricultural season, that one rea•
hses the plight of these landless classes. To escape starvation they 
eng~ge themselves, whole families, under large land-holders, for any 
semce and on any terms of remuneration. The landlord accommodates · 
the~ for marriage .a~d other occasi0'!1al expenses and thus secures the 
servrces of the farmhes from generation to generation. The labourers 
themselves choose to serve their masters under such conditions rather 
than go out into the world and starve. 

These classes also perform services pertaining to the public needs 
of the village as a whole. 

The system of dedication of girls to gods as 'murlis, devadasis or 
~aisavas continues among them. In times gone by, these people held 
rt a sacred duty to choose a virgin in the name of God to serve sadhUl 
and sanyasis and religious mendicants who might be passing by their 
village. There is no legal enactment in this State whereby such a prac· . 
tice is deemed to be an offence. Even in British India dedication ol. 
girls to deities is practised and although such women are known to lead 
an immoral life, it cannot be proved that dedication is for the specific 
purpose of prostitution, which is a cognizable offence. 

Owing to lack of education, the community on the whole is very 
backward both socially. and economically. The efforts of the Govern• 
ment to spread the cause of education in this community have been 
already outlined in the preceding pages. 

It is to the credit of the Adi-Hindu Social Service League, as also 
to the efforts of the Temperance Societies in towns and cities that the 
use of liquor and other intoxicants is gradually decreasing in the com· 
munity, though, it must be admitted, much still remains to be done 
in this direction: And the Adi-Hindu Independent Youth League, an 
offshoot of the Social Ser¥ice League is working for the abolition of th~ 
liquor habit by establishing Bhajan Mandirs in different localities and 
preaching through them. · · 

The fuss about mutual untouchability amongst these classes also is 
on the decline in urban areas, where the differences between the SO• 

called·" Aurandhatees !' (Madigas) and 'Mahantees' (Malas or 
Mahars) are gradually waning and exemplary intermarriages. ~re be~g 
performed in these castes. In rural areas backward conditions still 

persist. ' d · 11 th 
There are 2,g28,o40 Harijans i!l the Stat~, an numenca y _ey 

constitute the second major commumty after J:Imdus. The co~um~ 
has recorded an increase of r8.6 per cent. dunng the deca.de, which m 
view of its accepted prolificness cannot be regarded as considerable. lr; 
this connection one should not disregard the fact that it is mostly from 
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this coirununity that Christianity and Islam recruit their members, 
thereby affecting the percentage growth of the community. 

The community is fairly evenly distributed in the two natural 
tracts, Telingana claiming as many as x86 and Marathwara 171 per 
nillle of their respective population. 

I84. Vir!Mhaiua or Lingayat.-" Virashaiva or Lingayat is a re
ligious sect of Saiuites, deriving their name from the ilingam or the 
phallic emblem of the god Siva, a model of which, in gold or stone, they 
enclose in caskets of gold or silver and wear on their bodies either fasten
ed to their left arm or suspended from the neck." 

. " This sect wa~ founded during the I 2th century in Gulbarga Dist
rict by a Brahman named Basaua, whose aim seems to have been to 
abolish caste and polytheism. Although he succeeded in forming a 
community composed. of all grades and castes, yet social distinctions 
asserted themselves soon after his death, and the Virashaiva community 
is gradually drifting to a caste with its endogamous and hypergamous 
divisions." The community may be divided into four main groups, 
uiz., the first the ]angams or priests, the second the Virashaivas proper; . 
these two are the first converts. The third group consists of converts 
recruited from occupational castes. The fourth includes the lowest un
clean classes, who, though converted to the sect, still remain as impure 
as before. · · · 

Virashaivas number 8o6,o96 in the Dominions and have recorded 
an increase of 2.2 per cent. during the decade. They are very numer
ous in Gulbarga, Bidar and Raichur Districts and have spread all over 
the· Doxninions from this focus. . Of their total population, nearly 89.0 
per cenf. are folind in Marathwara. Their proportion has been grad
ually increasing in Telingana since · x 92 I, while an opposite tendency 
is noticeable in Marathwara ( uide· subjoined statement). 

· Telingana 
Marathwara 

Actual Proportion 
NumbeJ:" 194I 1931 
45,095 I I per cent. 9 per cent. 

365,I05 89 per cent. 9I per cent. 

I85. Aryas.-The number ofArya Samajists has considerably in-

\ I \. 
creased.· Compared to the pre-· 

Year Persons Males Females ceding decade, their percentage 

I 
·
1 

increase works out to· I005·4· 
11~311 40

•
000 21•530 19•370 It is one of the most· unevenly· 

0" 8,700 1,896 1,804 I 

1v21 545 2•s I 277 distributed communities and· the 
number of persons ranges from 10,854 in Bidar, to 34 in Baghat. Per· 
ten thousand of the population of the natural divisions, Aryas con
stitute 12 and 40 respectively in Telingana and Marathwara; the cor
responding proportions for 1931 were 14 and I I only. 
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. I86. Muslim~.-There ar~ 2,097,475 Muslims in the State, 
agamst I,534,666 m _I93I, an mcrease of 36.7 per cent. during the 
decade. The proportion of Muslims in the population of the State has 
been gradually increasing and is now I 2.8 per cent. as compared to 
I0.6 per cent. ten years ago. 

Although Hyderaba:d State is under a Muslim Ruler there is no 
active proselytizing propaganda among the Muslims, and conversions 
to Islam are few and far .between in the State. If at all there is any 
reason for their increase in number, it is due to their freedom from the 
social shackles, which press down upon the lower class Hindus and 
make them join other communities. A large proportion of the Muslims 
are engaged in trade, service, etc., and are town-dwellers while the 
major portion of the Hindus are engaged in agricultu~e ~nd live in 
rural areas. 

· A little more than half the total number of Musl'ims, or I,Ioo,8I3 
are· found in Marathwara. . This is in accordance with the previous 
trend, viz;., their proportion is greater in Marathwara than in Telin
gana. The present decade has, however, marked a greater increase 
in the Muslim proportion of Telingana. From 899 per ten thousand 

. of the Telingana population in I93I, the proportion has now.increase.d 
to I,I44· The corresponding figures for Marathwara are I,I32 and 
I,264 respectively. Hyderabad City has I6.4 per cent. -of the total of 
34.6 per cent. of Telingana Muslims. 

More than half of the total Muslim population is accounted for 
by the City of Hyderabad and the districts of Warangal, Aurangabad, 
Parbhani, Gulbarga, Raichur and Bidar. Per mille of the respective 
population of districts, they number 467 in the metropolis, I 76 in Gul
barga, I23 in Raichur and I6I in Aurangabad; in other districts their 
proportion ranges from I 33 in Osmanabad to 5 77 in Karimnagar. 

I87. Christians.-Christians of all races and sects number 
220,464. Of these, there are 3,66o Anglo-Indian and o~ly 8~4 
European and allied races, as against 3,370 and 2,627 respectively m 
I 931. The reason for this latter fall is merely the transfer of British 
regiments from Inilitary stations. 

Christianity is the only religion which is ve_ry ~nthusiastic in ma~
ing converts in Hyderabad State. The orgamsations set up for th1s 
purpose are many and well spread throughout the Dominions. The 
converts to Christianity are generally from the lowest strata of the 
Hindu community. These people hav~ nothin~ to ~ose by le~':'i?g 
the religion of their forefat_hers, but gam m~tenally m. the facd1tJes 
for education and by becoining equal to the h1gh class Hmdus and not 
remaining untouchables any longe_r.. . 

The number of Indian Chnst1ans. on accout;tt of these efforts .1s 
constantly on the increase, the rate of mcrease bemg 4I·7 per cent. m 
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the Dominions which is the third highest after Aryas and • Other Com· 
munities.' 

They have recorded an increase in every district except Nizam~ 
abad and Nander and constitute 135 per 1o,ooo of the total popula
timL As many as 174,380 or 79.1 per cent. of the total Christian 
population are found in Telingana though their proportion per ten 
thousand of population has declined from 167 in 1931 to 107 in this 
tract. Warangal, Karimnagar, · ~algonda, Medak and the City 
of Hyderabad_ claim the largest number followed by Aurangabad, 
Bidar, Raichur and Gulbarga districts of Marathwara. A large 
majority of the Indian Christian belongs to rural areas and only 16 
per cent. of the community is urban in characte~. 

The variation in the nwrtber and percentage of Christians from 
decade to decade are ooted below:- -

Year.- Number. 
1941 220,464 . 
1931 151,382 
1921 • . ·-· 62,656 
1911 ... 54,296 
1901 . ' . . 22,gg6 

P. C. Variation 
+ 45·6 + 141.6 
+ 15·4 + 136.1 

A synopsis,of missionary activities in Hyderabad State in 1940-41 
is given below:-· - ~ 

[Statement. 
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A. Institutions run by Mis~ionaries in Hyderabad State and Indi 
as a whole: . . a 

1. Primary Schools 
2. Middle Schools 
8. High Schools 
4. Colleges (including Medical 

colleges) 
5. Special Schools 
6. Teachers' training Schools 
7. ·Bible Schools 
8. Theological Institution• 
9. Missionaries' Children Schools 

10. Industrial Schools 
11. Miscellaneous Industries 
Ill. Agricultural Settlements 
1a. Co-operative Societies 
14. Printing Presses . 
15. Workers ~aining institutions 
16. Missionary homes of rest or 

aged 
17. Dispensaries 
18, Hospitals 
19. Leper Institutions 
20. Tuberculosis Sanitariums 
21. Homes for the Disabled 
22. Homes for Women 
2a. Homes for Converts 
24. Orphanages 
25. Social and Welfare Organisa· 

tions. . 

Hyderabad State 

N Students or · 0, 

I,a58 
81 
10 .. 

2 
a 
1 

8 

\ 
3 
4 
a 
2 

29 
26 
2 

7 

10 
2 

, 

persons 
26,51a 
4,104 
1,032 (b) 

27 (c) 
77 
18 

291 

20 (z) 

7 
132 
136 

76,161 (a) 

83 

400 (y} 

(a) Patients treated in 1940-U (z) Weaving Horticulture carpentry in 
. various Schools. 

~----_..(y,_,l._,Orphan children aie cared for in 
6oatdmg;-5Cbool.>but-no separate 

(b} Including Sl!__Girls 
(c) Girls 

orphanage exist. " 
The distribution and 

Dominions is as follows: 
Districts. 

I. Hyderabad City 

115 

spread of mission work throughout the 

Places and special activities besides 
mission work. 

Chadarghat (Y.M.C.A. High School 
for boys and girls. Social and Welfare 
Org~ation), 

Secunderabad (Y.M.C.A. High Schools 
for boys and girls; girls' normal training 
school, St. Andrews Home for Orphans). 

H u g h e s T o w n , Narayanguda 
(Y.M.C.A. )'; · 

Trimulgherry, Bolarum. 



2. Atraf-i-Balda 

3· Nizamabad 

4· Medak 

5· Mahbubnagar 

6. Nalgonda 

7· Warangal 

15* • 

.... Shamsabad (middle school), Shahabad; 
- ,Viqarab'ad (middle schools for boys and 

girls, Teachers' training school and Hos
pital at Viqarabad). 

• . DichpalU-(Leper Asylum) , . (Agricultural 
Settlement} Armur; Dudgaon, Ibrahim- · 
patam; Kamareddi, Nadipalli; . Nizam
abad, Yellareddi. Dispensaries at Nizam
abad and Dtidgaon, possibly other places. 

• • Medak (Co-operative Society; Middle 
School; Normal Training Institute; Girls' 
Trainin_g School,- Bible School). 

-Papannapet (Dispensary) ; Sarjana; 
Sangareddi (Dispensary) ; Siddipet; 
Shankarampet (Dispensary); 
Ramayanpet, Kolichalma; Wadiaram 
( Savashram flo me for Women,)· Cathedral, 
Theological College and Hospital at 
Medak. 

.• • Nagarkarnul (Printing Press, Middle 
School, Dispensary; Telugu Monthly 
Magazine). · 

Wanparti (Dispensary and School) 
Kalwakurti 

Makhtal (Middle School) ; Dispensary; 
(Bible School). 

Mahbubnagar School and Hospital; 
Narayanpet. 

• • Jangaon (middle-J!chool; Preston 
-· --reachers• Training Institute) . · 

Suryapet (Dispensary) ; Kodar; 
Devarkonda (Middle School, Dispen

sary), 
· Cherial (Bible School); Bhongir; 

Alir- (Co-operative Society; Middle 
School ; Dispensary) . 

Pastola·; Panigiri Dispensary; Nalgonda 
(Bible School). 

• • W arangal Hospital, Schools, etc. 
Khammam (Industrial School; Middle 

School for boys and girls) . -
Dornakal Anglian Cathedral, (Printing 

Press ; Industrial School ; Middle school ; 
Bible School; Dispensary) ; 



8. Karimnagar 

g. Adilabad 

10. Aurangabad 

II. Parbhani 
12. Nander 
I3· Bir 
I4· Gulbarga 

IS· Raichur 

I 6. Osmanabad 
I7. Bidar 
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Singareni (Middle School); 
Hanamkonda, Madira, Kallur; 
N adanapuram; Mahbubabad; Meditha-
palli; . 

Mupparam; Mulug; Nekonda; Katria
palli. 

Karimnaear (Middle School ; Girls' 
Normal Training School; Bible School); 
Hospital. 

Pednapalli; Arenakonda; 
. Betikal; J agtial; Kodimyal; 

Kora tla ; Sirsillla ; 
Mancherial (Dispensary) ; Boath; 
Khanapur; Lakshettipet; Nirfal; Sone. 
Aurangabad (Boys and Girls Orphan-

ages.). 
Jalna (Hospital; Women's Industrial 

Work Room; Broom Making Room; 
Middle Schools for boys and girls.)'. 

Bethal (Village Reconstruction Co-
operative Society). 

Sailu (Dispensary). 
Nander. 
Bir. 
Gulbarga (Middle Schoo\); Shahabad;- · 
Shorapur; Yadgir; Bhimanhalli; 
Tandur. 

, Raichur (Industrial School; Teachers' 
Training School). 

Gadwal (Middle School) . 
Mudgal (Hospital and School)'. 
Sirwar. 
Osmanabad. 

· • Bidar (Project School; Middle Schools 
for Boys and Girls ; Hospital and Dispen-

. sary). . 
Udgir; Zahirabad (MBdle School). 

I 88. Tribes (Aboriginals, Animists) .-Little is said here to des
cribe the Tribes as a full and able account of them is given in the 
Appendix " A " by the distinguished Austrian ethnologist Baron 
Christopher von Fiirer Haimendorf. 

In the words of the Census Commissioner for India, " the religion 
returns of previous censuses so far as they relate to these tribes are 
worthless. This has· its origin in the circumstances that to the ordinary 



member of a tribe, the word religion has no meaning and is not explain
able to him by any' ordinary enumeration." It is in such cases, in 
particular, that the use of the term community, seems to be most ap
propriate. For, to quote the Census Commissioner for India again, 
" While between Islam or Christian and other religions there exists 
as it were a defipite wall or fence over which or through which the 
convert must go, there is nothing between what is usually, though 
vaguely described as Animism and the equally vague and· embracing 
concept of Hinduism, but a very 'Wide no-man's land; and the process 
by which a tribesman is assimilated to a Hindu is not that of conversion 
or the acceptance of a particular creed or joining in a definitely marked 
out sect of the population, but more or less gradual traversing of this 
no-man's. land." . 

678,149 persons of tribal origin were enumerated in these Domin
ions, showing a net increase of 133,360 persons or 24.5 per cent. com
pared :to 1931. 

Of the thirteen selected tribes shown in the Imperial Table.XIV, 
Lambadi, Gond, Yerkala, Koya, Andh and Bhil are numericalli iin
portant. -Lambadis and Y erkalas are fairly well spread over the Domi
nions. Gonds are the most numerous of the :tribes. They live in that 
part of Gondwana which lies within the Adilabad, Karimnagar and 
Warangal Districts, along the eastern bordei--of-tlu:DOfirugns.._Koyas, 
a branch of Gonds, are found jn the for~regions of the ·same districts. 
Andhs and Bhils are confin@ to--thenorthem hilly tract of the State 
which includes parts ofAurangabad, Bir, Parbhani, Nander and Adil
abad. Of the total Chenchus numbering 3,865, as many as 3,280 are 
inhabited in Mahbubnagar District. The Farhabad Hills of that 
district are their abode ; they are a continuation north of the River 
Krishna of the Annamalai Hills which are the Madras home of this 
tribe. The total population represents 42 per mille of the total popu
lation as against 38 in 1931. Though Telingana claims nearly 75 per 
cent. of the tribal strength, Marathwara has recorded a percentage in
crease of 17.2 as compared with 6.9 in the previous decade. The per
centage variation for Telingana has gone down from 35.6 in 19~1 to 
27.1. · . 

The variation in the number of selected tribes and their propor
tion per mille of population is given below:-

Year Population l Percentage Proportion 
variation Per Mille 

1941 .. . . 678,149 24.5 42 
1981 .. . . 544,789 26.5 88 
1921 .. . . 430,748 50.8 34 
lUI .. . . 285,722 837.5 21 
1901 .. . . 65,815 . . . . . 
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Andhs, Bhils, Chenchus and Gonds are of non-Aryan origin and 
Erkalas have a non-Aryan physical appearance. Lambadis are said 
to have a mixed parentage and--~cruited from different races of 
Northern India and bound together by ties of common occupation. 

Tribes are still an important element of the population of the 
Warangal and Adilabad districts, where they constitute 140 and 152 
per mille of their respective population. They are on the increase in 
Karimnagar, · Medak, Nizamabad and Nalgonda. Alirangabad and 
Parbhani in Marathwara have also recorded an increase. In all other 
districts, including Hyderabad City, a fall is noticeable. 

1S9. ]ains, Sikhs and Parsis.-Numerically, Jains, Sikhs and 
P.arsis constitute minor communities, their total population beiQg 
24,S53, 5,330 and 1,974 respectively. Being business communities, 
they predominate in areas where commercial and industrial develop
ments have taken place. 

Jains represent 15 per ten thouSand of the total population and 

I I I 
nearly So per cent. of them are 

1041 . 1931 va~~~ion found in Marathwara. This may 
· be attributed partly to the proxi-

Persons • ·1 1>.4,853\ 21,5431+ 15·4 mity of the community centres in 
Males .. 13,188 11,456 + 15.1 f B b b 
Females .. 11,670 10,087 + 15.7 adjoining province o om ay, ut 

mainly to the existence of cotton and textile mills in this area. 36 per 
cent. of the Jain popullation is urban in character. -

·Sikhs have recorded a slight "fncrease.- The percentage fall in male 

I I I ~·c: population has been more than 

. 
'Persons 

1941 1931 vanation made up by a 13.2 per cent. in-
crease in the female population • 
T h e community is practically 5,330 5,178 + 2.11 

equally divided among the two 
natural dtviSIOns of Telingana and Marathwara. Nander, which is a 
Sikh religious centre, has recorded a slight decrease. . But, as .noted 
above the community shows a considerable percentage mcrease m the 
distri~ts of Parbhani, Raichur, Bidar, Nizamabad and Adilabad. 

..\ Msleo .. 2,989 3,084 - 4.1 
Females 2,391 2,114 + 18.2 .. 

As many as 1,372 out of 1,974 Parsis are found ~ ~~~ City of 
P.C. Hyderabad. The adJornmg table 

\ 1941 \ 1931 \variation shows that females h.ave recorded 

I 
a greater percentage mcrease com-

Persons ··\ 1,974 1,784 + 10. 6 pared to males. Of the total of 41S 
Males . 995 937 + 6.2 . . M th A 
Females ::1 979 847 + 14.4 ParsiS m ara wara, urang-

. abad claims 13o, Raichur So, Nander 7S and Gulb~~ga 6o. 
Sikhs and Parsis are essentially urban commun1t1~s, So and 91 per 

cent. of their population being town-dwellers. 

190. Other Communities.-Other communities cnumcratC(l 
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.include Brahmos, Buddhists, Jews 
-------,

1
------

1

-- and those that have not specified 
Persons jl\Wes Females their community. These " Others " 

have recorded second largest per-
896 207 189 • f A · ::/""~ u 5 74 41 centage m~rease a ter ryas; vzz., 

Jews 20 12 8 145.2. It lS to note that percent-
Uospeeilled •• 109 57 52 age variation of females is 130.2 as 

against 61.4 only for males. · • 
191. Communal Proportion.-Regarding community in the whole 

of India, the general position, however, could be summed up that of 
every 100 Indians in all-India, 66 are Hindus, 24 are Muslims, 6 are 
Tribals and 1.5 are Christians and the rest are Others. Iri. British 
India alone 64! per cent. are Hindus, 27 per cent. are Muslims, 5t 
per cent. are Tribals and 1 per cent. Christians. In Hyderabad State 
there are 2.2 per cent. Brahmanic Hindus, 56.1 per cent. other Hindus, 
17.9 per cent. Harijans, 4·9 per cent. Virashaivas, 0.3 per cent. Aryas, 
12.8 per cent. Musfuns,__1.3 per cent. Christians, 4·4 per cent. Tribals 
and the rest belong to the remaining communities. 

For details of various Castes the Census Report of 192 I Part I 
· (pages 217 to 263) may be referred; Baron C. Von Fiirer Haimen
dorfs appendix to this report is the most accura~e account that has yet 
appeared of the Tribes. · _ · 

192. Social Co.nditions.-The outlook of the people on practic
ally every aspect of life is gradually--eha:ngi:ng:-Bdu-cation in schools 
and colleges, treati!J.ent in hospitals and dispensaries, pipe-water in towns 
a,nd means of communication, i.e., trains and motor buses, have played 
no small part in making the caste system flexible and adaptable .. A high 
caste Brahman has to sit in the train compartment side by side with a low 
class Dher without losing his untouchability. Religion, the vital factor. 
in Indian life, is receding to the background, giving place to· modem 
ideas on matters social as well as economic. With the spread of educa
tion and the breaking up of the joint family system, the western mode of 
individualistic life is coming into vogue. 

The Hindu-Muslim question, now also making its appearance in 
the Dominions is the outcome of purely outside influences. The out
standing feature of the rule of House of Asaf Jah, as pointed out in 
earlier pages, has been the maintenance of harmonious relations between 
the various communities inliabiting the territory. The royal patronage 
has always been accorded to subjects irrespective of religion, caste or 
cree<i · Yet there were always present those characteristics in various 
groups which at a glance distinguished them from each other. Their 
religious observances, social custoins, mode of living and. dress differed 
to a considerable extent, though many of the Hindu ceremonies relating 
to marriage and other festivals were adopted and are still practised by 
Muslims, Chri~tians, Parsis and Others, 
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~93·· J?ress.-Each ~ajor community once had a mode of dress 
peculiar to Itself. The Hmdus had their dhoti and shirt while their 
head-dress varied for different castes. The Muslims had th~ir sherwani 
trousers and the Fez cap. The Christians had their short coat trouser~ 
or shorts and .top. The Parsis had their own long coat, and cap or 
turban. But It IS a common experience to find the dress of the rulers 
or governing class adopted by the ruled or public. Thus we find that 
the court dress and fashions of the Moghal Emperors were common 
amongst their Indian subjects; for example, the dress and fashion of 
Shivaji the Maratha Chief of the Deccan were just the same as those 
of Shah Jehan and Aurangzeb. In Hyderabad the State dress is sher
wani and trousers. It is common to see members of all communities 
especially the government servants wearing this; the non-Muslims have 
adopted it not by compulsion of any sort but by their own free will. 
In fact, Hyderabadis of all communities take a pride in wearing it as a 
national dress distinguishing them from the people of the neighbouring 
Provinces and States. This common dress for all the communities makes 
them free from community prejudices and they feel that they are not 
different from each other but inhabitants of one and the same country. 
Thus the dress also tends to nationalise the people as Hyderabadis. 

English dress is also gaining ground on the same principle as noted 
above. The adoption of the dress of the ruling class gives the wearer 
a superiority complex and the wearer poses hiniSelf as superior to those 
who do not wear it. 

The influence of new ideas is now particularly noticeable in dress, 
which is becoming westernised for practically all communities. This, 
together with the mode of hair dressing and close shaving which has 
come into vogue, has done away with the distinctive communal hall-

. marks of appearance and attire. . . 

. The sari is the universal attire of women irrespective of community; 
in fact, any oth~r form of dr~ss is taken ~s 'foreign.' -~e manner ~f 
wearing the san, however, d1ffers for various commuruues, e.g., Pars1~ 
and Marathas. 

194. Ornaments and Jewenery.-The proverbial hunf?er of India_n 
women for gold and silver ornaments has not altogeth~r vaniShed. Their 
tastes have however become more refined and simpler. Light and 

·fashionable' designs a;e now genera~ly use~ instead of the solid heavy and 
·crude jewellery of the pas~ .. Unl1ke therr elders, the tendency among 
the young is to wear the IDIDlmum number of ornaments at a trme, and 
to wear the ornaments for ornament's sake and not for the purpose of 
safe deposit of wealth. . 

. 195· Purdah.-In other parts of. India,. 0e purdah js gener~lly 
being discarded even by orthodox Musbm farruhes. Th~re IS a gro~mg 
change even in the attitude of ?yderabad1s tcny";rds this old and time
honoured tradition and purdah IS no longer as ng1dly observed as of old, 



particularly among the tiltra-fashionable up.l?er class. The lower work-
ing classes have really hardly ever. obse~ed ~t. . . . . 

1g6. Housing.-The change m residential habits IS not less striking. 
In w·ban localities, old houses in congested areas are discarded in favour 
of new houses in open sites-Residential and business quarters are now 
getting separated. The new houses are modern str~ctures and unlike the 
old ones consist of living rooms separated from kitchen and other out
houses. The bath-rooms are usually fitted with mod(}rn sanitary fitnngs. 
Even in rural areas, modern designs of structure are slowly making their 
appearance. Practically all new Government buildings and offices are 
of up-to-date type. · 

rg]. Other Requisites.-Wants have also undergone a radical 
change in accordance with the tastes of the time. Motor-cars, radio 
sets, refrigerators and the like, which were formerly regarded as 
luxuries, are now common necessities even for middle class families. 

rg8. Marriage Ceremcmies.-Marriage functions, both Hindu 
and Muslim, used to be spread over a number of days, entailing extra
vagance and consequent indebtedl}ess. Except in very rich and wealthy 
families, marriages are now one-day functions. This is admittedly a 
change for the better. The deplorable feature of present day ;marriages 
is the cash terms on which these socio-religious contracts are now being 
made in almost all the communities except the Tribal. Marriage has now 
become a lucrative proposition and source of exploitation for lhe young · 
men, who demand heavy dowries. Cases are on record when in return 
for accepting a girl's hand, expenses already incurred on foreign educa
tion, in addition to specific kinds of property, such as houses, cars, etc., or 
a guarantee to obtain Government services, have been demanded. Apart 
from the moral issues it raises, this attitude reflects the prevalent econo
mic condition of the present day youth. The parents of the girls are no 
less responsible for bringing about this state of- affairs. These parents 
bid a price for the young man, particularly if he is educated and well 
settled in life, with the result, that the highest bidder gets the boy for 
his girl. 

rgg. Spare-time Hobbies.-Though the number of educated and 
literate has co~iderably increased through the liberal educational policy 
of the Government, it is discouraging to note that their physique, parti
cularly that of the younger generation, has deteriorated. This is due to 
the choice of their pursuits and the manner in which leisure hours are 
utilised. After completion of his educational career, the youth of today 
seldom partakes in sport or physical exercise. Nor are his hobbies of a 
healthy nature. He becomes an addict to tobacco and haunts the 
movi~ an~ the coffee or tea houses. The most common and popular way 
of '_lSl.ng le1sure hours ~owadays for young and 9ld alike is the movies. 
ThiS lS due to the remarkable development of the Indian film industry. 
So long as English pictures monopolised the market, this hobby was 
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restricted to those who could understand the English language. Now 
that homely pictures in practically all vernaculars flood the market and 
cater for mass taste, the number of regular cine-goers has increased 
manyfold. · 

Though music has always been appreciated and valued as an art 
its learning and performance were confined to certain specified castes: 
:reaching of music to children, particularly girls, was deemed highly 
1mmoral. All this has now changed. Knowledge of music and the ability 
to sing or to play an instrument are regarded as a qualification for both 
sexes. But the taite for music has almost been revolutionised by the 
movies and the radio. Classical music having receded to the back
ground, theatrical and popular tunes are the order of the day. These 
are hummed by the street urchins and the most sophisticated person "in 
society alike. This transformation is general, inasmuch as it affects all 
sections of Indian music, Maharashtrian, Telugu, Tamil, Punjab~ and 
the rest. Instrumental music has also considerably developed. The 
Indian orchestra consisting of a few simple instruments like sitar, 
saran gee, harmonium. and tabta, is no longer so different from a western 
orchestra as of old. · , 

20Q. Women's Advancement.-As 'teachers, doctors, writers, 
speakers at zenana gatherings and honorary visitors to women's hospitals 
imd Child Welfare Centres, Hyderabad ladies give evidence of moving 
with the times, just with the same pace as their sisters in other parts of 
lndia. They take part in the deliberations of the all-India Women's 
Conference. They have also formed an association for the advancement 
of education among women, which interests itself in other matters also. 
The association has established three girls' schools for the backward 
communities. Proposals have been made tor ~egislation in ~he St~te on 
the lines of the Sarda Act and to safeguard the mterests of Hindu w1dows 
in the matter of inheriting property and their remarriage. The question 
of women's franchise has aliso had the attention of the association. 



CHAPTER XV. 

LITERACY. 

20I. The meaning of literacy.-. The census definition of literacy 
has varied from time to time according to changes in the classification of 
the population in respect of education. Prior to I90I three categories 
Learning, Literates and Illiterates were adopted. But as the returns of 
the first category were vitiated by omissions, it had to be abandoned. In 
190I, the present classification of Literates and Illiterates was adopted. 
The instruction to the enumerator was: Enter in this column against all 
persons of whatever age, whether they can or cannot both read and write 
any •language. No test being prescribed, it differed from province to 
province and even from district to district. Consequently, it jg reported, 
persons iwho could do little more than ·write their own name and spell a 
few printed words were also treated as literates. In I9I I, however, lite
racy for census purposes was defined as the ability to write a letter to a 
friend and read the answer to it-but not otherwise. This definition has 
been repeated on all subsequent occasions. Strictly speaking, therefor~; 
figures for literacy are comparable only from I 9 I I. 

Before we proceed to examine this definition, it would be interesting 
to know what ' illiteracy ' implies in other parts of the world. In Italy, 
Poland, Canada and Chile, for example, it means inability to read; in the 
U.S.A. and certain regions under her influence inability to write. is the 
test of illiteracy; it is defined as inability to read and write in many 
other important countries, e.g.; France, Holland; Sweden, U.S.S.R., 
Egypt, etc.· Thus, it would be noticed that the test of literacy prescribed 
in India, viz., ability to write a letter and rFad the answer (Q it is not only 
not found in other important countries, but is definitely far stricter than 
those obtaining in them. This should not be lost sight of when compar
ing Indian figures with those of other countries. 

202. Exte.nt of literacy.-The total number of literates in the 
Dominions has risen from 595,633 in I93I to I,269,004 in I94I-an 
increase of I I 3· I per cent. In other words, there are now 78 persons 
per mille-as against 4I in I93I-who are able to read and write. 

For purposes of comparison, the literacy figures of the major Pro
vinces and States in India for I94I are given below. These are based 
on the provisional figures supplied qy the Census Commissioner for India. 

234 
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The figures for Hyderabad, Travancore, Mysore and Baroda are, how
ever, final. 

Seri- No OF LITERATES PER M!LLB 
al OF TOTAL POPULATION 
or-

r 

der Provinces a.nd States 

I P.C. of of 
lite- Persons Males Females 

literacy 

acr 
' . I -- -

1 Travancore .. . . 477 581 I 360 ·!.7. 7 
2 Cochin .. .. 354 447 265 35.4. 
8 Baroda .. ' - 229 827 123 22.9 
4 Bombay .. .. 195 296 86 19.5 
5 Bengal .. .. 161 247 66 16.1 
6 Madras .. .. 180 205 56 18.0 
7 Punjab .. .. 129 179 70 12.9 
8 Mysore .. .. 122 193 48 12.2 
9 Assam .. .. 115 185 87 11.5 

10 C. P. and Berar .. 114 .. .. 11.4 
11 Hyderabad State .. . 93 144 48 9.3 
12 U, P. .. .. 85 140 24 8.5 
13 Kashmir .. .. .66 104 22 6.11 

All-India .. .. 122 195 52 12.2 

There has been a pronounced increase in literacy in India as a whole 
and in most of the provinces. The increase in literacy for India, amounts 
to 70 per cent. over 1931. Among Provinces, the Punjab shows a re
markable increase of 140 per cent., and Bombay has recorded an increase 
of over 100 per cent. In Hyderabad State literacy has risen by 113 per 
cent. In the percentage.of .literacy, Travancore now occupies the first 
place, Cochin having receded to second. Baroda retains its third place. 
Hyderabad, with its 113 per cent. increase still ranks very low. In no 
sphere can progress be achieved to the extent desired unless in addition 
to the education policy of Government, which plays the most important 
role of enunciation and encouragement, the people who receive the bene-
· fits of that policy are prepared to make the best use of it. In respect of 
education as in the case of almost all social and civil advancement, this 
view is well supported. The State, however, directly or indirectly 
creates the necessary conditions in the country for its subjects to move 
onwards. In a country like India, where so large a proportion of the 
population remains contented with time-honoured crtide methods of 
·agriculture as its chief means of livelihood, the general idea of the utility 
·of modern education and science are· naturally very limited·· indeed. 
From time immemorial, the majority of Indians have been contented 
with not only the quantity, but also the quality of education~! _dwe
lopment. It was the chosen few-· e.g., the Brahmans, the pnvlleged 



intellectu~ho formed the literates of the country. Literacy was their 
monopoly; they did not allow others to become literate. The invasion 
of India by Islam, professing, as it does literacy as a compulsory duty 
for both male and female, spread literacy and encouraged it amongst all 
classes of people. Those who took full advantage of this encouragement 
were the Kayasths. Since then much water has flown under the bridge. 
The· country is now slowly but steadily g('tting industrialised. Each 
c.ensus marks the growth of more towns with flourishing industries. There · 
is yet another factor. The awakening among people to their civic and 
political rights is equally responsible for expansion of education. Accord
ingly, ever since the Government of India introduced the first Reforms 
allowing people to participate in the administration of the country, the 
nu,mber of literates has been growing faster than ever before in almost 
all the communities, as the public desire to share the responsibilities 
offered by the State, and for which illiterates will have no opportunities. 
The educated intelligentsia, therefore, must expand. 

Hyderabad, following the example of British India, first started with 
municipal and local fund administration, and has extended to tlie public 
administration machinery, wherein the voice of the representatives of 
the people receives due consideration. Various educational conference5 
are held year after year in varioUs centres of the Dominions, and their 
views are valued by the Government. In short, the Hyderabad public 
has rightly responded to the call of the Government for the progress of 
education by various means. There are now a number of educational 
societies, debating organisations, libraries, etc., closely following the pro
gressive policy of the Government in educational matters. 
· Other factors contributing towards the great increase in literacy 
during the decade 1931-41 are briefly set forth below. 

· 203. Royal Patronage.-In the first place; mention must be made 
of the Royal patronage extended to this most fundamental and import
ant of all nation-building activities. It has been the established policy 
of the Asaf J ahi rulers to give full moral and financial support to the 
spread of education among their subjects. It was thus more than appro
priate for him at the request of the university to assume the title of 
"Sultan-ul-Ulum" in appreciation of his real for furtherance of edu-
cation in his Dominions. · 

204. Educational Development.-A short account of the evolution 
of education: and educational institutions in the State Will not be out of 
place. Almost 88 years ago, in 1264 F. (1854 A.D.), the Government 
took th~ first step towards public instruction when that far-sighted states
man, Srr Salar Jung I founded the Dar-ul-Uloom in the City of Hyder· 
abad and placed it under an Educational Board. It became a centre of 
oriental learning and culture. The next step was taken in 1269 F. ( 1859 
A.D.) when th<: Government issued a notification ordering the opening 
of two schools m each of the taluq and district headquarters, one in 
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Persian an~ the other in the local language. In 1279 F. ( 1870 A.D.), 
the Education Department was definitely created with the appointment 
of a Secretary and a Director of Public Instruction. 

The year 1292 F. ( 1883 AD.) marked the opening of a new chapter 
in the history of education in the State. Public Instruction was raised to 
the status of a major department, and to begin with, an annual budgetary 
allotment of Rs. 2! lakhs was sanctioned for it. High Schools were 
opened at the headquarters of each Subah. Upper and Lower Middle 
Schools were established at a large number of places in the districts, and 
the number of Primary Schools increased from I 61 to 402 in three years' 
time. 

In 1300 F. (i891 A.D.) the Middle School Examination was insti
tuted. A Text-Book Committee and an Education Board were set up in 
1303 F. ( 1894 A.D.). A Normal School for the training of teachers was 
set up in 1308 F. ( 1899 A.D.) and latter reorganised. By 1314 F. ( 1905 
A.D.) technical and professional schools, such as schools of industries, arts 
and crafts, engineering, medicine and law, were all brought under the 
partial control of the Educational Department. Mr. Arthur Mayhew 
of the Indian Educational Sermce, who was appointed Educational 
Adviser iR13 19 F. ( 1910 A;D.) for two years, made valuable suggestions 
in his report for the expansion of Primary and Secondary Education as 
well as for the reforms of the administrative machinery of the Educa
tional Department. But it was the late Sir ~bar Hy_dari, then Educa
tion Secretary, who finally shaped the educational policy of the State. 

The following statement gives the n~mber of schools and pupils and 
the expenditure on education quinquenmally for the 50 years:-

No. of No. of Total Ex-
Years Schools Pupils penditure 

Rupees 

-
p3oo F. . . . . 545 39,197 5,72,814 . . 

1891 
758 52,901 7,95,901 1805 F. . . . . . . 

·~1810 F. . . . . 882 56,027 10,12,048 

1901 • 
. 882 59,821 10,81,254 1815 F. .. .. .. 
1,034 G6,484 13,99,868 ~1320 F. .. .. .. 

1911 • 1,254 93,289 21,92,997 
1825 F. .. .. .. 

. 4,287 234,505 58,06,961 ~1330 F. .. .. .. 
1921 • 4,098 258,298 73,84,428 

1385 F. .. .. .. 
4,285 299,968 98,99,918 ~ 1840 F. .. .. .. 

1981 4,790 862,150 84,98,828 
1845 F. .. .. .. 

5,502 408,462 97,88,120 
1941 (1350 F.) .. ... .. , 
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It will be noticed from the above that the number of both institu
tions-and pupHs has increased rapidly from 1320 F. ( I9II) onwards, and 
the expenditure.on education has increased more than 16-fold during the 
half century, rising from about Rs. 6 la.khs to Rs. 97 lakhs. ·. 

205. Reorganisation of Educational System.-From the standpoint 
of the educational system, the importance of the period under review 
lies not in the increase iR the number of institutions and scholars, but in 
the re-organisation of the entire system, which is intended to produce 
far-reaching results both in the cultural a.nd vocational spheres. . · _ 

In 1935 A.D., the Government appointed a Committee under 
Dr. A. Mackenzie, the then Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the Osmania Univer
sity, to enquire into a.nd report on the problem of re-organisation. The 
recommendations of the committee were approved with certain modi
fications. A Board of Secondary Education was constituted, and a 
Department of Technical and .Vocational Education created. The 
services of a British Expert, Mr. Abbott, were also obtained to advise 
the Government on the re-organisation of vocational education in the 
State. ·Mr. Abbott, however, did not agree with the Mackenzie Com
mittee's recommendations to impart ,vocational education in the existing 
schools of general education, but favoured separate technical institutions. 
This was approved by the Government. 

The main features of the re-organisation scheme are as follows:-
I. the total period of education from Class I to the end of the 

. Degree Course should not exceed 14· years ; · · . · 
2. the primary stage course to extend for 4 years, but at least 

·one extra· class, to be called the Primary- 5th Class, to be 
provided for those who either ordinarily leave school at 
this stage or are not likely to proceed to a Secondary 
School, with a view to equipping them for rural life or to 
enabling them to join· industrial schools; · 

3· the ~uration of t~e Lower Secondary Course to be 4 years, 
With a promotJ.on but not a public examination at the end · 

4· the Hig~ Schoo~ co~rse to cover a period of 2 years, with ~ 
pubhc exammatwn, called the High School Leaving 
Examination, to be conducted by the Board of Secondary 
Education; 

5· stud:nts who pass this examination and wish to take up 
. higher education, to. join either the Nizam College or one 

of th~: ~lected col~eges of the Osmania University, where 
a previous class w1ll be opened with Urdu as the medium 
of instruction. 

· · There will, thus, be a common High School Examination for all 
students. • 
. The essence of the scheme, however, is'bifurcation-i.e., the diver~ 

Sion of students having no aptitude for higher academic education to 
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instit':lt~ons where t?ey mar rec~ive a type of training which may prove 
benefic1~l to them m practu:a.l hfe. In order to provide them facilitit:s, 
a tentative programme entallmg a non-recurring expenditure of Rs. 17 
la~ and rumual expenditure of Rs. 4· 75lakhs is before the Government. 
T~s programm~ consists of two Agricultural High Schools, 5 Post
Pn.mary Industn~l .Schoo~ for boys and 3 for girls. Carpentry, black
snuthy and weavmg are mdlfuded in the industrial syllabus for boys, 
a.nd cookery, basketry, tailoring and domestic science for girls. In addi
tion to these there will be P~ychological Institute which is intended to 
obviate the tragedy resulting from the wrong choice of professions by 
guiding young men in the adoption of suitable courses. . . 

206. Progres-s of the Educational System during the decade.
During the decade under review· the number of recognised primary 
schools increased from 3,746 in 1931 to 4,856 in 1941, and that of pupils 

-from 247,000 to 307,000. The expenditure on primary education rose 
from Rs. 22.77lakhs toRs. 32.87 lakhs. The main object of the policy 
laid down by the Government in 1937 ( 1346 F.) with regard to Primary 
education is to provide within five years a school for all villages with a 
population of one thousand or more. Accordingly, by 1941 (1350 F.) 
as -many as 269 villages ha<Lbeen- provided with new Go'-:emment 

~Primary ~a! Fund Schools had been converted into 
Government Schools, and 1,133 Local Fund ExperimentalSchools into 
Aided Schools. . . . · 

As there is a general consensus 0f opinion that education up to the 
IV Class gives census literacy, statistics of Lower Secondary or Middle 
Schools and pupils are important for purposes of this section. The num
bers of Lower Secondary Schools and,pupi!s attending them during the 
decade are shown belO'W:-. 

"Expenditure in 
Year Institutions · Pupils lakhs of Rs. 

1981 111 28,602 24.4.9 . . .. 
1 94.1 14.6 4.5,884. 84.89 . . .. . -

. -

Th~ number of scholars averaged about 42,ooo rum~ally. In other 
~ords, that was the average yearly addition to the total literate popula-
tion:··.-- . H-.hShls. 

The number of Secondary Schools proper, or 1g c oo , lS n~w 
62-with ove~ 34,000 pupils, as against 48 High Schoo.ls, and 18,ooo _PUpils 
ten ea~s ago. Of the 62 Hig~ Scho~Is, _22 are E~glish, 34 Osmarua and 
6 C~mbined: The High School LeaVIng Certificate Scheme and the 
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scheme proposed by the Board of Secondary Education are being gra
dually amalgamated, so that the _Board may t~ke over t?e c~>ntr?l o~ the 
entire field of Secondary Educatlon. The ultimate obJect m View iS to 
have Urdu as the medium of instruction in all secondary ~chools. This 
transition is to be effected within a period of 5 years. . 

.207. Female Education.-In this State where the purdah system 
is still so largely observed, co-education cannot be an appropriate solu
tion of the problem of girls' education. Ac~r<l~gly, special scho~ls ~re 
provided for girls. The total number of girls schools and pupils m
creased from 687 to 789 and from 43,569 to 63,939 respectively during 
the decade. Of these 789 schools, II were High Schools with 4,3 I 2 
pupils. 25 Middle Schools with 6, 769 pupils and 753 Primary Schools 
with 52,858 pupils. Generally speaking, howev·er, girls are not educat
ed even up .to the Middle School standard, as parents usually stop send
ing their girls aft~r they attain puberty. 

208. Training of T eachers.-Improvement in education is 
dependent upon the quality of the teaching staff. Every effort has been 
made during the decade to provide competent and trained teachers. 
More training schools and colleges were opened for both men and 
women teachers. Of the 9 training institutions in I94I ( I350 F.), 5 
train men-teachers and 4 women-teachers. Seven of these are Govern
ment institutions, one is aided by Government and one is maintained by-
a Christian Mission. The number of trained teachers is now 3,597 as 
against 2,Ioo in I93I ( I340 F.). . 

209. Education of Backward Classes.-To promote the education 
of Backward Communities (Depressed Classes), Government sanction
ed a scheme in I 935 ( I 344 F.) for the opening of special schools for the 
children of these communities. There are now 72 such Government 
institutions in the Dominions with a total enrolment of nearly three 
thousand scholars. Special facilities are provided by the Government 
for the education of children belonging to these communities. .Free 
education is imparted in all Government Primary schools. In the 
Government schools for these communities, books and stationery are 
supplied free of cost to these children. Applications for scholarships 
receive special consideration and steps are also being taken to exempt 
such pupils from the payment of fees in Government secondary schools. 

210. Adult Education.-A most effective method of removing 
illiteracy from India is believed by some eminent educationists to be 
adult education. The progress made in this may be gauged from the 
following short account. The object of adult education, as already 
noted, is only to give literacy. Under the Hyderabad rules for adult 
~hools, pupils below the age of I 6 are not ordinarily admitted to such 
schools, but boys under 16 who have to earn their livelihood during 
th~ day and cannot afford ordinary school education are exempted from 
this rule. The course for boys under r6 is of two years duration, and 
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for adults 18 months only. No fees are charged in Government adult 
schools, but aided schools may levy a fee with the sanction of the Edu
cational Officer concerned. After the completion of the· course, an 
Examination is held and literacy certificates are issued· to successful 
candidates. During the decade the number of adult schools in the 
Dominions increased from 32 with an enrolment of 650 to go with 2,673 
scholars. Of these, 5 were for women with ug pupils. 

211. Educational lnstitutions.-Subsidiary table XII-(6) gives 
the figures of all educational institutions. There are 11 Arts and Science 
Colleges including Medical, Engineering and Law, as compared to 5 in 
1931·, ax.d the number of students in these has increased nearly four 
times. The six technical institutions include five industrial and one 
technical school with an enrolriien u ils. ~- - -·· 

Besides the Osmani'l Technical College an e ottage Industries 
Ir..stitute, "there is a Central School of Arts and Crafts in the City ol 
Hyderabad. In the Institute training is given in cloth, blanket and 
tape weaving, tailoring, needlework and embroidery, carpentry, black
smithy, bidri work, pottery, leather work, shoe-making, cane work, mat 
and basket-making, book-binding, etc. 

There are several orphan schools and boarding houses run by 
Government as well as by communities in important population centres 
of the State. Other items of- the table have beenliealt with-in 'detail 
in the foregoing paragraphs. 

With this backgrouncLoLeducational progress in the State let us 
examine the statistics of literacy. . _ 

· Of the total literates 983,478 or 77·5 per cent. are males •ond 
285,526 or 22.5 per cent. are female~. __ ln.other words, 14 per cent. of 
the males and 4·3 per cent. of the females aged 5 ~nd o~er are literates 
as against 8.5 per cent and 1.2 per cent. respectively m 1931. The 
followmg statement gives the number of male and female literates per 
mille since xgox. 

Literates per mille aged 
5 and over. 

Year. Males. Females. 
...---

1941 140 43 
1931 .. 85 12 
1921 .. 57 8 
19Il .. 51 4 
1901 •• 21 5 

During the last decade there has been an increase of 64.7 per cent. 
among ~he male and 258.3 per cent. among the female literates. 

16 



212. Literacy bj Age-Groups.-The percentage of literacy by 
age-groups and sex is noted below: · 

P. C. of literates. 
Ag·e-groups. 

5-10 
10-15 
15·20 
2Q-30 
30-50 
so & over 

·· · Males · Females 
• • 10.5 4·0 
• • 16.3 5.8 

23·3 6.g 
14·5 4·3 

-10·5-- 3· 7 
14.0 ,_ - 2.7 --_, 

,_ .._______ -

_'Jhes~_figures clearly show that literacy reaches its nilciiinum-or~ 
peak point in the I 5-20 age.,g:wup-for both sexes; thereafter it declines 

.. for subsequent groups -in a graduated manner, particularly among 
women. 

16* .[Chart.; 
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·No. 52. Literacy by Age and Sex for 1921 
1931 and 1941. 
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The lapse into illiteracy in the 50 and over· age-group was 
accounted for· in the last Report in the following words : " Once a boy 
leaves the institution and goes to share with his _f~ther ~he to~l of earning 
daily bread for the family he has no oppo~ruues for k~~pmg .u~ ev~n 
the elementary knowledge which he acqUired at sch?ol. This lS stil! 
true to a great extent. The subjoined statement show.mg the yrogress ot 
literacy since 19II however reveals that the proport:on of literates has 
considerably increased in the 15-20 group but fallen m the 20 and over 
groups. 

Literates per mille. 

10-15 15-20 20 and over 

Years 

I I I Males Females :Males Females Males Females 

1911 .. 67 5 69 
_.-· 

7 
c---·'-- ~-72 

4 

1921 .. 65 8 86 14. 67 --s---
1981 .. 93 - 12 . -137 20 90 11 

. --

1941 .. 163 58 233 1m fle._ .. -'l6 

-
This may be attributed to several factors. In the first place, the 

gradual development of economic pursuits other than agriculture: in 
the Dorninions makes it necessary for all those seeking a livelihood 
to retain their literacy. Secondly, and more important, printed books, 
periodicals and newspapers catering for all tastes are now available 
in a greater number and at a lower price than in previous decades. -
Again, it will be noticed from the above figures that females have re
corded a greater percentage increase in these age-groups than males, 
which may be taken to indicate a greater tendency among females to 
avail themselves of the opportunities provided for retaining literacy. 

Compared to other age-groups, the 10-15 group especially shows 
an increase from decade to decade. The progress for the decade under 
report was however, very pronounced, in consequence of the educa
tional developments outlined above. From the point of v!ew of literacy, 
the next age-group, 15-20, is important. On the one hand, it shows 
that the effective literates, in the sense of those who have retained liter
~cy to the age of 15, are less likely to lapse into illiteracy, sufficient 
mterest being created at this age to encourage pupils to keep up their 
knowle?ge an~ ma~tain their literacy. On the other hand, the num
ber of ~terates m th~ group shows the available supply of effective hands 
for vanous occupat1ons and technical careers. Above all, it is to this 
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group that we must look for the social progress of the country as a whole. 
213. Literacy in Natural Divisions.-According to the present 

census, the population of Telingana is 7·7 per cent. and of Marathwara 
7.8 per cent. literate. The progress of literacy in these tracts is shown 
. in the following statement: 

_ Literates per mille. 

1901 1911 1921 1981 1941 
-·-----

I --Malea. 

Telingana .. 78 76 79 119 148 

Ma.rathwara .. 59 58 50 67 14.6 

F 1!11Ullea. 

Telingana .. 7 7 18 17 48 

Marathwara .. 1 8 4 7 48 
-- -- -------~ 

An· outstanding feature of the decade is the remarkable· progress
of literacy in Marathwara. Since 1901 Marathwara had always lag
ged behind Telingana in literacy; the superiority of Telingana was due 
to the inclusion of the City of Hyderabad which had the highest num
ber of literates. Among males Marathwara division leads by 3 per 
mille while among females it is now on a par with Telingana. 

In comparing the figures for literacy .for the two natural divisions, · 
Telingana and Marathwara, the following factors must be borne in mind. 

214. I,.iteracy by Community.-A higher percentage of literacy 
obtains decade after decade chiefly among such communities as Brah
mans, Virashaivas, Jains, Muslims ·and Christians. . Other minor com
munities such as Parsis have a very high rate of literacy, but their 
strength in the Dominions· is too small to affect the regional figures to 
any extent. The more important communities mentioned above, how
ever are distributed unevenly over the various districts of the State, and 
hav~ a greater percentage of concentration in Marathwara. 

[Statement. 



Telingana has yet" another disadvantage in this respect. It has a 
greater population of communities backward ~ literacy. The sub
joined statement will make the point clear. 

Population Percentage 
Literacy 

Community 
\M:arathwara 

percentage 
Telingana in 1941 

Brahmans 88.1 61.9 74.4 

Other Hindus •• . 56.8 48.7 6 .8--

H~--~------------~~ 55.4 54.6 0.9 

Virashaivas • 0 11.1 88.9 8.9 

Muslims 47.1 52.9 16.9 

78.0 22.0 16.6 

Jains 12.7 87.8 22.8 

Tribes 74.6 25.4 0.7 

215. L~t§~y----Dist-rict~ With.___the exception of Hyder~~ -
City, Auraligabad continues -to occupy the fir~t_position forliteracy no 
only among Marathwara districts, but in the Sta~ciichur has yield
ed its second place to Gulbarga and is now third for the State as a 
whole. In fact, with the exception of Nander, all Marathwara dis
tricts have a higher percentage of literacy than Telingana districts. 

In Telingana, Hyderabad City is followed by Baghat, Atraf-i
Balda, Nizamabad and Warangal Districts. Nalgonda ranks lowest 
in the Dominions in literacy. 

[Map. 
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_ i216. ·Literacy in Rural and Urban areas.-The percentage· of 
literacy in urban and rural areas is shown below. As urban areas have _ 
greater educational facilities than rural areas, the proportion of liter
ates is naturally higher in the former; in fact, as many as 370,049 or 
1!9 per cent. of the total literates are found in. the four cities of the 
State. 

-

PERCENTAGE OF LITERATES 
-

Area 

1- r - Persons . Males Females 

-- - ··- -- -.- --- - ---- ·- . - -

Urban .. .. 20.85 8l.'I - 8.56 

-
Rural . . .. 5.82 8.70 2.79 

"Tlie nrimber of literates in these cities by sex and their proportion to 
. their respective population is noteg below:-_ - -

- TOTAL LrrEBATES AND PERCENTAGE 

Cities 

1-
Persons Males Females-· 

Hyderabad 285,806 1':4,61~ I 61,188 

P.C. .. 82.1 45.4 17.7 
-------

Warangal 19,155 15,627 8,528 

P.C. 20.6 82.5 7.9 

Gulbarga 16,669 11,801 5,868 

P.C. .. 81.1 41.0 20.7 

Aurangabad 22,085 16,614 5,521 

P.C. ,8,8 60.2 28.5 

It will be observed that in the proportion of literacy, Auranj:.!
abad is on par with the Metropolis and surpasses it in the proportion 



· of male literatei · Gulbarga has: the next highest proportion of female 
literates after Hyderabad City. The percentage of literacy is lower in 
Warangal than the other cities; it is particularly behindhand in female 
literacy. Lite~cy among major communities in these cities is shown 
in the following statement: ·~ 

---~--=--- -.:::::::·_ 

. ----·· LITEB.ATES PER CENT 
-

--
Cities 

Muslim~ rhris~:S-Brahmans Other 
Hindus 

--

Hyderabad City .. .. 78.0 81.2 - - 8,.8 55.2 . ~- ~-
Warangal . . .. 69.5 20.0 20.8 82.0 

Glubarga .. .. 78.1 86.2 80.4 . 59.8 

Aurangabad --.. - .. tiUl_ ---40".8 42.0 66.6 
.. .-.. 

Subsidiary tables XII (1) and XII (3) contain comparative 
literacy figures by community, sex and locality.- Parsis continue to 
come first with 83.9 persons1iferate out of every hundred, the propor
tion ot female to male literates being 93 per cent. In the districts of. 
Atraf-i-Balda, Medak, Mahbubnagar, Karimnagar, Adilabad and Bir 
Parsis claim 100 per cent. literacy. · They are closely followed by Brah
mans with 74·4 per cent. and Sikhs 37·9 per cent. of their respective 
population. The lowest proportion is recorded by Tribes and Harijans 
with 0.07 and 0.09 per cent. respectively. 

[Chart. 
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Among the major communities the proportion of literacy is noted 

Community 
p 

Brahmans .. 
Other Hindus 
Harijans .. 
Muslims .. 
Christians .. 

Literates per mille 

I M I F 

876 966 784 
63 11 I 

I 2 0.2 
107 282 107 
192 241 HI 

in the inset statement. Other 
Hindus record a very low percent
age of literacy, compared to other 
major communities. This is chiefly 
due to the segregation of Brahmans, 
Virashaivas and others, whose 
figures are noted separately. Brah
mans, as already noted, have the 

greater proportion of hterates and the proportion of female Brahmans 
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literate is 81 per cent ... They are fairly evenly distributed in all districts. 
Among Muslims the highest literacy .is found in Telingana, where 

there are 35 literates per mille as against 27 in Marathwara. This is 
due to the concentration of the community in Hyderabad City where 
the proportion of Muslim literates is 488 and 190 per mille respectively 
for males and females. In all other districts, it varies ·from 231 in 
Warangal to 143 in Parbhani for· males and go in Baghat to 61. in 
Parbhani for females. The proportion of female to male literates is 
still very low for Muslims. .. 

On the_ other hand, the proportion of female literates to males 
among Christians is 56 per cent. Like Muslims, they are also con
centrated in the. metropolis. The proportion of Christian literates 
is greater in Marathwara than in Telingana. · 



No. 55. Literates per Mille of Each Sex in the 
Major Communities, 1941 (1350-51 F.) 

Parsis Others 

Males Females M F 

GGDD 
Br. Hindus 

M 
Aryas 

F 

Muslims 
M F 

.... 
Virashaivae 

M F 

Harijans 
F 

i • 

lj 

"' 

Literates 

Illiterates 

Sikhs 

Jains 

100 

Christians 
M F 

•• 
Tribes 

F M 



Among Brahmans and Harijans literacy is highest in the so and 
over age-group among males and in the 15-20 group among females; 
thereafter it declines. Among other Hindus, i• is highest in the 15-20 
group for_ both sexes. ChriStian males show most literacy in the I 5-20 
group and females in the xo-15. Among Muslims, males and females, 
the peak point is reached in the 10-15 age-group, which is indicative 
of _the fact that the community, as a whole, has only recently bestirred 
itself to make use of the modem educational oppoi:tunities. 

The proportion of female literates noted_~low also shows a con
centration in the earlier age-groups. 

-t\:ge5. 
5-10 

10-15 
15-20 
20-30 

- so-so 

---------

50 & over_ 

•• . . . . 
•• . . .. 

• • . . . . . . 

No. of female literates 
to xoo male literates. 

•• 37 
•• 32 
~· 29 . . 26 

~ -· . 31 .. 19 

This 'a.lso may be attributed to the educati?nal progress of th~_recent 
years. 

The proportion of femaleJite--t="per 100 male literates for all 
ages over 5 years in certain communities is givelj below. The proportion 
of female literates is lowest for other Hindus and highest for Brahmans, 
Christians record 56 female literates for 100 male literates, the corres
ponding figures for Muslims being 35· 

Community. 
Brahmans 
Other Hindus 

.. 
Harijans ___ :.::-.. 
Muslims 
Christians · • • 

No. of female literates 
per 'IOo of male literates. 

• . • • g6 
~ .... -
.. 
.. 

•• - .10 

•• ~I 

35 
s6 

217. Literates in English.-As the 1931 Census Commissioner for 
Hyderabad noted in his Report, " a people of whom only very few are 
literate in their own mother-tongue cannot ·be. expeeted to study a 
foreign language sufficiently well to be able to read and write it." But 
English is now undoubtedly an international and world-wide language 
and therefore its utility cannot be underrated. 
· The total number of persons literate in English now stands at 
183,077, an increase of 54·5 per cent. over 1931. 155,8o6 of this num
ber are males and 27,271 are females .. The largest number of literates 
in English is found among Brahmans, 95,542 or 52 per cent. of th-e total. 
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They ~re followed by 40,858 other Hindus, 25,252 Muslims and 15,386 
Chnstlans, · · . 

Literate in English per 1,ooo. 

Year. Males: Females. 

1941 . . 222 41 
1931 • . 105. 13 
1921 •. 55 10 
19II · . • • 39 6 
1901 24 5 --

Out--of 1,000 pers6ns of both sexes 'of all ages over 5, about 13- persons 
are literate in English ali against 6 in 1931. The proportion of males 
has doubled af!d that of females more than trebled since 1931. 

The distribution by age-groups noted marginally, _shows a pro-: 
Literates in English per 

Ages 1,000 

P. I·M. I F. 

5-10 l' 9 2 
1G-lli' 12 17 5 
15-20 28 87 9 -- 15 25 G 
so-so 12 22 2 
50 & over • • 18 24 8 

gressive increase from the 5-10 
group to the 15-20. In view of fhc 
fact that, except in a few English 
schools, English is no longer a com
pulsory language in primary-classes, 
concentration in the 15-20 group is 
natural; at the age of 15, a boyor 
girl reaches the stage of Secondary 

or High. School educatiOn where literacy in English is acquired. In the
two subsequent groups there is a progressive fall for both males and 
females, l;>ut a tendency towarcls a ri~e in th_~lastgroup of 50 and over. 

. . . 

, The proportion of ·literates in English per teri. thousand among 
majot:..conlm.unities..by _!lge and sex is shown below: . 

-~- - -~-

All communi· 
ties .. 134 222 41 U4 22 

Brahmans •• 8,098 5,577 1,021 2,698 471 

Other Hindus 58 us 11 24 7 

Harijans '•I .. 6 10 1 12 1 
~-

Muslims. ... 140 284 41 159 . l!B 

Christians .. . 805 1,196 806 1,489" 817 

. 173 52 

2,801 967 

111 1l! 

11 8 

809 56 

1,888 544 

15-20 j 20 and o, •• ~· 

M. I F. i M. I 'F •. 
- -

.86U 98. 

5,839 1,71'7 

218 18 

19 5 

557 89 

1,769 709 

---

214 I 
5,771 

90 

19: ~ 
1,065 i 

l 

6 19 

n 

- 1 

81 .. 

s 22; 
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Brahmanic Hindus have a lead in all age-groups. They are followed 
by Christians. Mtislims occupy a third position. among major co~
munities in English literacy. Figures are J?rogressiVe fo~ all. commum
ties except Harijan males, who record a higher pr?portion m the 5-10 
group than in the subse~oup. · This IS d~~ to the recent 
effOI:ts .!Q_j):l'rimOte educatiOn among backward conunumttes. 

Among otlierrommunities, Parsis returned 8,875 per ten thousand 
of their population as literate in English, being the highest among all 
communities. The lowest proportion is among Tribes (only 2 per ten 
thousand.). . . . . · · 

The progress of literacy in. EngliSh by sex for the natural divisions 
--<>.S-:Ootaincd from the Subsidiary Table XII (4) is shown_~elo~_:_· _ 

-
-$1 lO 

- .;......o; -=-- 1~1 State .. . . 89 6 105 187 86 

'relingana .. 66 -u 82 15 176 23 200 '1 

Marathwara .. u 1 27 l 2 86 8 172 ,., 
---In accordan~th tlie general progress of literacy in Marathwara, 

the proportion of literates in English has also considerably increased in 
this tract. Though Telingana still has a greater proportion,_ the per
centage increase hi this-proportion during theoecade is-only 15 for 
Telihgaiia, as against 377 for Marathwara. Except in Hyderabad City-; 
there has been everywhere a considerable increase in the proportion of 

_!iterates in English. _The proportion in. the: city has declined from 1,833 
males and 287 females per 1o,ooo in 1931 to 970 males and 230 females. 
This is due to the increase in the population of the City, and largely to 
the inclusion of suburban rural areas within City limits. In the districts 

_the proportion of males per ten thousand ranges from 237 in Raichur to 
95 in Nalgonda, and of females from 38 in Aurangabad to 16 in 
Nander. - ___ , - · ---
- · 218. Literates in Urdu.-446,829 persons, consisting of 375,859 

1 males and 70,970 females, are l.rterat~ m Urdu, an increase since 1931.. 
of 133 per cent. Literates in Urdu include 106,482 Brahmans, 79,348 
Ot~cr Hindus, 3,ooo Harijans, 237,588 MiiSlitns and 4,563 Christians. 

CThis remarkab\e percentage increase is due to compulsory education in 
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Urdu i?- al_I:_ ele~entary, a_nd primary schooJ.b_The considerable in
crease -m lirdu, hte:racy smce 1931 IS shown m the inset statement. 

Year Literates per 1o,ooo The~e are now · 342 litera~es -per 

1

-

1 

10,0?0 of. population against only 
P _M . :F a1r3e3 nmo 1931. hlln other~ words, the

1
re 

1041 342 5851 107 · w roug y 5 per cent. rna es 
1931 ::1 · 1ssl 211 · · 45 literate in Urdu and one per cent. 
192~ 108 _ 180 _ 36 females. Th.e. proportion offemales 

h~s ';Ilcr~ased b~ 137 p~r cent. and of males by 147 per eent. The 
diStributiOn of literates m Urdu per I 000 of the population by age-

' -
Literates per 1,000 groi.lpS is marginally noted .. Males 

age-
0·15 

tsftn 
tion, 
nd 

Age - -
- F predominate· ·in the 15-20 - . I _,, 1 '"he 

5-10 18 . 26 
o· -r, -eg _-.,n t I 

.. 10 . -

1o-15 .. 81 42 20 . gro\lp, which shows that eff01 
15-20 -···. 63 88 18 the promotion of girls' educa 
~ .. 87 68 ~ particularly between 1931 a 80-60· .. ··28 47 
50 and over .. 84 62 ., 1941, have proved effective. 

Distributed according to community, Parsis record the highest 
-proportion of-lireratesin Urdu, vi;:., 474~rahmans 
coming-next--witlr-34:tfoll<>--~lrr33" ana Muslims with-T32·:

-Other Hindus returned only 10 and Harijans only 15 per thousand of 
their respective totals as able to read and write Urdu. - _ -

The proportion ot literates in Urdu in the Natural Divisions is 
noted:_ · -

URDU LITERATES PER 10,000 

Natural Divisions 

----~··;_·· _ _._ ___ _.__.__._____,_P_ers_ons I Males .- I Females 

~r ~ :~=l~ :_ ~:q --· ~ Telingana 
Marathwara .• 

188 
18 

- · 2~9. Newspapers, Periodicals a~d Ma!fa..zines;-These piny a_ 
very important part in the spread nf literacy m the co~ntry and may 
be considered as the pulse of literacy. The greater therr number, the 
more the tendency towards literag~ If literacy begins from the schools 
and slffillar institutions among the juvenile population, then it is prim
arily to the newspapers, periodicals and magazines that literacy owes 
its preservation and ~dva~c~ment among .~e adults, many of w~o~ 
might otherwise lapse mto ilhteracy. Also It IS the newspapers, penodi
cals. and magazines that contribute very liberally towards the culwra1 
progresS of a country. · 



As far as my knowledge goes the following are the newspapers, 
periodicals, etc.,.-jssu~or'Confinlling during the I93I"4I decade:-

I, Hyderabad Bulletin . . English daily. 
2. Deccan Chronicle • . do. 
3· Deccan Times · 
4· Rahbar-e-Deccan 
5· Sahifa •• 

•• 

. . 
• • do. 
. . Urdu daily .. 
• • do.· 

6. Mushir-e-Deccan do. 
7· Waqt . • • . do. 
8. Payam • • • • do~ 

-s-&•ha.Jbe.-JD..be.cc""c:""""-----~---- · do. 
I o. Nizam Gazette · do. 
I I. Golconda Patrika .. Telugu bi-weekly. 
12. Raiyat . • . . Urdu do. 
~ •. do. do. 

14. Tanzim - . . do. do . 
I 5· Karili.iida 'facr.tKa:_ J • • • Kanarese do. 
16. Engineering Gazette ---- .. ~English nl'o~thly. -

17. Hytderabad Medical Journal • . do. 
18. Science .· - ' ~ ~ •• Urdu monthly. 

- --------~ . -
19. Sub Ras • . do. 
20. Payam Adab . • • . • • . do. 
21: Sahaab . • • do. 
22. An-Nisa do. 
23. Hyderabad Farmer __ - EngliSh:.. Urdu quarteriy. 
24. Mujalla Osmarua Ur~u quarterly. 
25. Almoosi do. 
26. Nizam Vijaya _ __..!...!.. __ •·• .-Marathi Daily. __ 

[Statement. 
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220. No. of Books PubJished.-The number of different books 
·published in the State during the decade is as follows: 

Language-

nglish E 

M 
K 
T 
G 
H 
A 

Urdu 
arathi 
anarese 
elugu 
ujrathi 
indi 
rabic and 
Persian 

Urdu and 
English 

' Total 

.. .. .. 

. . 

. . 

. . . . 

. . 

.. 

.. 

. 

! 
1982 1988 1984 1985 1936 1987 1988 
(1841) (1842) (1848) (1344) (1345) (1346) (1847) 

I 
' 

11 
18: I 10 I 18 11 6 16 

181 240 889 387 284 839 
84 32 27 86 15 26 22 .. 1 . 1 . . 7 8 14 
.. . . . . 57 64 44 44 .. . . . . . . . . 1 . . .. . . - . . 26 28 19 21 

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . l . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2261 221 1 2781 521 512 ! 

I 8881 456 

1939 1940 
(1848) (1849) 

18 18 
520 522 

28 28 
1 1 

48 48 
. . . . 
16 16 

. . . . 
2 2 

. 628 68<> 
I 

221. Libraries and Reading Rooms.-The number of Libraries 
and Reading Rooms has increased during the decade from 97 to 520. 
• 222. Radio Set~.-In mo?e~ times radio has come to play an 

__m1portant part not only as. an mdispensable_ means of ~nication 
but also as a universal medium for pr.eviding-infornmtion, m~ 
and entertainment to the public. 'I hrough broadcasting it influences 
public opinion and provides guidance to popular taste in art and cul· 
ture. · - -

Recently Hyderabad has made considerable progress both in the 
~X.}!amion of broadcasting and increase in the number of listeners. The 
State at present has two broadcasting stations--one 5 kilowatt 
medium wave station at Hyde~~d radiating on 41 I metres daily pro
grammes of taluqs,_news, music and drama to urban listeners and the 
other !- kilowatt medium wave station, at Aurangabad broadcasting 
on 319 metres which also gives rural programmes. Besides Urdu, aU 
the languages spoken in the State find a suitable place in the programmes 

-of the above two stations. The people of Hyderabad are thus afforded 
opportunities for utilising the most useful invention of modem days for 
educational, artistic antd cultural purposes. As most of the sets used 
by the listeners in the Dominions are of fairly high power, 1 1 -wave sets, 
they can, in addition to local programmes, get All-India Radio and 
B.B.C. overseas service. They are thus brought in closer contact with 
the res( of India and the Empire. 

17 



APPENDIX I. 

TRIBAL POPULATIONS OF HYDERABAD 
YESTERDAY AND TODAY 

An Essay by 

Christoph von Fiirer-Haimendorf,. PH.D. 
·---

1 ntroduction. 

To the Indians of ·the North, who dominate the early periods of 
the subcontinent's written history, the Deccan was for long a country 
of vast forests, poor communications and barbaric, little knovm tribes. 
Centres of higher culture, no doubt, arose in some of the fertile plains 
of the tableland, 1 but even when in the grd century before our era, 
the civilizing influence of the Andhra kingdom stretched across the 
Deccan, large tracts of wooded and hilly country remained the haunts 
of nomadic hunt~rs and food-gatherers, and of primitive tillers of the 
soil,. who, ignorant of the plough and all higher forms of agriculture, 
raised crops in: forest-clearings, cultivated today and forsaken tomorrow. 
When in later centuries first the Chalukyas and then the Rashtrakutas 
established themselves in the Deccan, and Hindu culture flourished in 
numerous important ~' the areas where the tribal folks persisted 
in their primitive style of !ife shrank before the expansive force of pro
gressive populations and bee arated by stretches of more civi
lized country. But even the Muhanun · ien--of-thc-rgth and 
14th century, the subsequent growth of the Bahmani Kingdom and 
ultimately the Moghul conquest still left enclaves of aboriginal culture, 
sparsely populated jungle tracts which remained on the whole outside 
the political scene; · 

It was indeed not until the end of the 19th century that the im
provement of communications and the extension of an· effective 
administration over the whole of the Nizam's Dominions opened the 
last refuge areas of the aboriginal races to the full impact of a civiliza
tion far advanced in material achievement. Not that contact between 
the aboriginaiS and the peasantry of Telugu, Kanarese and Maratha 
stock was a novel phenomenon: an infiltration of Hindu settlers into 
the domains of the aboriginals was an age-old process and many of the 
hill-folks had through many centuries entertained casual relations of 

1. Excavarions by H.E.H. lho Nizam·a Archo:olot~ical Deparlmenl al Maaki in Raichur Di•lncl 
have unearthed the traces of civilizatic:ms, ranging from.late neolithic lima into the early iron age. which 
bear wilncu of an advan<e<l culture. 

I 
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trade and barter with the villages of the plains. But two factors were 
new: land-seeking settlers, who poured in unpreceden~ed numbers into 
great forest tracts, were now supported by the machmery of a stable 
government and the aboriginals, already forced into the last refuge 
areas, could' recede no further from the powers endangering their econo
mic and cultural existence. The last line of defence was reached; if they 
could not maintain themselves in the hills and forests left to them, assim
ilation or extinction were the only-alternatives. The outcome of the 
struggle hangs yet in thebalance ;-lorJpng the odds w~igh~d heavily 
against the aboriginals who, no longer ~ble to resOJ t to-force m defend
ing their rights and in the battle of wtts no match for the resourceful 
and ~lost much of their ancestral land and were often 
robbed of the fruits of their labour. Indeed sooner or later they seemed 
destined to swell the ranks of the landless depressed classes. But India 
has woken to the Aboriginal Problem, and it is now recognized that 
tribal folks exposed to the pressure of a:dvanced populations need pro
tection and guidance to save them from economic ruin and cultural dis
integration. In Hyderabad too the century old policy of laissez faire 
has beeg abandoned and active steps are being taken to assist the abor
iginals in the transition from the old tribal order to a full participation 
in the social and economic life of the country. 

Compared to the millions of aboriginals in the Centr;tl Provinces 
and Berar and in the romantic highlands of the East Godavari Agency, 
Bastar and Orissa, the number of aboriginals in H.E.H. the Nizam's 
Dominions is not large. Among the 678,149 persons recorded in_1941 
as members of' tribes' there are 404,614 Lambar_as,-BanJarasaiid Mat
buras, who are recent immigrants from tknprth, and the combined 
strength of the truly aboriginal tnoes such as Gonds, Koyas, Bhils, 
Kolams and Chenchus exceeds only slightly one quarter of a million. 

The following pages deal mainly with the present economic con
dition of these primitive tribal folks and their fate during the recent 
years of intensified contact with other populations. But to understand 
the aboriginal's reaction to modern developments we must set him 
against the background of the ethnological scene and his own traditional_ 
culture. 
_ Hyderabad has part in two major spheres of aboriginal culture. 
the sphere of the semi-nomadic jungle-tribes of the South, hunters and 
food-gatherers representative of the oldest surviving racial a'l'.d cultural 
stratum in India, and the broad belt of more progressive but yet primi
tive agricultural races that stretches over most of the hillv tracts of 
Middle India. Between these two spheres stands a group of tribes, tillers 
of oft shifted hill-fields, who have advanced beyond the economic level 
of food-gatherers but do not yet share the full-fledged cultivator's inde
pendence of the wild produce of nature. 

The numerical strength of some of the individual tribes is small, 
1* 
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so small in_dee~ that if t~ey were ordinary rural or urban castes they 
would receiVe httle attention. But as remnants of India's ancient auto
~hthonous populations they are of great historical importanceand 
n~tere~t ; the study of their customs and mode of existence helps us to. 
visualize human life under conditions which prevailed for many millen
nia before the dawn of history broke over the Deccan. 

In Hyderabad as elsewhere in India the aboriginals inhabit toda1 
mainly the hilly and least accessible areas where forest predominates 
over cultivated land, and footpaths and indifferent cart-tracks are often 
the only communications. These tracts lie mainly along the borders 
of the State and were the latest to be reached by the influences radiating 
from the centres of civilization; looking at the map we find that the 
distribution of the aboriginals in Hyderabad is essentially marginal. -In 
the south it is the forest-covered Amrabad Hills, the northern-most ex
tension of the Nallamalai Hills, which for centuries have been the home 
of the Chenchus, a primitive forest-tribe recorded as 3,865 strong. In 
·the east an aboriginal tract extends with minor gaps from the Eastern 
Ghats that flank the great Godavari gorges, through Warartga!Disfi'lct
into the Mahadeopur Taluq of the neighbouring Karirnnagar District: 
1,834 Hill Reddis inhabit the wild and beautiful country in the eastern
most corner of the State, and Koyas numbering 31,094 are found ali 
along the- Godavari in an area-·fifty miles west of the river, here and 
there interspersed with groups of Naikpods. The third and perhaps 
the most important aboriginal region is the Adilabad District which 
contains 71,874 out of a total Gond population of 142,028 and consider
able numbers of Pardhans, Kolams and N aikpods; in large forest tracts 
these aboriginals are practically the only population. Further to the 
north-west; in the Aurangabad Distric_!,~ll.U2 1 -Bhils, mainly in the 
hills round Ellora and Ajanla, dweTiing however not in compact groups, 

-Out scattered among the villages of other castes and having largely 
abandoned their old type of life. 

These are the main aboriginal groups which we will presently des
cribe in detail,. but the table for tribes contains in addition a number 
of communities standing on the borderline between tribal and Hindu 
c).llture. Among these are 4,083 Gawaris, who will be discussed in con
nection with Koyas, and 19,313 Andhs; 13,155 of the latter are found 
in Parbhani and 2,082 in Nander, where they may well be considered 
an autochthonous population. Concentration in villages of their own 
and experience in the chase and in jungle-craft, point to their aboriginal 
character, but in their social life and their religion they seem to have 
lost all distinctive traits and conform largely to the customs of the 
Marathi Kunbis. The 4,076 Andhs settled now in the western parts of 
the Adilabad District are all recent immigrants from Nander and Par
bhani hardly distinguishable from the ordinary Maratha cultivator. 

in many respects similar to the position of the Andhs is that of the 
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'Kolis, who in 1941 have for the first ~irne been re~k~:med among 
the aboriginals. But the figure of 237 K~hs for the Dommtons can bear 
no relation to the true strength of the tnbe; the 1931 Census recorded 
52,472 and the 19II Census even 26?,840 Kolis, who were the?- clll;ssed 
among the Hindu castes. Most Kohs are no doubt largely Hmdutzed, 
but some sections of the tribe, such as certain Kolis in Adilabad, 
still retain some connection with forest-life and engage in the collection 
of wild fruits and other jnngle-produce for sale. In Telingana and parts 
of Adilabad they speak Telugu and in Marathwara Marathi, but most 
Kolis recognize a connection between these linguistically different and 
nowadays endogamous groups. But whereas Koli is the name under 
which they are known in Marathwara, as in the Central Provinces, most 
Teluguized Kolis describe theinselves as Mutrasis, and their neighbours 
call them Tenigorus. Since the reduction of a tribe from 52,472 in 
1931 to 237 in 1941 can only be due to an error in identification, it seems 
most probable that in 1941 the Telugu-speaking Kolis returned them
selves nnder various names as Hindus and that a similar practice was 
followed by the Marathi-speaking Kolis of the northern districts.1 

If Andhs and Kolis are for census purposes still regarded as tribes 
and not as Hindu castes, the same principle of classification might with 
equal justification have been extended to the large and ancient tribe of 
Bedars, who inhabit the western parts of Gulbarga and Xaichur. Once 
a folk of hnnters, warriors and agriculturists, who lived nnder their own 
independent tribal heads such as the Raja of Shorapur, they have, 
though in general culture differing but little from the ordinary Kanarese 
villager, retained a good many of their distinctive custoins. In 1941 
they were not separately enumerated; but the 1931 Census recorded 
143,047 in Raichur, 8!,500 in Gulbarga, and 41,862 in Bidar; an inten
sive study of this interesting population is long overdue. 

Into quite a different category fall the wandering tribes of Banjaras, 
Lambaras and Mathuras. Their homeland is not the Deccan, and of 
all the elements that contribute today to the kaleidoscopic population 
pattern of Hyderabad none, barring Arabs and Europeans, is more 
foreign to Southern India than these tribes from Rajputana who first ar
rived in the van of Aurangzeb's armies. Comparatively recent immig
rants with no longstanding connection with any part of the conntry, they 
are fonnd today scattered all over the State; they are most numerous 
in Gulbarga, Mahbubnagar, Nalgonda, Warangal and in Adilabad, 
whe;e they continue to be reinforced by a steady influx of land-seeking 
Banpras from the neighbouring districts of Berar. 

Another semi-nomadic tribe occurring in most districts of the 
1. The .et~nol~c~ position of the Kolis. of whom in the whole of India there are nearly th'"ee 

an~ .a ha~f milhon. lS ~ll .extremely doubtful; W. Koppers, who has given a useful compilation of the 
~bAa Jtterature I on tl?s mteresting people, tends to the opinion •• that the Kolis were originally an 
jndio/'1! Ee!:'_pe~p5e:~•etally not very far removed from the Bhils •• (The Koli• in Norlh·W ul Cen!#al 

a, """"'• tUC~<holm, 1943, p. 15). 
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Dominions are the Erkalas with a total strength of 45,77 I. Of the 
origin and affinities of this .tribe or caste found through the length and 
breadth of Peninsular India, little is known, but their physical character
istics leave little doubt that the Erkalas are of southern stock. They 
are known under various names such as Korwa or Korova' and speak 
either the language of the locality or a polyglot dialect in which are 
intermixed words and idioms from several Dravidian languages. 
Wandering basket-makers, fortune-tellers and musicians, with a 
tendency to petty crime, they are nowadays quite distinct from such 
aboriginals as Gonds or Kolams. But it is not unlikely that they are 
descended from a primitive tribal population which dislodged from its 
original habitat has taken to a roving life; W. V. Grigson has recently 
pointed out that there may be a connection between the tP.rm Korva 
and Kolovar the name by which both Kolams and N aikpods 'call them
sdves when speaking their tribal language. 2 However that may be, the 
Erkalas can today be considered as a " tribe " no more than such com
munities as Waddars or Bestas, who in this Census have been included 
among_the Hindus. 

Similar to the position of the Erkalas is that of the Pardhis, today 
hunters, fowlers and fruit-sellers. Their homeland is distant Gujarat 
and they still speak a corrupt form of Gujarati, but they are widely · 
scattered over the Deccan. In rural districts one still_meets wandering 
bands of Pardhis, with their nets for snaring birds and their want~ 
perty piled on pack-animals, but in urban areas they are engaged in 
peddling food-stuffs mainly fruit and sweetmeats. 

No distinction between" tribes" and" castes" as required for the 
purposes of a census can ever be entirely satisfactory; there will always 
be some communities which, while retaining certain features of tribal 
culture and organization, claim recognition as a Hindu caste and indeed 
occupy a definite place in the caste-system. Such is the case of the Kolis 
and Andhs, and there can be no doubt that consciously or unconsciously 
many Bhils, Lambaras and. Banjaras are moving towards the social and 
religious precepts of Hinduism. Both Chenchus and Hill Reddis have 
their own tribal religions, clearly distinguished from the beliefs and ritual 
of the neighbouring Hindu populations, but the local Telugu peasants 
tend to regard them as Hindus and allow them the privileges of caste
people. The Koyas are less favourably treated owing to their custom 
of beef-eating, and in some places their position is hardly better than 
that of the Depressed Castes. The Gonds and Kolams have on the whole 
a stronger tribal consciousness and clearly recognize their difference 
vis-ib-vis Hindus in the matters of religion and customs. A Raj-Gond, 
who refuses to eat from the hands of a Brahmin, though he may take 

1. Cf. E. Thurston, The C.,le• and Tribe, of Southern India. Vol. lll, pp. 438 ••q. 

2. Foreword to C. von FUrerpHaimendorf, The Chenchu&, London, 1943, p. s.iv. 
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food from a Kolam, certainly does not consider himself a Hindu, and I 
remember an irate old Gond who had walked for thirty miles to protest 
that many months previously a census enumerator had recorded him as 
a Hindu; he was still smarting under that blow to his pride as a Gond. 
The fact that Gonds have learnt to observe certain Hindu feasts is as 
little proof of their being Hindus as their celebration of Moharram 
stamps them as Mussalmans. I know only of one Gond who in recent 
years embraced Islam, but there may be more isolated cases. 

Christian missions have not been very active among the aboriginals 
of the Dominions, but-there_are-twD-hundred Christian_Gonds in Adil
abad and less than a hundred Chris~as in Warangal District; 
the educational facilities afforded by the rrussions seem to have been in 
both cases the main attraction. The social difficulties of the new con
verts are great, for in a tribe where religion is as vital an element of 
tribal unity as among the Goods, the Christian or Muslim Gond finds--
himself completely cut off from his community. . 

Reform movements with a Hindu background such as those that 
swept at times through the aboriginal tracts of the Central Provinces 
have scarcely touched the Hyderabad Gonds, but there are a few indi
vidual propagators of a m:onutheistic doctrine, such as a Pardhan guru 
in Adilabad District who has gained some limited support among the 
members of his own community, and a Gond patel who has abandoned 

. th~> religion orhiS-tribe and has invented a speciai script in which to 
write Gondi. . 

Chenchus: Hunters and Food-gatherers. 

Scanty as is yet our knowledge of India's prehistory, there can be 
no doubt that the races of the Older .Stone Age-subsisted here as else
where by the chase and the gathering of wild fruits, herbs and roots. 
In small bands they must have roamed the vast forests and parklands 
of the subcontinent, and the immense number of crude stone-imple
ments which are found on the surface in many parts of the Deccan testi:
fies to the long duration of this epoch when man gleaned only what 
nature provided. It ended with the coming of the Neolithic Age that 
brought the knowledge of agriculture and the use of domesticated 
animals, but certain groups of humanity persisted even then in the old 
pal<eolithic order. So great was their conservatism that while the rest 
of the world progressed they continued their life as hunters and food
gatherers, though gradually adopting some of the inventions of more 
progressive races such =1:he use of pottery .and ·iron. But the parts of 
the world ~h.ere people can ~old out .in the economic style of Stone Age 
man are limited, and even m the hills and forests of India there are 
few races on so low a level of material development. One of them is 
the Chenchus of the Nallamalai Hills, and among them· it is the Jungle 
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Chenchus of Hyderabad who have best preserved their traditional ways 
of life. 1 

What are the characteristics of this ancient tribe? The Chenchus 
are small, with very dark skin, wavy or curly black hair, and primitive 
facial features: broad faces, broad and flat-noses, a weak mouth with 
often very full lips. Though no longer dressing in leaves like their an
cestors of whom Ferishta gave a poignant description, they wear but the 
scantiest dress: the men small aprons suspended from a fibre belt, 
the end drawn in between the legs, and the women bodices and a length 
of sari-cloth wound round their hips. There can be ne> race in India 
poorer in earthly possessions than the Jungle Chenchus; bow and arrows, 
a knife, a digging-stick, some pots and baskets and a few tattered rags 
constitute many a Chenchu's entire belongings. He probably owns a 
hut, wattle-walled and thatch-roofed, in one of the small settlements 
lying scattered over the wooded hills where he lives during part of the 
year, but in thehot season, when the village communities split up, he 
leaves his house and together with one or two families roams the forest 
in quest of food; living in leaf-shelters, under overhanging rocks
reminiscent of the abris sous roche so frequently mentioned in the writ
ings of prehistorians--<>r sometimes even in the open, he camps wherever 
there is water and the parched forest yields edible fruits and roots. 

The gathering of edible roots and tubers and of wild fruit is .still 
the mainstay of the Jungle Chenchus' economy, and men and women, 
setting out in the morning with their iron-tipped digging-sticks and 
collecting-baskets, share equally in the daily search for food. Occa
sionally the men hunt with bow and arrow or antiquated muzzle-loaders, 
scale trees and cliffs in taking honey, or fish by poisoning the waters of 
shallow pools, but game, honey and fish are delicacies which today rarely 
brighten the Chenchu's essentially vegetarian diet. 

Foresight and economic planning are foreign to the Jungle Chen
chu's mentality; he seldom stores food but lives today as his Stone Age 
ancestors lived thousands of years ago, a son of the forest who gleans 
each day what Nature provides, giving little thought to harnessing her 
resources to his own enterprises. But the days have passed when primi
tive man could live in the recesses of woods and mountains m1disturbed 
by the outside world, and all Chenchus come now more or less fre
quently into contact with more dynamic races. While until a century ago 
they seldom met with outsiders other than the pilgrinls who flocked to 
the annual festival at the Shiva temple of Sri Sailam, picturesquely set 
on the southern side of the great Krishna canyon, the hermits of the 
woods and the plainsmen to whose villages they descended to barter 
jungle-produce, today they see their forests invaded by the officers of 
tJJ.e Forest Departroent, contractors and their labour-gangs and in many 

1. A full description of the Cheochus is contained in my book The Chenchw.}ungle Fol~ of the 
Deccan. published as Volume I of The Aboriginal Tribes of H~derabad. London 194J. 
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areas by land-seeking peasants. 
Let us try to trace this transition fr~m the .old order to modern c?n

ditions and to understand the Chenchus reacuon to the transformauon 
of their habitat. 

There can be little doubt that until four or five generations ago 
most Chenchus were the same shy and elusive jungle nomads whom 
Ferishta mentioned in the I 7th century, but as the peasant populations 
of the Deccan expanded and drew closer to the foot-hills of- the Nalla
malai Hills, contacts broadened, and the Chenchus, still the undisputed 
lords of the hills and forests, found increasing opportunity to barter 
jungle-produce such as mahua flowers and resin, as well as game, honey 
and wax, with the folk of the villages. In its first stages this relationship 
was no doubt beneficial to the jungle-dwellers who acquired thereby the 
means to buy cloth to replace their old leaf-dress, various small house
hold-goods as well as buffaloes, goats and cows. Until then they had 
possessed no domestic animals other than dogs, but they proved sur
prisingly clever in the care of cattle, whose milk provided a most valu
able addition to their diet. Their nomadic habits, far from conflicting 
with cattle-breeding, favoured this occupation and they quickly adapted -
their annual migrations to the needs of their animals for grazing and 
water. 

Had the Chenchus remained in unrestricted possession of their 
forests, they might easily have developed as a race of fairly prosperous 
herdsmen. But hardly had they begun to reap the fruits of this momen
tous adjusunent of their economy, when all their assets were wrested 
from them. First in Madras, and at the beginning of this century also 
in Hyderabad, Government asserted its control over all valuable produce 
of the forests, and the Chenchus lost every right in their ancestral land. 
Where they had been lords and masters, they were now merely tolerated, 
and-as developments in Madras Presidency soon showed-often not 
even tolerated. 

Here we are not concerned with the fate of the Chenchus south of 
the Krishna,1 but with the developments in Hyderabad, where -the 
Chenchus inhabit the Arnrabad Hills. These may be roughly divided 
into an upper plateau of some 2,500-2,8oo feet elevation and a lower 
plateau some 2,ooo feet above sea level; small numbers of Chenchus 
are also to be found in the adjoining hills of Nalgonda District flanking 
the Dindi River, in the Samasthan of Jatpol and in the plains round 
Lingal. Ascent to the lower plateau, in the midst of which lies Amra
bad, is over a steep ghat, which, though now negotiated by a motor road, 
must have long been a serious obstacle to all wheeled traffic. Y ct it was 
here, round temples on the pilgrim route to Sri Sailam where o£-old a 
few Brahmin families had lived, that outsiders first settled in the Chenchu 

1. I have ~ea~t. with .these in a separate chapter in The Chenchus as well as in my article The 
Forlunu of a Pronub>e Tnbe (The Indian Journal of Social Work. Vol. Ill. 1943. 391-406). 
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country, Land-hungry Telugu peasants pressed through the broad 
valleys into the forest areas, clearing land for cultivation and building 
villages in: the style of the plains. Soon the Chenchus saw their best 
collecting grounds being turned into cultivated land, and following close 
on the heels of this development came the reservation of forests and the 
auctioning of jungle-produce by Government. They had no means to 

. resist this invasion, and with the disruption of their own economy they 
accepted employment from the new immigrants, herding their cattle 

. and occasionally helping with the field-work .. Gradually they settled 
in hamlets close to the new Telugu villages, and there they still dwell, 
partly dependent on coolie-work and partly on the wild produce of the 
jungle which they gather on occasional excursions to the higher hills. 
In spite of their newly gained familiarity with agricultural work they 
seldom possess fields of their own, and so precarious is their position 
during the months when the peasants require no extra hands, that few of 
them have succeeded in acquiring or retaining cattle. Indeed they have. 
in no way profited by their contact with more advanced populations 
and they lead no less a hand-to-mouth existence than in the old times 
when they roamed the forest. But then their life was free and enlivened 
by exhilarating activities such as the chase and honey-taking, while now 
the dullest coolie work provides them only with the meagrest sustenance. 
In many of their hamlets an atmosphere of squalor and abject poverty 
prevails and their health and physique compare unfavourably with those 
of the Chenchus who still lead an independent forest life. 

The clash between the ancient food-gatherers and the colonizing 
peasantry was here obviously too sudden to allow of a harmonious and 
mutually beneficial culture-contact. But in a few places the circum

. stances of their absorption into the sphere of rural Telugu culture were 
more favourable. In the vicinity of temples, as in Mananur, where 
Chenchus have long been living in contact with Brahmins and their 
dependants, small groups had learnt the plainsmen's habits and embark
ed on cultivation before the flood of land-seeking immigrants swept over 
the lower plateau. Aagmenting their income by occasional work for 
forest contractors, quite a number of them have been able to retain their 
land. They possess catt!e and live in neat and extremely clean mud 
houses, more or less in the style of the lower classes of Telugu cultivators. 
Yet notwithstanding this modest prosperity they have not completely 
cut themselves away from the forest, and still gather edible tubers and 
fruits whenever food is short. 

The difference between these two typ·es of Chenchus living in sym
biosis with Telugu peasantry is highly instructive: where the contact 
was so sudden that the aboriginals' economy broke up before. they had 
time to adjust themselves to new conditions, it brought only misery; 
where on the other hand, the process of assimilation was spread over 
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several generations, the Chenchus were quite capable of turning the 
acquaintance with higher economic methods to their advantage and 
raising thereby their standard of living. The two component dements, 
Chenchus and Telugu populations, were in both cases largely similar, 
but the time-factor decided the outcome of the culture contact. 

Now let us see how those Chenchus have fared who still dwc~ll in the 
heart of the forest. On the so-called Upper Amrabad Plateau, a hill
massif bounded in the north and south by steep cliffs, and covered by 
dense forest which here and there thins out into lovely park-like lands
cape, forest conservancy preceded the onrush of settlers and prevented 
any influx by the reservation of the entire area. Shallowness of soil and 
scarcity of water would in any case have impeded any extensive cultiva
tion, and the Chenchus were thus saved from displacement by peasant
folks. But this does not mean that they remained in undisturbed pos
session of their hunting and collecting grounds. ' The tracts, which 
hitherto had de facto, though perhaps not de jure, been the property of 
individual Chenchu kin-groups, were now declared State property, and 
the building of forest-roads was soon followed by the auctioning of 
timber, bamboo and all the minor forest products which are of any com
mercial value. The barter of the Chenchus with the plainsfolk was thus 
seriously curtailed; no longer could they bring buchanania latifolia 
kernels, marking-nuts and leaves for the making of country cigarettes 
without being challenged by Forest Guards or the men who had obtained 
contracts for the exploitation of these products. And when they tried to 
sell mahua flowers for the distillation of liquor they came into even more 
serious conflict with Excise officials. True, the contractors sometimes 
employed them in the collecting of these commodities, but the wages 
Chenchus received for piece-work were poor compared to the prices 
they had realized by, the sale of forest-produce in the open market. 
Sometimes Forest Guards even interfered with the manufacture and sale 
of baskets, the Chenchu's only profitable industry. Game laws restricted 
hunting, and while sportsmen from Hyderabad came to shoot. for 
pleasure, the Chenchus .could only hunt in constant fear of the forest 
authorities. 

Their economic potentialities dwindled, but with the contact with 
outsiders their needs grew. The derision of their semi-nudity by Forest 
Guards and labourers induced the women to conform as far as possible 
to the style of dress prevailing among the Telugu peasantry, and once 
the fear of the unknown and roadless jungle was dispelled, petty hawkers 
began to bring all sorts of trinkets and cheap household goods to the 
settlements of the Chenchus. Besides jungle produce, sold secretly and 
consequently at low rates, the Chenchus had no other goods to tender 
in exchange than clarified butter made from the milk of their cattle and 
occasionally a calf or a goat; consequently their live-stock decreased 
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rather than increased. Nearly every Chenchu one talks to will say that 
his grandfather was much better off and that thirty and forty years ago 
many men owned a greater number of cattle. 

Attempts by Government to improve the conditions of the Chenchus 
on the upper: plateau bf encouraging them to take to the plough were 
not a success. Furnished with bullocks and plots, a few Chenchus tried 
ploughing, but the feeling of being tied to their fields was too much for 

-their nomadic instincts, and they lacked the patience needed to work 
many months before reaping the results of their labour. When I stayed 
among !he-Ohenchus iri 1940, only one man on the upper plateau con
tinued plough-cuitivatiOil,'l:im: in many villages there were small garden 
plots where, tilling the soil with digging-sticks, the Chenchus raised 
maize, tobacco, and sometimes a little millet. It seems indeed that the 
Chenchus' mentality is far better suited to pastoral enterprises than to 
the pursuit of agriculture. Experience in Madras Presidency confirms 
this: nearly all Chenchus settled in forest villages possess cattle, but 
only a few have availed themselves of the liberal facilities and conces
sions granted by Government for plough-cultivation. 

In the period from 1931 to 1941 the Chenchus in the forests of the 
higl:\er plateau persisted thus in their traditional economy of food-gather~ 
ing, tempered only by the possession of some cattle and the occasional 
purchase of grain for the cash received as wages or in exchange for 
honey, resin and the few forest-products the sale of which escaped the 
vigilance of Forest Guards. 

But since then the status of the Chenchus has been considerably 
improved by a number of concessions and privileges granted by H.E.H. 
the Nizam's Government in pursuance of the scheme for a " Chenchu 
Reserve" which I submitted after completing the study of the tribe. 
These concessions and privileges cani.e into force in 1943 and are des
cribed in an Appendix by R. M. Crofton, c.1.E., x.c.s., to The Chenchus 
(pp. 375-381). A short outline of the main points in the schem~ will 

----therefore suffice: .1. Part of the Amra bad Plateau has been establiShed 
as a ' Chenchu Reserve ' in which the Ch.enchus can follow their tradi
tional mode of life, and are allowed to hunt and to collect forest produce 
without interference from outsiders. 2. Within the Reserve minor forest 
produce is no longer auctioned, but the Forest Department has arranged 
for a Sale and Purchase Depot, where minor forest produce is purchased 
from the Chenchus at fixed rates and where they can buy grain, salt 
and other foodstuffs as well as cloth. 3· No non-Chenchu is allowed to 
settle in the Reserve and no money-lender is l!-llowed to 
deal with the Chenchus of the Reserve. 4· Forest contractors who 
employ Chenchus for felling work have to pay them scheduled wages. 
6. The Chenchus are allowed to cultivate within demarcated areas free 
of any charge or revenue, and the Forest Department encourages their 
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gardening activities. 7· The Forest Department, aiming at the gradual 
replacement of all non-aboriginal Forest subordinates in the Reserve, 
employs Chenchus as Forest Watchmen. 8. Provision is being made to 
give the Chenchus regular medical attention. 9· Many of these conces
sions apply also to Chenchus living outside the Reserve, and it is planned 
to settle those Chenchus who live now as agricultural labourers in ham
lets attached to the villages of Telugu peasants in special forest villages 
where employment will be provided by the Forest Department. 

These measures, which are to be augmented by a rural reconstruc
tion scheme for the entire Amrabad Taluq now under considt>ration, 
will no· doubt stabilize the economy of the Chenchus and afford them 
protection from encroachment and exploitation by outsiders, thus help
ing them over the dangerous period of transition from an ancient mode 
of life to the participation in the full economic and social life of a wider 
and more advanced community. 

A word may be added on the figures for Chenchus recorded in the 
last three censuses. At first sight they are somewhat puzzling, for in 
1921 the number of Chenchus was 6,121, in 1931 only 2,264 and in 1941 
3,865. Variatigps like these can hardly reflect actual fluctuations in the 
nurrierical strength of the tribe; but are obviously due to different systems 
of enumeration. In 1931 Chenchus were recorded only in Mahbub
nagar District, though there are several Chenchu settlements in Nal
gonda District, and in 1941 312 Chenchus were indeed returned from 
Nalgonda. Of 3,280 Chenchus recorded in 1941 in the entire Mahbub
nagar District, 2,008 were found in the Amrabad Taluq, and these form 
the Chenchu population living in compact groups with which we have 
so far dealt. According to my own enumeration only 426 Chenchus lived 
on the Upper Amra bad Plateau and these, together with a small number 
of families in the jagir forests to the west, are the only members of the 
tribe who have retained their original mode of life as semi-nomadic 
food-gatherers. Whether the remaining 585 Chenchus scattered over -
various districts of the Dominions are all genuine members of the tribe 
seems extremely doubtful; it is more probable that they are members 
of certain beggar-castes who pass under the name of Chenchus1, and the 
inclusion of even more such pseudo-Chenchus may explain the high 
figures of the I 921 Census. 

Hill Reddis·: Digging-stick Cultivators. 

While the Chenchus of the hill-forests persist in an economy of 
pal:rolithic character, the next great stage in human development is also 
represented within the borders of Hyderabad, not only in innumerable 

1. Syed Siraj~uJ~Hasaan mr:ntions in The Casta and Tribe3 of H.F..H. lhe Nizam"1 Dominions 
(Bombay 1920) three groups of Chenchus, respectively known "-" Telugu Chenchus, Krishna Chenchus 
and Bonta Chenchua, who make a living as itinerant be<igan, m~icians and peddJe:rs. 
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prehistoric remains, but also in a population living much in the same style 
as the races of the early neolithic age. The Hill or Konda Reddis in the 
roadless triangle between the Godavari River and the Polavaram Taluq 
of the East Godavari District stand on that level of material development 
where man has begun to produce food by the raising of crops, but has 
not yet freed himself entirely from his dependence on the wild products 
of nature. It is a stage which, according to our present knowledge of 
prehistory, was reached at the same time when man learnt to perfect his 
rough stone-tools by grinding and polishing and so produced the first 
effective axes. And the axe made possible an important step in man's 
progress to the mastery of Nature: paheolithic man, like the Chenchu 
of today, lived in the forest without ever transforming his natural en
vironment, neolithic man, armed with his sharp axe, felled the forest to 
gain land for his gardens and fields. So the Reddi of our days clears the 
dense jungle on the hill-slopes of the Eastern Ghats, burns the timber 
and sows in the ashes millet, pulse and maize. 

This type of cultivation, in which the axe and not the plough is the 
primary instrument, is in Telingana known as podu, in the Central Pro
vinces as bewar and in Assam as jhum. But there are important differ
ences between these various forrns of shifting cultivation; while the N aga 
or the Hill Maria uses a hoe to turn over the soil on his hill-fields, the 

. Reddi-broadcasts all small millets without so much as scratching the 
·surface of the ground, and dibbles the great millet (sorghum vulgare), 
maize and certain pulses into holes made with his digging-stick. This 
is no doubt a more primitive method than the agriculture of the hoe
cultivator, and it can safely be said that Reddi agriculture represents as 
crude a form of cultivation as may be found anywhere on the Asiatic 
mainland. 

But let us first give a picture of this small tribe-1,834 Hill Reddis 
were counted in 1941 in Hyderabad-which inhabits the high valleys 
of the Bison Hills as well as the banks of the Godavari. Practically the 
whole of the Reddi country is comprised in the Samasthan of Paloncha, 
·one of the oldest estates of the Dominions. The Red dis are a people 
with a strong Veddid strain in their physical make-up, but their skin, 
ranging from a yellowish light brown to a deep chocolate tone, is of 
lighter colour than that of the Chenchus. Their stature is small to 
medium, and their physique is on the whole good; some young men 
have truly beautiful athletic figures. The hair is usually wavy Qr curly 
and men like women tie it up in a knot. Most men wear only a small 
apron, covering their private parts and fastened to a string-belt, and in 
cold weather they throw a cloth round their shoulders. Women wear 
saris but often leave their breasts uncovered. A bill-hook stuck in the 
belt is part of a man's usual outfit, and often he carries bow and arrows. 

The settlements of the Reddis are of a variety of types. Three or 
four square houses and some!imes even a single homestead may be set 
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in the depth of the forest. But on the GOdavari bank villages are larger, 
and the houses with large open verandas and low eaves stand close to
gether in streets with here and there a fenced-in garden and a pig-sty. 
The small settlements in the hills are undoubtedly the older type, for 
the larger villages in the Godavari valley, some with as many as forty 
houses, owe their existence to fairly recent economic developments. 

What then is the life of those Reddis dwelling high up in a hidden 
valley or amidst the trees of a wooded slope? Small groups of families 
are for most purposes self-sufficient economic units. The surrounding 
jungle yields a good deal of their food supply; there the men hunt and 
find the sago-li!:e pith of the caryota urens palm, which serves as a :>Ub
stitute for grain, and the women dig for roots and tubers, gather herbs, 
mushrooms, the tender shoots of bamboo, and manifold jungle fruits. 
But unlike the Chenchu, the Reddi does not entirely rely on wild ·pro
duce j his main interest is his podu-field where he grows a great variety 
of crops. This is not the place for a full description of podu cultivation 
such as I have given elsewhere, 1 but its main features may shortly be 
outlined: The land belonging to a village-community is common pro
perty and each member is fre~in his choice of a plot for cultivation. The 
Reddi starts cutting the forest in January and during March or early 
April he fires the dried timber and undergrowth, but he does not distri
bute the ashes over the soil nor scarify the ground. Sowing is deferred 
until the break of the monsoon, when after the sacrifice of a fo\vl or pig 
in honour of the Earth Mother, the Reddi broadcasts the small millets 
panicum miliare; panicum italicum and eleusine coracana and then 
dibbles sorghum vulgare, maize and various pulses. There is a multitude 
of crops, all intermingled, and in August, before the first grain is gather
ed, the Reddi's podu resembles a flower garden rather than a grain field, 
with the white and mauve blossoms of pulses and the large yellow flowers 
of marrows rambling over the field hut and the fleshy leaves of taro 
lining the margin. A podu field is rarely cultivated more than two or 
three years in succession and as soon as the soil shows signs of exhaustion 
the Reddi abandons it and cuts a new podu, often also shifting his house 
to a site nearby. 

The yield of his podu seldom lasts the Reddi throughout the year 
and he ekes out his food supply by jungle produce.. His industries are 
few and the only wares he makes for sale and barter are baskets, which 
find a ready market in the villages of the surrounding plains. His 
domestic animals are pigs, fowls and dogs, and nowadays occasionally 
cattle. 

This type of economy, still surviving in a few small hill-villages, is 
no doubt the basis of old Reddi culture, but in the villages of the river
ha~k 1he contact with Telugu and Koya cultivators and, more recently, 

1. Cf. my artid~ The Problem of Shilling CultivaJion in Hydetabad. in •• Hyderabad Forest 
Magazine,"" Vol. II. 1942. No.2, pp. 1-8. 
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with timber-contractors has transformed the Reddi's style of living, and 
podu is t?day rather a side-line than the centre of his economy. 

Until three generations ago hardly a Hill Reddi in Hyderab"td knew 
~he art of ploughing and none worked in the pay of an employer. But 
m th<: second half of the last century Telugu peasants acquired land on 
the frmge of the Reddi country and Koyas settled here and then· amidst 
the Reddis. Though they too were podu cultivators, they had learnt 
ploughing somewhat earlier, and it must have been their example which 
stimulated the Reddis to start ploughing on the fertile, level ground in 
some of the alluvial pockets of the Godavari valley. The transition to 
the cultivation of permanent fields with plough and bullocks had far
reaching effects on the Reddi's style of life: settlements became more 
stable and where the land was fertile larger villages grew up; the Reddi's 
needs increased with the yidrl of his fields, for he had now to acquire 
or hire plough-bullocks and pay revenue in cash, and he learnt to appre
ciate many commodities in use among other cultivating castes. His 
standard of living rose, but with it no doubt his cares and anxieties. For 
his economic relations with outsiders were now placed on a new footing. 
The hill-man taking his baskets or jungle produce to a bazaar or a 
merchant in the lowlands may be cheated, but he will seldom be led into 
debt ; for he is too elusive and also too poor to be a safe debtor. But to 
the Reddi firmly established in an easily accessible lowland village, with 
land .of his own and perhaps some cattle, many a merchant will lend 
money and advance goods, for he knows that if the Reddi defaults in 
paying the exorbitant interest he can seize his cattle or land. It is indeed 
only with the acquisition of marketable individual property that the 

· Reddi's lack of shrewdness in business transactions is turned to his grave 
disadvantage. As -the owner of plough-land and cattle he possesses, fo1· 
the first time in his history, assets that arouse the covetousness of out
siders. 

Not long after the Reddis had settled in greater numbers on the 
river-bank and taken to the cultivation of the level-land, a new factor 
entered the economic scene. Timber-merchants and contracto!'s from 
Rajahmundry began to exploit the valuable timber and bamboos in 
the hills to both sides of the Godavari; water transport was here cheap, 
and they were soon in command of a flourishing trade. The only avail
able source of labour in those wild tracts was the Reddis, and the mer
chants succeeded in hiring many of them for the felling of bamboos and 
timber. The contact with plainsfolk had whetted the ~eddis' appetite 
for such commodities as certain spices, more substantial clothes, and 
metal and glass ornaments, and these from being at first mere _luxuries 
grew soon into definite wants. Work for merchants was the easiest way 
to obtain these goods, and the timber contract~rs were not slow to .re
alize that advances in cash and kind spelt commitments that would bmd 
the Reddis to timber-work. So on credit they supplied buffaloes and 
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bullocks for the transport of bamboos, and these animals came in very 
useful for the recently_ started-plough-cultivation; wages were seldom 
paid in cash, but mainly in grain an_d other foodstuffs. . . 

This was roughly the process which turned many Reddis mto forest
labourers and plough-cultivators. Let us now consider the position as 
I found it in I94I· ' 

In the hills on the borders of Madras Presidency some groups of 
Reddis still lived in ilie-old style, cutting podu and collecting jungle 

- produce; but most of the I ,834 Red dis recorded in Hyderabad had been 
drawn down to the b~nks of the Godavari and were settled in large 
villages. Much of the good cultivable land had, however, passed into 
the hands ofT elugu merchants, resident and non-resident, who employed 
aboriginals in its cultivation, while in the villages on the western fringe 
of the hills, alienation of Reddi land had soJar__n_r()gr~ssed__that practi-
cally all the plough-land originallyCTeared by Reddis had been acquired 
by newcomers, -K-omt~, Lambaras and T elugu cultivators, and the 
Reddis had sunk to the status of agricultural labourers. One of the main 
reasons for the rapid alienation of aqoriginalland, lies in the system of 
hereditary patwari/ who are without exception non-aboriginals and 
whose power is in such outlying areas very great. These patwari had 
not only managed to transfer considerable amounts of land to their own 
names or those of relations, but were willing tools in the hands of 
any affluent merchant or land-seeker who wanted to establish or increase 
a holding at the expense of Reddis or Koyas. 

Besides plough-land, which some held on patta, others on siwa-i
jamabandi tenure, 2 and others hired or worked as farm-hands many 
Reddis had also podu fields on the surrounding slopes. The revenue 
for podu was Re. I per acre, but the non-aboriginal patwari and patel 
who were responsible for the measuring of the new podu were accustom
ed to collect several times this amount. They levied moreover a number 
of illegal fees and cesses, and exploited the Reddi's ignorance in every 
possible way. , 

The reservation of forests had at the same time seriously restricted 
the scope for podu. Only the slopes immediately surrounding the 
villages were left for the Reddis' use, and since this area ~as in most 
cases too small to allow of the usual cycle of rotation, there was the 
danger that the slopes would soon be exhausted by over-cultivation and 
their soil-structure permanently damaged. This was, however, not the 
only way in which the forest-laws interfered with the Reddis' normal 
life .. They had now to pay plough and cart-taxes, had to apply for 
special permission to take wood for house-building and other domestic 

1. Vlllage officen wbo collect the revenue and keep the land-records. 

. 2. Palla holders have title deeds to their land, while those cultivating Government Iand-or ln 
thia ease Samasthzn land-"" airDa-i-jamabandi" have no rights in the land and can. be ejected from one 
year to another. 
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uses, the fees connected therewith being so high that many Rcddis lived 
in dilapidated houses for want of wood, and had to leave their fields 
unfenced because they could not afford bamboos. . 

But the greatest change in the Reddis' economic and social life 
was the direct result of their relations with timber-merchants. From 
free hill-men they had become first the labourers and later, as the contact 
deepened, to all practical purposes the serfs of the merchants, who com
pletely dominated their lives. Against each Reddi there stood on paper 
such high debts, inherited from father to son, that their status was no 
better than that of bhagela or bond-servants even though some of them 
still possessed property in land and cattle. Nominally their employers 
paid them by piece-work at fairly adequate rates, but the greater part of 
their earnings was withheld on the pretext of interest on old debts; the 
rest wa~ paid not in cash, but in kind. One half to three-quarter seer 
(i.e. I to 1 ~ pounds) of millet was the average wage for a man working 
the whole day in the forest, and in addition the merchant gave him an
nually perhaps a loin-cloth and a sari for his wife, and paid a few rupees 
for his land-revenue. But just by this practice did the Reddis fall comple
tely into their e~ployers' hands; for the latter kept all receipts and docu
ments, and the ownet of the land had nothing to prove that he had paid 
his revenue regularly. If a Reddi tried to break away from his master, 
the merchants did not hesitate to use force and through their agents 
seized either the man's movable property or inflicted corporal punish
ment. The local subordinates of the Samasthan administration failed 
to stand up against the financial resources of the merchants, and thus it 
came about that the merchants were soon the dominant power in the 
land. What enormous profit they derived from exploiting the Reddis 
can be gauged from the remark of one of these timber merchants who 
complained bitterly to me that he had recently ceded the ·setvices of 
about forty Reddis to another bigger contractor for a sum of Rs. 4,ooo, 
but though the Reddis had already been transferred to the latter's 
employ and the mediator in the deal had received his fee of Rs. I ,ooo, 
the payment was still outstanding. 

Most Reddis were so enmeshed in the obligations to their masters 
that they saw no possibility of ever regaining their independence. The 
only way out was indeed flight, and many Hill Reddis emigrated in the 
years between 193 I and 1941 to British India where working conditions 
were more favourable and they had moreover the additional advantage 
of ample land for podu cultivation, the policy towards this form of culti-
vation being there far more liberal. · · 

The economic power of the timber-merchants did not fail to exert 
a profound psychological effect on the Reddis. Of old they had seldom 
felt the interference of outside authority and among themselves there 
was complete equality of all tribesmen, the village-headman being but 
the spokesman of an intensely democratic community.· The gradual 

2 
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extensi/n of the Samasth~ administration is not likely to have brought 
a radical change in .this situation, for though they had then to yield to 
the demand for land-revenue, the Raja's officials took little inter!!st in 
we mtemal 'affairs of the aboriginalS, and their visits were fleeting and 
spaced out .. But with the coming of the merchants and the rapid growth 
of their hold over the Reddis, the atmosphere changed completely. 'The 
merchants or their agents were ever present in the villages and encroach
ed on th~ personal liberty of their labourers far more than the admini
stration. The Reddi in debt to a merchant suddenly found himself no 
longer his own master or safe in the possession of his property. He had 
to work in the forest not only when he was free from agricultural work, 
but whenever his employer demanded his services, and he knew that 
non-compliance not only endangered the small supply of grain due to 
him for past deliveries of bamboo and timber, but jeopardized evfn such 
property as he possessed. There was no organization to unite the Reddis 
in any·large scale resistance against the merchants, and experience had 
taught them that the subordinate officials sided with the rich, that there 
was no appeal against a grievance or an injury. • Deep down in the 
Reddis' minds lay the conviction that the merchants' position was un
assailable and, filled with a hopelessness that no longer looked for free
dom, they faced the world with an attitude of sullen resignation, mixed 
with latent hate and fear. But some Reddis, certainly not the best, 
found it opportune to subscribe to the cause of their oppressors, and 
these " quislings " became the merchants' agents and informers within 
their own villages, counteracting slackness or opposition on the part of 
their own tribesmen by secret reports to their employers. Backed by 
the merchants these men, though more feared than respected by other 
Reddis, became the real power in vilhge-life and often entirely eclipsed 
the authority of the hereditary headmen. · · 

Such was the position when I worked among the Reddis in 1940 
and 1941, but following the submission of my proposals for a remedy 
of the aboriginals' grievances, the Court of Wards issued in I 94 I Circular 
Orders which aimed at a general improvement of the Reqdis' and Koyas'; 
social and economic status: These'orders broke the influence of the once 
so powerful merchants. Those who had been found most oppressive 
were excluded from all contracts with the Samasthan, and strict rules 
were laid do\vn for the regular cash payment of aboriginal forest 
labouxers; and instead of the cutting permits which had been issued to· 
all who applied; the Forest 'Department instituted the coupe system· 
whereby bamboos and timber coupes are yearly· auctioned. · This· 
deprived the contractors of the certainty· of always working the same 
coupe and employing the same Reddis, and thus discouraged them from· 
lending money or advancing goods with an idea of creating a permanent 
obligation .. But even more revolutionary is a large-scale arid so far sue·· 
cessful enterprise of private social workers, who have organized and 
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financed the exploitation of forest coupes by the Reddis themselves on 
co-operative lines, thus excluding the profits of outsiders or middlemen. 
A discussion of this scheme, which started only in 1942, has here no 
place, bu"t this much can be said, that the Reddis' economic position has 
immensely improved and that they are freed of their former enslave
ment.1 Various concessions regarding podu cultivation and the use of 
forest produce have substantially aided in this improvement, and there 
is good hope that the darkest period in the tribe's history is past. 

Kolams and Naikpo4s: Hoe-cultivators. 

The tribe nearest to the Reddis in economic development is the 
Kolams of the Adilabad Hills. Like the Reddis they cultivate on hill
slopes cleared of forest and subsist to a large extent on wild roots 
and plants. But there is, even in the methods of agriculture, one differ
ence between the two tribes: while the Hyderabad Reddis are ignorant 
of the hoe, the most vital implement of many primitive planter folks, 
the Kolams use a small hoe, an iron spike affixed by means of a socket to 
a knee-shaped haft. It is a poor instrument compared to the broad 
hoes of Maria Gonds, Bondos or Gadabas, and serves not to tum over 
the soil but only to scratch it. After burning the jungle the Kolam 
broadcasts at the break of the rains his small millets (panicum miliare 
and panicum italicum) then rakes up the ground with his pointed hoe 
and brushes it over with a bamboo broom, thus covering the seed. But 
he dibbles sorghum vulgare, maize and pulses, using either the hoe or a 
long-handled digging-stick; the same iron point is incidentally often 
hafted alternatively on hoe and digging-stick, and the two implements 
seem indeed interchangeable, the hoe being frequently used also for 
digging up of edible roots. . . 

In view of the close resemblance between the Reddis' and the 
Kolams' type of economy, which seems to suggest a similar etlmological 
stratum, one might expect to find also a close physical affinity. Measure
ments of the two tribes have still tci be made, but visual observation does 
not reveal any particular similarity except in traits common to many 
aboriginal tribes. The average Kolam is of short stature and stocky 
build, his skin is brown to dark brown and of very coarse texture. Coarse 
are also the ,features of the face, in which broad snub-noses, fuli lips, 
and a certain prognathism are frequent traits. The hair is black and 
often wavy. Most Kolams strike one as far more primitive than the 
surrounding Gonds. · 

Unlike Chenchus and Reddis, who have lost their tribal tongues 
and speak Telugu, the Kolams still speak a tribal language, which be
longs according to Grierson to the so-called intermediate group of Dravi-

'· Further deoails will be found in my book The Reddi, of the Bi•on Hill,, shortly lobe published 
oi Vol. II <A The Aboriginal Tribes .of f.fyderabad. . . , 
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dian languages, but seems to have more affinities to Telugu than has 
the Gondi of their neighbours. It is closely akin-up to the point of 
mutual understandability-to the language of the Naikpods, another 
aboriginal tribe found in Adilabad. But while all Kolams, except a few 
isolated Teluguized groups in Asifabad and Rajura Taluqs and a handful 
of Marathi-speaking tribesmen in Kinwat, speak the tribal dialect, most 
Naikpods have exchanged their language for Telugu, and in Hyderabad 
Naikpodi is spoken only by a group of Naikpods of Both Taluq near the 
Penganga River. Both tribes call themselves in their own dialects 
' Kolavar,' and it is more than probable that they have sprung from 
the same ethnic stock. 

Some Naikpods in the hills, cultivate podu-fields like Kolams with 
hoe and digging-stick, but many more have taken to plough cultivation, 
sometimes independently but more often as agricultural labourers. The 
economic ~d social position of both these tribes, however, will be dis
cussed more conveniently in connection with the general developments 
in the great aboriginal area of Adilabad. . 

Neither Kolams nor Naikpods have been recorded adequately in 
the Census of 1941 when they were erroneously classified as sub-tribes 
of the Gonds. Only 746 Kolams were returned, but I estimate that 
there must be at least g,ooo or 4,ooo Kolams in Adilabad District, and 
probably more if the Marathi-speaking and largely detribalized Kolams 
of Kinwat are counted. Naikpods are far more numerous and occur 
also in Karimnagar and W arangal District, some as far south as Paloncha 
Taluq. I do not believe that many can have been returned as Gonds, 
and the majority is probably included among the Hindus. The whole 
problem of the Naikpods is still very unclear, but they may represent 
the remnants of a very ancient aboriginal population which linked the 
podu cultivators of the hills between the Godavari and Penganga with 
those of the Eastern Ghats. 

Koyas: Transition to a new Economy. 

Chenchus, Reddis and Kolams have all had to adjust their economy 
to some extent to modem conditions, but in none of these tribes has the 
switch over from a primitive tribal economy to that of the Indian pea
santry been so extensive as among the Koyas, a tribe with a social and 
material culture considerably higher developed ,than that of the Reddis 
and extending far into the East Godavari Agency and Bastar State. We 
have seen that Koyas live in symbiosis with Reddis in the villages of the 
Eastern Ghats; there they practise st~ll podu cultivation and their 
general economy is hardly different from that of their Reddi neighbours. 
But these are only an insignificant fraction of the Koya tribe in Hyder
abad, and throughout the districts of W arangal, Karimnagar and 
Adilabad the Koyas have no recollection of a time when they cultivated 



with hoe or d!gging-stick; they use plough and bullocks like any other 
agricultural caste of Telingana. But the idea of shifting cultivation did 
not die with the change over to new implements, and before the reserva~ 
tion of forests restricted that practice they shifted their fields fairly fre
quently, felling new forest when their old land was exhausted, and thus 
reaping rich harvests from virgin soil. 

But the days of large scale shifting-cultivation on level land are 
over and now it is only rarely that Koyas receive pennission to clear a 
new piece of jungle. In the interior, they still cut new forest when they 
think they can get away with it and consequently draw on their heads 
the wrath and generally severe punishments of the Forest Department, 
but for the most part they have become settled peasants in villages often 
still surrounded by miles of forest, but strictly confined to the sanctioned 
enclaves. Their characteristic settlement, reminiscent of the old 
economy, is groups of hamlets scattered over the village land at places 
convenient for the cultivation of their fields; seldom are the houses con
centrated in a large compact village. The Koya's type of agriculture 
is that of the ordinary Telugu peasant, except that the Koya is not a 
very skilful rice-cultivator and relies more on sarghum vulgare, and 
particularly on a huge and hardy variety known as konda jonna or hill· 
millet which is sown during the rains, reaches a height of over ten feet 
and is not reaped till the middle of the cold weather. 

The majority of the Koyas is found in the eastern part of Warangal 
District, which extends between the great north-South railway line and 
the Godavari River. Much of this tract is still a forest area, and there 
are whole groups of villages where Koyas are practically the only popu
lation. But wherever communications have improved within the last 
fifty years, there has been a large influx of non-aboriginals from other 
and more densely populated parts of Telingana, particularly the ad
joining parts of Madras Presidency, and the Koyas have lost a great 
deal of their land to the more affiuent and above all far shrewder new
comers. This development can well be observed in Yellandu Taluq, 
where a railway and the presence of the Singareni Collieries attracted 
a great many ,outsiders. If we take as an example the twelve most 
important Koya villages in that taluq, having a total Koya population 
of g,gBg, we find that there are only 663 Koyas owning any land and 
that of 44,541 acres of cultivated land only g,ooi acres are held by Koyas 
on patta; a small acreage is cultivated by Koyas on "one year's tenure," 
but in this taluq such unsettled land is insignificant: the majority of 
Koyas work hired land or are engaged as farm-hands and daily labourers. 
Thus even in these predominantly aboriginal villages the overwhelming 
proportion of the land is possessed by non-aboriginals, most of whom are 
Komtis and members of other non-cultivating castes. Enquiries in 
several of these villages showed that even one generation ago most of 
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the land in question belonged to Koyas and that its acquisition by mer
chants and money-lenders in many cases dates back only ten or fifteen 
years. TheLandAlienationActof 1349F. (1939/4oA.D.) came here· 
obviously too late and, failing a large scale land-reform, the only way 
of repairing the Koyas' loss of land and establishing them again as in
dependent cultivators would be the allotment of new land at the expense 
of the existing forest area. 

Ethnologically and linguistically the Koyas are divided inlo two 
main groups: those who speak a Gondi dialect, influenced to somt! extent 
by Telugu, and those who speak the Telugu of the rural classe1;. The 
former group is mainly found in a strip of country some twenty to thirty 
miles wide along the Godavari, and hand in hand with the tribal lang
uage goes a tribal culture, more alive and distinct than that of the 
Telugu-speaking Koyas. The marriage-dance with bison-horn head" 
dresses (Fig. 10), is one of its most striking features. The Teluguized
Koyas refer to themselves as Dorlasatam and as a rule do not intermarry 
with the other group. 

The social position of the Koyas, both Gondi and Telugu-speaking,: 
is not clearly defined. Usually they are accorded the status of caste
Hindus, but owing to their practice of cow-sacrifice and beef-eating 
there is in some places a growing tendency to treat them as untouch
ables. Some Koyas advocate therefore the abolishment of these customs ; 
in some places this propaganda has succeeded, but in others it has had 
so far little effect. Indeed among the majority of Koyas a cow-sacrifice 
is as essential a part of a memorial feast as it is among Gonds. 

Closely associated with the Koyas is a caste of traditional bards, 
call~d Patari by those speaking Gondi and Patadu by the Teluguized 
group. These bards are evidently the equivalent of the Pardhans or 
Patari of the Raj-Gonds of Adilabad, but they speak the language of 
their patrons, Gondi or Telugu according to locality. They play an 
important role in the cult of the Koya clan-deities (yelpu devudu) but 
are of lower social status than the Koyas. , 
· Among all the aboriginals of Hyderabad the Koyas are the only 
group which has taken in any appreciable degree to industrial employ
ment. At the end of the last century the Singareni Collieries were esta
blished at Yellandu in Warangal District, in a then almost purely abori
ginal area. Gradually local Koyas began to work occasionally at the 
coal mines, at first only on the surface, but later also underground. The 
majority of them lived in villages at distances of two to five miles from 
the Inines, and these Koyas came daily in for work whenever they were 
free from agricultural ac!_ivities. Others settled in labour-lines and 
without completely severing the connection with their home-villages 
became an essentially industrial population. At certain times Koyas 
constituted about one quarter of an entire force of some 8,ooo colliery 
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labourers. But when two years ago the collieries were shifted to Kotha
gudem, some 30 miles east of Yellandu, the number of Koya labourers 
fell sharply. For only whole-time workers moved with the collieries, 
while the Koyas living in villages find the distance too far to come in 
for work. The Koyas in the vicinity of Kothagudem 'on the other hand, 
are not yet accustomed to colliery work and the adjustment will probably 
ta);:e some years. · 

Of the 500 Koyas working in the collieries 30 per cent. are women. 
Nearly four-fifths of them, both men and women, work underground and 
the rest in workshops. Most of these Koyas are permanent labourers, 
who moved with the collieries and live on company ground; some have 
workefl for the company as much as 30 years, and a new generation of 
Koya coal-miners has grown up. 

Colliery officials describe the Koyas as excellent gang-labourers; 
particularly resourceful in the moving of heavy machinery and similar 
tasks. They are best at mechanical operations which need concerted 
effort, and under their own gang-leaders they beat in this field any other 
labourers. Some of their gang-leaders are as experienced as skilled 
labourers, but as a·rule they seem to prefer group work to individual 
work as fitters or mechanics, although the latter is better paid. Yet seve
.ral Koyas have become fitters and drivers, and one works now as a car
driver in Hyderabad. The present rate of pay per eight-hour shift is As. 
7/6 for men, As. 4 for women and As. 12 for gang-leaders. Work in the 
pit is mainly done by piece-work and thereby men can earn up to Re. I 

and women up to As. I 2 per day. A phenomenon which in these days of 
labour shortage causes concern to company officials is the disinclination 
of Koyas-and indeed also other labourers--to work every day. A Koya 
toid me that both he and his wife worked in the mines and earned to
gether about Re. I/ 4 a day; but they' worked only some 15 days in a 
month, for the money thus earned sufficed for their needs. He had 
neither garden nor field, " but why should he work more than neces
'sary?" Most Koya labourers to whom I talked said that life in the 
·collieries " was all right for landless people like us," but tnere was no 
doubt that they would prefer the life of an independent cultivator. 

In the labour lines the Koya, however well paid or well cared for, 
misses much that brightens his days in a village. No tribal feasts or 
ceremonies are celebrated in the mines, there is no dancing or singing, 
and indeed no real community life. In the Koya villages, hidden amidst 
high bean-stalks and waving millet or maize, there is an atmosphere of 
homeliness, and the inhabitants of each hamlet are usually close kins
men. To this. pulsating tribal life, with numerous ceremonies and 
f~stivals, visits to friends and relatives and the never-failing interest of 
caring for cattle and crops, the dull monotony of colliery labour stands 
in sorry contrast, and it is small wonder that the Koya willing now and 
then to walk to work, hesitates to move altogether to the· bleak and 
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crowded labour lines. The money he earns cannot compensate him for 
the joys of village-life, for his interests are as yet too limited, and the 
only pleasure he can buy for himself is drink, . 

The number of Koyas recorded in 1941 was 31,072 in the whole of 
the Dominions, 22,481 in Warangal District, 6o.r in Karimnagar District, 
and 7,990 in Adilabad District. In 1931 Koyas numbered 32,365, but 
since in the decade under review the number of Gonds has shot up from 
109,830 to 141,335, the apparent decrease in Koyas is probably not due 
to a shrinking of their numbers but to a return of Koyas .as Gonds.1 · 

Indeed if we see that the number of Gondi-speakers recorded in V.iar
angal District is 67,514 and that of Gonds 67,229, and bear in mind that 
a great number of Koyas in that district speak a Gondi dialect, it be
comes obvious that the majority of them was classed as Gonds. From 
_the figures it seems probable that enumerators recorded here as Gonds 
an· those who speak Gondi as their mother-tongue and as Koyas all 
those who speak Telugu. The 22,481 Koyas of Warangal may perhaps 
be taken as Teluguized members of the Gond race. But from an ethno
logical point of view this classification is not quite satisfactory, for there 
is a very. real difference between a Gondi-speaking Koya in Paloncha 
Taluq and a Raj-Gond of Adilabad. Yet the criterion of language is 
certainly not without value in distinguishing between the various groups. 
Conceding that all members of the Gond race speaking Telugu may be 
rightly classed as Koyas-and I do not think that any of the Hyderabad 
Raj-Gonds have lost their tribal language-we find the Gondi current 
among the Koyas of W arangal sufficiently different from the Adilabad 
Gondi to distinguish its speakers from Ra j-Gonds; I have never seen 
members of the two sub-tribes together, but when I read out Gondi texts 
recorded in Adilabad to Koyas in Paloncha they could not grasp the 
sense though they understood a few words. The clan-names of the 
Gonds and the Koyas of Warangal are, except for a very few, different 
and so are the names of the phratries known to the Gonds as saga and 
to the.Koyas as gotram, but there is nevertheless a close similarity bet
ween the two social systems. The distinction in language and clan-

- names, marked as it seems, is not applicable to a group of Gondi-speak
ing aboriginals in the Sirpur Taluq of Adilabad who call themselves 
Koyalir and speak a language easily understandable to the Raj-Gonds 
but to some extent influenced by Telugu; in phratry and clan-names, 
customs and ritual these Koyalir conform closely to the Raj-Gond pat
tern, and they claim indeed to be of Raj-Gond stock. This group 
accounts obviously for part of the 7,990 Koyas recorded in Adilabad 
District, but there are also some Telugu-speaking Koyas in. Chinnur 
Taluq. · · 

The position of the Gawaris, of whom 3,971 have been recorded in 

I. For a more detailed di.cU>Sion of the Census figures of these lwo tribes from 1891 to 1941 see 
W. V. Griiton"s Foreword lo my ~ook The Chenchus, pp. XVI and XVli. 



Karimnagar District, is still doubtful. 'I have no personal experience 
of this community, but Syed Siraj-ul-Hassan,t describes them as a sub
tribe of Gonds, engaged mainly in cattle tending and strongly influenced 
by neighbouring Hindu populations. None occur in Adilabad District, 
and if they have really affmities to Gonds and Koyas, they belong no 

. doubt to that branch of the Gond race which has been subject to a good 
deal of Teluguization. 

Gonds and the Aboriginal Problem in Adilabad Distrir;t. 

The most prominent aboriginal tribe of Hyderabad, both in nunl
bers and historical importance, are the Gonds or Raj-Gonds. We have 
seen that the figur!!s for W arangal District ~re probably misleading in 
so far as many Koyas have been recorded as Gonds, but there can be 
no doubt whatsoever that the 71,874 Gonds returned in Adilabad arc 
with few exceptions genuine members of the great community of Raj
Gonds who-like most sections of the Gondi-speaking races-call them
selves in their own language Koitur. The distinction between Gonds 
and Raj-Gonds is here purely arbitrary, for every member of tile tribe 
from tile descendants of tl;le ancient family of tile Chanda Rajas to the 
poorest labourer, claims, when talking to outsiders, tile name Raj-Gond, 
and tile tribe forms indeed an endogamous community. But tilere 
is in Adilabad an insignificant number of Dhurwe Gonds, who do not 
intermarry with Raj-Gonds and are considered of inferior social status. 

In physical features the Gonds are decidedly less primitive than 
Kolarns, but are yet easily distinguishable from the surrounding popula
tions of progressive type by the broad, round or heart-shaped faces, tile 
high cheek-bones, the small and usually very low noses and the frequency 
of wavy hair. The colour of the skin is a light to medium brovm, often 
witil a copper hue; the deep brown of the lower Telugu castes IS rare 
among tile Gonds. 

What is the connection of the Adilabad Gonds with the Gond tribes 
of the Central Provinces and Berar, who constitute with their more than 
two million members the premier aboriginal race of Middle India? To 
answer this question we must briefly review the political events during 
the last five centuries. Reliable information on the history of tile Gonds 
is scarce and not until Moghul times do Gond States figure in contem
porary chronicle~. Th~re can indeed be little doubt tha~ thro~ghout 
ancient and med1reval trmes the larger part of Gondwana, mcludmg no 
doubt the hill-tract between tile Godavari and the Penganga, remained 
a land of vast forest. Few travellers seem to have traversed it and tile 
old literature contains but the scantiest references to its inhabitants. Yet 
its' wildness' must not be exaggerated. Buddhist relics have been found 
in various places, and it is not unlikely tilat there were times when 
pioneers of advanced civilizations settled among the aboriginal tribes-. 

I. Op. cit., p. 219. 
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meri just as there were periods when such outposts of higher culture sank 
. into insignificance. In Adilabad District the Pandrolena cave-temples 
at Mahur-now used for the cult of the Kolam god Bhimana---are of 
Buddhist origin, and the famous Deva Deveshvar temple, mentioned 
already in the Garur Purana, speaks of Mahur's importance in Hindu 
times. 

But it is only in the writings of the early Muslim historiaus that 
we find references to Gonu States. The dawn of the 15th century finds 
a Gond dynasty firmly established at Garha exercising overlordship over 
the local Gond chieftains in the present districts of Jubbulpore, Mandla, 
Seoni, Chhindwara, Balaghat, Damoh and parts of Hoshangabad and 
Betul. South and west of Garha arose in the ! 7th century the Gond 
Kingdom of Deogarh, but it was the third great Gond State, the King
dom of Chanda, which had the most direct influence on the Gonds of 
Hyderabad. For the Rajas of Chanda ruled over a large part of what 
is today the Adilabad District. Little is known of their early history/ 
but in the Ain-i-Akbari of Abul Fazl Chanda is mentioned as a tributary 
Gond. State, and in Aurangzeb's time both Chanda and Deogarh were 
included in the Subah of Berar. But the comparative independence 
which the Gond Rajas had enjoyed under Moghul rule came to an end 
with the rise of the Maratha power, and in 1749·the city of Chanda fell 
to a besieging Maratha army; two years later the State was formally 
incorporated in the Bhonsle Kllgdom and its last ruler imprisoned. 
Exactly how far the Chanda Kingdom extended across the Penganga 
to the south and west, we do not know, but it certainly contained· the 
present Rajura'Taluq with the important fortress of Manikgarh, and 
Gond Rajas related or subordinate to the Chanda dynasty were esta
blished in minor forts in the Adilabad hills. 
· · These Gond forts, and particularly the magnificently built Manik
garh Fort, suggest that the Gonds of those times did not live like so many 
aboriginal tribes in virtual seclusion, but entertained manifold rdations 
with other populations. For the forts with their carved reliefs and 
stucco ceilings are evidently built by expert craftsmen who must have 
sought employment with the Gond Rajas. Similarly blacksmiths and 
brass-founders of non-aboriginal stock, who are still· found in Gond 
villages artd who have adopted the Gond's social organization and are 
like Pardhans conversant with Gondi, have probably. been for many 
generations a permanen! feature of the local culture pattern; and it is 
more than probable that traders from the lowlands regularly visited the 
courts of the Gond chieftains. As long as the Gonds remained the ruling 
race,.their standard of living and their material culture seems to have 
been by no means low, and there can be little doubt that relative to the 
general standards of yesterday, it was }lighet than it is today. 

l; The chronicle oi the Chanda Raja, as oollinod by C. B. Lucie Smilh (Reporf on !he LanJ 
Re\Jenue SeUlemenl of the Chanda £?isfricl, Cenlral Pro\lincu. 1869) is no doubt largely legendary and 
lhe dale of 870 A.D. lor lhe eotabluhmenl of 1he Gond dynasly lacks confirmation.· . 
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Even after the fall of Chanda the feudal sy~tem, with Gond chief
tains in control of small tracts of land, persisted in the inaccessible hill
regions of Adilabad for many years and the predominance of the Gond 
population remained for long unchallenged. But it seems .that in some 
parts of the plains the Marathas appointed Gond~ as well as Hindus of 
the higher castes as hereditary officers ( deshmukh) in charge of certain 
tracts of land, and some of these deshmukh families have retained their 
watan: rights up to this day. None of the standard works on the history 
of Hyderabad contains any reference to the developments in the area 
now constituting the Adilabad District subsequent to the treaty of 
Deogaon in 1803, when the taluq of Rajura was added to the Nizam's 
Dominions, and ;:tll attempts to obtain relevant information from un
published records have so far remained unsuccessful. It is safe to as
sume, however, that Hyderabad rule did not bring about any immed
iate change in the existing order, and interfered at first very little with 
the aboriginals' customary mode of life.· 

·Until as late as seventy or eighty years ago some of the Gond Rajas 
seem to have still been able to maintain a style commensurate with their 
position in the tribe. At that time a distant kinsman of the Chanda 
Rajas held as a maqta estate the parganas Haveli and Sirpur, now 
included in Utnur Taluq, and paid an annual revenue of only Rs. 6oo. 
His jurisdiction in tribal matters extended over a much wider area, into 
the present taluqs of Adilabad and Lakshetipet, whereas Rajura and 

· part of Asifabad Taluq stood-and indeed still stand-under the tribal 
jurisdiction of the Chanda Raja. Each Raja administered directly only 
the area nearest his residence, and the rest of his sphere of influence was 
divided among hereditary mokashi and deshmukh, who owned estates 
of several villages. Only a few of them still hold their estates or part 
of them as maqta and in rare cases as jagir, but most of them have lost 
their rights over the land and act today only as tribal headmen . 

. It thus seems that until comparatively recenttimes a feudal system 
prevailed among the Gonds of Adilabad, and innumerable myths and 
epics picture the life under their own chieftains and tell how varibus 
clan~ and chiefly houses came into the possession of their estates. The 
Gonds were then not only the ruling race, but the principal holders and · 
cultivators of the land, and such men of qifferent stock as lived amongst 
them were craftsmen and perhaps traders. When the Nizam's Govern
ment established its administration in certain central places, the existing 
colonies of traders and craftsmen swelled gradually and in their imme-· 
diate vicinity non-aboriginal cultivators may have occupied some land j' 
but a major change in the aboriginals' position occurred only when the 
Government made a determined drive to raise the revenue of the Adil
abad District by encouraging an influx of new settlers and began opening 
~p the country by improv.ing communi~ations .between Mancherial ·and 
Rajura in the east and Numal and Adilabad m the west. Along these· 
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two lines immigrants both from the south and the north st:eamed into 
the district, and occupied such lands a~ had then b~come easier of acce.ss. 
The projection and later the completiOn of the Ntrmal and Manchenal 
road encouraged Telugu cultivators from Karimnagar to settle~ the 
riverain tract along the Godavari, and the pressure on tlie land m the 
Central Provinces and Berar caused many Maratha peasants, mainly 
of Kunbi caste, to cross the Penganga and settle in the fertile piains of 
the Rajura, Adilabad and Kinwat Taluqs. Most of tlie Kunbis in these 
parts say tllat either their fathers or grandfathers came from north of 
tlle Penganga, and the main immigration of Telugu cultivators and 
land-owners, the former mainly Kapus, tlie latter Velmas, seems to date 
back little more than thirty or forty years. Approximately at the same 
time Maratllas, Andhs and Wanjaris from Nander and Parbhani settled 
in Both and parts of Utnur Taluq, and of even more recent date is the 
flooding of the northern and western part of the district with Banjaras 
and Mathuras from Berar. 

Before we consider the effects of this large-scale immigration on 
the aboriginals, we must shortly describe tlie system of cultivation pre
vailing among the Gonds before the introduction of forest conservancy 
forced them to modify tlleir traditional economy. In some parts of the 
hills tlle old order persisted so long that very old men and women can 
tel'l. of it from personal experience. All agree tliat then tlie Gonds culti
vated mainly tlie light reddish soils which yield good rain-crops. There 
they sowed panicum miliare, panicum italicum, sorghum vulgare and 
various oil-seeds, and whenever a field showed signs of exhaustion, tliey 
took up another piece of land. Only small patches of black soil were 
then cultivated in the cool season. 

But the yield of the crops grown during the rains on ever refertilized 
soil equalled or exceeded tlie combined harvests of today's rain and 
winter crops. Old Gonds tell that in those days they were far more 
prosperous, and many individual Gonds still well remembered by the 
present generation, owned hundreds of cattle, whereas nowadays a man 
with tllirty cows and bullocks is considered rich. Moreover the cash ex
penditure of the average cultivator. was then comparatively small: the 
revenue both in tlie estates of Rajas and M okashis and on Government 
land was low and the aboriginals were free of forest dues and the various · 
customary-though today illegal-levies of minor Government officials. 

Whereas in the hills the transition to modern conditions occurred 
so late that eye-witnesses of the old economy still live to 'tell the tale the 
sequence of events in the plains tracts is less certain. These too ~ere 
once alm~t exclusively peopled by Gonds, and many well-known seats 
of mokashz, some with the ruins of small forts, lie in the lowlands. Land 
was. ample ~nd tli~ Gonds no d~ubt practised shifting cultiyation, pre
fernn~ tlie hght soils to the heavier black cotton soil and relying mainly . 
on ram-crops. · 
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When agricultural populations from neighbouring areas first in
filtrated into Adilabad District, the aboriginals in the hills remained 
long undisturbed, and it was only those of the plains and the lower valleys 
whose po_sition soon underwent far-reaching changes. Pursuing a policy 
of opening up the district and raising its revenue Government encour
aged the influx of new settlers and granted them patta free of charge 
for as much land as they could make arable. It seems that about this 
time many of the old maqta and jagir estates of the Gond Rajas and 
mokashi were resumed by Government and the Gonds, who until then 
had lived and cultivated on the land of their feudal lords, were suddenly 
forced to fend for themselves and to secure land of their own. At first 
no doubt the Gonds too had the possibility of obtaining individual patta, 
and many Gonds actually were granted patta rights; but on the whole 
the tribesmen were slow to realize the necessity of patta, and later, when 
pressure on land grew acute and they did realize the value of documents 
and title-deeds, they were not well enough versed in dealing with admin
istrative officers and their subordinates to compete successfully with the 
newcomers from more progressive areas: consequently they often failed 
to obtain recognition of their claims on the land which they and their 
forefathers had cultivated. 

Gond prosperity and Gond culture now began to decline. Yet at 
first even the tribesmen themselves can hardly have realized the signi- · 
ficance of the new position. If newcomers ousted them from a choice 
tract of land or occupied a village site within the boundaries of their 
village land, they shifted their houses elsewhere and in traditional manner 
cultivated there for a period of years. But with the introduction of 
forest conservancy the retention of land became a problem for the 
Gonds, and they began to feel the lack of patta-rights. With a smaller· 
area open for cultivation there was keener competition for the more 
desirable tracts and the Gonds were no longer sure of finding sufficient 
land for cultivation on siwa-i-jamabandi tenure. And even of those 
Gonds who had been granted patta-rights, many lost their land in later 
years to non-aboriginals through dealings with money-lenders. More
over plainsmen of wealth and influence often succeeded in contesting 
the validity of Gond patta and bringing about changes in the revenue 
records ; there are numerous Gonds who relate how they were under the 
impression that they had patta-rights on the lands they cultivated and 
then suddenly discovered that without their knowledge the land had 
been transferred to a non-aboriginal. 

With the gradual improvement of communications and the influx 
of settled cultivators such as Kunbis, Kapus and Marars, the country 
became valuable and attractive to non-cultivators, and Muslims. 
Brahmins and Komtis of Rajura, Asifabad, Adilabad and Nirmal began 
acquiring villages to be managed on a commercial basis. As the Gonds 
had few patta-rights this was comparatively easy, and a great number 



of villages in the open country were acquired by absentee landlords. The 
latter had and have naturally an interest to settle good cultivators in 
their villages; they encouraged the immigration of non-aboriginals and 
gradually replaced their Gond tenants, whose agricultural methods are 
comparatively backward, by more experienced cultivf!tors, capable of 
paying higher rents. This process is still continuing and every year 
Gonds are ousted from villages where their families have lived for gener
ations. 

Thus most of the villages near Asifabad have now an entirely non
aboriginal population, and so have many of the villages along the new 
motor roads. In other villages there are still a few aboriginals, but the 
landlords are mainly money-lenders, merchants and lawyers. Of the 
20 villages within approximately 3 miles of Asifabad, I 2 no longer con
tain aboriginals, 5 have still a partly aboriginal population but are owned 
by big landlords, and there are only 2 villages in which Gonds and one' 
in which Kolams cultivate Government land, but in these too other 
land is held by non-aboriginals. In the fertile valleys running westwards 
and southwards from Asifabad we find very similar conditions, and the 
occupation of the land by non-aboriginals dates here in many cases only 
ten or fifteen years back. South of Asifabad, and here not only in the 
plains but also on the Tilani plateau, a great deal of land has been ac
quired by land-owners of Velma caste, who live in Karimnagar or 
Lakshetipet and run their estates through bailiffs. Even as lately as two 
or three years ago, land held by aboriginals on one year's tenure has 
hete been transferred to Velmas. A favourite device of non-aboriginal 
landlords to increase their holdings is to encourage Gonds to clear land 
in the open forest and, when the land has been made arable and the 
Gonds have paid the forest dues, to apply for the patta-rights; the land 
is then auctioned ·and the Gond cultivators have, of course, no chance 
to outbid an affluent landlord. 

An example of this process is the large villag<:: of Tilani, where the 
fort and gadi of a famous chieftain of Maravi clan, linked by tradition 
with the dynasty of Deogarh, is still to be seen. Two generat~ons ago 

- Tilani was an important Gond village of more than a hundred houses ; 
today nearly all the land belongs to V elmas and Brahmins, who have 
brought in cultivators from Telingana, and all the Gonds, except a hand-: 
ful, have withdrawn to the edge of the surrounding hills. Even the 
desc~nda~ts of the great line of chieftains live in poverty in a neigh-. 
bounng vlllage on the land of a Brahmin. 

V~ry similar .are the conditions in the plains of Rajura, Adilabad 
ar;d Kinwat: and m the larger part of Both Taluq, and it is only in the 
hilly tracts m the centre of the district, to which ascent is by difficult_ 
cart-~r~cks over steep ghats, that the land is still largely in the hands of 
abongmals. What IS the Gonds' reaction to the encroachment of out- • 
siders on their ancestral land in those areas where the -process of land. 
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alienation has already gone far? Some have resigned themselves to their 
dependent position in_ the villages of non-aboriginal landlords; not 
perhaps at once, but after they have moved once or twice and each time 
experienced that the land they have made arable and which they then 
cultivated for a few years on siwa-i-jamabandi tenure was subsequently 
acquired by an outsider. Others, however, emigrated into the hills, 
where they fo)l!ld tribesmen and relations willing to accommodate them 
in their villages. With the Gond system of optional residence in the 
wife's village, the fluctuation between plains and hills must always have 
been fairly great, and many Gonds of plains villages are married to girls 
from the hills and have perhaps at some time lived with their parents
in-law. The obvious refuge for those ousted from their villages in the 
plains and the broad valleys was therefore the hills and, as long as no 
forest laws forbade the extension of cultivation in the interior, they ex
perienced no difficulty in obtaining new land. Even today this process 
has not yet come to an end, and many Gonds, exasperated by the 
demands of their landlords who collect rents six and eight times the 
amount of the Government revenue, are still trying to settle in the interior 
and applications for permission to cultivate vacant Government land 
on' one year's tenure ' are continuously received by the Revenue Officers. 

The main reason for the Gonds' inability to retain land which is 
coveted by outsiders is their lack of patta-rights. It has been mentioned 
that at the time of settlement when they might have obtained patta with
out capital outlay, they did not realize the importance of patta, but later 
many of them made strenuous efforts to be granted such permanent 
tenancy-rights. Generally these failed, however, for meanwhile 
rules had come into force according to which the Gonds cultivating 
siwa-i-jamabandi lands could not be granted patta-rights unless they had 
acquired the land in public auction.' A later ruling according to which 
those who had .occupied any land continuously for more than ten years 
could obtain patta-rights by paying a sum equal to twenty times the re
venue and those who had cultivated for more than twenty years by pay
ing a sum equal to sixteen times the revenue, did not materially change 
the position, for only an insignificant minority of Gonds could afford such 
an expenditure, even when payment by instalments was granted. The 
present position is therefore, that only a small minority of Gonds, and 
even fewer Kolams and Naikpods hold land on patta, while most of the 
ip.dependent aboriginal cultivators h~ld their land o~ one year's tenure 
andare consequently liable to expulsion at short notice, whenever· any
one affluent enough to purchase the land proposes its auction. In the 
average Gond village in the hills about one ho~sehold in five or six owns · 
the land he cultivates but there are other villages where none of the 
inhabitants- has any p~rmanent right in the land. 1 

If during the first decades following the opening up of the District 
1. But see p. xxxi be1ow for recent steps taken to rectify lhese conditi~ns. 
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mainly the aboriginals of the plains and open valleys ran the risk of dis
possession, the introduction of forest conservancy brought those of the 
hills into similar danger. 

Until as late as fifty years ago the aboriginals of the hills were sub-· 
ject to no restrictions in the choice of land for cultivation. The Kolams 
and Naikpods practised shifting-cultivation on hill-side.s and the Gonds 
of most villages cultivated mainly the light soils of gentle slopes and 
hill-tops in more or less. regular rotation. That this system was neither 
detrimental to the forest growth, nor resulted in any appreciable erosion 
is proved by the fact that the hills of Adilabad District were found to be 
an area of dense forest when conditions were first surveyed at the end 
of the last century. As in most countries where one or the other kind 
of shifting-cultivation is practised it is indeed only the over-cultivation 
of land following the restriction of the area open for cultivation which 
tends to result in permanent deterioration of the soil. 

Shifting cultivation came to an end, however, when forest lines were 
drawn round the villages, and most land not actually under cultivation 
and many a temporarily abandoned village site, were included in the 
Reserved Forest. Thereby a great deal of land. which had in former 
years been cultivated on siwa-i--jamabandi tenure and was lying fallow 
at the time of demarcation was included in the reserve and the abori
ginals were thus deprived of its future 'use. The grave disadvantage of 
this for the cultivators did not become apparent at once, but after some 
years when the fields which they had cultivated at the time of demarca
tion became exhausted and the Gonds wanted to follow their old routine 
of reoccupying the fallow lands, they could not do so as the land had 

-in the meantime been claimed' by the Forest Department. In villages 
with a fair amount of permanently cultivated black cotton soil, this 
curtailment of the cultivable land, though preventing the Gonds from 
growing valuable rain crops, has not resulted in very great hardsh~p, and 
every year they are leaning more and more on the yield of the heavy 
soils. But there are other villages, situated on the tops of ranges where 
the interference with the cycle of rotation has already led to an extremely 
serious position. For the Gonds of some of -these villages, who used to 
move backwards and forwards between two or three village-sites, alter
natively cultivating the surrounding land, are now pinned down to the 
one site which they happened to occupy at the time of forest reservation. 

While villages in which at least part of the cultivated land was held 
on patta were established as enclaves, a number of Gond and Kolam 
villages which comprised no patta-lands were entirely included in the 
reserves and the inhabitants given a time-limit to evacuate the village 
land. ~n pursuance of the policy of forest conservancy large scale 
evacuations occurred in the Dhanora, Tilani and Kawal State Forests 
some twenty years ago, and mopping up operations in the same areas 
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resulted recently in the disbandment of various villages situated in such 
inaccessible places that they had previously escaped the notice of the 
higher Forest Officers. Even villages which had been continuously 
inhabited for several generations and were the seats of important clan
deities were forcibly evacuated; m;my of these individual hardships were 
due to the practice of planning the reserves on the map, and leaving 
the demarcation to subordinate officials. 

Hard hit as many Gonds are by the reservation of forest areas, their 
position is still favourable compared to that of the majority of Kolams 
and Naikpods. Their traditional method of agriculture is shifting culti
vation or podu on hill-slopes. Except for a few Kolams and Naikpods 
who have taken to independent plough~cultivation, the members of these 
tribes possess no cattle and as a rule not even goats, sheep or pigs, 
chickens and dogs being their only domestic animals. Tht! dissimilarity 
between Gonds on the one hand and Kolams and Naikpods on the other 
is not confined to their economic status; there is also a striking difference 
in mentality, which evinces clearly the greater primitiveness of the latter. 
A Gond, for example, is usually well informed about all the villages and 
even their more prominent inhabitants within a radius of two days' 
journey; he knows more or less the functions of the various Government 
officers and has a rough idea of his rights in regard to the land and 
forest-produce, and if wronged will often make attempts to get his case 
heard. A Kolam or Naikpod is in contrast extraordinarily simple
minded and limited in his outlook; he may have lived for several years 
in a locality and may yet be unable to give the name of more than the 
immediately adjacent villages, is incapable of describing the relative 
position of his own hamlet with the help of stones or a sand drawing, 
has practically no idea of the circumstances of the peoples in the neigh
bouring, villages, is entirely vague in regard to such matters as the differ
ent kinds of land tenure and the forest rules, and his reaction to any 

· kind of difficulty is either flight or submission. Whereas most Gonds 
know their kinsmen up to the third degree and are able to say where 
they live, Kolams of a disbanded village, whose inhabitants were s<;at
tered, easily lose all contact with each other, and profess ignorance of 
the whereabouts of their nearest relations. They have very few other 
aspirations than to be left in peace and allowed to find a bare livelihood. 
For this reason Kolams seem to be content to live in the villages of land
owners, whose patta-land includes a few hill slopes; and if there they 
are permitted to cultivate in their old style and are sheltered from threats 
of expulsion by forest officials, they submit to almost any demands for 
unpaid labour which their landlords may make and which Gonds would 
find unbearable. 

Their standand of life is much lower than that of Gonds and their 
settlements are much smaller; even today these seldom consist of more 

3 ' 
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than twelve houses on one site, while in the days before forest reserva
tion hamlets of only three and four houses were scattered over the hiUs at 
points convenient for podu. While the Gonds of yesterday, shifting their 
fields iD. a definite cycle of rotation, retained one village site either per
manently or at least over a period of ten or fifteen years, the Kolams 
and Naikpods shifted their houses alliiost as often as they shifted their 
fields. The economic resources of the po.du-cutting cultivator arc 
meagre. The area of a steep hill-side which can be cultivated by one 
familywith hoe and digging-stick can in no way be compared to the area 
a Gond shifting cultivator with plough and bullocks can till, and the 
crops sown and reaped, consisting mainly of small millets, jawari 
(sorghum vulgare) and maize and certain vegetables such as beans, 
taro, pulses and marrows, provide a family with sustenance for only 
about seven or eight months of the year, while during the other months 
wild fruits and roots form the mainstay of its diet. Thus the Kolams 
and Naikpods grow no crops for sale such as cotton and oil seed, and 
for their cash requirements they depend on the sale of jungle produce 
and baskets, in the manufacture of which they are expert. 

Where Goods and Kolams live side by side, the Gonds settle usually 
at the foot of the highest ridges and cultivate the valleys, plateaux and 
gentle slopes, and the Kolams buifd their hamlets on ridge-tops and 
cultivate the steep hill-sides below. Many Kolams still live in these 
areas, but others have emigrated to the valleys and pfains where they 
subsist by coolie-work and in rarer cases by independent plough culti
vation. ' - · ' ' 

The Naikpods are today often found in the same jungle settlements 
as the Kolams, but are more numerous in the southern part of the District 
than in Rajura and Adilabad Taluqs. Their main stronghold seems to 
have been the hills rising from the Godavari valley and many used to 
live in what is now the Utnur State Forest, but have now settled in the 
villages round Utnur and along the newly constructed Utnur-Gudi 
Hatnur road, where they work for non-aboriginal land-owners. Only 
a few of them possess cattle of their own and hardly any have patta land. 

At the time of the demarcation of Forest Reserves many Kolam and 
Naikpod villages were disbanded and the inhabitants compelled to leave 
their houses and the hill~slopes which they used to cultivate, but some 
settlements, and particularly those in the immediate vicinity of Gond 
villages, were established as enclaves in which were included the hill
slopes then actually under cultivation. Though nominally shifting culti
vation was here allowed to continue, the restriction of the Kolams' land 
to that under cultivation at the time of demarcation virtually ended 
their traditional form of economy; for after a few years the slopes in
cluded within the enclaves were utterly exhausted and the Kolams were 
prevented from felling new forest, Consequently the lar~cr part of the 
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community had to emigrate, unless they were able to obtain some level 
land and learn from their Gond neighbours the art of ploughing. There 
are nowadays Kolam settlements where most or even all inhabitants 
practise plough cultivation; the bullocks, however, are usually not their 
own, but are hired from either Gonds or merchants against a fixed rent. 
But where there are hill-sides within the enclaves they are cultivated 
with hoes and digging-sticks for as long as they yield even the meagrest 
crop. Particularly in the vicinity of important shrines of the Kolams' su· 
preme deity A yak or Bhimana, which mas not be moved, the hereditary 
priests and guardians of the idols hold out however difficult their econo
mic position. They say that they would rather starve or live entirely on 
jungle produce than forsake their god. 

In a good many cases Kolams and Naikpods have been able to 
remain in the reserved forest with the connivance of forest subordi· 
nates and patwari, but the price they have to pay for the privilege is · 
high; cultivating illegally and liable to expulsion at a moment's notice, 
they have to comply with every extortionate demand of these subordi
nates. 

While the reservation of forest areas and the virtual'prohibition of 
shifting cultivation have in many ways revolutionized the economy of 
the aboriginals, their exploitation of the natural resources of their 
habitat was further limited by the auctioning of such forest produce as 
grass, mahua, chironji (buchanania latifolia berries) and bamboo. The 
auctioning of these products is resented by the aboriginals, not so much 
because this restricts the supply for. domestic use, but because it gives 
outsiders a lever for the collection of various fees and dues. It appears 
indeed that many contractors take leases of gTass, chironji and mahua, 
not with a vi~w to exporting these articles for sale, but only with a 
view to levying from the aboriginals payment for their domestic con
sumption, reaping thereby a handsome profit. The contractor who 
takes the chironji contract for a group of villages usually does not collect 
the fruits, but some time after the fruit season he or his servants tour 
the villages and charge the aboriginals either per house or per tree for 
the fruit which it is assumed they or their children have eaten. The 
charges vary between As. 2 and As. 8 per house, or As. 4 to Re. I pet tree. 
Another method of exploiting a contract is for the contractor to compel 
the villagers to collect the chironji without paying any wages, takin!! 
the services of the villagers as a right of his contract. 

Similarly mahua flowers, the corollre of bassia latifo~ia are auc· 
tioned to contractors who collect from the Gonds and the Kolams As. !i 
and in rare cases As. I per head of cattle, on the plea that the cattle feed 
on the corollre, The Gonds complain that in former times they used 
mahua flowers both for distilling liquor and as food ; every year they 
collected large quantities and stored them against times of scarcity ; if 



their crops failed they mixed the dried flowers with millet flour and ate 
them boiled. But now if they are seen by an excise official gathering 
the flowers or any quantity is found in thdr houses they are heavily 
fined. It is only recently that in Utnur Taluq the aboriginals have been 
granted the concession to collect and use rnahua flowers for domestic 
purposes, barring distillation, but in other taluqs the position has 
remained unchanged. · 

Grass is also auctioned and the contractors act on the same prin
ciple. Export of grass is apparently unprofitable, and so the con
tractors wait until the rains have started and then tour villages and 
collect per house As. 8 to Re. 1 irrespective of whether a man has thatch
ed his house anew or has only used a few bundles for repairing his roof. 
Where there are mango or tamarind trees on the village site or on 
Government land their produce is also auctioned and Gonds, though 
usually willing to take the contracts themselves, often do not succeed in 
doing so because the auctions are held in distant taluq headquarters 
and may be over before the aboriginals get the news. 

In almost all the hilly parts of the district the forest-lines lie so 
close to the villages that the aboriginals have no other choice but to 
graze their cattle in the reserves and they have consequently to pay 
gr~g fees for cows, buffaloes, goats and sheep. The Forest Depart
ment levies moreover annual fees per plough for the wood used by the 
aboriginals for implements and repairs of houses; but the timber and 
bamboos required for house-building must be paid for at the valuation 
of the forest offi(:ers. Apart from these legal fees, which are in the 
nature of taxation, there are various customary dues and gratifications 
locally known as mamul which the forest subordinates collect from the 
aboriginals as a matter of course; they amount sometimes to consider
able levies in cash and kind, such as grain, oil-seeds, pulses and cotton, 
and are the main reason for the unhappy relations and frequent friction 
between the aboriginals and the forest subordinates. 

This friction and the aboriginals' bitterness over their expulsion 
from many traditional village-sites and the continuous encroachment of 
outsiders on their ancestral land, led in 1940 to a serious clash between 
Gonds and the authorities. Following the enforced disbandment of a 
village and the burning of the houses by· forest subordinates, several 
hundred Gonds and Kolarns armed with spears and matchlocks collect
ed on a hill and resisted all attempts of the authorities to disperse them 
and to arrest the leaders. At last the police had to open fire and twelve 
Gonds were killed and many more wounded. Though the failure of 
this attempt to defy the authorities convinced the Gonds of Govern
ment's determination to enforce the new order and no further acts of 
resistance have since occur~ed, it left them with a feeling of hopeless
ness as they saw themselves finally expelled from large forest areas, 
while year after year more of the cultivable open land was occupied by 
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newcomers and wealthy absentee landlords. 
In the plains this feeling of frustration is even more pronounced 

than in the hills, for outsiders interfere there even more in the aborigin
als' day to day life. Most of the village officials, not only patwari, but 
also patel, are here non-aboriginals. For some years it has been the 
practice to appoint in all mixed villages and even in many purely 
aboriginal villages of the lowlands non-aboriginals, such as Brahmins, 
Marathas, Kunbis, Mussalmans, Kalals, Sonars and even Lambaras as 
patel, many of whom do not reside in the village of which they are the 
recognized headmen, but in one of the smaller towns or market places. 
The attraction of patel posts for non-aboriginals of other localities lies 
not in the modest official allowance, but in the opportunity for levying 
from the aboriginal villagers all sorts of dues, in cash, kind or labour; 
a non-aboriginal patel wiUcollect contributions of every crop harvest
ed, and there is no feast, marriage or even funeral when he does not de
mand and receive his due. Many a patel was .at the time of his appoint
ment a poor man, with no other asset than his ability to read and write ; 
after ten or twelve years he has grown rich at the expense of the vil
lagers, having often acquired a large part of the village land. For wht"re 
both patwari and patel are non-aboriginal and bent on enlarging their 
own holdings, the aboriginal cultivator has but a slender chance to re
tain his land; the revenue officers who are frequently transferred from 
one taluq to another have often little personal contact with the Gonds 
and depend in many cases on the statements of the hereditary patwari 
and patel. 

Apart from encroaching on their land and economic resources, non
aboriginal village-officers, often in conjunction with the local police sub
ordinates, interfere seriously with tribal customs. In many parts of Adil
abad and Kinwat Taluqs the Gonds have for several years been illegally 
forbidden to dance and drum during the Dandari festival, when in the 
hills bands of dancers visit all neighbouring villages and the whole 
country-side bursts into song and play. Even processions at the time of 
the great clan:feasts are interfered with, and in Both and Kinwat the 
pressure exerted on the Gonds by Hindu patwari, patel and landlords 
prevents them from celebrating the memorial-feasts by whi~h the De
parted are joined with the a~cesto~s, · because th~se fe~sts mvo:ve the 
sacrifice of a cow. The Gonds rnarnage-custarns, m whtch marnage by 
capture, elopement and abduction have their recognized place, are 
largely at variance with both Hindu and Muslim law, and non:abor
iginal village officers can often exort handsome sums by threatenmg to 
report such cases to the police. And where an aboriginal is in the bad 
books of these local petty officials such threats are occasionally carried 
out · I know of several highly respectable Gonds who went to jail for 
parrlcipation in marriages 'b~ capt~e' which wer.e perfectly in accord
ance with tribal custom, the gtrl bemg usually a willing party. The law 
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has in these cases no support in public opinion and is indeed unconnect
ed with any moral standards held by the Goods, who consider its im
position on tribal society wanton interference with . their traditional 
customs. 

Indeed the aborigwals feel that they are a people denied the right 
to their own way' of lif<t; ¢ey see their economic position deteriorating 
and the laws of Government operating frequently against, but rarely 
in protection of their interests; they have experienced that with thcir 
poor resources and their ignorance of legal procedure they have no 
chance of prevailing against the wealthier outsiders who are gradually 
taking possession of their country. In the hills the aboriginal is still 
upright, open and cheerful, he has still his own culture, his rich ritua~ 
his beautiful songs and spirited dancing, but in the plains, surrounded by 
strangers always ready to exploit and oppress him, he is becoming 
cowed, uncertain of himself and his cultural values, servile and dis
gruntled. A process is already far advanced which unless checked and 
reversed can have only one result: the reduction of both the free forest
folks, and the substantial Good peasants with a still flourishing and 
complex culture of their own to landless farm-labourers, economically 
placed no better t4an the depressed classes, but unlike them lacking 
the adaptability, sharpness of wit, thrift and resistance developed during 
centuries of servitude. 

In recognition of this danger Government has in recent months 
taken steps to prevent a further deterioration in the aboriginals' position 
and if possible repair some of the evil effects of the previous policy of 
laissez faire. An officer of the Hyderabad Civil Service has been ap
pointed to the special task of safeguarding the aboriginals' interest and 
. a Good Education Scheme has been started in order to fortify future 
generations of Gonds in their competition with other sections of the 
rural population and to preserve the valuable and artistic elements in 
Gond culture. Most important of all, the central plateaux of Adil
abad District have been notified as areas where lands may be given in 
patta right without premium to Goods, Pardhans, Kolarns and Naik
pods, and the grant of fresh pattas to non-aboriginals is forbidden, while 
the forest boundaries are being rectified to remove hardship and. in
i,.ustice. 

A word may here be inserted about the state of aboriginal education 
in the time from 1931 to 1941. Special educational facilities for abori
ginals did not exist anywhere in the Dominions, but where aboriginals 
lived in or near larger plains villages they had, of course, the opportun
ity of attending the local schools. But it is just in such mixed villages 
that the aboriginals are generally in ari inferior economic and social 
position and few aboriginal children go therefore to school. Wherever 
the aboriginals speak a tribal language, children are moreover incapable 
of following the teaching in Telugu, Marathi or Urdu, unless special 
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allowance is made for their linguistic difficulties. . But. the majority of 
aboriginals live so far from any schools, that even elementary education 
is entirely beyond their reach; there are, however, rare cases when a 
patel employs a private tutor for his son and repays his trouble with a 
cow or a horse. All these factors are responsible for the low literacy; 
among 678,149 tribals only 4,486 or about six per mille were literate 
in 1941, and for the true aboriginals this figure is probably still lower, 
since the ' tribals • include Lambaras, some sections of whom are fairly 
progressive and live in towns. · 

It seems therefore essential to provide aboriginals with educational 
facilities, and the education must be of a type adapted to their needs. 
An aborigip.al child kn~wing no other language than his tribal mother
tongue is obviously at a disadvantage if placed in a class where instruc
tion is in another language and the teacher is unfamiliar with the tribal 
tongue. It was therefore felt that education for Gonds must in the 
elementary stages be in Gondi and imparted by Gond teachers. The 
Gond Education Scheme now in operation in Adilabad District 
provides therefore for the training of literate young Gonds as village
teachers and for the creation of a Gondi literature, partly consisting of 
school-books, and partly of the beautiful Gond epics, myths and songs 
which have never before been recorded in writing, The script chosen 
for the transcription of Gondi is a Nagri simplified by the exclusion of 
difficult consonant-combinations.1 But the Gond teachers are also 
taught Marathi up to the 7th standard and Urdu up to at least the 5th 
standard, and in the village-schools these two languages will be taught in 
the higher classes through the medium of Gondi. It is, of course, not 
intended to make all village-children proficient in written Urdu, but a 
fairly general literacy in Gondi, a useful knowledge of Marathi and 
fluency in colloquial Urdu will be aimed at. In the aboriginal areas of 
Assam it has been experienced that a literacy up to 50 per cent. can 
be attained if instruction is in the tribal tongue and an easy script is 
chosen. The same may be possible among the Gonds who are keenly 
awake to the usefulness of literacy; there is a particularly wide field 
for adult education, and preliminary experiences are encouraging. 
Apart from the training centre for teachers, ten Gond village-schools 
have already been opened, and it is to be hop~d tha.t they will form 
strongholds of tribal culture, and at the same time .dissemmate useful 
modern knowledge among the tribesmen. 

No special schools for aboriginals exist as yet in other districts nor 
is the language problem comparable to that of Adilabad. In Warangal 

I. A small part of this Gondi literature iJ already published. and more iJ in active preparation; 
cf H~derabad Gornli Reading Chari for Adulll I, II and 111 by C. von Furer-Haimendorf, assisted by 
s.' B. Jogalkar; Government Central Press, Hyderabad·Decc"'!' 1~43: and in the oerie~ HJiduabad 
Gondi Literature (edited by C. von Furer-Haimendorf); Gondr Pnmer (1944). Fi,.l Gondi Reader 
for Adulu (1944), Three Epic PoemJ (1944) and The M~th of Manko, the Clan Myth of the 
Five Brother Foil( (1944). 



practically every Koya knows some Telugu, and school education can 
therefore be in Telugu without putting Koya children to too great a 
disadvantage. In the Samasthan of Paloncha there is one school almost 
entirely frequented by Koyas, and in others smaller numbers of Koya 
boys are enlisted. 

Pardhans and T otis: the Bards- of the Gonds. 
Among the aboriginals of Adilabad District Pardhans play a pro

minent role and the Census figure 416 for all Pardhans in the district is 
otviously erroneous. At least ten times that number must be found in 
the district. Though it is inconceivable that any Pardhan should have 
described himself as Gond, the old practice of counting the Pardhans 
as a sub-tribe of Gonds seems to have been followed by most enumer
ators. Where the Pardhans speak Gondi as in certain parts of the 
Central Provinces and in the south of Warangal District, there may be 
at least a superficial justification for such a classification, but in Adil
abad the Pardhans differ not only racially but also linguistically from 
the Gonds; their mother-tongue is Marathi though most of them are 
equally fluent in Gondi They are the hereditary bards of the Gonds 
and the epics and stories which they preserve by oral transmission are 
the most important depositories of Gond tradition. At many religious 
rites they function as musicians, playing fiddle and trumpet, and recite 
the myths sanctioning and explaining the ritual. But it is only where 
the Gonds are still fairly prosperous that they can afford to maintain 
their bards and chroniclers, and where the Gonds have lost their wealth 
and their land, the Pardhans have had to look for other sources of 
income and many have taken to cultivation or agricultural labour. In -
Kinwat this process has progressed furthest, and many Pardhans, no 
longer enjoying the 'patronage of Gonds, have lost their skill in singing 
and playing the fiddle, and do not even speak Gondi. There the ancient 
sacred lore is rapidly falling into oblivion and with the dissolution of the 
Pardhans' ancient association with Gonds, both their own and theil' 
patrons' cultural life suffers the loss of a vital element. Moreover few 
Pardhans have attained the position of independent peasants, and most 
make a living as labourers and servants. While in predominantly abori
ginal areas, though accorded lower status than Gonds and Kolams, the 
Pardhans suffer no appreciable social disability, in areas where Hindu 
ideas of caste are in the ascendancy, they are in danger of being classed 
with the outcastes of Hindu society. 

Another tribe of bards and minstrels, who stand to the Gonds in 
a similar relationship, are the Totis. But while_ the Pardhans speak 
among themselves Marathi, the Totis' mother-tongue is Gondi and it 
seems that on the whole they are less inclined to exchange their tradition
al occupation of bards for agriculture. In the 1941 Census all Totis 
seem to have been recorded as Gonds. 
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The fate of Pardhans and Totis is ultimately bound up with that 
of the Gonds and with the solution of the entire aboriginal problem in 
A'?labad D~trict; the magnitude of ~ problem cannot be better des
cnbed than m the words of W. V. Gngson, I.C.S., Revenue and Police 
Member of H.E.H. the Nizam's Executive Council, and one of the 
greatest ·living experts on the administration of aboriginal races: " In 
its essentials the Gond problem is the same in Hyderabad as the abori
ginal problem in the Central Provinces or other parts of India, though 
more acute because of the greater neglect and the lower district ad
ministrative standards of the past, which have left the Hyderabad 
aboriginal entirely at the mercy of the exploiter, whether the land
hungry Kunbi and Kapu, the Arab and Pathan Shylock, the Hindu 
money-lender, the forest or excise contractor, the poor Muslim-coining 
a term on the analogy of the Poor White of South Africa-or the 
unscrupulous official .. We have to restore and foster the aboriginal's 
self-respect by protecting him from the loss of land, bond-service, debt 

·and oppression, to shield him from malaria, yaws and other sickness, 
to teach him an agriculture and an economic organization suited to his 
habitat and mentality, and to educate him not only to retain and value 
his own tribal culture but also to take and hold his due place in the 
economic, political and cultural life of modem India."1 

... ~ -- -~ - - __ .. 
Bhils: Aboriginal Culture Disintegrated. 

Whereas the tribal life of Gonds and Kolams, though endangered 
and exposed to manifold disturbances, is today still a reality, the Bhils 
of Aurangabad seem to have retained very little of their own culture 
and social organization. I have not yet had an opportunity for ethnolo
gical research among the Bhils, but historical records offer ample ex
planation for the disintegration of Bhil culture. No other tribe in Hyder
abad has come into such violent conflict with advanced populations nor 
elsewhere has the unruly behaviour of aboriginals necessitated the em
ploy of Government forces similar to those which at times have been 
arrayed against lawless Bhils. 

What is the Bhils' etlmological position? As one of the most numer
ouS of aboriginal races, spread over large parts of Centr~ India, Raj
putana, Gujerat and Khandesh, th.ey have bee!l the su~Ject of a. g~od 
deal of writing, but a cornprehellSlve .ethnological !Ieatise on this.~
portant group of tribes is still outstanding. Dark-~ed and of pnnu
tive features, they belong clearly t~ an ol~ abongmal stratum, and 
B. S. Guha has established a close racial affinity between the Hyderabad 
Chenchus and· certain groups of Bhils.' But the Bhils of Hyderabad 

. have been so greatly influenced by neighbouring populations that their 
original economy is as yet a matter of doubt. There are, however, two 

I. Foreword to The Chenchus, pp. XX, XXI. 
2. Census of India, 1931, Vol. I, Part lll p. XLIX. 



possibilities; either the Bhils in their pristine state were hunters and 
food-gatherers like the Chenchus, or they practised shifting cultivation 
like the }{ill Reddis and Kolams. Captain D. C. Graham writi£g of 
the conditions of the Bhils in Khandesh in the early 19th century, gives 
a description of the wilder Bhils from which it appears that they may 
have lived in the style of semi-nomadic food-gatherers: "Their hive-like 
habitations formerly crested the top of each isolated hill, ..•..••... 
and these hovels not reared for· permanent occupation but hastily put 
together to be crept into for a few months or weeks, were without regret 
abandoned on any occasion that induced the occupants to shift their 
quarters. Roving and restless by disposition and skilful hunters by 
necessity, the woods and jungles supplied them with roots, berries and 
game." 1 In the same context Graham speaks of "a savage set being 
termed ' Nahals ' who exist perfectly wild among the mountains sub-
sisting chiefly on roots, fruits and berries ........ A few of this tribe 
cultivate a little grain among the ashes of the burnt boughs of the forest 
or barter the produce of their jungles for cloth, but they are very seldom 
to be met with beyond the immediate bounds of their unhealthy loca
tion." It is not clear whether Graham refers here to a tribe related to 
the Nahals now found living in symbiosis with th'e Korkus, or whether 
' Nahal' is used in the loose sense of the word for a group of Bhil tribes; 
for ' Nahals, Bhils, Kolis ' were in old documents often used as synony-. 
mous terms for any of the hill-robbers in the western part of the Central 
Provinces.• If the latter is the case, it would seem that the Bhils were 
familiar with some sort of primitive shifting cultivation; and this is 
indeed confirmed by another early report which we will presently quote. 

The disturbances which during the Maratha wars ravaged the Bhil 
country have so blurred the picture that the conditions of the Hyderabad 
Bhils before many of them became outlaws and robbers can hardly be 
reconstructed. It appears that under Mo.ghul rule the Bhils of Khandesh 
and the adjoining Deccan gave little trouble, but the Marathas, op
pressive and ruthless in the treatment of most aboriginals, soon came in 
conflict with the independent and courageous tribesmen. When the 
soldiers of the Peshwas failed to subdue the aboriginals, who withdrew 
into inaccessible hills and chose their own time and terrain for any 
action, the Marathas resorted to large-scale treachery and many Bhils 
were attracted by offers of peace and then murdered. When their 
tribesmen retaliated they were outlawed and flogged or hanged wherever 
found without trial or enquiry. The cruelty displayed by the Marathas 
in dealing with captured Bhils defies description. Their noses were slit 

1. A Brief Hioforie<~l Sketch of lhe Bheel Tribe& inhabiting .the Province of Khande>h. prepared 
under Ordero from 1M Hon'hle 1M Court of Direetoro by Captain D. C. Graham of the 19th Regiment 
Bomb"l' N alive Infantry, Commanding the Bheel Corp• in Khande~h, p. 2 oeq. 

2. Cf. R. V. R1111ell, The Tribe, ond C.,t., of lhe Central Provine .. of India, 1916, Vol. IV. 
p. 261. 
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:md their ears tom off, the breasts of women cut open and chillies rubbed 
mto the wounds. After hours of exposure the victims were burnt on 
heated guns; red-hot chairs or at the stake. Every year hundreds of 
Bhils were thrown down the cliffs round the fort of Antur, and this 
policy of merciless extermination continued as long as the rule of the 
Peshwas.l 

. . When the Maratha power was finally overthrown the country was 
left m a thoroug~ly unsettled state and the pacification of the Bhils was 
a long and laborious process. From those years date some descriptions 
of the Bhils whic~, since contained in unpublished records of the Hyder
abad Residency, seem worth quoting at some length." 

A letter dated Camp Soangheer, 24th September x8x8 from John 
Briggs, Political Agent in Khandesh to the Hon. Mountstuart Elphin
stone contains the following reference to the Bhils: 

"It is difficult to say from whence the Bheels are sprung, there seems to be 
no good foundation for the general opinion that they are aborigines of 
the soil and that they were driven into the hills on the Hindoo invasion. 
Their language differs little from that of the surrouncling country, 
and their manners from what I have seen not at all. The Hill Bheel 
and the Bheel of the plain are entirely similar to each other, and they 
became residents of the Hills or plains according to circumstances. Their 
origin is however too obscure and too remote to furnish data for 
history and I shall only take a view ·of their present condition in 
Candeish. The Hill people of the Syadree range are called Mangs, 
Ramuses, Bheels or Colies in different parts; those bordering on Gung
turry are called Colies, and those ·in Baglaun and Satpoor Hills, Bheels, 
and a tract of country lying east of Surat and Baroach and extencling 
through the hills and forest as far as Nemaur and Candeish is styled 
Bheelwar.a. In this country they cultivate the valleys by the simple 
method of sowing grain on spots where wood or grass has been burnt, 
but without ploughing; and the grain thus raised, the flowers of the 
Mama, s which is in great abundance and various roots and shrubs 
afford them a scanty subsistence. · They have Rajahs or petty Princes 
among themselves, and the imbecility of the neighbouring States, and 
the enterprise of their leaders are the circumstances that tend so fre
quently to alter their condition. At one time exacting heavy imposts, 
at another living by petty incursions, on some occasions employed as 
the protectors of the country, another ravaging the same country and 
causing general desolation. As all their claims were unattended to 
under the late Government, they not only demanded them but exacted 
others, and the Bheels very naturally became one of the principal 
scourges of the population. Throughout Candeish and Gungturry the 
minor duties of the Police were conducted by Bheels who reside in 
the villages, they have properly no connection with those of the Hills, 
though necessity as well as inclination has latterly driven them to the 

· 1. Cf .. Syed Husain Bilgrami and·C. Willmott, Hi.toricJ S~etch of H.H. fhc Nizam'• Dominio.,, 
Bombay 1883, Vol. I. p. 322; and Syed Sirai·ul-Ha,.an, Tho Caal., anJ Trib., of H.EJI. lhc Nizam'• 
Dominion•. Bol!lhay 1920, p. 66. 

2. For ace ... to the.c records I have. to thank Mr. W. V. Grigwn, .l.C.S. 
3: Mama il obviously Mahua (Bauia lat.ifolia). 
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alternative of joining them, and the number of the Hill Bheels has 
greatly increased. Most of the mountain Chiefs have claims on the 
surrounding country either to protect it from robberies, or to guard 
passes but some of the village Bheels have of late years become Hill 
robbers and who have no right confirmed by established Government 
The whole of the Hill Bheels however are more or less dependent on the 
plain for their subsistence, each Rutty or Bheel village has a corres
ponding one on the plain! from whence it procures grain, and whenever 
it shall be found necessary to attack them, the knowledge of this fact 
becomes of the greatest importance." 

This account is amplified in a letter dated 27th September 1818: _ 
" From all the enquiries I have made it appears that the Police of Gungturry 

and Candeish Districts in the neighbourhood of the Chandore and 
Cassarbarry Hills has for many years been entrusted to the Bheels, and 
that the approaches to the Hill Forts have been principally watched by 
them, though the Garrisons were composed of soldiers. Each village 
has a number of Bheel watchmen (called JagLas, from the nature of 
their office). They perform the menial offices of the village, run on 
errands, watch the town by night, and tend the cattle by day, serve as 
guides to travellers and sit on eminences at the mouths of passes to 
overlook the surrounding country, and to give intimation of the ap
proach of troops. Over each District was a Naig or Chief who was held 
responsible for gang or highway robbers; the village Bheels were under 
his authority and it was their duty also to find out thefts in their respect
ive villages. The Bheel police was paid in two ways, first the village 
Bheels received grain from the inhabitants and on market days they got 
something from what was brought there, such as greens, chillies and 
spices employed in cookery. Secondly being of the lowest caste, they 
could eat whatever was given them, and they therefore not unfrequently 
shared the refuse of the traveller's meal. When not employed they 
brought wood and grass to sell, which in the neighbourhood of camps 
and J.arge towns was rather a profitable livelihood. Some of the Chiefs 
or Naigs lived in the Hills, and were expected not only to protect the 
roads, but to guard the passes, and it became necessary that each should 
have a few retainers, and they accordingly received a sum of money and 
grain annually from the Districts over which their authority extended." 

In Khandesh the Bhils were ·finally pacified through the establish
ment of the Khandesh Bhil Corps raised by Lieutenant, later Sir James 
Outram in 1825. In Hyderabad efforts at a reclamation started about 
the same time, and a letter dated Camp Kunnur, 18th November 1829, 
from James Ralph, Bheel Agent, to Lt. A. E. Byam, Assistant to the 
Resident, Hyderabad, throws some light on the conditions then pre
vailing: 

" I beg to observe that the Bheels in th;,; part of the country are the Wuttun
darl ]agleeas or Watchmen of the villages and that whatever claim• 
or rights they possess in these villages are by virtue of that office. These 
claims generally consiSt of Hucks in grain and Enam lands.2 In peace
able times, these ]agleeas are or ought to be the best police this country 

I. Her..lituy. 
2. Land given free of revenue to village tetVanll. 



could have, but in times of anarchy and confu~ion such as those which 
followed the great famine of 18o2j3, they became here its greatest 
scourge. The. villages then fell waste; their Hucks ceased; and they 
took to the Hills, and plundered the country without pity or remorse. 
A war of extermination was waged against them, but to no effect, and 
it was not until the settlements made by the Honourable Company in 
1825/26 that peace was restored. , 

When this exterminating system was in progress, the patels of all the 
Nizam's vjJlages along this range were required by the Officers com
manding His Highness's Troops not to allow any Bheels to shelter them
selves in their villages. If they did come, they were to be instantly 
delivered up. These orders, though now perhaps obsolete, have never 
been repealed, and consequently the Nizam's Bheels may still be con
sidered as outlaws. They have no kowl,l and where they have re
turned to their villages, it is only by sufferance, consequently, they are 
apt to fly at the slightest alann. It is probable, too, that their If ucks 
are irregularly paid, and their Jands not restored to them. It is from 
this cause results the great disposition now shown by the Nizam's Bheels 
in this range to form gangs, as unless a Bheel is fixed in his own W ut
tun y village, arid under the eye of his own pate!, he is always ready to 
join any marauding party that may be forming in this country. 

No substantial change in this state of affairs seems to have occurred 
until 1841, when small groupsof Bhils were settled as cultivators on 
lands specially allotted by Government. But progress was slow and a 
letter from Captain T. H. Bullock to the Brigade-Major, Aurangabad 
Division, dated 1st January 1848, shows that even then the settling of 
Bhils was still in the nature of an experiment: 

"1 t is not easy to determine what the conduct of the settlers will eventually 
prove. At times I have great hopes that they will entirely give up 
their every dishonest practice, at other times little incidents occur which 
rather dishearten me, but upon th«j whole I am disposed to hope that 
they will be reclaimed. The rismg generation whom I shall take 
measures to have instructed in reading, writing and arithmetic, and who 
will be accustomed to a settled and regular 'life I have no doubt will 
make good Koonbees.• There have been no desertions as yet . 

. Most of the present settlers have been prisoners in J.aH, at one time or 
another. and of course are more or less demoralized. Those who were 

· released at my interposition, appear to have suffered a great deal. Every
thing that was liable to debase them. in mind ar injure their bodily 
health had happened to them. They seem to have been treated more 
like beasts than human beings. They state that besides being fettered bv 
the legs, they were every nig!'t linked togef!'er in long rows,. by iron 
rivets round the neck, and this had been gomg on for years, m many 
instances without proof of guilt, or for some trivial fault. To release 
them was a measure of necessary justice, and if they had returned to 
their own villages the probability is that they would have resumed their 
evil habits. It was therefore a much better plan to offer them the 
means of subsistence, as the fruits of their own labour, in a place where 

1. Documents. patents. 
2. Koonhee or Kunbi it a term used in Marathwara Dot only for the great Kunbi cute but for 

every peasan,. 



they !night ·be· under continual supervision, but it will be some time 
before they recover health and energy to work with success. Many of 
them .suffer from chronic complaints the result of neglected illness and 
bad food, and all are depressed and debilitated. It is probable that 
two or three seasons will pass before they are in a position to begin to 
repay the government advances." · 

Subsequently the Bhils have ceased to figure prominently in official 
correspondence and documents, and we may therefore assume that the 
efforts to settle them as peaceful cultivators were largely successful. 
There was a flare-up of disturbances in 1898, when in the attempt to 
combat crime the ·authorities resorted again to oppressive measures 
against the whole tribe. But peace was soon restored and more Bhils 
were settled with Government aid. A certain inclination to petty crime 
r.emained for some time, and between 1902 and 1907 the Police Author
ities maintained six Bhil schools in Aurangabad District, and one Bhil 
industrial school in Bir with a view to raising their moral and economic 
standards: But wheh in 1909 the schools were transferred to the Edu
cational Department, no funds were provided and these first schools for 
aboriginals disappeared. 

More than a· century of wars, persecutions and rebellions, with all 
the tragedies accompanying every armed conflict between a primitive 
race and the ~rganized forces of a Government, has resulted in an 
almost complete break up of tribal culture. Today the 18,021 Bhils 
of the Dominions do not live in compact blocks, but are scattered over 
most villages of Aurangabad District. 17,602 of them have still retained 
their tribal tongue Bhili; here strongly influenced by Marathi, but no
where do we find pure Bhil villages, and there seems to be indeed only 
one village-in Ajanta Taluq-in the whole of Hyderabad where Bhils 
form the majority of the population. In other villages there may be 
between ten and thirty, but rarely as many as a hundred Bhils, all 
living in close and constant contact with the rural Maratha population. 
Only a few of them own land; some hire land from the land-owners 
of other castes .and ·many ·work as agricultural labourers. As of old, 
Bhils function still as village watchmen and some have retained their 
familiarity with the jungle, engage in hunting with bow and arrows, 
in t~e collection of forest-produce and in forest labour. But Bhil cul
ture as a living and co-ordinated system of beliefs and customs has 
disappeared and the average Hyderabad Bhil conforms today largely 
to the standards of the local Hindu population. 

Banjaras, Lambaras and Mathuras: Immigrant.r from the North. 

Classed with the aboriginais· as ' tribal' populations are the im
migrant and still partly semi-nomadic tribes of Banjaras, Lambaras 
and Mathuras. Though their homeland is doubtless in Northern India, 
probably m Rajputana, they occur today in Hyderabad in greater 
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numbers than in any other. part of India and form a characteristic 
feature of the Deccan scene. 

These wandering tribes came into the Deccan as carriers of mer
chandise at the time of the Moghul conquest. During several centuries 
of turbulent Indian history their huge caravans of pack-bullocks fur
nished transport for Muhammadan, Maratha and finally even Euro
pean armies. Carrying supplies of grain and cloth from distant areas 
to the warring armies, sometimes even the soldiers' baggage, they form
ed a kind of unofficial commissariat and in the intervals of peace they 
were one of the main agencies of trade. But when railways and roads 
replaced transport by pack-animals they lost their most lucrative occu· 
pation; though for a long time they continued to serve outlying districts 
with bad communications, and even today in some parts of the Domi
nions one meets picturesque troupes of Banjaras with bullocks loaded 
with grain, the .majority of the tribe has had .to look for other means 
of subsistence. Used to an -unsteady adventurous life, and well versed 
in the use of arms, it is not altogether surprising that deprived of their 
normal livelihood some groups of Banjaras took to crime, and were 
consequently listed among the Criminal Tribes. But quite a large 
number adapted themselves extraordinarily well to the new conditions 
and many are today settled and prosperous cultivators. 

In popular usage all members of these tribes, who with their tall 
stature, fair skin and often light eyes appear even at a glance as ' foreig
ners' in the Deccan, are termed indiscriminately Banjaras or Lambaras, 
and this terminology has also been adopted for purposes of the census, 
the Mathuras being included in the figure for Banjaras, although a 
separate figure for Mathuras-3,489 persons-is available. In culture 
and physical appearance these three communities hold indeed so much 
in common, that we may be justified in regarding them as branches 
of one tribal group. Their languages, which have affinities wit~ both 
Hindi and Gujerati, are mutually understandable, and accordmg to 
their own traditions they are but different castes or classes of one ~ace. 
A classification, drawing a parallel between the so~ial order o~ Banpr~s 
and Hindus, was given me by an educated B~npra of Adllaba~: It 
likens the Matlmras to the Brahmins, the BanJaras to the Kshatnyas, 
and the Lambaras to the Vaisyas.1 Apart from these three ~ain 
endogamous groups, there are several minor sub-s~ctions of the ~nbe; 
the Daris, who are the hereditary bards of the Ban pras,. play a kind of 
zither and subsist mainly on the gifts receiv~d from their _patrons; the 
Singaris, who play brass horns, and the Dalia, who !unctiO? as drum
mers at weddings and other ceremonies, and also live J:?amly on the 
charity of the Banjaras. There are, moreover the NaVI, the b_arbers 
of the Banjaras, and a small caste of cattle-breeders called Jogi, who 

1. Since Banjaras and Lambaras are reeordod togeth~r an~ resemble each other. ind~ed dotely, 
P.9 9iffere~tiation is possible in \he c;onle~t, ap~ J P.ffi refernne to bo1h under the tenn Ban,ara, 
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interdine but do not intermarry with the Banjaras. 
The Mathuras, conspicuous by the high pointed head-dress of 

their women, occur mainly in Adilabad District. They are the most 
conservative group and still persist in their old economy, the breeding 
of cattle and sale of milk-products. They say that unlike the Banjaras 
they were always herdsmen, the priests of the tribe, debarred by religion 
from living in solid houses. Agriculture is for them even today a side
line, and many Mathuras spend the greater part of the year in forest 
areas wher~ they find good grazing for their cattle. There they erect 
temporary shelters of branches and bamboo-matting or thatching grass. 
Though here and there they have acquired land, primarily with a view 
to securing a resident's rights to a locality of good grazing, they have 
not seriously entered the scramble for land, and the main cause for the 
friction between them and the aboriginals in forest areas is the damage 
frequently done by the Matl;luras' cattle to the standing crops. Living 
in compact comm~ties without much close intercourse with other 
populations, most Mathuras are very strict in the observance of their old 
customs ; they do not take food from members of any other caste, never 
eat without fire in the hearth, and as late as 1941 the ritual burning of 
a widow occurred in Both Taluq in the presence of thousands of tribes
men who had gathered from far and near for the occasion. 

Rather different is the present position of the Banjaras and Lam
baras, two groups distinguished only by minor points of custom and 
dress. After the :virtual collapse of their traditional economy, they have 
taken to many different occupations and today we find among their 
ranks wealthy land-owners, herdsmen, itinerant traders, industrial 
workers and inmates of Criminal Tribes settlements. 

In Adilabad, one of the most interesting districts in this context 
because of the large scale interaction of several tribal populations, the 
Banjaras, now numbering 39,984 (from which figure 3,489 Mathuras 
must be detracted) , are definitely newcomers, and old men still re
member the time when the first immigrants arrived. It was from Berar, 
an old centre of Banjaras lying on one of the main trade routes between 
northern and southern India, that they filtered across the Penganga 
River into the then sparsely populated plains of Kinwat and Adilabad. 
This infiltration has not yet come to an end, and every year one can 
watch Banjaras arriving with their cattle, carts and belongings to settle 
in villages which a few year's ago had a purely aboriginal population. 
These immigrants came with a knowledge of agriculture and when no 
more land was available in the riverain plains, they pushed into the 
broad valleys and ultimately even up on to the plateaux, and today a 
great many Banjaras live in the heart of the Gond country. Generally 
more affluent and always far shrewder than the aboriginals, they ex
perienced no difficulty in acquiring a great deal of land previously culti
vated by Gonds, ousting the former owners. In Utnur Taluq one finds 
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today Banjaras who own several hundred acres and in parts of the 
south of W arangal District they have become large land-owners; they 
.cultivate only a small portion of their holding while hiring out the rest 
at high_ rates. In their dealings with aboriginals they are as a rule 
oppresslVe and unscrupulous, employing both their greater business sense 
and their powerful physique to prevail over the easily intimidated Gond. 
Once Banjaras have gained a foothold in a village it is generally lost to · 
aboriginals. -

In justice to the Banjaras it must be said, however, that in the 
struggle for land and wealth they are perhaps no more ruthless than 
members of other non-aboriginal communities such as Rajputs, Mus
lims, Velrnas, Brahmins and Komtis, and that in most cases they them
selves or their relatives work the land and do not purchase villages solely 
as commercial enterprises. That under favourable circumstances their 
organizing talent can be employed to truly constructive and progressive 
work is proved by a Banjara community in Kinwat Taluq. In the 
village of Mandwi a Banjara acquired some fifty y,.ars ago about 2,ooo 
acres of land and collected round him a hundred other Banjara families, 
all immigrants from Berar, and even some Gonds and members of other 
castes from the neighbourhood. His son, who is incidentally the author 
of a book on Banjaras,1 began to develop the village on modern 
lines, built wells, brick houses, a school, a village-library and a free dis
pensary, established recently a small cotton ginning factory, and en
courages various village~crafts, both in his own and in surrounding 
villages. Mandwi is today probably the most progressive village in 
Kinwat and judging from the initiative displayed in its development, 
one can assume that in the not too distant future Banjaras will play an 
increasingly prominent role in rural economy. -

Far to the south, in Warangal District, Banjaras have been equally 
successful in establishing themselves as cultivators and land-owners, and 
in Paloncha I have seen villages where within the last thirty years they 
have occupied the choicest lands, improved them by irrigation and are 
now employing Reddis and Koyas in their cultivation. But besides 
these Banjaras who have completed the transition from wandering 
traders to settled peasants, there are the broad masses of Banjaras
probably the majority of those in Hyderabad-who have not yet out
grown their nomadic habits .. Almost anywher~ in_ Telingana and to a 
lesser extent in Marathwara and the Kanarese dtstncts, one meets settle
ments of Banjaras built of nothing more solid than branches, a few 
poles and thatch, their inhabitants working_ at times as ~gricultural 
labourers and owning perhaps cattle. Expenenced and reliable herds
men they are often entrusted with the cattle of local cultivators and 
dur~g the hot season they drive large herds to graze in such forest areas 

1. Baliram Hiraman Patel, Cor Baniara Lo~ancha ltihal. Widarb~ Printing Press, Amraoti 
(Berar), 1936 (In Marathi). 
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as the Chenchu country of the Upper Amrabad Plateau and the wooded 
hills between Palampet and Paloncha in Warangal, where they camp 
for months in flimsy shelters. The apparent indifference of Banjaras 
and Mathuras to the vagaries of the weather is to me always a matter of 
astonishment. I have seen Mathuras camping in the middle of the 
rains with no other shelter than some rough blankets raised tentlike on 
poles, quite insufficient to provide adequate protection, and on stormy 
nights men and provisions get thoroughly soaked. Banjaras usually erect . 
rough leaf-huts, but these are equally ineffective against heavy rain. A 
pastoral people without proper tents seems an incongruity, and I am 
almost inclined to assume that this deficiency is due to a degeneration 
of culture and a decay of material equipment preceding a change in the 
mode of life. 

But it is not only agriculture which has offered the Banjaras new 
means of subsistence. Wherever there are public works on large pro
jects, be it road-building or the construction of irrigation works, Banja
ras, the women still in their picturesque dress and jingling ornaments, 
are found amongst the labourers. Even in the coal mines at Kothagudem 
Banjaras work both underground and in the workshops; they are not 
as good as Koyas for gang-labour, but are better in all jobs which re
quire independent thinking and individual skill Nearly 300 Banjaras 
and Lambaras are employed in the Bodhan Sugar Factory in Nizam
abad District, where men earn an average daily wage of As. 7 and 
women As. 4/6, and the experience is that they do not appreciably 
rliffer from ordinary labour-here mainly of T elugu stock-in either 
reliability or efficiency. 

The majority of Banjaras are in no way touched by the provisions of 
the Criminal Tribes Act, but a few hundred individuals of confirmed 
criminal habits have been confined in the Criminal Tribes Settlement 
at Lingal in Mahbubnagar District. There they can live with their 
families under police supervision and in conditions resembling, within 
limits, those of normal rural life, in houses built more or less in their 
own style and with free land for cultivation. This settlement, which 
-contains also Erkalas, Dombas and other members of criminal tribes, 
approaches .indeed the idea of an ' aboriginal prison camp ' recently 
put forward 'by Verrier Elwin1 ; the inmates are criminals who have 
J;erved their sentences in ordinary jails and are then kept under super
vision_ so that they do not relapse once more into crime; there is a 
school for the children and every attempt is made to teach them occu
pations, the foremost being agriculture. The Banjara's talent for cap~
talistic enterprise-no doubt a heritage of their days as traders--maru
fests itself here in a rather amusing way: some of the interned Banjaras 
who have been given free land· by the settlement authorities in order 

1. Maria Murder and Suicide, Oxford Univenity Pre.,, 1943. pp. 219, 220. 
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that they shall learn to settle down as cultivators employ for the culti- · 
vation of this land, free but landless men of other castes who live outside 
the settlement and come in to work for their criminal masters ! 

Though no separate figures for literacy among Banjaras are avail
able, it is obvious from the general figures for tribes that literacy is 
confined to a very small fraction of the tribe; there is certainly in the 
whole of the Dominions no institution in which even elementary edu
-cation is imparted in any of the Banjari dialects, spoken as the mother
tongue by 418,753 ·persons. 1 The nomadic habits of many members 
-of the tribe are as yet an almost unsurmountable obstacle to systematic 
school education, but among the settled sections education could no 
doubt lead to the rapid progress of a people which by its own efforts 
has already effected a remarkable change-over to new forms of 
·economy. · 

There is one community, which though originally no doubt akin 
to the Banjaras, is now completely settled and Hinduized: the Wanjaris 
found in Parbhani, Nander, Bir, Bidar and Adilabad Districts. They 
disclaim all connections with the Banjaras, speak Marathi, follow Hindu 
customs and wear Hindu dress, and many of them are substantial culti
vators and landlords. Some fifty years ago a considerable number of 
Wanjaris immigrated from Bidar and Parbhani into Adilabad District, 
where they acquired. land and are today one of the most progressive 
and prosperous communities, living in large houses with tiled roofs in a 
-style far superior to that of the aboriginals and of the main body of the 
::Sanjaras. 

Conclusions. 

In comparing the development of the various tribal populations 
m Hyderabad we are struck by the fact that the only tribes which in 
recent decades could improve their position are the immigrant folks of 
Banjara stock. Arriving in the Dominions as landless carriers and 
traders, often inclined to crime and cattle-lifting, they yet succeeded in 
establishing themselves in many places as prosperous peasants and land
owners, the more successful vying in their standa!~ of living with the 
most respectable cultivating castes. The ~ue abor~gmals of Hyderabad, 
on the other hand, be they Chenchus, H1~ Reddi~, Kolams, Koyas or 
Gonds, are everywhere losing ground; their Ian~ IS taken up ~y more 
advanced and affluent populations, the use of their forests restncted by 
the laws of Government and their simplicity exploited by merchants 
and money-lenders. Even the Raj Gonds, once the ruling race in ~e 
fair lands of Gondwana have been ousted from the best parts of their 
ancestral country and a:e rapidly sinking into the wretched position of 

1. The discrepancy between the number of Banjaras (404,614) and !he numbers of thou: speak
ing Banjari as mother-tongue j1 probably due to 1he fact that some BanJaras returned themselves Ul 

Hindus. 
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landless labourers. Handicapped by their unfamiliarity with the lang
uages of the administration, outwitted by money-lenders and bullied by 
landlords and non-aboriginal village-officers, they have already lost 
much of their proud and upright spirit and their once famed honesty, 
and have become timid and suspicious. They feel that the whole power 
of the State is on the side of their opponents and exploiters, who know 
how to steer safely in between the laws or to invoke them in their own 
favour whenever a Gond does not yield to economic pressure or threats, 
and this feeling has created the atmosphere of resignation and hope
lessness which strikes every visitor in those areas where aboriginals live 
side by side with other castes. Whatever may be said of the ' civilizing ' 
influence which progressive populations exert on the aboriginals, 
wherever in India I have found aboriginals exposed unprotected to 
contacts with more dynamic races, they were losing their land, their 
economic freedom and often also their cultural heritage and self-respect, 
while gaining but the doubtful blessing of a somewhat fuller dress, a 
taste for new types of food and household-goods, and perhaps a famil
iarity with another language and some rites of another religion. What 
the aboriginal needs is education, medical help and instruction in better 
economic methods, and such are not given by either th.e money-lender, 
the trader, the land-hungry cultivator, or the rapacious petty official. 
Nor are these representatives of civilization the exponents of a higher 
morality; they may object to cow-sacrifice and deride the beautiful 
dances of the aboriginals and the freedom of their women, but their 
own dealings with t}le aboriginals are so devoid of all fairness and moral 
sense that they are a source rather of corruption than of improvement 
In Hyderabad as elsewhere the aboriginal has usually little contact with 
members of other communities who approach him in a disinterested 
spirit, and even Government appears to him as embodied in the Revenue 
Inspector, the Forest-Guard and the Police Constable, approach to 
higher officers being usually difficult. The experience of many years 
of neglect and exploitation has made him wary of all outsiders and 
uncertain of himself, and we would indulge in wishful thinking if we 
believed that a number of protective rules or laws alone could solve the 
aboriginal problem. For this problem is not only economic, it is also 
psychological; the aboriginal must first be cured of his timidity which 
makes him an easy vicitim of any bully knowing how to cow him by 
shouts and threats, he must be cured of his distrust of the higher officers 
of Government which often prevents him from seeking their help against 
his oppressors, and above all he must be helped to regain his self
respect and the conviction that the law guards his interests as imparti
ally as that of any other citizen. But to restore confidence in a social 
order which for long was opposed to all his interests is no easy task ; 
confidence has to be earned by concrete assistance in the aboriginals• 
material difficulties, and the economic and the psychological re-
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habilitation of the aboriginal tribes are therefore interdependent pro
cesses. 

Many opportunities have been missed, in Hyderabad no less than 
in other parts of India, but much can still be done to restore to the 
aboriginal the right in his ancestral land, to safeguard him from ex
ploitation and oppression, and to enable him through education to 
enter on equal terms the civic life of the State, and to develop at the 
same time the rich heritage of his own ancient culture. In the case of 
the Bhils tribal life may have disintegrated beyond repair, but Gonds 
and Koyas, and even the far less numerous Kolarns and Hill Reddis 
have still a large store of tribal vitality and tribal virtues, and should, 
in generations to come, be capable of making their own distinct contri
bution to the rural culture of the Deccan. 



FIG. r. The 
Chenchus, semi
nomadic hunters 
and food-gather
ers of the Amra
bad Hills, are 
among India's 
most primitive 
ra ces. Thi s 
woman shows 
the curly hair 
t ypical of many 
members of the 

tribe. 

FIG. 2. Chenchu 
men wear their 
hair tied up in 
a top-knot. 
Cotton cloth 
bartered for 
jungle-prod uce 
bas replaced the 
t raditional leaf-

dress. 

A ll Pholograp!rs by C.liOII 
Fflru·Haimendorf. 



FIG. 3· Chenchus live in small grass huts, often hidden amongst clumps of high bamboo. 

The Reddis of the Eastern Ghats cultivate with axe and digging-stick on hill-slopes cleared of 
jungle-growth. The ears of the small millets are reaped with small knives. 

------· ------ -- l 



FrG. 5· The Hill 
Reddis a re a 
small but v igor
ous race: rem
nants of one of 
India's most 
ancient agricul
tural popula-

tions. 

Hill FIG. 6. 
Reddi women 
have not yet 
full y adopted t he 
dress of their 
Tel ugu neigh
bour ; in the 
house and at 
work they often 
le ave th e ir 

breasts bare. 



, F I G. 7· On their 
bill-fields the 
R eddis do not 
use tlle plough, 
but dib b l e 
jaw a ri-mill e t 
with digging

st icks. 

F IG. 8. '1' h c 
Kolams, like the 
Hill Reddis, 
cultivat e on hill
fields, but they 
have spiked hoe 
wit h which they 
rake up the soil 
after b road
cast ing the small 

millets. 



FIG. 9· Many Reddi villages lie on the steep banks of the Godavari River; dug-outs with rudimentary 
bamboo outriggers are the main means of inter-village communication. 

FIG. IO. Koyas live side by side with Hill Reddis in .several villages· of the Godavari valley; at weddings 
they don bison-horn head-dresses and, dancing, mimic the movements of fighting bison-bulls. 



FIG. II. '1' h e 
Kolams of the 
Adilabad Hills 
a re a small tribe 
o f p r i mit i v e 
racial character
ist ics; they speak 
a language of 
their own and 
have ret a ined 
many tra its of 
a n a n c i e nt 

culture. 

Frc. 1 2. 1\fany 
Naik-pods of 
Adilabad have 
adopted the 
lwbits and b ngu
age of their 
neighbours, but 
this man from a 
v illage on the 
Penganga Rh·er 
belongs to a 
group still speak
ing the ol d 
Kaikpod t ongue. 



FIG. 13. 'I' h e 
K oyas of \Va
rangal District 
are today a 
community of 
settled plough
cultivators, but 
the dress of their 
women and 
many customs 
distinguish them 
from t he Telugu 

peasant ry. 

FrG. 14. U nlike 
their brethren 
in Bastar, most 
H yderabad Ko
yas wear white 
or coloured t ur
b ans ; but in 
pbysical t ype 
they st ill st and 
out from t he 
populat ions of' 

Telingana. 



15. Koya blacksmiths supply their own tribesmen and people of other castes with iron-implements; 
their skill as craftsmen enables many Koyas to adapt themselves quickly to industrial labour. 

FIG. 16. Erkalas, the wandering basket-makers of Telingana, are also professional fortune-tellers; here 
an Erkala woman reads the hand of a client. 

l 



FIG. 17. The 
Gonds of the 
Adilabad Dis
trict are a large 
tribe with a 
well-developed 
culture of their 
own; cheerful
ness and an 
independent, 
up-right spirit 
are their out
standing char
acteristics. This 
man of Marlavai 
village shows the 
broad, prominent 
cheek-bones and 
the heart-shaped 
face typical of 

his race. 

FrG. 18. A 
young Gond of 
Adilabad Dis-

trict. · 



FrG. 19. Gond 
women enjoy an 
excellent posi
tion in society 
and are in every 
respect the equal 
partnets of men. 
'fhey are fond of 
heavy silver 
ornaments and 
we:u saris of the 
gayest colours. 

FIG. 20. F.ven 
young Gond girls 
are oft en en
trusted with t he 
care of the 
family's stores 
and carry their 
keys suspemled 
from their silver 

necklets. 



FIG. ZI. Sowing is the common task of husband and wife: a Gond couple sowing jawari-millet 
with the sow-drill fastened by rope to the plough. · 

FIG. 22. The young boys herd the cattle and have often to ward off the (depredations of) tigers; 
p1ay on a bamboo flute whiles away the dull, hot hours of midday. 



FIG. 23. For centuries Gond Rajas ruled the country from powerful fort s : perched on a high cliff 
Manikgarh Fort, now in ruins and overgrown with jungle, dominated the whole of the Penganga vall ey. 

FIG. 24. Today the power of the Rajas is broken and the Gonds, relinquishing the martiaJ traditions, 
have settled down to the peaceful and uneventful life of cultivators: jm,·ari-millet is trodden out 

by bullocks, driven round and round the threshing floor. 



FIG. 25. Once a year, at the Dandari time, when the first crop has been reaped, the Oond country 
bursts into song and dance: dancers painted in black and white, and wearing peacock-feather 

crowns provide a humorous note. 

FIG. 26. Colourful crowds throng the dance places at Dandari time and move in festive processions 
from village to village . . 



FIG. 27. Haunting tunes sung to the mellow sound of earthen bottle-drums set the rhythm of the 
Dandari dances . · 

rFIG. 2 While the Gonds themselves sing and play during the festi \·al of Dandari, Pardbans, their 
hereditary bards, act as musicians at religious rites, weddings and funerals ; here a Gond pays his 

dues to the Pardbans inging the praise of the deceased a t a memorial rite. 



FIG. 29. In the centre of the Gonds' religious life st ands the worship of their clan-deities ; here the 
worshippers are ranged in silent prayer before the symbols of the god, a yak's tail fly-whisk 

and a pear poin t. 

FIG. 30. A Good seer, possessed by the clan-god and carrying the sacred symbols, heads the processi~J 
across the fields; at his side a Pardhan plays the fiddle with bell-beset bow. 



rG. 31. \\ben going to fairs or on pilgrimages to famous cult-centres, t he Goods deck their bullocks and 
carts with multicoloured, embroidered trappings. 

fiG. 32. The Good fairs are also Yisited by large numbers of J3anjaras, some of whom till follow their 
• ancient occupation of carriers ; here Banjaras cross a ri,·er with their ladened pack-bullocks. 



FrG. 33· 'f h e 
Lambaras a re a 
tribe of :North 
India; t all and 
of light com
plexion they 
seem even t oday 
foreigners in the 

Deccan. 

FIG. 34· 'f h e 
Mathuras are the 
priestly section 
of the Banjara 
tribes and per ist 
in their tradi
tional economy 
of ca ttl e-

breedet s. 



Fie. 35· Ban
jara women are 
among the most 
colowful figures 
of the Deccan 
scene; they wear 
wide skirts in 
many shades of 
red, orange and 
blue and are 
ladened with 
ornaments; 
dancing is their 
favourite recrea-

tion. 

Fie. 36. l\Ia-. 
tbura women 
wear high conical 
coiffures built up 
round a wooden 
support, from 
which their 
cloaks fall man
tilla-like to the 

ground. 


